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We greet our host of loyal friends and fellow workers
from the heart of the city which is the capital of the land
of Israel, which is the geographical center of the earth,

which is the moral hub of the universe. We are in the
middle of the cosmos. Appropriately, we live above this
spot, upon the roof, where the stars of Abraham and of
Adam engage our wondering gaze, while the humming
beehive below us is hidden from our sight. This place
is the focus of God's revelation. It is the central scene
of inspiration. We look to the south aiid see the hills of
Bethlehem, where our Saviour's birth was heralded of
old. Nearby is accursed Golgotha. Bethany, which wit
nessed His ascension, lies just beyond our ken. And
there, ever before our eager eyes, on Olivejt, is the sacred
spot which will welcome His pierced feet in the glorious
day of His return to sorrowing Israel.
Far is it from us to claim to be inspired, but there is
a buoyance of spirit, an eager response of soul, and even
a reaction of the body, which quickens our perceptions,
and stirs our feelings, and energizes our flesh, enlarging
our capacity for the work we have to do, enabling us to
reach results more speedily and surely, which fully jus
tifies all the expense and effort of our journey hither.
We have long enjoyed the precious consciousness of
being in God's will in our work, yet here we feel, still
more intensely, that we are in His way. The time already
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The Work in Germany
i

spent on| translation has been fruitful, and there is great

promise j that the concordant method, combined with

actual typographical research, will yield a rich harvest.

That Gojl may be glorified, in this, through the opening

up of Bjs written revelation, is the prayer we wish to
lay upoii the hearts of all who love His holy Word.

We need hardly affirm that this is a time of trial and
testing, more especially for such a work as ours, .which

is, undei}1 God, dependent on the material prosperity of

our Lord's slaves. We hope to be able to continue the

regular publication of the magazine without a break, and

without Reducing its size or dispensing with the cover,
but the! printing of other works, such as books, or
pamphlets, or tracts, except to replenish an exhausted
supply, seems impossible at present. In a work like ours
certain fixed charges continue even if no business is done.
If the losses do not continue too long, it is our hope to
recover them when matters have taken a turn. We com
mit all to Him with the consciousness that He will con
tinue to provide for His work in the future as in the
past. If |it be His will to stop it, we pray for power to
respond with a gracious acquiescence.

The Continental work is wonderfully encouraging.

There is |a possibility that, in the course of a few years,

unless tliere is an extraordinary movement among our
English-speaking friends in Great Britain and the
United States, the German work will surpass it in num
bers and! interest. This is by no means the case at pres
ent, but j the intensity and devotion to the Scriptures,
among many in the land of Luther, hardly finds a par

allel in Regions even more favored with means for Bib

lical stu4y. It is heavy on our hearts that the depth of

distress in that forlorn land may become the source of a

great spiritual renascence. A hunger for God's pure

Word is already evident in many quarters, and we are

. convince^ that God will satisfy the craving He has
created. I

Shows Great Promise
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A GERMAN "UNSEARCHABLE RICHES"

When the Wales movement degenerated into a passive
submission to wicked spirits, a testimony was raised up
against such demonism, together with an insistence on
our death with Christ, which was promulgated by means
of a magazine called The Overcomer. Among those who
were blessed by this effort was Freiin Wally von Bissing,
for many years resident in England, but with a strong
desire to carry this message to her native land. Her
prayer was answered in a remarkable way, for mean
while Grafin Sigrid von Kanitz, who had also received
blessing in the same way, had translated some of the
literature of the movement, and a notice of her work
appeared in the English publication. This led to their
association in Germany, and later to the issue of a
magazine called Der Ueberwinder (The Overcomer).
Eventually a physician in Berlin, who knew of our work,
sent them one of our publications.
This led to their
acceptance of the universal reconciliation and the special
truths of Paul's later epistles.
Gradually the greater part of the space in their
magazine has been taken up with translations from
Concordant publications. Their previous testimony has
taken a secondary place. They wish, more and more, to
declare the great truths which have been committed to
us. Next year they hope to issue the articles on the holy
spirit. As a result their publication has been repudiated
by the Overcomer leaders in England, and as they are
not really justified in continuing to use the name in Ger
many, it has been thought best to change it to Unausforschlicher Reichtum (Unsearchable Riches) at the
beginning of the new year. The form will be changed
accordingly, so as to agree with the Swedish I Morgonvdkten, nearly the same in size as Unsearchable Biches
itself. Do we need to urge our German friends to do all
in their power to encourage this new venture ? It should
have a generous support and a wide circulation in* the
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Concordant Versions Planned

United States. Send a year's subscription to all the
"geistliehe" of your acquaintance. Who knows what
this may mean to their ministry, especially when the

new Geipnan version is out ?

My itiain mission in Germany was the commencement

of a concordant version. My efforts in this direction

hitherto j had led to discord and difficulties. I was much
in prayelr that the Lord would show me the way out. As

a result, though I had prepared myself for a severe con
flict, the opposition dissolved of itself. The main misunderstajnding, I found, was in the method of Cod's

operations. They may never be able to understand that

God is jealous lest His glory be given to another. He
cannot u^e those who desire to exploit their own attain
ments, tod substitute their proud "wissenschaft"

(knowledge or science) for the accuracy of His inspired

Word. I am not averse to knowledge, but I am con
vinced that the only true intelligence is found in the

simple acknowledgment, the patient investigation, the
hearty acceptance of the microscopic accuracy and inerr
ancy of (rod's living and life-giving Word. This is not
possible through a human medium, however learned. It

can come I only through direct contact with the Scriptures.

An iijcident will help to illustrate this. One of the

chief workers on the version, when I came to explain the

method, thought out the latest and best lexicon as an aid

to our work. I asked him to take it away, as we would
not need it. But he persisted and kept it by him, occa

sionally leaking a futile effort to use it. I explained how

to fix the meaning of words by means of the concordance

he had jrjst received. Soon he forgot his lexicon. Before
I left I asked him to repeat after me: "I can find the

meaning lof a word better than any of the scholars or
lexicons!'!' He did it without the least hesitation and

with considerable hilarity.
The Grerman version, like all the versions in other

language^, and like the projected translation of the

in Other Languages
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Hebrew Scriptures, will be somewhat different from our
present issues. It will not have the original, but only a
version, like our pocket edition. But the type will be
larger, with two columns, with marginal notes at the
bottom. The rendering of each Greek word will be uni
form, if not in the text, then in the margin. Words not
in the Greek will be printed in smaller type. Emphasis
will be shown by letter spacing. There will be a list of
each German word used, with its Greek equivalent and
its definition. In this way it will be possible for the
intelligent German reader to know what the Greek is in
each ease, so that he can test every rendering. We hope
later to issue a German index to the English Concord
ance, so that it can be used by German students. But
this must wait.
As soon as sufficient progress has beien made to war
rant our doing so, a small prospectus will be issued, giv
ing a specimen page and explaining the concordant prin
ciple. The work will be published by the Concordanter
Verlag (Concordant Publishing Concern), from its
branch office in Stepenitz, Ostprignitz. This seems to be
the only permanent address available for our work. A
legally empowered representative will take care of our
interests in Germany from this point.
In Denmark concordant work is under way.
A
revision of the Danish Bible is about to be issued, and
Bro. Poulsen proposes to check the most important words,
and suggest uniform renderings to the committee. The
tendency in Denmark is simply a reflex of other coun
tries. They are making their version worse instead of
better. They strive for the colloquial, not the true.
Nevertheless our duty seems to be clear, and Brother
Poulsen and his helpers will make an earnest effort to
influence the scholars engaged on the work to translate
concordantly or consistently.
Some interest for a concordant version has been
awakened in Sweden. At this writing no definite plans
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A Summary of the Work

have bpen matured, but the way seems to be opening up.

In [Holland, the Dutch version is well in hand.
Ou? address in Palestine will be Post Restante, Jeru
salem. | As we may be moving about, this is the best way
to reach us. This is a special department of the Post
Office, for the use of transients and travelers. They will
forward first class mail, according to our instructions,
without further charge. Other matter will cost us special
postage if we have it forwarded.

So send everything

important as first class. We may collect our other mail
only occasionally, should we be far from Jerusalem.

|

'

A. E. K.

The gc^od hand of our God, during the year just past,
has poiired out a blessing as never before in the history

of our inagazine. It has been a time of severe financial

strain, but even here we have cause to be thankful, for
we had laid in a large stock of paper, and none needed
to be bought when our funds were gone. There have
been serious assaults upon us, but these have been turned
to goodi In the midst of great infirmity we have man
aged to carry on a ministry among our friends, to which
they constrained us, for which we are physically unfit.

We feel! deeply the kind consideration and forbearance

of thosq who heard us. The Lord overruled the insuf
ficiency of our flesh and granted unexpected grace.
The Iwork has become, in a very real sense, interna
tional. There is now more activity in spreading the truth
among non-English than among English-speaking peo
ples. There is every prospect that the work in northern
Europe will grow more quickly than elsewhere, and thus
become a center of operations. There is a remote possi

bility th|at, because of its Biblical associations, and the
necessity of a prolonged study of the Holy Land, Jeru
salem itself may be made the nominal headquarters.
We invite our friends to rejoice with us in these man
ifestations of the Lord's favor, and to take heart for

During the Past Year
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he future. Opposition is no hindrance to our work. We
lave been strongly opposed this past year, not only in
:he United States, but in England, and in Sweden, and
Germany, as well as in New Zealand. Only such opposi
tion is reflected in the pages of the magazine as may be
adapted to the furthering of the truth. Many read our
pages who profit more from our replies to opponents
than from any other feature. We need, not only a minis
try like that in Komans and Ephesians, setting forth
positive truth, but one which corresponds with Corinth
ians and Philippians, correcting moral lapses, and like
Galatians and Colossians, combating doctrinal departure.
We wish once more to clearly define our position. We
are charged by many with not believing certain theolog
ical tenets which are supposed to be essential to evangel
ical doctrine.
We wish to state afresh, with all the
emphasis at our command, that we do not believe men,
and are not concerned to conform our teaching to any
system of theology, whether graced with the name "evan-.
gelicaP' or otherwise. It is very easy for anyone to claim
to be "evangelical'' and imply that one who differs is
therefore damned. I use this word advisedly, for one of
the recognized leaders has declared that I have shut the
door of heaven in my own face. How have I done this?
By setting forth the facts in the Scriptures, which are,
according to him, contrary to accepted evangelical teach
ing. He did not say that I do not believe God. He did
not point out where I disagree with the Word of God.
That, it seems, is not essential.
This has powerfully
impressed me with the need of a special ministry to the
evangelical leaders, protesting against their appeal to
popular error and their failure to test and teach accord
ing to the facts of the originals.
These men are themselves doing a great work for God
in insisting on the inspiration and accuracy and suffi
ciency of the sacred Scriptures. I have been much exer
cised before God lest I should hinder or embarrass them
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Why Do These Men

in theirj ministry. But alas! when tested in the crucible,

their loyalty to certain teaching outside the Word of
God is Ifar greater than to the inspired record itself.

When t}ie facts are called to their attention they fail to

recognise them, they feel no constraint to consider them,

and the|r refuse to discuss them.

I caljled the attention of one of the great religious

journalsj to the fact that spirit is never associated with
"hell" (j>r sheol or hades, in the Scriptures, and invited
thefm to test this fact for themselves, and, if found true,

to acquaint their readers with it. This journal claims to

abide b^ the testimony of the Scriptures entirely, and,

indeed, there is cause for much thankfulness for the
measure in which this is true.. Yet, when faced with a
fact which contradicts a tenet to which they are com
mitted, tfhey evade the issue. Their own words are "Our

convictidn regarding the Bible differs so fundamentally

that we believe it wTould be unprofitable to attempt to
comment! on the sheet you enclose."
So thten, there is a fundamental difference between us
as to thi Bible. What is it? We both believe in the
verbal or literal inspiration of the original, that it is the

only source and last appeal for matters of doctrine or

deportment. The only way of discovering in what this
fundamental difference consists is to take the one exam

ple whic|i brought it to a test.

I have examined the

Scriptures and find that the spirit of man is never asso
ciated w|th "hell" or sheol or hades. The publication

in question has stated that it is the abode of disembodied

spirits, before making mention of my objection publicly,

I put th^ matter before them privately, with the hope

that they^ would examine each passage to test its truth,

and possibly produce a text which I had overlooked or
which majy be questionable. If they should find it to be

a fact I expected them to state so in their publication, so

that the cbnfidence of their readers could not be betrayed.

But tHeir conviction concerning the Bible differs from

Repudiate the Facts ?
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this. I wish they had definitely stated what their con
viction is. I would gladly publish it. Now I am com
pelled to conclude that they consider the statement that
hades is the abode of disembodied spirits of such funda
mental verity that the facts in the Word of God ought
not to be considered against it. I refuse to charge them
with preferring human speculation to divine revelation,
because I do not think that they have carefully weighed
the gravity of their action, and they consider my words
too unworthy to deserve serious consideration. I now
implore them to search the Scriptures and see that their
statement is extra-scriptural, the Word does not contain
it, it is unscriptural, the Word predicates this of the soul,
not the spirit, and it is anti-scriptural, in that it exalts
a man's word above the Word of God.
They will probably hesitate to take a public stand on
this isolated fact, because it may involve them in contro
versies as to the so-called "intermediate state". They do
not realize that the whole doctrine is based on this very
disregard of the actual facts in the inspired records. If
they will not accept this fact neither will they receive
others which contradict their views.
Brethren, this is really l'fundamental". What you or
I believe as to the state of the dead ij not fundamental.
We may both be wrong.
But the admission of the
inspired Scriptures as the basis of our belief is the foun
dation of all. The journal in question is strongly funda
mentalist. Yet I definitely insist that, by refusing the
evidence of Scripture, they have left the foundation of
the faith for the futile philosophies of man, on this sub
ject. This is far from real fundamentalism.
I feel keenly the part I am forced to play. It is not
pleasant to have those who are earnest, loyal believers in
our Lord look upon me with loathing, refusing to shake
my hand, warning the saints against my teaching, urged
on by their leaders to say all manner of -evil against me.
Even the place where I live is a humiliation. '' Can any-
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The Situation Summarized

thing good come out of Los Angeles ?" It is the recog
nized capital of films and fanaticism. My stand for the
truth is greatly hindering the circulation of the version.
It is practically impossible to avoid creating a prejudice
against lit. No one seems to have the sound mental sense
to see that, in this day of apostasy, a true version must
be unorthodox. Men want a translation to confirm them
in theirI errors. This the concordant method cannot do.
The Situation is plain. The most "evangelical" lead

ers still I refuse the evidence of the Scriptures when this
interferes with their creed. They bind men with ecclesi
astical l>onds unknown to the Word of God. Men must
believe in an "immortal soul", "eternal torment," a

"trinity!", that the "disembodied spirit is in hades",

etc., etcl, or they are classed with unbelievers, even
though none of these expressions ever came from the
mouth of God, and all are definitely denied in the sacred

oracles, j This, I say, comes from those who, broadly

speaking^ stand as the highest exponents of evangelical
ism as against modernism and other departures from the
Word ofi God. Let us pray for these. Let us urge the

facts of ^Jod's Word upon their consciences. I am con

vinced tljiat many are already concerned lest they have

been usiikg the term "evangelical truth" to hide their
failure to found all on the bare Word of God. We wish

to reach ihese men. We wish to get them to accept God's

Word aldne as the basis of their faith.

My T^ish. was to do this in a quiet, unostentatious

way, by a direct appeal to lovers of God's Word. But,
alas! these are almost all so thoroughly deceived into the

idea that What is labeled "evangelical" is also Scriptural,
that they jshun the truth as if it were rankest error. How
can we bring it to their attention? So far it seems that
the sharp contrasts of controversy are needed to awaken
interest and produce conviction. Our opponents recog
nize the fact that their arguments are not satisfactory,
when they refuse to allow their readers an opportunity

Co-operate with Us! Spread the Truth!
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to consider both sides. This attitude was illustrated
lately in the withdrawal of one of them from a debate
just before it was to take place. No magazine has yet had
the courage to publish more than small fragments of
what we write though we continue to publish what they
say against our position.

We repeat these things, not as an idle boast, but
because we wish to provoke them to take the courageous
course which all are willing to enter who have confidence
in their faith. In writing against us, they should give us
a hearing or acknowledge that they are not willing to
take the risk. It is, after all, a slight one, for most of
their readers have been so schooled in the acceptance of
''evangelical'' creeds, that they hold them high above
the Word of God. Hence they would not be moved by
any appeal to the inspired text. Our deeper intention is
to awaken the consciences of religious leaders to the fact
that they have unconsciously drifted far from the living
oracles, and that such terms as "fundamental" and
"evangelical'' are only too often a cloak for corrupt
creedalism masquerading as the sacred truth of the
inspired Scriptures.
In this campaign for God's truth we wish to enlist
all whose hearts have been captured by the truth. This
is not a task for one man, or even for a few. Wait upon
God as to your share in this great work. Try to interest
all, but make a special effort to reach the men who are
teaching others. Many of them are sincerely desirous of
pleasing God. They should have the version. Draw their
attention to it. Our circulars are free to all who wish to
use them in this way. Do not be discouraged. The first
time they hear of it may not bring results, but the
seventh appeal may bring them untold blessing. Cooper
ate with us in this great and glorious ministry. Your
requital in this era may be most undesirable, yet no one
who has slaved for our Lord, who has suffered for God's
Christ, will fail of a future rich reward.—A. E. K.
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The Leading Thought

THE WHY AND THE WAY OF SALVATION
A rich j menu will be spread before our readers of
Unsearchable Eiches during the ensuing year. The
leading thought will be embodied in a series of articles

dealing With ''The Why and the Way of Salvation".

From th^ very beginning of my life in Christ I have been
exercise^ to know how G-od saves, as well as why He does
it. A measure of light as to His motive came to me at the

very firsi, but it was much modified by human philos

ophy. H}s method was dimmed by damnable and destruc
tive doctrines which darkened the details of His design.
It has loi^g been my high hope and exultant expectation
that the Concordant method would give me the key to this
problem, first, by the elimination of the human theories,

and then I by clearly disclosing the facts.

It has! taken much longer than I anticipated, but the
truth is ieven more glorious than I can comprehend,

and I hafe been blessed with some sights of His glory.

As is to lj>e expected, our previous discoveries have pre

pared us for this new revelation. The studies in Romans

have been specially helpful in laying a basis for this
truth.

Todayj in evangelical circles, the doctrine of " sub

stitution^ is not only deemed scriptural but funda
mental.

The phrase "in our room and stead" is more
sacred thajn anything that G-od has ever said. It is blas
phemy to even suggest that He has not used these words.
As a consequence Christ has been degraded to an inglori
ous "Substitute", His dignities and prerogatives are

eclipsed, lie is merely a "means" of salvation, His rela
tionships tjo creation are forgotten and ignored, His arm
is shortened, and His Father's fame is transformed into

that of an | amiable fiend.

How welcome should be the release from the dreadful
quagmire in which even "evangelical" doctrine sinks the
believer! How heartily should the hosts of Christendom

for the Coming Year
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herald the facts as we find them in the Scriptures! All
the Bible institutes, the theological colleges, the sem
inaries, the conferences, the pulpits, and the pews should
acclaim the emancipating truth and proclaim the glories
of Christ and of God as revealed in this Way of Salva
tion. Nothing so conclusively shows the dense darkness
of enlightened saints as the fact that such an elemen
tary matter as the manner in which God saves us has
been buried out of sight for centuries, while all the
while it was written in letters of light on the Sacred
Scrolls.
We beg our readers not only to read these articles,
but to ponder them, pray over them, publish the truth
abroad, and supplicate the religious leaders, pastors and
preachers, teachers and editors, all who are concerned
with the teaching of the Word, to consider it, to speak of
it, and to stand for it if it accords with the Scriptures
of truth.

We especially wish to press it upon the consciences
of those great and good men who have won the confidence
of many of the saints by their bold stand for God and
the Bible. They know that current teaching is not really
. satisfactory. All explanations of it require explanation.
We beg of them not to write to us that it is not 'l evan
gelical". We implore them not to salve their own con
sciences with this subtle excuse. You may even say (as
many will) that it is contrary to "the truth". This is
not the question. Is it according to the Scriptures? If it
is, then woe to that false "truth" and infamous "evan
gelicalism" which dares to rise against it!
The .great fact that all. was created in the Son of
God's love is the only firm foundation for God's evangel.
That the universe was in Him, as mankind later came to
be in Adam, is the key to God's method of salvation. In
God's thoughts, salvation is first. Sin is merely the nec
essary preliminary to make it possible. To reveal His
love, God must be a Saviour. To reveal His salvation He
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A Letter of Thanks

must see jthat all are lost. The method by which they are

lost, through their inclusion in one offender, Adam, is a
shadow off the method of their salvation, by inclusion in
One, our I Lord Jesus Christ. All were potentially saved
before they were lost. God is not experimenting. He is
not a gaihbler. He knows the outcome from the begin

ning. Hej is a great and glorious and gracious God.

We ha,ve no hesitancy in asking your help in spread
ing this (marvelous message. Our work is now world
wide. Frpm Jerusalem, from Los Angeles, from Stepenitz, in Germany, from Orebro, in Sweden, from Youngstown, Ohio, and from other centers we are seeking to let

the light i shine. Evidences of blessing abound.

The

future is lull of promise. We call upon all whose hearts
are touched by our Lord to do their utmost, in every

way, to h^p in heralding the high honors of Him in

Whom we were created, by Whom we are saved, and for
Whom we wait.—A. E. K., Jerusalem.

j

Tsehchow, Shansi, China

I
My Dear Friends in Christ:

November 2, 1931

Just a few lines tp thank you, one and all, for the
kind contributions for me and God's work here. I have
written fully to Mr. Knoch of how the money came at a
time of nefed, and how I was encouraged to go on in
faith, committing the needs of these five churches to Him
in prayer daily. We have added one evangelist and a

Bible womain to our staff now, and do need more. Please

pray that Suitable men may be given, and that wisdom

may be giv&n. as to their training and future work. We
need three vmore evangelists badly.
With lojve in Christ and warm thanks,

I Yours in His fellowship,
i

Anna M. Stanley-Smith

Jew German Pamphlets
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Ve have just received word that Mr. F. Blasner and his
rife, who have been missionaries in China for more than
hirty years, have been dismissed, instead of going on
urlough to Germany, because they teach some of the
ruths set forth in our magazine. Those who suffer loss
ior the truth deserve our special sympathy and eneourigement. Let us pray that, after a year in Holstein, Gernany, the Lord may open up a way for them to return
to their chosen sphere of labor, free to fearlessly pro

claim God's truth, unhampered by the constraints of
apostate organizations. For a year their address will be
F. Blasner, Missionar, Warmkammer, Grossenaspe, Hol
stein, Germany.—A. E. K.

German readers will be interested in two pamphlets by
Willy Dick. One is entitled "Wo sind unsre Toten?
Was bedeutet die Auferstehung?" (Where are the Dead?
What Does Resurrection Mean? 35 pf.). The other is
"Blicke in den Epheserbrief" (Glances into the Ephesian Letter). Both are closely in line with our exposi
tions, though differing in slight details. For those who
cannot read English they- are most useful for introduc
ing these great truths. We wish them, as well as our
beloved brother, much blessing in their ministry. Both
may be obtained through Kurt Deutrich, Neuhof, Kreis
Fulda, Germany.—A. E. K.

We now have in stock again a small number of complete
Concordant Versions, bound in nine separate paper
covered parts, as it was first issued. They sold originally
at $9.00 per set. Each set contains exactly the same mat
ter as was in the $15.00 version, first edition, i. e., the
complete version without the concordance. While they
last, we will sell these sets at $4.00 each, postpaid any
where in the world.—E. O. K.
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Brother Loudy's Repor
REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST

To thb Saints and Faithful Ones in Christ

Jesus

Greetings!

It is with profound gratitude and thanksgiving to oui
heavenly Father that we look backward and survey
briefly our ministry during the year of 1931. Though
we did not attaijti the goal purposed for the year, we are
not murmuring. We take consolation for having given
our bes^ to the cause in our limitations and the handicap
of the I stringent times, and praise Him in the. heart
realization that He stood by us and directed in the work
every step of the way.

During the year we traveled over 18,000 miles in dis

pensing! the word of truth to the saints. We ministered
in Bedford, Danville, Richmond, and Roanoke, Virginia;
Wagenejr and Fairview, South Carolina; Rock Island,
Moline, and Kewanee, Illinois; and in my old home com
munity church, Buffalo, near Blountville, Tennessee.
Some of the places were visited two and three times dur
ing the year. I delivered 239 messages covering various
phases of the truth, as conditions and needs demanded,
such as the Evangel, the Eons and Administrations, Cor

rectly Partitioning the Word, Inspiration and Transla

tion,

Deportment

and

Service in the Lord,

Special

Studies in Ephesians, Expositions in Prophecy, and mes

sages of consolation to saints whose loved ones had been
put to ifepose.
Door^ were opened in the Lord in new fields with
gratifyirig response to the truth in its concordant purity

and fullness of expression. We rejoiced at seeing people

receive the love of the truth for their salvation; and
saints readjusted, firmed, and founded in the faith which
relates to us in the Lord Jesus, with assurance in all the

will of Giod.

We hp,ve indeed been encouraged in the Lord for His

call of alile, studious brethren into the work, whose faith

r the Year Just Passed
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d spirit and ardent zeal equip them for needed service
dispensers of Christ Jesus, and I am persuaded our
tavenly Father will use them to gather fruit and enrich
e saints in these evil days as the apostasy deepens.
"We are thanking God for all who have contributed to
ie needs of the work from time to time during the year,
emember we are conducting a real missionary vwrk
tnong the saints in behalf of the truth in its concordant
urity and fullness of expression, and in spite of the
rganized opposition and apostasy on all sides, God is
rospering the work for liberating the saints into the
lorious freedom that is in Christ Jesus, which they
ave never known before, uniting families in the unity
f faith in the one body, with heart realization and assur
ance in the will of the Lord. To our God and Father be
ill the praise through Christ Jesus, our Lord!
And now, with the New Year open before us with all
ts prospects and problems, its opportunities and opposiions, its blessings and needs, we take courage in Him
Who invigorates us, and desire by His grace to be pros
pered in a larger, wider ministry and a richer, fuller
service to the saints in the dispensation of the evangel of
he untraceable riches of Christ than ever before. We
earnestly request the saints concerned in this work of
;he Lord to persevere in prayer for us, that God may
>pen up for us doors of the word, to speak the secret of
Christ as I ought to speak, and to sound forth the evan
gel for gathering fruit and sharing spiritual grace with
he saints that they may be established.
We now send greetings of unfeigned love in the Lord
o all the saints who are, and believe in, Christ Jesus,
md remain by His grace,

Faithfully yours in His service,
Mr. and Mrs. Adlai Loudy,

Ambassadors for Christ Proclaiming
the Word in Song and Sermon
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e
. NEW PAPYEI
New Fragments of papyri have been discovered, and, s

is usual in such cases, they are heralded as if they wei
a new manuscript of the Bible, which wijl great!

increase our knowledge of the original text. Our reader

will be glad to know the facts, hence we reproduce th

following extracts, which appeared first in the Londoi
Tirne$.\

The I following are extracts from an article in The Times b;

Sir Frederic Kenyon.

The author mentions the discoveries o

manuscripts of prime interest for Biblical students which hav<

been mkde in the last 90 years, and continues:—I have now

after an interval of 25 years, the privilege of making known j
discovery of Biblical manuscripts which rivals any of these ii

interest' and surpasses them all in antiquity.

The discovery consists of a group of Greek Biblical papyri
acquirecj by Mr. A. Chester Beatty, the well-known collector oi

illuminated manuscripts of both Eastern and Western art. Th€
source o|f the find has not been disclosed, but it is evident that

it must | come from the library of a Christian Church or mon
astery in Egypt. The collection secured by Mr. Chester Beatty
is the most remarkable addition to the textual material of the
Greek Bible that has been made for many a long day, and with
his permission a first summary account of it is here given.

|

ONE HUNDRED NINETY LEAVES

Firsti as to the extent of the find.

Nineteen books of the

Bible are represented: Genesis, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Esther,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Ecclesiasticus, all four Gos

pels, Acts, Romans, Philippians, Colossians, I. Thessalonians,
and Revelation; and in addition there as a substantial portion
of the lost Greek text of the apocryphal Book of Enoch.

The

amount preserved of each book varies from 44 double-columned

leaves of one manuscript of Genesis to a portion of a single
leaf in tfre case of Jeremiah. In all there are some 190 leaves
(some small additions may still have to be made to the tally
and there are a number of unplaced fragments of one manu
script); land though very few of these have escaped mutila

tion, thel total amount of text is very considerable.
Next &s to their age.

Among them are the earliest manu

scripts ojf the Greek Bible yet known. The earliest of these
manuscripts can be assigned with confidence to the seconc

century of our era, and not to a very late period in it. Most oi
them appear to belong to the third century, and one substantial
one to the fourth. The Enoch is probably of the late fourth oi

early fifth century.
,
'.
Genesis is represented by two manuscripts, both of consider
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able extent. The two other books of the Pentateuch, Numbers
and Deuteronomy, form part of a single codex, which is at once
the earliest and the best written of the whole collection. The
Daniel papyrus is one of the most interesting and valuable of
the whole collection. Of the original Septuagint translation of

this book only one copy has hitherto been known, which is pre
served in a manuscript probably of the eleventh century in the
Chigi Library in Rome. The discovery of another and far
earlier copy of a substantial portion of the book in this version
is therefore a matter of considerable interest.
THE NEW

TESTAMENT

To pass to the New Testament. Here is a papyrus codex
written in a hand which, in my opinion and in that of other
competent papyrologists, cannot be later than the third cen
tury, and may even be early in it; and it contained, when com

plete, not only all four Gospels but the Acts as well.
The papyrus is thin and much frayed;

only the skill of

Herr Ibscher, the Berlin expert, has been able to separate the

leaves and mount them in their present legible condition. Even
so, many letters can barely be divined from the slightest
traces of ink. In most cases about a third of each page has
disappeared at the bottom and an uncertain amount from each
side. The text, therefore is very fragmentary. There are two
leaves from St. Matthew, ranging between chapters xx. and
xxvi.-; five of St. Mark, from chapter iv. 36 to ix. 31; six of St.
Luke (including the best-preserved pages), from chapter ix. 26
to xiv. 33; two of St. John, from chapter x. 7 to xi. 56; and 13
of the Acts, from iv. 27 to xvii. 17; in every case with consider
able breaches of continuity.
The character of the text of so early a witness (perhaps a
century earlier than any other copy except the smallest frag
ments) is naturally a matter of the highest interest; and here
it is necessary to speak with much reserve. Though the whole
has been transcribed, time has only permitted a first summary
collation. So much, however, may be said, that while there are
no sensational variations, additions, or omissions, it presents
several remarkable characteristics.
PAULINE EPISTLES

It goes without saying that the text does not belong to the
relatively late Byzantine form which is known as the textus
receptus. But neither is it wholly of the family represented by
the great Codex Vaticanus, which is the soul and substance of
Hort's "Neutral" text; nor again has it the remarkable vari
ants that characterize the so-called "western" text found in the
Codex Bezae and the Old Latin and Old Syriac versions. In
many places, especially in Mark, it agrees with what are
known as the Ferrar Group and the family associated with
Codex 1; and the suspicion is permissible (though it can at
present be put forward only with the utmost reserve) that we
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have here the earliest representative of the family which
Canon Streeter has shown to be associated with the great

school of (paesarea, connected with the names of Origen (in his
later yearis), Pamphilus, Eusebius, and Jerome.
The nepct New Testament manuscript of the group likewise
contained more than one book. It is a codex which seems orig

inally to ihave included all the Pauline Epistles, with the

exception $f the Pastorals. It consists of four conjoint pairs of
leaves and; one detached leaf, making nine leaves in all, and it
contains portions of the Epistles to the Romans, Philippians,

Colossians,! and a tiny scrap of I. Thessalonians. The numera

tion of the I pages shows that the volume must have consisted of
one huge Quire of 100 leaves. The writing is good and rather
widely spaced. It can hardly be later than the third century.
Finally, the Book of Revelation is represented by 10 leaves,
which seeni to have formed a single quire. The hand is rough,
but fairly correct, and may be assigned to the latter part of
the third century.

BOOK OF ENOCH

So much, for the canonical books of the Greek Bible; but
there still remains the greatest novelty of the whole collection,

a substantial portion of the original Greek text of the apoc
ryphal Book of Enoch. This, which is probably the most
important of the non-canonical apocalyptic books, and which
has the special interest of being quoted in the Epistle of St.

Jude, was ijntil about 40 years ago known only in an Ethiopic

version. Inj 1892, however, the Greek text of the first 35 chap
ters was published by Bouriant from a vellum manuscript dis
covered in Egypt, which also contained the still more interest

ing texts of portions of the Gospel and Apocalypse of Peter.
To these the Chester Beatty Papyrus adds a considerable frac
tion of the later part of the book. Four leaves, nearly but not
quite complete, together with two which are at Michigan, con
tain chapters 97-107, the title, "The Epistle of Enoch," being
subscribed at the end. Then follow, in the same hand, four

more leaves I of a Christian homiletic treatise or treatises which

there has n0t yet been time to identify. Of these too there are
four more leaves at Michigan. The hand is heavy and inele
gant and abounds in mistakes in spelling. The most probable

date seems jto be the fifth century, though the possibility of
an uneducated scribe of the previous century is not to be
excluded.

Space wUl not permit of a fuller account of this remarkable
discovery, aiid indeed at present a summary description is all

that is possible.

The importance of the new material speaks

for itself, an;d Biblical scholars would no doubt prefer to have
it placed at their disposal with as little delay as possible
rather than wait while the first editor makes an exhaustive
study of it. It may be hoped that this desire may be satisfied.

A collation which we made of a part.of the maim-
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script (Eom. 9:24-26) shows no variants of value, and
seems to indicate that it was a private copy, not made as
carefully as the great vellum books for public use, such
as form the basis of the Concordant Version. When the
papyri have been published and collated we will once
more consider their possible value in determining the
exact text of the inspired Scriptures.
The lettering seems to be fresh and without pains
taking care. I saw no evidence of correction or revision.
From my experience as a printer I imagine that it would
be quite impossible to copy the Scriptures in a cursory
manner without omissions. There seem to be some in the
page collated. But there is no sign that it was checked by
the copy or revised by another manuscript. After the
great codices which we possess, a casually written copy
is of interest, but not of any vital value in discovering
the original.
A. E. K.
We are on board the Italian motorship Egeo.

Now it is under

way and we are chugging out of the Pireus. Though the skyis clear, the sunshine is tempered by a balmy breeze as we are
wafted over the dark blue waters of the Aegean sea. Now the
massive white pillars of the temple at Sunium are holding our
gaze. As we leave the mainland, island after island sweeps by.
Toward midnight we anchor off Syra. Now it is morning.
What is that long slope, dotted with dark olive trees and
houses and villages? That is the island of Chios. Like Paul,
we are "abreast of Chios". It is a very apt term, indeed, for a
ship sailing along this shore. We are now turning into Smyrna
bay. Sailing along, we pass the salt works, with their white
heaps, on our left. Another turn and Smyrna lies before us
in the distance. It slopes from the sea up a long ridge, with a
high mountain range for a distant background.
This is the site of one of the seven ecclesias to which John
writes in the day of the Lord.
It has been seven times
destroyed, yet nothing is more sure than that it will persist
until that day when a Jewish synagogue will receive the mes
sage sent so long ago through the Circumcision apostle who,
in spirit, has not died, but whose ministry will continue
through into the kingdom.
Our ship is not going to dock, evidently, for the port officials
are coming out in small boats. The sea seems to be running
rather high, and the sailors have much ado to avoid being
dashed against the landing stairs. Do you see yon red flag
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An Adventure in Turkey

waving over the end of the pier? Now it drops and a flotilla of
row boats dashes for the ship. There is a wild scramble as one

after the \ other tries to force its way to the landing stairs. The
waves ar? so high it is a wonder that they are not piled on

top of one another. Some contain passengers and baggage for
the ship. | There is a priest. There are some nuns. The water
has splashed over them. The boatmen are shouting at the top

of their voices and gesticulating wildly while they try to keep
their boats from being crushed, to transfer the baggage to the
ship, and to help their passengers to board. Those on the outer
boats hop; to another nearer the ship, making a precarious
bridge of j the heaving craft. It is a marvel that no one is
drowned pr seriously injured. There, that boatman, trying to
hold the priest, falls over and drags him down, but he manages
to scramble to his feet and crawl on.

Do we! have to land in this way? A rough-looking porter

tries to gihab my suitcase out of my hand. I cannot talk his
tongue, but I give him so ferocious a look that he lets go.

Down the jsteps we go. Professor Caldwell, who has been very

friendly op. the passage, invites us into the boat which he is

about to tike which is used by the International College, also

called the I American College of Ismir (Smyrna). At the bot
tom of th6 swinging stairs I manage to get my luggage on

board the first boat, though it seems to heave up and down in
an alarming fashion. Then I step over just as a huge swell
lifts the stern skyward. A boatman catches hold of me to keep

me from filling, but he is thrown backward himself and takes

me with him. I scramble over him on my hands and knees
into comparative safety in the stern. After handing over my
baggage to; the next boat, I follow without further mishap.
Brother Swan manages without being spilled. And so we swing
along the swells to the dock.
Due to the courteous kindness of Dr. Reed, president of the
college, wei secured comfortable quarters and helpful advice

for our tri^s. The English railway from Smyrna to Ephesus

runs by the| college, so we will be off early in the morning to
visit its extbnsive ruins. As Ephesus was probably only one of
the cities to which the Ephesian epistle was sent, it has not so
clear a claim upon our sentiments as Rome. Nevertheless, as

it was the s^ene of Paul's earlier labors, and especially as it is
associated ip. some manuscripts with the highest revelations
given to map, our own peculiar portion, it is quite impossible
to view the spot unmoved by feelings akin to awe.
Here wej are in a crowded Turkish railway car. We are
after atmosphere. It is quite thick here, with smeills and
smokes and founds. The faces show great variety. Color from

white to mahogany, or Indian red. Smooth, stubbly, moustached,
bearded. Sujits, sweaters, uniforms, sashes, hats, but mostly
caps. The uiiform attitude among foreigners who really know
the facts is sympathy for the Turk.

They feel certain that

The Editor in Ephesus
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they did not burn Smyrna. Though very suspicious of all
foreigners, they have good cause, for the outsiders flouted their
laws and exploited their resources.

We are passing through a vast swampy plain. The con
ductor has torn off half of our tickets, so the next station must
be Selcuk! False alarm. • It is Gellack. Another station. No!
Now we are rushing through immense plantations of fig trees.
At last! Selcuk! We take out the plans lent us by our friends
and trudge through the town, around a hillock past some high
arches on our right, and a huge Byzantine gateway, past a
ruined mosque, with, the prayer tower broken away, showing
the circular stone stairway within. No muezzin can call to
prayers in this ancient tower today. A little further are the
ruins of the cathedral of St. John. A Byzantine citadel adorned
the top of the hill. We hurried back from there to go to the
real Ephesian ruins, a short ride further on.
Ephesus! Our Jehu is driving us past the station down the
sacred way to the theater. An immense half bowl lies in the
side of the hill, with an imposing mass of buildings in front to
form the side entrances and the stage. Faint traces of ter
races for seats can still be seen, on which the populace sat.
Here it was that they cried out for about two hours MegaU h$
Artemis Ephesion!" "Great is Artemis of the Ephesians!"
Here Paul would have ventured had his friends permitted him.
Before the theater runs the sacred way, paved with large flat
stones. There are walls and pillars on each side. At this
corner of the way, not far beyond the theater, on the other
side, is the library, the best preserved building in the entire
city, so far as it has been excavated. There are many beautiful
examples of the marble mason's art scattered about. In a deep
crypt, under the library proper is the most beautiful sarcoph
agus I have ever seen. It is adorned with garlands and figures
exquisitely cut in stone of a lovely tone.
The "agara", next to the library, is still covered with debris.
The temple of Serapis, just beyond, must have been a mag
nificent building, with immense monolithic pillars. Beyond
this lies the ancient port. An arcade once ran from the theater
on the sacred way to this harbor. We are now looking almost
due east, near the port, up the arcade, to the theater. The
gymnasiums and markets on the north side of the arcade are
hard to trace. North of them, however, is a double church. By
this time we are quite thirsty, but fear to drink the water in
an ancient well, so some one buys a watermelon for the party.
We are now on the trail leading back to the sacred way, near
its beginning, at the stadion, which we passed in the automo
bile. See how long the stadion is! The right shoulder leans
on the hill, but the left is artificial, with huge, tunnel-like
arches.
Our automobile comes rushing up as if it were going to a
fire. The chauffeur is ready to return. But I suggest to some
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Austrian^, with wham we have been going, that there is still

much to see. He is telling this to his guide, who demurs, say
ing that it is an hour's walk to the Odeon, on the continuation
of the sacred way. Yet he consents, and is punishing us by

setting a| pace that will tire us out. But I show him how use
less that | stratagem is by darting hither and yon to get a pic

ture.

He! is normal again as we return.

Our visit has been

quite satisfactory. We have seen enough to give us a vivid idea

of the magnitude and magnificence of the ancient city in the
days whefr Paul lived there and taught in the school of Tyrannus. Her0 the word of the Lord grew mightily and was strong.
Now all js desolation and death. A stranger, from the very
ends of the earth, filled with the spirit that animated the apos

tle, rejoicies that, though the glory of man is buried in the
dust, the Spiritual glory of Ephesus is greater than ever. That

city was once touched by the finger of God.

Back t|o the station and aboard the cars. This train is bet

ter at stopping than going. All of the freight cars are marked
A. D. Brother Swan suggests that this proves that they are
less than jtwo thousand years old.
We ark having a hard time converting British pound®
into Turkish money, so as to pay our passage on the railway.
While our; guide is trying to negotiate for us we are waiting
in the postoffice. The man in front of me must be the model
artists use; to depict the typical Turk. He is dictating a letter
to the lean scribe at the table, and eyes him anxiously as he
transfers nis words into writing. Finally he throws down a
coin and triumphantly takes his letter to be mailed. Just now

a uniformed official is dictating to the scribe.
This isj a difficult, country to leave. We will have to get
our photos! taken again for the police so that we can get a vis£

to depart. 1 We are waiting patiently, so stroll down to the

quay. Her£ is where hundreds of thousands were huddled dur
ing the great fire. See that little steamer! What a name!
The cuMHijjRiYET! Some one has blundered! No one is going
to hurry h£re unless he is driving an automobile and tooting
his horn. tVe are still waiting for our vis6. Finally we get it
and decide! to go back to the college. Waiting is hard work,
and we are! tired. Our guide will stay in Ismir, so we ask him
to write down the names of the railway stations in Ismir and
at the American college. We are trudging along narrow streets

lined with:| tiny shops. A building on our left looks as if it
might be the station, but it proves otherwise. To check our
progress I | will show the printed name of the station to a
uniformed soldier. He does not seem able to read it, so I
show him the name of the college station. This he seems to
understand.! He is striding off, so we must follow. He is
stopping a two-horse droshky, and holds up one finger, giving
our driver burt directions.

Off we go, rattling over the cobbles. But this cannot be the

through the Heart of Turkey
way to the station!

The tracks are over there.

'
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It must be in

back of us. I try to get the driver to turn back, and show him
the name of the station. But he is cheerfully confident. He
says "American Colek" twice, and smilingly drives on. I do
believe he will drive us all the way out! That's what the one
finger of the soldier meant. One pound Turkish. Well, surely
the train fare can't be much less than that. Only fifty cents,
two shillings.
So we compose ourselves to enjoy our own
grandeur and the scenery. But the horses think otherwise.
They see a hill ahead and will turn to the left if they can't to
the right. Otherwise back up. Rather dangerous this. Finally
the driver gets out and pulls them up the hill. We arrive at
the college station just as the train stops, and innocently
saunter up to the grounds just as if we had come in the reg
ular way. Our duplicity was never suspected.
A special treat was in store for us. Caleb W. Lawrence,
M. A., the librarian of the college, shows us his slides, and
guides us again through Ephesus with expert comments. Next
morning the genial president himself drove us to the stadium
and the reputed tomb of Polycarp, high above Smyrna (Ismir),
near which we beheld a marvelous panorama of the bay, the
city and its environs.
We are traveling through the heart of Turkey. The train
makes frequent and permanent stops. We want some figs, but,
for some occult reason, our money and gestures are in vain. I
hope we have this compartment to ourselves. No sooner said
than settled. The door opens. Some men are handing in bag
gage, suit cases, baskets, cans, grips, large water jar, knick

knacks, etc. This is not the baggage car! We must rearrange
our baggage to make room. A dark, smiling face appears.
"Only two mens!" But why is that woman crying and bidding
everybody goodbye! The "two mens'' turn out to be a man with
his tearful wife and diminutive daughter. His brother soon
comes in also to keep him company. The latter knows several
English words and some French, so an international conversa
tion begins, supplemented by maps and fingers and gestures.
For hours the road lies up a broad valley, mostly cultivated.
The train stops often. See the name of this station. It is Sari,
the ancient Sardis, one of the seven ecclesias of the Unveiling.
There does not seem to be much evidence either of its past or
future. The valley stretches out before us. This station has
an odd name, Alascheir. It is hard to realize that we are in
the city of brotherly love, Philadelphia. Not many ruins are
to be seen. Now we begin to climb in earnest. The electric
light is lit in our compartment. Tunnels, canyons, mountains,
bare slopes, and small oaks.
In the center of Turkey in the middle of the night. Sounds
everywhere, but none of them intelligible. Get some thai (tea),

the only word of Turkish I know. Five hours to wait.

and chilly.

Taurus Express!

Rainy

Our porter picks up our luggage.
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The Actual Arrival

We climtj through one train to the next.

Want to ride in a

sleeper, but all occupied. This is rather uninteresting country,
so we wijl try to make up some of our lost sleep. Konya!
Iconium! j The wind is whirling clouds of dust into the air, so

we can hardly see the city we are approaching. A large thresh

ing floor. I A small flock of sheep.

Quite a few fine modern

buildings. A fair crowd at the station. We will have time to
read of Paul's visit (Acts 13:51—14:6). If he were here today

he would Jiave dust on his feet again by the time he entered
Iconium. ^nd there are stones in plenty if Paul should venture

to invade this apparently G-odless region.
Now We begin to climb the Taurus mountains, which loom
high above our heads on the right side of the car. See, there
is some snow! This is a notable pass we are approaching. It
is called "The Gates of Cilicia". The scenery is almost inspir

ing. Lofty! peaks beyond lovely ravines. Many a conqueror has

ridden yon! road that winds its way above the brook—Semira-

mis, Xerxes, Darius, Alexander, Haroun-al-Raschid, Godfrey de
Bouillon, Ibrahim Pasha, and, last in men's minds, but first in
God's counsels, Paul, the pacific, whose conquests continue to

this day.

jWe reach an atitude of 4280 feet and then glide

down to Adana, where we enter Syria.
Here the scene changes. An occasional fez appears. The
bedouins, mth long robes (or rags) and head cloths bound on
with rope, swarm around the train at the stations. The vil
lages look like clusters of huge beehives made of mud. Oh!
there is a stretch of green! Water! The Orontes river. How

refreshing }n this brown waste!

A fertile oasis stretches along

the banks of yonder stream. See the large water wheels. They
must be thirty feet high. From each an aqueduct leads the
water to a| level above its banks. They are primitive huge
affairs. The stream turns the wheel which has tiny buckets.
These empty into a trough at the end of the aqueduct. Now
we come to a typical Syrian town. I am told that about 80,000
people find homes in these mud huts and stone mansions. A
colorful crowd is at the station. Boys offer us water for sale.
A lone woman is veiled.
This is the ancient Hamoth, known as "the great" (Amos
6:2). It was once captured by the Assyrians (2 Kings 18:34).
It was the capital of a kingdom. After a long ride on the
plains we have entered the valley of the Lebanons. On both

sides hills begin to rise. The wind whirls the dust into great
clouds skyward.
We are now past Riblah, the northern

frontier of Israel (Num. 34:11)!

Though not in Palestine, we

are in the land of promise! Every stone speaks a celestial
language. Every clod cries out to God. There is a halo on
each mountain peak. A spiritual Presence pervades the very
atmosphere. 1 If the earth is the stage on which- God is reveal
ing Himself to the universe, then this land is its center. Its
soil is sacred, its scenes inspiring, its future fabulously for-

i the Holy Land
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mate. "We are watching for Baalbek. There are the mighty
illars!
We catch several good glimpses of them and then
ley are lost among the trees of the town.
A delightful automobile trip over Lebanon to Beyrout. The
rain over the mountain range is very slow, so a party of us
lade it just as cheaply this way. A refreshing ride. Among
he clouds at the top. The Beyrout side ablaze with lighted
illages and resorts. A fine road. In the square at Beyrout,
dvacity, color, and movement. On to Haifa, though it is
ilready after nine o'clock. Close-walled, narrow roads. Open
Jtretches along the sea. A moon, almost full, beams majes:ically above us, silvering the landscape with a samite sheen.
The air is balmy. Our, spirits yield to the magic of the night.
May this glamorous world that lies before us never lose the
glory that a heavenly luminary alone can impart!
Finally, we come to Acre, the Accho of Judges 1:31, called

Ptolemais in Paul's day (Acts 21:7). He spent a day here, we

rushed through in a few minutes of the night. But we may
call again. Two o'clock. Too late (or too early) to go to our
friends at Karmelheim, so we go to hotel Herzlia in Haifa for
what is left of the night. The morrow is Saturday. As the
town is largely Jewish it observes the sabbath. Nevertheless,
we find our way to a warm welcome at the Carmel Mission
Home of Rest. At lunch we meet Rev. W. M. Christie, D. D.,
and listen to him with pleasure and profit. He is a master of
modern Hebrew and familiar with the classical literature of
the Jews.
It is dark. We are standing near the entrance to Karmel
heim. Before us is spread a picture which will make a perma
nent impression on our memory. Within the graceful curve of
the bay lie the light-spangled ships, some grey beasts of battle,
others more pacific in their pursuits. Far beneath us is the
town, the German settlement at our left. Now the lights are
being lit, and vie with the lanterns of heaven.
This is Sunday, so we accept a kind invitation to go down
to the English service at Mount Carmel Bible School, now
under the supervision of Mrs. Rohold since her husband's
death. We are agreeably surprised at the dispensational dis
course by a young Jewish missionary, Moses Emanuel ben
Maier, a graduate of Moody Bible Institute. In the afternoon
we enjoyed a German exposition by Pastor Schneider, held in
the open under the trees. In the evening an evangelistic serv
ice was held for the English soldiers of a nearby regiment.
An American missionary to the Arabs, stationed at Kerak, in
Moab, gave his experience and Dr. Christie spoke of the early
life of our Lord.
On to Jerusalem! A last look at the lovely bay of Acre with
the historic town itself on the point opposite to Haifa. Down
we go to a small square in the east end, to wait for passengers
to go with us to Jerusalem. Next door are some thick leathery-
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Faith of Our Fathers

looking pancakes. The flies are having a feast. Automobil

motorcycles, bicycles, droshkys, teams, donkeys, camels; wh

men, black negroes/browns, yellows, tans, gaudy uniforr.

European suits, robes, nightshirts; black veiled women; ca;

hats, fizzes, head cloths; yellow, red, blue, and many of th<
combinations. But the song of last night clings in my mir
"Faith I of our Fathers". What a grand tune! Alas! My fathe

had little faith, so far as I am aware. How much better if y

should sing "Faith of our father Abraham" or "Faith of o
Saviour, Jesus Christ"! But can I write a poem in the mid

of this jBabel? I can at least try. If only there were no sigh

like thit man on a diminutive donkey with two large boxes c

each side, his legs dangling out in front, white (?) suit, owlis
spectacles and a parasol.
His severe gravity upsets min<
Now w0 are ready to go. But where is Mr. Swan? Wail
Wait! ^"ait! Here he comes. Same excuse. Man told him ffo
minutes, took twenty-five. Now we are going! Wrong dire
tion!
^top.
Wait.
Wait.
Wait.
Woman.
Relatives.
H(
debate with chauffeur.
Lots of action.
Arms, heads, eyei
tongue. I Woman wins. On we go. Wrong direction. Stop. Oh
Woman I is black. Tombstones!—Turn. Right direction. Fin
road alojng railway. North side of Carmel. Mounted Bedouins

Winding grades.

Small villages.

Nazareth!

In the centei

British military. Policeman with pith helmet on stately whit
horse. Motley crowd, many with a fez, some Bedouin. Incon
gruous automobiles. Wait. Wait. Wait. Write another verse

Ephesiaijis 1: 15.
!

(Romans 4:11)
I Faith of our father, Abraham!
.1 He leaned on God's own uttered Word.
I Friend of the One Who freely gives
Life to the dead who Him have heard.
Faith in God's Word is living still!

i

God give us grace to grasp Thy will!

(Romans 3:21)
Faith of our Saviour, Jesus Christ!
jHe trusted God in His distress,
E'en when El smote Him for our sins,
Giving to us God's righteousness.

(Ephesians 1:15)
Our special faith is last and best.
Op' the hearts' eyes of saints to see

]What is the prospect of its call,

What glorious riches ours shall be.

I

(Ephesians 1:19)

t'ruly transcendent is the pow'r

Which follows faith free from the curse,
Which roused the Christ and raised Him
Head over all the universe.

Conclusion of the Chronicle
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We have a half dozen able-bodied men helping us wait, so
are ought not to complain. But Jerusalem! W—a—!
!
! Patience has ceased to be a virtue. Mr. Swan taps
aur driver on the shoulder and shouts Jerusalem! I look him
squarely in the eye with all the ferocity of a wild beast, and
roar Jerusalem! He squeaked a weak "Jerusalem". But soon
he stops and a gesticulating, vociferating crowd gathers
around the car. Another '"Jerusalem" sends him scurrying.
We are crossing the wide plain of Esdraelon and enter the
hills. Marvelous! Winding up and gliding down, over hill and
dale we go, until at last we gaze down upon the northern
limits of the holy city—Jerusalem at last! We go to a lodging,

commended to us, but find it full. We take temporary lodgings
outside the walls, near the Jaffa gate.
Our first concern is more quiet and convenient quarters.
The Johanniten Hospice has been suggested.
So we stroll
toward the city. We are entering the Jaffa gate. Down David
street we go, with the accent on the down, for it is really a
series of very broad stone stairs, but only the width of an
alleyway. On each side are vendors of all sorts of merchandise.
No signs are needed, for all is in sight and smell. Turning to
the left, our way goes up to Via Dolorosa, and not far away
we see the sign. The kindly young keeper takes us up to
show us a room. It opens on several stone-flagged roofs, which
afford wonderful views of the nearby dwellings, and the Mos-

iem sanctuary, and the mount of Olives. We will lodge in the

very heart of the holy city. Why see! That garden with cactus
blossoms and orange and pine trees is really right above the
street! The Via Dolorosa runs under it!
We stroll back. Here is the entrance to the Dome of the
Rock. It is too late to enter today. Back, through the Jewish
quarter we wend our way to the south wall. Let us ascend
this tower and take in the scene. Before us lies the Jewish
section, with two synagogue domes. Beyond one is the socalled Mosque of Omar. There lies Olivet stretched out before
us, with Gethsemane at its foot. That is authentic! His weary
feet once walked upon this sacred slope. Pull oft He wended
His way to Bethany beyond. And when He returns to earth,
there is the spot which first will feel the touch of His trium
phant feet. It is nearer heaven than all the heights of Hima
laya. To me it is more sacred than all the tombs of dead

antiquity.

He is no longer in the sepulchre!

He lives.

He

will come! And His pierced feet shall first impress the mount
of Olives.
Darkness descends, so we will return to the Jaffa gate and
stroll along the street outside the walls. These shops are quite
elegant. Mostly wearing apparel. Here is a film shop. No
films to be had for my Memo. Must have the films developed
and boxes refilled. An economical way out of the dilemma.
Next morning, business. But we have the genuine pleasure
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Brother J. E. Kir]

of findijng living, eager faith in the marts of trade, wher
least expected. In the afternoon we move. The hotel porte

has gone out to get a man to carry our luggage to our ne-v

abode. JHere he comes with two! Now there will be trouble

There is a wordy war for a while. No they are not fighting
merely gesturing. Finally, the porter puts them both out. On<
comes back and an agreement is quickly reached. Throwing
his bane} around our four suit cases, and holding them on his

back with a loop on his forehead, he trudges off at a good pace,

holding my grip in one hand.

My burden bearer! I could not

have carjried such a load, but he was well able to do so. Such

is the picture presented to us in the fifty-third of Isaiah. Our
version says "He carried our sorrows." It should be, "He bears
our illnesses." Just as the burden bearer is able to lift and

carry awjay a mountainous load, so the illnesses of Israel, to

them an unbearable burden, will be taken away by the great
Burden Bearer Himself.
As I "fyTite this I am in a sort of prophet's chamber, on the
top of the house, with roofs all around, on which I hope to do

much of ijny work. Weather is delightful. Clear sunshine with
cooling blreezes.

I wish to bid adieu to my chronicle for. a

while in j order to attend to the task which has brought me

hither, line Hebrew Scriptures are on that chair. The Con

cordance lies before me. I am resting my elbow on the index
volume. l|ay He give me grace to work out His will!—A. E. K.
I

A series! of special meetings is being planned for Oak

land andj the Bay Region, beginning the early part of
February. Brother and Sister J. E. Kirk, who have been

laboring j together with the saints in Seattle in an
endeavor jto get out the truth, are moving to Oakland to

help establish a public testimony there. The Lord will

ing, a haljl will be engaged for the special meetings, fol
lowing which regular services will be held each week in
Oakland ajnd surrounding territory as the Lord indicates.

Those further interested in the exact date and place of

the meetings, please communicate with Brother A. H.
Cope, 151$ Grove Street, Oakland, California, or tele

phone Hl^hgate 4646. The meetings in Seattle are thriv

ing under the Lord's ministry through Brother and Sis
ter Harry |0. Porter, who are devoting their full time to

the work., j Please remember these young men, who are

endeavoring to serve the Lord Jesus Christ, in your

prayers.—3. E. Kirk.

J&iblt Class &tubte*

SIGNIFICANT QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

Scripture is a unity even though it is a whole library.
The unity is that of a living organism in which no part
is independent of the rest. Parts need to be isolated and

studied separately that they may be dearly understood,

but Scripture cannot be dissected as if it were a corpse.
In a living body there are distinct systems, as for
instance, the nervous, the digestive, and the arterial sys
tems, yet all are so inter-related that the health of one
system is dependent on that of the whole organism, and,
on the other hand, injury to only one system may
destroy all. So in the living Word of God there are dis
tinct doctrines, facts, and systems, yet each part is so
related and dependent that it cannot be properly appre
ciated when out of relation to the whole. Error concern
ing one of the great systems of Scripture injuriously
affects the understanding of the whole. Just as no mem
ber of the body of Christ liveth to himself, so no part of
Scripture can be permanently separated from the
inspired unity of which it is a part. Scripture is diverse,
yet it is a living whole.
In Scripture the Pauline revelation stands out with
well-defined distinctness. The distinctness of his revela
tion was that for which Pajil was ever contending, and for
which we are still contending. Though distinct, it stands
in vital relation to all Scripture. Paul completes the
Word of God (Col. 1:25); he reveals more fully than
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Scripture is an Organic Unity

others thp truth about origins, processes, and consumma
tions. HJis revelation not only completes but also pre

supposes I and depends upon earlier revelations, as one

half of ail orange not only completes but depends for its
growth on the other half.
Within the Pauline revelation itself there are distinct
parts of. the larger system, which must be isolated and
studied separately. Yet no epistle or doctrine can be per
manently j segregated and treated as if it were unrelated
to the whole system. An eye specialist can never forget
that the eye he studies and treats is a part of the whole
physical prganism.

Truth is one.

An unrelated frag

ment of tjruth may become a serious error.

In other

words, the remoter as well as the nearer context must
never be forgotten.
Sometimes great mischief results from failure to
relate distinct aspects of truth. An example which is
timely at this point of our study is an erroneous teaching

with regard to the relation between justification and

sanetificatipn. The writer has heard several so-called
holiness preachers declare that a person who is only
justified anjd not yet sanctified would certainly go to hell,

because without holiness no one could see the Lord.

Apparently these men had not heard of Komans, espe

cially of th|e statement of 5: 9. Such ignorance is shock

ing, thougli by no means rare. Others who are not so
mistaught £.re in a perilous position when they prefer

one part of |the gospel and neglect other parts. There are

some by whom Paul's teaching of justification is regarded
not as one I aspect of salvation but as practically the

whole, for tjhey want to be acquitted, but think little of

holiness. Ajid there are others, whose fearful souls are
repelled by j the bold doctrine of justification }>y faith

alone, who j prefer Paul's teaching of sanctification,

though they I do not understand it. Both fail to see essen

tial relation^. Justification without sanctification is an

impossibility;. One may learn the doctrine of justification

Christ is Our Whole Salvation
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and yet not be justified. It is not faith in justification
but faith in Christ which saves.
Salvation is Christ: He is our whole salvation. Sal
vation includes everything from God's foreknowledge of
us to our being conformed to the image of His Son in the
glory. A sinner who trusts Christ thereupon receives
Him, and in Him he receives life and the baptism and
sealing of the holy spirit. He becomes the righteousness
of God in Him and simultaneously he is sanctified in
Christ Jesus. The fleshly Corinthians were sanctified as
well as justified (1 Cor. 1: 2, 30; 6:11), because Christ
Who is our righteousness is also our holiness. But even
that is not all the truth. The Christian consciousness will
never be satisfied with a justification and sanctification
that leaves believers in the condition of the Corinthian
saints; it demands a walk worthy of the Lord. To see
salvation truly we must see it whole.
1. The questions of verse one are very significant and
serve a useful purpose. Probably they were asked by
objectors who misrepresented Paul's teaching, but Paul
tactfully and eagerly uses them not only to refute an
opponent but to show how the gospel meets the difficulty,
and to show also the impossibility of such reasoning by a
saint. These objections should properly be raised if Paul
has already unfolded all the gospel and has nothing more
to say* They indicate that something necessary for sal
vation is lacking. Paul has more to say, but not in sup
port or defense of the doctrines already taught. He lets
them stand unmodified, unexcused, and uncompromised.
He is not traveling in a circle; there is a marked transi
tion at this point. The questions compel a review of the
teaching already given, and the answer of verse two gives
a preview "of the facts and teaching of holiness in Christ
Jesus. Paul advances to a new revelation, and as we
advance with him we find ourselves in another realm of
truth. What more has he to reveal? If we have been
declared righteous before God, if we are reconciled and
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False Relations Between

at peace! with Him, if we are delivered from indignation
and sure of glory, what more do we need ? Many a young
convert Jias been perplexed as he has soon learned the
need of something more—deliverance from the power

and authority of inherited sin.

The Subjects of chapters 6:1—8:14 are deliverance
from sin, dedication, and the impartation of life. The

positional deliverance places the believer in Christ Jesus,

a place o^ absolute perfection before God. The two ques

tions, on0 in 6:1 and the other in 6:15, are answered by
the truth; of judicial release from sin and from law.
Deliveranjce from sin is presented first. When one knows
how he is delivered from sin his deliverance from law
cannot m^an lawlessness. This twofold deliverance is in

order thai there may be practical deliverance from sin

ning. In 6:1-11 the saint is judicially cleared from sin.
Sins were jdealt with by justification: sin is dealt with by

union witlj. Christ in His death. Answering the questions

of verse oiie, a, summary statement is made in verse two

that one Who died to sin shall not live in it; the truth
of this statement is demonstrated in verses 3-10: baptism
into His d&ath and entombment with Him is in order to
a walk in fewness of life, 3-4; the central fact of union
with Christ is positively asserted in verse five; then in
6-8 the first part of verse five is taken up and elaborated,
while the second part is expanded in verses 8-10; the
believer is exhorted to reckon on Christ's death to sin
and life to God as that in which he has part by virtue of
union with! Him.
What, tfien, shall we assert? What conclusion shall
we reach from the preceding revelation? A small word
is often weighted with deepest meaning, and connective

words are 4lways important. If Paul had written, But

what shall we assert? or, What, therefore, shall we
assert? or, For, as a matter of fact, what shall we assert?
or, Rather what shall we assert? he would have pleased
many and given some little color to their erroneous inter-

Justification and Sanctification
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pretations of his teachings, for these words that we have
substituted for then represent wrong views as to the con
nection between the parts of the epistle that meet at this
point. They represent supposed relations between justi
fication and sanctification.
If Paul had said, But what shall we assert? that
would suit the views of those who say, You are justified
by faith, but—. You are justified, but beware lest you
sin and again provoke God's indignation and forfeit your
justification. You are justified, but you must secure your
justification by living unto God. This makes justification
to depend on a holy walk. It would mean that Paul
had now found it necessary to modify or change his state

ment that justification is received by faith alone.
Perhaps the majority of believers would like to read,
What, therefore, shall we assert? They would say, You
have been graciously justified, therefore reckon your
selves to be dead to sin and present yourselves to God.
That would mean that practical holiness is an obligation
growing out of God's gracious act of justification, with
gratitude as the motive. Whatever truth there may be
in this, it is not the gospel. Practical holiness depends
on the group of facts concerning Christ that are revealed
in chapters 6 to 8, and not on the revelation of 3:20—
5: 21. In other words holiness does not depend on justi
fication any more than justification depends on holiness.
Sanctification is not a consequence of justification, even
though it follows it in the order of the argument and of
experience. We may not continue in sin, yet this is not
because we are justified, but because we are saints. If
justification really precluded continuance in sin, the
question could not have been raised, or having been
raised, Paul would have proceeded to demonstrate that
the justified shall not continue in sin because they are
justified. This is just what he does not do. Justification
is not based, as sanctification is, on our union with the
Crucified. It is based on the propitiatory in His blood,
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Holiness is Neither a Consequence

upon Hiijn Who was delivered up for our offenses (3: 25;

4: 25). it it be said that the Person is the same, we reply

that in that very fact we find the true relation between
these twQ parts of God's salvation. Sanctification is not
the logical result, the therefore, of justification. The true
bond between them is found in the Person Who is both

the Propitiatory for sinners and the crucified Head of
the race. Paul does not say, You are justified, therefore
you ought not to sin. He says, You died to sin, how shall

you live iiJL it ? and then he proceeds to prove the truth of
this newly introduced fact. The change of atmosphere
in this chapter is not accounted for by the truth of jus

tification iby faith. Justification is now left behind and

other fact^ of the evangel are revealed. Christ, of course,

is still the iObject of faith. The just, that is, the justified
shall live by faith. In 3:24 faith receives a gratuitous
justification through the deliverance that is in Christ
Jesus, but |in 6:11 we ourselves are in Christ Jesus and
faith reckons true the statement of our union with our
Head in His death to sin and life to God.
Others teach as though the question read thus: For
what shall jwe assert? They say, Of course, justification
is by faith, j for, as a matter of fact, personal union with

Christ makbs the believer holy and righteous. You are

justified because you are united with Christ and are
morally regenerated thereby. Justification by faith is

true only because the faith is that of the sanctified. This

is the official Romanist doctrine, and is taught by some
perfectionists and others. It denies 4: 5, which must be
made to say,; God is not justifying the irreverent, but the
holy, and hi^ faith is reckoned for righteousness because

it is the faith of the regenerate.
Still others strive to make Paul say, Rather what

shall we assent? They say that up to this point Paul has
been expounding a theory of justification which is not

his. That he! sets forth this false theory of justification

by faith onlyI to expose and repudiate it. He is supposed

nor the Cause of Justification
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to say, Eather than the view I have described, this that
I am now going to tell you is the truth. Fortunately
such an interpretation is held by few, and it was not
invented till recently. The common sense of spiritual
men never got such an idea from Paul. It proves the
length to which unbelief will go in its dislike of God's
evangel. Paul soon learned that the gospel which he
preached was not according to man (Gal. 1:11).
Holiness and imparted righteousness are not the con
ditions on which men are justified, nor is holiness the
logical consequence of justification, nor is it the cause,
and still less is it the denial of justification by faith

alone.

The real relation between these distinguished

aspects of truth is that they are complementary parts

of one salvation. This salvation has been achieved and
exists completely in Christ Jesus. We do not first get
Christ as righteousness, then as our peace, thereafter as
our holiness, but we get a whole Christ, Who is God's
Salvation. Christ is not received by installments as truth
is learned. Nor is what we are in Him limited to the
measure of our apprehension of the doctrines succes
sively presented in the gospel revelation. Some saints
never learn in this life how richly graced they are, never
theless they are complete in Him.
The knowledge of the truth makes us free, and as it is
learned we are brought into the enjoyment of the liberty
that is in Christ Jesus; we enter into possession of what
is already ours. The gospel is needed by the saints. What
some call a new conversion or a second work of grace is
really the joyful experience that results from receiving a
fuller revelation of the gospel. As a matter of experience
the truth of sanetification is realized some time after con
version. This is also the order of practical deliverance.
We need to learn of justification and peace first, and
then of sanetification and service. Hearts and consciences
must be delivered from fear and enter into rest before
men can render a pure, unselfish devotion and service,
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between the saints and their living Head by spiritual
baptism. Acquittal at the bar of God justice is a great
value, but vital union with Christ enables us to live to
God.
The false conclusion of the objector is that, if Paul's
preaching is true, we must assert that we should be per
sisting in sin that grace should be increasing. Paul puts
the objector's question only to repudiate his conclu
sion and decisively dispose of it. Yet the question is still
being asked as though he had not answered it. There are
even those who argue that God's purpose may be accom
plished in them by their persistence in sin, because that
will give God opportunity to display His grace more
fully. They accept as true the antinomianism that Paul
repudiates as a slander on his teaching. The question is
deliberative. It means, Shall I deliberately resolve to
persist in sin, calculating that the more I sin the more
God's grace will increase toward me? Paul shows in his
answer that no saint could deliberate the question? Such
a calculation is impossible to one who has the spirit of
Christ creating within him spiritual instincts and appe
tites. The questioner is as yet ignorant of a funda
mental fact of the gospel, namely, that one who has died
to sin cannot live in it as a matter of deliberate choice.
But the objection is so full of significance in its par
ticular setting that surely nothing short of inspiration
led Paul to state it at this point of his argument. It is
not merely a captious question; it is logical, and it
has in it an element of truth. But it is fuller of instruc
tion as to the teaching of justification and the reign of
grace than volumes of discussion. Pauline preaching
always encounters these objections. If one's teaching
does not raise such questions as are found in 3:5, 7;'
6:1, 15; 7:7, the teacher has probably compromised the
gospel of grace. A legalistic substitute for the evangel
never makes people accuse the preacher of teaching that
we should do evil that good may come (3:8).
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all. For instance, if in the controversy between Arminianism and Calvinism anyone should accuse a teacher of
being a fatalist, all would know that he did not make free
moral agency the foundation of his thinking. If, on the
other hand, a teacher was said to deny the sovereignty of
God in salvation, everyone would know that he did not
give prominence to the teaching of divine election and
predestination. So when Paul preaches a gracious justi
fication by faith apart from the works of the law, the
charge is made that he is abrogating law through faith.
That is a misrepresentation, but it witnesses to the fact
that the only change contemplated in the justified is that
from unbelief to faith, and that justification in no way
rests upon good works. It further shows that faith is
not a summary word for belief and consistency of con
duct. The point of the objections is just this, that works
are excluded and faith stands by itself.
If justification is effected by making the believer actu
ally righteous, the question is inexplicable. If to justify
means to make righteous and not to declare righteous,
the objection would be impossible or silly. If one is justi
fied on the ground of holiness, and regenerated life, the
question is stupid. But if God justifies the irreverent
and unjust, if faith is something apart from works and
excludes works for justification, then the question is
logical and presses for an answer. We thank the objector
for indicating thus clearly the character of Paul's doc
trines of justification and conciliation. It is true that
grace superexceeds all sin, but this truth is misapplied,
and the meaning of grace is misunderstood, when it is
thought that grace gives a saint license to sin.
The question also throws light on the truth about the
work of Christ. If the chief value of the death of Christ
was its appeal to the moral instincts of men, if His ex
ample was an incitement to heroism and supplied a com
pelling motive for being good, and if this interior change
in the believer made him acceptable to God, what
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Paul's Reply is More Instructive

religionist or moralist would object? But when Paul

asserts an objective justification and conciliation and a

regnant ^race based solely on the bloodshedding and

death of Jesus Christ, and without any inward moral
change in! man to merit it, and when all these values of
the work jof Christ are received by faith alone, he is
accused oi preaching a gospel of lawlessness. If Paul

had said that the only way to be reckoned righteous be

fore God was to do righteously, that the only way to profit
by Christ's death was to emulate His blamelessness and
heroism, and that faith meant fidelity in conduct to the
ethics of J6sus Christ, he would never have been accused

of preaching a gospel of license. Such questions were

sure to be asked if Paul meant just what he had said.
Even niore significant than the questions is Paul's
answer. H^ does not for a moment allow the conclusion

either for jiaint or sinner. Nor does he say that he has
failed to niajke his meaning clear, nor that they have mis
understood his teaching. He does not say, as we probably
would have \ said, that as a matter of fact the justified
had ceased tp do evil and were acting righteously. To say
nothing of the fact of inspiration, he had far too accur
ate a knowledge of the truth and was much too good a
logician to so compromise his revelation of the righteous
ness of God by faith. He makes no further explanation
of the way of justification and peace, for his presentation
has been flawlessly true. Had he been careless in speech

or logic, this I would be the time to make corrections. In

the presence bf challenges he adds no word of modifica

tion or excuse. The fact declared in 5 : 20 stands true for
all men, andj faith alone receives the righteousness of
God. Paul d^es not assert that justification is in itself
inconsistent w^th persistence in sLi.
A fact is one thing, and an inference from the fact is
quite another, i It is a fact that wherever in humanity sin
increases, there grace superexceeds; but it is a false
inference therefrom that a man should decide to persist

Grace Does Increase to Stubborn Sinners
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in sin that grace may increase. There is a great differ
ence between the unbeliever and the justified. The state
ment of 5:20 is true of all mankind. Mankind does per
sist in sin and grace in increasingly shown to sinning,
unbelieving men. It was this grace that saved Saul of
Tarsus and all the saints. It is the glory of conciliation
that persistence in sin is met by more grace in every cass.
Shall we therefore infer that sinners magnify the grace
of God more by remaining in stubborn unbelief than by
the obedience of faith ? Such a conclusion can be reached
only by one who is ignorant of the character, cost, and
purpose of grace. And the objectors were just such per
sons. They ignorantly trifled with that which is the
highest manifestation of God's glory—His grace. Every
thing in God, His holiness as well as His truth, His
righteousness as well as His mercy, goes out to the sinner
in His grace. There is nothing so costly to God as grace,
for He spared not His own Son, but gave Him up for
us all that he might be a just God and a Saviour. There
is nothing so contrary to sin as grace. Not law, not indig
nation, not anything divine is more antagonistic to sin
than grace. It is the method and power by which God
will yet banish sin from His creation. To the saint God
says, Sin shall not be mastering you, for you are under
grace.

The objector does not yet know that the grace which
increases toward persistent sinners operates to prevent
saints from sinning. Reasoning as an outsider, his moral
consciousness is shocked, though his difficulties are con
jectural. Paul will proceed to reveal truth that com

pletely justifies his gospel to the moral consciousness of

every man. Instead of abrogating law through faith, he

will show how the just requirement of the law may be
fulfilled in us as it could not be in the case of any legalist.
2. Paul does not prove the objector's conclusion to be
logically invalid, but he indignantly repudiates it in the
words, May it not come to that! It is a calumny which
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Paul now! proceeds to disprove. If justification without
works of law shocks the legalist, much more does his
shameful Question revolt every instinct of the saint. For
believers aire saints and have more of moral zeal than the

heathen (i: 14), or the possessor of the law (2:18-20),
and this hp will proceed to show.

Other factors of the

evangel pit the objection entirely out of court.

The

realm of thith which we now enter is even more mar

velous thaii that already traversed.
We whd died to sin, how shall we still "be livmg in it?
The first clause is put first for emphasis. The who is not

the ordinary relative pronoun, but is the relative of
quality, meaning, we being such persons as died to sin.

He is speaking of saints, and he defines them character

istically as having died to sin. All men have not died to
sin by identification with Christ in His de^th to it; we
have passed into an inner circle. There has been a break
with the ol(J humanity and access to the new. We are
now out of rjelation to sin because we have entered into a
new relationj to Christ. Faith accepts the divine revela
tion that Christ's death to sin was ours. He not only
died for ourj sins, but He died to our sin. Paul is still

occupied with, the work of Christ and not with any inter

ior change in the saint.
It is not said that sin died in us, but that in Christ
we died to it. Sin is not eradicated ffrom any saint in
this eon. Nor are we exhorted to die to sin by a holy

resolve to hav^ done with it, but we are told that we died

to sin when Ohrist died to it. God not only put our sin
on Christ but He put us into Christ. Judicial release
from sin is necessary in order to experience freedom
from the power of sin. All Christian experience has its
source in the Crucified, but we need to learn first of all
what God has done with our depravity.
Since we died to sin, how shall we be living in it?

The answer is ^hat it is impossible for us to conclude that
we should glorify God by persistence in sin. To be living

Decisively Repudiated
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in sin is to have sin as the element in which we live. It is
not said that we can no longer sin. Rather, we can no
longer reason that more sin will bring more grace. There
is a judgment, a cross, a grave, and a resurrection
between us and sin. The pivotal fact of the believer's
union with Christ takes him out of the sphere of sin in
which it is proposed that he shall live, and thus effec
tually invalidates any antinomian reasonings.
It is regrettable that a justly honored teacher should
use such words as these: "If I have died to sin to be
made righteous, I cannot live in it because I am right
eous. " If, as is apparent from the context, the writer
means he has died to sin to be justified, that would rest
justification on the fact that he is already righteous and
not on faith alone. If he means that death to sin makes
him practically righteous, he is inexact, for actual right
eousness is the product of the new life. That is not what
Paul is now saying. "If I have died to sin, I shall not
live in it" is what he says. Death with Christ and not
our being made righteous must release us from sin and
law. If Scripture distinguishes things that differ, fidelity
to it demands that the reader must do the same. Often
spiritual instincts are right when one's teaching is
wrong. Such instincts are manifestations of spiritual
life, while doctrine is the result of our training, good or
bad, as the case may be.
The inspired writer of this epistle isolated one aspect
of the gospel to describe it more clearly and to define it
so accurately that its glory be not obscured by confusing
things that differ. Then he adds complementary truth
but does not preach it as an advanced gospel. All who
are justified, and only they, are united with Christ. All
truth is organically related in Christ. There is difficulty
with the assertion that the believer died.
Paul will
explain it in the next eight verses, but in doing so he
implies that the saints ought already to know these
things.
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Principles of Interpretation
QUESTIONS

What malies all Scripture a unity? (2 Tim. 3:16)

Should

Scripture be [divided into books, authors, ages, economies, and.
subjects? If! so, why? Could any book be removed without

destroying the unity of Scripture? Is Paul as much a revelator as Moses? Is his gospel distinct from that of the Circum
cision? Have these writers any common truth? Is there need
to know the time and place and circumstances of the writing
of a Scripture? Or what were the conditions existing among
the people to; whom a book is addressed?
Is it erroneous to
take a portion of scripture, small or large, from its context?

Could you cij:e examples of error resulting from disregard of

these principles of interpretation?
Does the believer get salvation

on the instalment plan?
Has he as miich as he apprehends, or more? Have you noted
the significance of all the questions in this epistle?

comprised in the word "salvation"?

What is

Do our critics help us?

Is it wise to bake hobbies of parts of the gospel?

In how many ways has the first question been interpreted?
Which of them have you accepted? Does justification depend
on righteousness or holiness of conduct?
Is sanctification
based logically on justification, or on a new set of facts con
cerning Christ? Can one be sanctified and not justified? Or

justified and hot sanctified?

May we select one part of salva

tion and ignore the rest?
How has Ijhe second question been understood? Is it ever
true that grace increases with the increase of sin? Does Paul
allow that a saint may reason thus? Does he say the question

is illogical? ^Vhat does the question imply as to the character

of his teaching?
Where had such suggestions been made
before in this epistle? (3:5, 7, 8; 3:29; 6:1, 15; 7:7, 13;
9:14, 19).
Wihat is legalism? And antinomianism? Is a per
severing sinner a believer? Does he enjoy God's approval?
Would you have answered as Paul does?
Does he modify
or explain what he had already.said? By what force will God

conquer all siti?

What does grace guarantee to the saint?

it freedom to! sin or freedom from sin?

What doesj Paul mean by saying we died to sin?

Is

Have'we

less sin in us| than we had? What is living in sin? Can we
in our study improve upon the Scripture order and method?
Is there the danger of error in confusing things that differ?
How many words in verses 3-10 imply that the reader ought

to know the truth there stated?
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READJUSTING THE SAINTS

The transcendent nature of the present outflow of God's
favor corresponds with the exaltation of Christ among
the celestials. Because He is "up above all the heavens"
(Eph. 4:10), we are raised to the heights supreme. It is
not, indeed, as the English may suggest, that He is
located in space at a point outside of and beyond the
universe, for that is a palpable absurdity. As to space,
the universe is made up of the earth and the heavens.
The more accurate Greek makes it of the heavens, for He
is the highest of the celestial hosts, not as to space, but as
to dignity and glory. There can be no higher exaltation.
He completes the universe (Eph. 4:10).
He Who descended into the lower parts of the earth
has now ascended to the highest heavens. Just as the
celestial aspect of the mystery of Christ is the basis of
the secret economy, so now also, the completeness of
Christ's sweep of fill creation is the basis of our maturity.
A complete revelation raises us to the plane of adults.
Being associated with Christ in His headship of the
whole universe the saints now have attained their
majority.
The inauguration of the present administration of

God's grace brought many changes with it. This called
for a readjusting of the saints, in the language of inspira
tion (Eph. 4:12).

It is figuratively presented as the
change from minority to manhood (Eph. 4:13; 1 Cor.
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Spiritual Manifestations in

13:10).
The new celestial destiny severed the saints
from earthly, physical blessing, which they had enjoyed
as guests off Israel's covenants. The new status of the

nations demanded that their spiritual growth be com

pleted, so that they may truly be the complements of
Christ among the celestials.
The spiritual manifestations of so-called "gifts" give
us a graphic illustration of the changes involved. The

twelfth chapter of first Corinthians shows what the na

tions had before the mystery was revealed. The fourth of

Ephesians iells us what gifts are ours today. There are

great changes. Most of the early gifts were dropped in
this readjustment. They are no longer needed. Two new
ones were added. Three are carried over. Of the gifts
which enter this administration, apostles, prophets, and
teachers wepe known before. They link us with the past.

Evangelists and pastors are unique, for they had not
been classed as gifts before.
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS

1 Cor. 12:7-10 1 Cor. 12:28-29
1 Cor. 13
Eph. 4:11
By the spirit By God in the Abrogated by Given by Lord
for expedience
ecclesia
maturity
for readjusting
wisdom
knowledge

faith
healing
powers

prophecy

discrimination
of spirits
languages

translation

1. apostles
2. prophets
3. teachers
powers
healing
supports

pilotage
languages

(future transcendence)

prophecies
languages
knowledge

apostles
prophets
evangelists
pastors
teachers

.

E h

2.20

J^pn. j.ju
In the

foundation
apostles

prophets

The accompanying lists of the spiritual endowments
given in Paul's ministry will help us to compare and
study these!'' gifts". First we have the nine gifts which
were temporary expedients during the transitional era
between the kingdom and the present. These are individ
ual manifestations of the spirit. Next we have eight cor-

Corinthians and Ephesians
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porate endowments, connected with membership in the
body of Christ. These are arranged in the order of their
rank. Note particularly that the first three—apostles,
prophets, and teachers—are found again in Ephesians.
Then we have a special list of those which were to be

discarded by the incoming of maturity. The last column
gives us the facts in Ephesians. First we have the list of
those given for readjusting the saints. Finally we find
that two of these are confined to the foundation. This
leaves three spiritual endowments today — evangelists,
pastors, and teachers.
It is worth every effort needed to clear up the relation
between the gifts in first Corinthians and Ephesians.
Two extreme and opposing ecclesiastical positions are
based on untenable views of this relation. A large num
ber of zealous saints claim that all of the gifts may still
be appropriated by faith and that many are in exercise
today.
As in Corinth, they emphasize the gift of
" tongues". Healing is also pressed. On the other hand,
some cut off Corinthians entirely, claiming that we have
absolutely no connection with them. We are told that the
dispensation of the mystery is unique, and is neither a
blend nor a development of Corinthians, but a newly
created thing, far above all. In contrast with both of
these positions, the Scriptures, both in Corinthians and
Ephesians, illustrate the relation between the two by the
figures of minority and maturity. This is the key to the
subject.
This figure avoids both extremes. It is in harmony
with the fact that some of the gifts were present in the
past which are ours today. It agrees with the setting
aside of the lesser gifts and the retention of the greater.
It accords with the character of the gifts which have
been retained and those which have been repudiated.
Paul and others were apostles and teachers in Corinthians
and remained such in Ephesians. They were not reappointed, as though their previous services were not recog-
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Temporary Gifts

nized. The figure of a new creation is not in point here.

A man is not recreated when he reaches maturity. Some
things remain as they were. Others are dropped because
they are suited only to minority.
The saints among the nations had been enjoying some
things, as tlie guests of Israel's promise covenants, which

find no appropriate place among the spiritual, celestial
blessings which characterize the present grace. Perhaps

if such a change should be brought about in these days
we would riall it a reorganization. If a great business
should change the sphere of its operations and the char
acter of its products, some of its machinery would become
useless and be discarded. Its system of doing business
would be" revised to suit the new conditions. So it was
when this charter of our faith was first given. Some
things werd entirely dropped, others merely modified.
Physical benefits vanished. Earthly disabilities disap
peared.
Iiji Paul's preparatory epistles the saints are

seen in the period of adolescence. They verge upon man

hood. Some;of the gifts given them at that time were the

relics of cliildhood. Others were intended to develop
them into manhood. The youth learns to talk and to
care for hi^ physical frame. These are represented by

the gifts of jhealing and "tongues". The principal task

of adolescence is the schooling and training for the duties
of life. It is concerned with self development, not with

the care of Others or the duties of maturity.
;

GIFTS FOR EXPEDIENCE

The manifestations of the spirit, given to the Corinth

ians, were expedients (1 Cor. 12:7). Let us not miss this
inspired characterization, which assures us that they were
not ideal, permanent endowments, but only temporary
measures to] fill a lack which has since been supplied.
"Now to eacih one is given the manifestation of the spirit,
with a vieuJi to expedience."
The Authorized Version
rendering, "profit" is most misleading, though, of

for Expedience
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course, it is not untrue. Expedients are resorted to be
cause they are profitable or helpful for a time. This
word, sumphero, they translate profit seven times, and
seven times expedient.
Another word, onemi, means
profit. The loss of an eye or a hand can hardly be called
profitable, though it may be expedient (Mat. 5: 29, 30).
It was expedient for the Lord to go away (John 16: 7).
Absence is not His permanent condition. AH is allowed
us, but not all is expedient (1 Cor. 6:12). In every
occurrence there is but a transient advantage gained by
expedience.
This is confirmed by the fact that none of these en
dowments are reaffirmed in Epliesians. They are suited
to the times of transition which introduced the present
grace. It is put beyond all question by the further fact
that all three of the gifts which are definitely discarded
are found in this list of expedient spiritual endowments
(1 Cor. 13:8).
These are prophecy, languages, and
knowledge. They were necessary at that time, but such
expedients are no longer needed since the present admin
istration has been ftilly established. Instead of giving a
few individuals supernatural fragments of information,
God has completed the whole circle of knowledge in His
latest revelation. This is open to all. Now each saint has
access to all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, in
Christ.
The more we know of the transitional era which
accompanied Paul's early ministries, the more we see the
necessity of temporary spiritual manifestations to tide
the saints over into the present grace. Although we now
have a record of this period in Paul's earlier epistles, as
well as the full revelation which closed it, how few of the
saints are really clear about it! Since early times the
church has found this period prolific in confusion, for
few understood that it was not a permanent part of the
present. If this is so, how difficult must it have been for
those who lived in those changing times to keep step with
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God's operations! There was no finally formulated sys
tem of truth, as we now have it in Ephesians. God was
still occupied with Israel. If we lived in an era in which
God was winding up one system of truth while He was
unfolding another, there would be more excuse for con
fusion than| there is. They needed temporary help to
tide them over the time of transition.
The expedients ar§. of two different kinds.
Some
linked them; on to the kingdom and the powers of the
coming eon.| These were powers, healing, languages, and
translation. These will find their fullest fulfillment in
the millennium. Humanly speaking, if Israel had not
rejected the Messiah in Acts, these gifts would have flour
ished more &nd more, yet they would be exercised only
in subordination to Israel. They could not continue when
Israel was set aside. The other gifts linked them to the
approaching change, when Israel should be rejected.
Without knowing what was in store for them, they would
naturally fall into folly and ignorance. Hence some were
specially endowed with knowledge and wisdom. Their
faith would fail, as did that of so many in Israel, as the
kingdom receded. There was need of the gift of proph
ecy, to receive direct word from God. Spirits must be
discriminated, lest they be led contrary to God's inten
tion. All of these gifts are displayed in Paul's epistles to
them. All of the other group were found exemplified in
the narrative of Acts, which begins with a special exhibi
tion of "tongues" and ends with a notable example of
healing.

But do We not need all of these things today ? As our
blessings are spiritual, among the celestials, we cannot
claim the physical endowments of the coming eon. In
stead of healing we are given grace for our infirmities.
Instead of power we are promised weakness (2 Cor.
12: 9). Languages are directly denied to an era of matur
ity (1 Cor.; 13: 8). Wisdom and knowledge, faith, and
prophecy, 4nd the discrimination of spirits may be

to Maturity
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greatly needed today, but they are no longer individual
gifts. All the wisdom and knowledge we need is found
in the secret now revealed. That is God's final word to
us. No gift of prophecy is needed (1 Cor. 13:8). And
by this completed revelation we may test all spirits. The
dispensation in which we now live abrogates all of the
spiritual manifestations which the apostle so carefully
labeled "expedients".
We are not aware that this point has been pressed
before. Hence we wish to urge it upon all who believe
God. Many lines of reasoning may be developed to show
that these gifts are no longer with us, but none should
appeal to the man of God as the word here used by the
holy spirit. Before we are even told that these gifts
existed, their temporary character is asserted. This will
be enough for everyone who wishes to believe God. We
do not doubt that there are spiritual manifestations
today which seem to correspond to the lesser gifts. Such
there were even in those days. A special gift was needed
to discriminate the spirits. If this endowment existed
today it would unhesitatingly class all of these as the
work of deceiving spirits. It is an effort to engross the
saints with the things of minority in order to keep them
from attaining majority, which is the primary object of
the real gifts we have today.
Let us note carefully the opposite effect, the direct
contrast, between the modern "gifts" — healing and
tongues — and those given us by God. The former drag
us back to childhood; the latter bring us to manhood.
Pastors, evangelists, and teachers are given "for the re
adjusting of the saints, with a view to the work of dis
pensing, for the upbuilding of the body of Christ, until
we should all attain to the unity of faith, and the realiza
tion of a son of God, to mature manhood, to the adult
stature of Christ's complement, that we should by no
means still be minors, surging hither and thither, and

being carried about by every wind of teaching . . ."
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We are Mature in Christ

(Eph. 4:12jl4). Languages and healing are listed by
God as the least of all the gifts of minority. True pastors,
evangelists dnd teachers lead in the contrary direction,
toward maturity. That is their special function if they

are faithful.!

There are many methods of testing God's servants
today whichl are without warrant in the Word. Success
sometimes signifies failure in God's sight. Here, how
ever, we hav0 God's standard. Here He tells us what He
expects. The test we should apply is found in this pas
sage. Do thby dispense that which edifies the body of

Christ, so thjat all have one faith and realize their son-

ship and maturity in Christ? Alas! the very idea of
maturity is unknown to many and their ministry is more
calculated tc» make infants out- of full grown believers
than to makfc mature saints out of minors. Let us note
that the pripie object of the gifts we now possess is to
lead the sairits beyond the lesser gifts which character
ized minorit'if. We are mature in Christ! Let us not re
lapse into infancy!
THE BODY GIFTS

The eightj spiritual endowments placed in the ecclesia
by God are iiot introduced as expedients, hence we find

that three of | them enter the present administration. The
notable point is that these three are expressly put at the
head of the list and numbered, lest they should be mis
placed. "Fii*st, apostles, second, prophets, third, teach
ers, thereupon . . ." (1 Cor. 12:28). Furthermore, the
other gifts are discounted by the exhortation, "Be zeal
ous for the greater graces." This is followed by a state

ment which jpractically repudiates the lesser gifts. In

confirmation j of this we read that the last and least—
languages—i^ to cease (1 Cor. 13:8). The five unnum
bered gifts, j powers, healing, supports, pilotage, lan
guages, are not suited to the present era of transcendence
(1 Cor. 12:31).

The Path of Transcendence
ABROGATED

BY
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Prophecies, languages, knowledge are the gifts which
are expressly discarded in the thirteenth chapter of first
Corinthians. All three are found in the first series which
are expedient, and one—languages—is also the last of
the second group, which is arranged according to rank.
The gift of "tongues", therefore, is the least of all the
gifts. But the path of transcendence which we now tread
does not merely discard the signs of the coming eon, as
languages and powers and healing, but also abrogates
prophecies and the gift of knowledge. The reason given
is that these were but instalments and, in the impending
era (in which we now dwell), such fragmentary revela
tions will be unnecessary because God will have given a

full-orbed prophecy embracing all knowiedge. Such we

have in this Ephesian epistle.
The fact that the gift of prophecy has been abrogated
is evident from the many modern attempts to supplement
God's revelation. All who have sought to add to God's
Word have only manifested their ignorance of what He
has already revealed. I would advise those who imagine
that they have a direct message from God to get a grasp
of the Ephesian letter. They will find His Word final
and complete. It is sufficient for every present need. The
gift of prophecy, or the power to speak as the mouth
piece of God, has been abrogated. The only prophets in
this economy are in the foundation, and all that they
might reveal is already spread out before us in the
epistles of Paul, the greatest prophet of them all.
A distinction should be maintained between the gift
of prophecy, as one of the spirit's manifestations, which
was given for individual exercise in the ecclesia, and the
office of prophet, as given to the ecclesia to complete the
Word of God. Paul was the great apostle and prophet
through whom the truth was given in permanent form
and incorporated in the Scriptures. The fragmentary
prophecies were temporary expedients, but the gift of
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prophet remains with us, in spiritual form, in the sacred
scrolls. The prophet is found in the foundation. His
prophecies, unlike those earlier manifestations of which
we have no record, are written for all to read.

In the Cjorinthian letter we notice that some gifts are

discounted, though not forbidden. The gift of languages,
or ''tongues", together with interpretation is last on the
lists, and isi discouraged. The apostle declares he would
rather speak five words with his mind, to instruct others,
than ten thousand in a language which they could not
understand (1 Cor. 14:19). He gives notice that it is
only a temporary endowment, for it would cease (1 Cor.

13:8). It is not included in the latest list, given in
Ephesians (Eph. 4:11). It is beyond question that the
"gift of tongues" is the most infantile of all the gifts,
the least adapted to maturity. Those who claim it brand
themselves m immature and childish, altogether apart
from the fact that they are deceived.
The testimony of the Scriptures is sufficient, and I am
not adding ^rhat follows to confirm it. It may, however,
be helpful to those who do not clearly see that this gift
has ceased, and who appeal to its presence as a fact which
ought to set aside our interpretation of the Scriptures.
I have lived; for about a score of years at the very center
of the tongues movement and have had ample opportun
ity to hear it exercised. I have listened most carefully,
each time I have heard, in order to determine if the utter
ance had the characteristics of language. It never has.
There is usually a tell-tale repetition of sounds, such as
one who is imitating a foreign tongue would use, after
a slight acquaintance with it. No one who has a knowl
edge of a variety of languages has any reason to suppose
that the "gift of tongues" today is a real language at all.
We do not need to turn to Ephesians to prove that
most of the gifts were temporary and unsuited to the
present economy. That is the burden of first Corinthians.
Not only does the thirteenth chapter definitely name

Apostles and Prophets
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some which were to be abrogated, or cease, but the
twelfth chapter, in which they are catalogued, just as
definitely labels them as expedients, or turns us from
some of them to a path suited to transcendence (1 Cor.
12:31). Is it not remarkable that these two warnings,
one before and one immediately following the lists of the
gifts, should have been so insistently ignored or obliter
ated by mistranslation and misinterpretation, that the
object of God's spiritual endowments has been actually
reversed ? Almost everywhere the saints are enticed back
to babyhood instead of being built up into Christ.
It is commonly supposed that the thirteenth of first
Corinthians contrasts our present experience with our
future glory in resurrection. Now we are supposed to
see in a glass darkly, but then face to face (1 Cor.
13:12). Then we shall know as we are known. This
popular and erroneous interpretation has practically
robbed us of the true teaching of the chapter. The apos
tle is not comparing our experience in this life with that
in the next. He is comparing the dispensation before it
with that of the present. That was minority. This is
maturity. Then matters were dimly seen which now are
clear and plain. Now knowledge is not being doled out
in instalments. We have a full revelation since the mys
tery has been revealed.
The fourth of Ephesians gives us the gifts for the
present. The mere fact that most of the endowments
listed in Corinthians are not repeated here does not prove
that they are abrogated. That would not be sufficient
ground for discarding them. We must intelligently con
sider what is said about them in Corinthians. We must

recognize the fact that the time of maturity has come.
Then we will see why it is that the lesser gifts cannot •
enter this era of transcendence. Then we will exult in
their disappearance. We will thankfully take our place
as mature men, and refuse even the appearance of im
maturity.
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Evangelists, Pastors, and
APOSTLES AND PROPHETS

Of the |ive gifts which belong to this administration,
three have| continued and two are in the foundation.
Apostles apd prophets were imperative needs for its
inauguration. God's mind must be made known by His

spokesmen,! and it must be accompanied with all the

authority o|f God's commissioner. Since Paul, the great
est of all the prophets and apostles of this economy, has
made a permanent record of the new revelation in his

epistles, th^se have served the purpose of prophets and
apostles.

They remain with us, in spirit, in these writ

ings. The [evidence for their absence among us is not

merely the lack of accredited men, but the statement that
these gifts bre confined to the foundation (Eph. 2:20).
A prophet jvho could not add to Paul's epistles would be
useless. All who have tried it have proven to be false.
EVANGELISTS, PASTORS, TEACHERS

God's gifts today are three in number, the evangelist
to preach tp the world, the pastor to care for the saints,
and the teajeher to edify the body of Christ. The great
weakness iii Christendom today lies in the attempt to
combine allj three in a single cleric, who must entertain
and shepherd saint and sinner alike, who seldom is gifted
in more than one way, and often in none. With a rising

tide of spirituality there has usually followed a separa
tion of the^e ministries. Evangelists leave all else for
their message to the unbeliever, and teachers arise and
conventions! are held for the one purpose of edifying the
saints. In Reasons of spiritual refreshing these divine
manifestations come to the front.

In these | last days the special need is for teachers who
• are themselves mature and who can establish the saints
by dispensing the grace which has come to them by the

revelation o|f the mystery. Alas! most of those who are

giving religious instruction today are bringing their
hearers into the bondage of law and ceremony, or occu-

Teachers are for Today
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pying them with the affairs of minority, and are thus
dragging the saints down when they should be building
them up. Here we have the divine test of the true teacher.
Does he correspond to Ephesians 4:12-14? Is he read
justing, dispensing, upbuilding, unifying, giving the
realization of sonship, maturity, and adultness? These
are the seven signs of the ideal teacher.
Most of the saints today need readjusting quite as
much as those to whom Ephesians was addressed. Their
doctrine and experience is limited to the teaching of our
Lord while on earth, or his apostles in the book of Acts.
Under the false impression that "the church began at
Pentecost", they seek to utilize the varying presenta
tions which follow it to determine their creed and prac
tise. Others go further and seek to include some of the
teachings of Paul's earlier epistles, notwithstanding the
grave differences between the two. How few go to Paul's
final presentations and modify even his previous minis
tries to accord with these transcendent truths! This is
the task of the true teacher today. He must, first of all,
be a readjuster.
He must also be a dispenser. Much of the teaching we
hear fails to emphasize the grace of God and the grat
uitous character of His gifts. He is not running a bar
gain counter or a commercial enterprise, but a free dis
pensary. Very few saints even know what He has for
them. It is the duty of the teacher to put them into
possession of their riches in Christ Jesus.
He must edify, or build up, the body of Christ. This
is a vastly different matter from entertaining the mem
bers of a church or the adherents of a denomination. The
teacher who merely recognizes the fact that there is a
spiritual organism to which all believers belong, irrespec

tive of creed or affiliation, is edifying or building up the

body of Christ. The teacher who ignores it or displaces
it by human organizations is demolishing the one body.
He who discounts human associations, and presses upon
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the saints their place in that marvelous organism of
which Christ alone is Head, is a God-given gift, fulfilling
the work orE building up the body.
Many are the attempts which have been made to unite
the saints. The true basis of such a unity is the one faith
which we have today, which is set forth in this epistle.
The cause of the divisions is the multiplicity of beliefs
resulting from ignorance of this consummating revela
tion. If it were God's intention to make us all one before
Christ comes again, He would probably call for teachers
to make known the truths of this economy. This is a test
of the ideal teacher. Does his message lead to the unity
of all in Christ? Or does it divide the saints into classes?
Especially, does it form a special, superior clique of all
who heed his teaching? Let us remember that, if we all
believed God we would be one in fact as we are in truth.
Sonship is a much higher thought than that conveyed
by the figure of the new birth. Indeed, Paul leaves that
illustration to the kingdom proclamation. He makes us a
new creation, rather than a regeneration. Sonship is not
necessarily based on birth. It may be obtained by adop
tion. It does not figure mere relationship, but the honors
granted only to the heir when he comes of age, and is
invested with the highest dignities which his father can
bestow. It is vastly more to be a son of God than a child.
A teacher in this economy should press this point, so
that the saints may realize their sonship (Eph. 4:13).
The crowning result of true teaching today has
already been elaborated. It brings the saints to mature
manhood, to the adult stature of Christ's complement
(Eph. 4:13). This can be accomplished only by showing
them the immature character of previous economies, and
the fullness which is theirs in Christ in this transcendent
administration. It is only as they realize that they have
outgrown n}uch that God once gave, and that, in Christ,
they have attained their full stature, that they are fitted
to stand steadfast in the midst of the turmoil in which
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they find themselves. False teaching carries them about
(Eph. 4:14), the true establishes them in grace.
The phrase "systematizing of the deception" (Eph.
4:14) is a most apt description of modern methods of
maintaining error. Isolated departures from truth are
difficult to promulgate. They must be worked up into a
philosophic system in order to become popular.
The
great theologies are systematized to agree with their
main position, which may be a half truth. Many of the
movements of the day which appeal to the Bible for sup
port, have so systematized their deceptions that they
appear to rest on divine revelation. They are philoso
phies with enough contacts in the Scriptures to give them
the appearance of truth. The mature saint will not be
deceived by them.

The path of transcendence is the way of love, as the
apostle shows in the thirteenth of first Corinthians. So it
is in Ephesians (4:15, 16). It is further figured by the
human frame, all parts of which are in loving sympathy
with all the rest, through the head. Christ is Head of the
body now, and the saints are its members. There is a vital
union, which makes us one with Him and with every other
member. All real growth and service in the church today
has this for its basis. Its motive is love. Its impulse
is from the Head. Its end is the upbuilding of the body.
In this meditation we have found that the revelation
of the mystery was accompanied by the incoming of
maturity. Minority prevailed before, even among the
Pauline ecclesias. Hence many of the gifts are discarded
and only a few enter this economy. Teachers are specially
given to lead the saints into a realization of the fact that
they have outgrown the immaturities of past eras, and
are now mature in Christ. It is our privilege to tread
the path of transcendence. May God grant that many
who read these lines will enter that path in conscious
appreciation of the privileges of their majority.
A. E. K.
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'INSTEAD" OR "FOR'
During the Reformation era the principal expositors
were sane and sober in -their views concerning the diction
of Scripture. But later, during the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, many who attained prominence held that
the ruling characteristic of sacred idiom is an absolute
lack of verbal and grammatical accuracy and propriety.
This stereotyped formula was seldom absent: "TMs is
used for that.'9 Everywhere the inspired penmen were
charged with using the wrong case, the wrong tense, the
wrong word, until, as one scholar expressed it, "Scrip
ture is like a waxen nose, which anyone may twist any
way he pleases, in proportion to his ignorance of the
principles of language."
Dr. George Benedict Winer, in his Grammar of New
Testament Diction, attacked this vicious system with
much zeal and success, but its effects still linger in the
minds of theologians. Few, indeed, have ever dreamed
of the painful accuracy which is the crowning feature of
God's book, in contrast to all human literature. This is
especially the case in reference to the word connectives,
because these, of necessity, must have a somewhat elastic
meaning. There are unnumbered relations of thought
which must be expressed by a few word links. These
are not mere points in the domain of thought, but cover
extended areas, being limited only by the territories of
other connectives. While it is foolish to constrict a
preposition to a single usage, it is more foolish to carry it
across into the sphere of thought covered by its neighbors.
The whole subject of the inspired word connectives
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Concordant Version

is worthy of the most careful study. To aid in this we
have elaborated a diagram on which each term appears
in its propel literal location, as gver, down, in, etc. The
student will do well to consult it in the Grammar of the
Concordant Version. If he does so, he will gain a grow
ing conviction that no connective is ever used for an
other, in the original. Of course, English usage must not
influence us, for we use certain connectives with certain
words, with little attempt at a logical relation. The only
way to really grasp the Greek is- to saturate our minds
with examples of the occurrences of each connective.
Hence, in this study, we will give all of the occurrences
of anti, instead, and huper, over.
Jiuper, over, over, above, than, for sake, for,
in behalf; id, toward, Phil. 1:7, more
than, Phn. 16, beyond Gal. 1:14.

With the Genitive
Mat.
5:44
Mark 9:40
Luke 9:50

and be praying for those who are persecuting you,
For who is not against us is for us.
"... who is not against you is for you."

20
6:51

My blood, which is poured out for your sakes.
I shall be giving for the sake of the life of the
world.
lying down his soul for the sake of the sheep.
laying down My soul for the sake of the sheep.
but for the glory of God,
that one man should be dying for the sake of the
people.
Jiesus was about to die for the sake of the nation
and not for the sake of the nation only.
"I will lay down my soul for Thy sake"
"You will be laying down your soul for My sake?"
anyone may be laying down his soul for the sake
of his friends
4nd for their sakes I am hallowing Myself.
for one man to be dying for the sake of the people
worthy to be dishonored for the sake of the Name
you be beseeching of the Lord for my sake
"... he must suffer for My name's sake."
for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
for the name of the Lord Jesus
until the offering for each one of them

22:19

John

10:11
15
11: 4
50
51
11:52
13:37
38
15:13

17:19
18:14
Acts

5:41
8:24
9:16
15:26
21:13
26

"Take. This is My body, given for your sakes. . ."

Renderings of huper
Rom. 1:
5:

5
6
7

8
8:26
27
31
32
34

9:3

27
14:15
15: 8
9
30
16: 4
ICo. 1:13
4: 6
5: 7
10:30
11:24
12:25
15: 3
29
29
2 Co. 1: 6
6
7
11
11
5:14
15

5:20

7:

21

4
7
12
14
8:16
23
24
9: 2

3
14
12: 5
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among all the nations, for His name's sake.
died for the sake of the irreverent.
For hardly for the sake of the just will anyone be
dying: for, for the sake of the good perhaps.
we are still sinners, Christ died for our sakes.
but the spirit itself is pleading for us
that it is pleading for the saints
If God is for us, who is against us?
but gives Him up for us all,
Who is pleading also for our sakesl
(for I myself wished to be anathema from Christ)
for my brethren
petition to God for them is for salvation.
destroying that one for whose sake Christ died.
of the Circumcision, for the sake of the truth of
God,
yet the nations are to glorify God for His mercy,
prayers to God for me;
who for my soul's sake jeopardize
Was Paul crucified for your sake?
be puffed up for one against another.
was sacrificed for our sakes,
for which I am giving thanks?
"This is My body which is broken for your sakes."
mutually solicitous over one another.
that Christ died for our sins.
being baptized for the sake of the dead
they being baptized also for their sake?
for the sake of your consolation.
for the sake of your consolation,
our expectation is confirmed over you.
by a petition for us.
thanked for us by many, for our gracious gift.
One died for the sake of all.
and he died for the sake of all, . . . and being
roused for their sakes.
ambassadors for Christ,
we are beseeching for Christ,
He makes sin for our sakes
much is my boasting over you
your zeal for my sake;
your diligence for our sake.
boasted any to him over you,
diligence for you to the heart of Titus
whether for the sake of Titus
and our boast over you to them.
am boasting over you

lest our boasting over you
in their petitions for you,
not be boasting for myself,
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huper, over

10
15
19
13: 8
Gal.
1: 4
2:20
3:13
Eph. 1:16
3: 1
13
5: 2
20
25
6:19
20
Phil. 1: 4
7
29
29
2:13
4:10
Col.
1: 7
9
24
24
4:12
13
ITh. 5:10
2Th. 1: 4
5
2: 1
ITi.
2: 1
2
6
Tit.
2:14
Phn.
13
Heb. 2: 9
5: 1

6:20
7:25
7:27
9: 1
24
10:12

Jas.

13:17
5:16

IPet. 2:21

Ffor this thing I entreat the Lord,
in distress for Christ's sake
bankrupted for the sake of your souls
for the sake of your edification,
but for the sake of the truth.
Giving Himself for our sins,
Giving Himself up for me.
becoming a curse for our sake

cease giving thanks for you

prisoner of Christ Jesus for you,
at my afflictions for you,
gives Himself up for us an offering

always for all things in the name

apid gives himself up for it.
apd for me, that expression might be granted
fpr which I am conducting an embassy
eyery petition of mine for you all,
thus disposed toward you all,
graciously granted, for Christ's sake.
to be suffering for His sake also,
as to work for the sake of His delight

disposition toward me blossomed

dispenser of Christ for us,
do not cease praying for you
rejoicing in my sufferings for you

auctions of Christ, for His body,

always struggling for you in prayer
h£ has much misery over you
-Hfho dies for us that,
for your endurance and faith.
for which you are suffering also.
i% behalf of the presence,
bfe made for all mankind,
for kings and all those in a superior station
Efimself a correspondent Ransom for all

Jfesus Christ, who gives Himself for us,
for your sake he may be serving me

be tasting death for the sake of all
constituted for men in that which is toward God,

that he may be offering oblations as well as sacri

fices for sins,
entered for our sakes,
t0 be pleading for their sakes.
previously for their own sins,
which he is offering for himself,

f^ce of God for our sakes.

offering one sacrifice for sins

vigilant for the sakes of your souls.
b£ praying over one another,

Christ suffered for your sakes.

anti, instead
3:18
4: 1
1 Jno. 3:16
4: 1
3 Jno.
7
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Christ also, for our sakes,
suffered for our sakes in the flesh,
His soul for our sakes,
our souls for the sake of the brethren
came forth for the sake of the name.

anti, instead, in place of, Mat. 2:22, correspond
ing to, Eph. 5:31, idiomatically for, Mat.
5:28, and because, 2 Thes. 2:10
Mat.

2:22
5:38

Yet, hearing that Archelaus is reigning in Judea
in the stead of his father Herod,
You hear that it was declared, 'An eye for an eye/

17:27

and 'A tooth for a tooth'.
Yet, lest we should be snaring them, go, cast a

20:28

Mk.

10:45

fish hook into the sea, and pick up the first fish
that comes up, and, opening its mouth, you will be
finding a stater [about sixty cents]. Getting that,
give it to them, for Me and for you,
Even as the Son of Mankind came, not to be
served, but to serve and to give His soul a ransom
for many.
For the Son of Mankind, also, came not to be
served, but to serve, and to give His soul a.ransom
for many.

Luke 1:20

11:11
12: 3
19:44

John

1:16

Acts 12:23
Rom. 12:17
1 Co. 11:15

Eph.

5:31

ITh. 5:15
2Th. 2:10
Heb. 12: 2

And lo! you shall be silent and unable to talk,
until the day on which these things may be occur
ring, because you do not believe my words,
Or a fish, also—instead of a fish will he be hand
ing him a serpent.
because whatever you said in the darkness shall
be heard in the light,
and they shall not leave a stone on a stone in
you, because you knew not the era of your visita
tion.
seeing that we all obtained of that which fills
Him, and grace for grace,
Now, instantly a messenger of the Lord smites
him, because he gives not the glory to God,
Now be rendering to no one evil for evil.
Yet if a woman should have tresses, it is her
glory, seeing that tresses have been given her
instead of clothing,
Corresponding to this a man will be leaving
father and mother, and will be joined to his wife,
See that no one is rendering evil for evil to anyone.
because they do not receive the love of the truth
Who, for the joy lying before Him, endures a
cross, despising the shame, besides has been
seated at the right hand of the throne of God.
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"His Soul a
16

Jas.

4:15

1 Pet. 3: 9

or profane person, as Esau, who, for one feeding,

gave up his own birthright.

instead of your saying, "Should the Lord be will

ing, and we shall be living, we also will be doing
this or that."

not rendering evil for evil or reviling for reviling

There are two passages which, on their face, seem to
teach that Christ, as a sacrifice for sin, suffered instead

of (cmti) those He saves. These are Matthew 20: 28 and
Mark 10:45, which read, "the Son of Mankind came to
give His soul a ransom for (anti) many.'' We have pur
posely stated the matter as it seems to those accustomed
to creedalj evangelism, for they do not realize that their
whole case lies in taking these texts out of their contexts
and changing the wording to suit their ideas. Indeed,

we cannot [blame them, for the Authorized Version trans

lators have drastically altered the sense by substituting
life for soul, as though our Lord was not aware of what
He was saying, and they find it necessary to correct Him.
It is absolutely necessary that we read the context of this

passage, s|) we reproduce it herewith:

Then th^ mother of Zebedee's sons came to Him with her

sons, worshiping and requesting something from Him. Now
He said to her, "What are you wanting?" She is saying to

Him, "Say that these, my two sons, should be sitting, one at

the right aiid one at Thy left, in Thy kingdom/'

Now Jesus, answering, said, "You are not aware what you
are requesting. Are you able to be drinking the cup which I

am about tf> be drinking?"

They are saying to Him, "We are

able." He i(3 saying to them, "Of My cup, indeed, you shall be
drinking. Yet to be seated at My right and at the left is not
Mine to give, but is for whom it has been made ready by My
Father."
And when the ten hear, they resent about the two brothers.
Now Jesus, calling them to Him, said, "You are aware that the
chiefs of the nations are lording it over them, and the great

men are coercing them. Not thus is it among you. But who

ever shoul^ be wanting to become'great among you, let him

be your servant.

And whoever may be wanting to be foremost

among you,| let him be your slave, even as the Son of Mankind

came, not to be served, but to serve and to give His soul a
ransom for! many" (Mat. 20:20-28, C. V.).

Let us;then provisionally point out what these pas-

Ransom for Many"
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sages do not teach. They do not speak of the death of
Christ. He gives His soul, not His life. There is nothing
said about salvation. Service, not salvation, is in view.
Sin is not at all before us, but lordship and subservience.
Sacrifice is not here, though our tendency to insert the
thought everywhere is hard to be controlled. When we
see what is not there, these passages no longer intrude
into the great doctrine concerning the method of God's
salvation, and we are free to get a clear conception of
the truth as set forth by the apostle Paul.
The context, which alone can guide us to the contents
of these passages, is always ignored. Very few intelli
gent believers associate these words with the preceding
exhortation. Instead, this saying is given a new setting,
in the midst of evangelical teaching which was not due
until after our Lord's sacrifice. At that time the dis
ciples did not and would not consider His impending
death, and they could not have associated these words
with it. We, of course, cannot do otherwise, if we corrupt
the translation to read life in place of sovl.
This is a tragic illustration of the effect of scholarly
translations. Any scholar will tell you that soul means
life sometimes, for the Greek lexicons say so! In each
case this word throws a false color over the whole pas
sage, divorces it from its context, and injects it into a
sphere of truth to which it does not belong, and then
finally, so controls and distorts the so-called doctrine of
"atonement" (to which the passages do not refer) that
the plainest statements on that subject are denied, the
special connective which is used is laboriously altered to
agree with that in these passages, and any statement of
the truth is made to seem unscriptural and false, so that
honest seekers decry it and denounce those who offer
them just what they are seeking.

The subject of the paragraph is twofold, service and
slavery. It is not service and sacrifice, as we usually
assume. The chiefs of the nations lord, it over their
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His Service and Slavery

inferiors, tod their great men use coercion. Greatness,
in Christ's kingdom, consists in serving.
Superiorityconsists in slaving. He would have His apostles, all of
whom desired to be great, and wanted the highest place
like James! and John, make this their own by humble
service. Then He gives Himself as their Example, so that
they could | follow in His footprints. He came to serve,
not to be served. He came in the form of a slave, giving
His soul as a ransom to free those who were in bondage to
the law and the beggarly elements of the world. This is
not their salvation from sin. That is presupposed. We
are freed from law (if we were under it) by death to it.
The Circumcision find freedom in following in His steps.
/Our principal objection to the doctrine of substitu

tion lies in ^he fact that it degrades our Lord to the level
of those whom He saves. That objection cannot hold
here, however, for He assumes the lowest place, being
seen as a slave. As such He serves others, He does not
save them. The ransom here brought before us is that of
slaves. "Many," even His disciples, were held in invol
untary servitude. Instead of being sons of God, they
were in bondage under the ceremonial observances. The
law made them slaves. He gave up His glory and entered
into their place (anti) that this might be their ransom,
so that they could go free until the jubilee.
It is veijy difficult for us, sinners of the gentiles, bas
ing all on Christ's death and tracing all to His resurrec
tion, to realize the status of His disciples before His suf
ferings on Golgotha. That they did not realize the neces
sity of His ^sacrifice is quite evident, for they did every

thing possible to prevent it. Indeed, the early proclama

tion of the kingdom had no sacrificial note in it. He did
not speak of His suffering until the nation had rejected
the proffered King. We look upon Christ entirely from

the standpoint of His death.

To us He is a personal

Saviour fir$t. To them this came last. At this juncture
they were occupied with reigning and He tells them that

Liberate from Bondage
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He is not only serving them but ransoming them from
slavery to the law by taking the form of a slave.
I well remember the shock I received when I first
noticed the word "coming out" in John 10: 9.
I had
been thoroughly indoctrinated with the idea that, if we
entered in through Christ, we could never come out and
be lost. Then the whole chapter distressed me. Finally,
I saw that I was forcing into it ideas entirely foreign to
the theme. It is beautiful as a figure of Israel, but it is
most incongruous if we seek to distort it to fit the phrase
ology of some of our evangelicals today.
It was not until I had learned the true meaning of
soul that I had any idea of the true force of giving the
soul. Even after I found out that the word was soul, and
not life, the thought persisted that the Lord was speak
ing of His death to ransom sinners. When I saw that I
had no right to inject the idea of death it dawned on my
mind that the giving of His soul consisted in taking the
place of a slave. He was entitled to enjoy all the sensa
tions which come with honor, wealth, and power. Instead
of this He experiences the deprivations which accompany
weakness, poverty and degradation.
This experience
(such is the force of soul), in which He takes the place
(anti) of many, is the ransom which liberates them from
slavery, not redeems them from sin.
I realize the tremendous power of theological tradi
tion, so that the preceding explanation will appeal to
very few, at first. I beg of them to read and reread the
connection, time and again, in order to remove some
of the false associations which cling to the passages. It

is well to study them in their larger contexts. Note that
they occur only in the first two synoptics with their
narrow outlook. They have no bearing on the bulk of
mankind. The "many" are not all. The Circumcision,
under law, could not fulfill it. He takes their place under
law and fulfills it for them. Here is the force of <mii.
This is not what He does for sinners in regard to their sin.
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For the Sake, not In the Stead
SUBSTITUTION

The idea of substitution was forced on my attention
soon after I believed. What especially impressed my
mind was the statement, by one presumably an adept in
Greek, that the preposition huper, which is so often used
to express the relation of Christ's work to His people,
meant in place of. Since then I have examined every
occurrence of every connective in the Greek Scriptures,
some of them many times, and I have found that few
facts are more evident than that huper, literally over,
does not mean for in the sense of in stead of, but on
behalf of, for the sake of. Applied to so great a theme
and so exalted a Person, the distinction is of the utmost
importance. God does much for His creatures, but He
never acts in their stead. Christ, also, is so high above
us that He cannot take our place, but must suffer on our
behalf.

An instructive passage which gives us a clue to the
usage of \uper is found in Luke 9:50: "Who is not
against you is for you/' Another is John 10:11: "The
ideal shepherd is laying down his soul for the sake of the
sheep." Another, Eomans 8:26: "the spirit itself is
pleading for us." Another, Eomans 8:31: "If God is
for us, who is against us?" Second Corinthians 13:8:
"For we are not able for anything against the truth but
for the sake of the truth." Ephesians 3:1: "Paul, the
prisoner of Christ Jesus for you, the nations . . ."
Philippians 1:29: ". . . not only to be believing on
Him, but to be suffering for His sake also. . ." First
Timothy 2:1: "I am entreating . . . that petitions . . .
be made for all mankind, for kings ..." These, and
many others, show that Jiuper cannot mean "in the room
and steadV, but for the sake of, on behalf of, without any
idea of substitution or equivalence whatever.
A. E. K.

tne €(xpebttion

THE PALESTINE EXPEDITION

I have been working on the location of Zion, and am
convinced that I was wrong. It is not the southwestern
eminence of Jerusalem, as I have taken for granted in
my writings hitherto, but Ophel, the city of David, the
extension of the hill below Moriah. Zion means arid, and
Ophel is a hump. This location cannot be better described
' than as an arid hump. Another error gone!
I have learned one more word of Arabic—Malish!
The Mohammedan is a fatalist, and his whole outlook on
life is expressed by this word, which means, so must it be.
It is a convenient excuse for every shortcoming and an
explanation of every ill. It stifles all inquiry and dis
courages all effort. If they would only substitute for fate
the beneficent operation of the God of all grace, their
submission and self-effacement would be most praise
worthy. In fact, as it is, I am not sure but that I prefer
it to the western heresy that man is master of his fate.
That is so palpably absurd, as everyone's experience will
testify, that it can only be described as conceited bom
bast. Let us displace both of these false philosophies by
a quiet acquiescence to the will of God. Let our lives be
lived under the spell of those splendid expressions—
Amen! Thanks! Praise!
Going round about for information now seems imper
ative. Good results involve daily visiting, observing,
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First Impressions

noting keenly all novelties in tireless zeal. A deal of
lovely, pathetic heart experience runs 'neath every sur
face, the key now often completely hidden.
How do these people manage to exist? Take the
lemon merchant about forty feet below me as I write.

He alone jis in full view all the time. He has no stall.

He sits op a soft stone at the corner where the Via
Dolorosa crosses the Souk street. Every morning he is
there, sorting over a single bag of green lemons. These,
I suppose,! ne sells during the day. I have seen him bar
gaining, picking out one, two, even three, talking, ges
ticulating, but I have never watched long enough to see
the consunimation of a deal. He certainly cannot live on

green lemons, even if he can afford them. Once I saw

him given |a drink of water. But he seems to be jolly and

contented.: He puts me to shame, for I imagine it costs
me more t<j> live a single day than he makes in a week and
I have be6n strongly tempted to worry about financial

affairs. AM I doubt very much if he has as rich a Father

as I havej for he sits on the southwest corner of the

Mohammellan quarter of the city.

Every j day Brother Swan has trudged faithfully
down to ajsk for my mail, and none has come. I know
that I have been on the fly so much that I have no right
to expect any, yet I feel that I must hear from home
soon,

or—

Mail has come! Full of good news, worth waiting
for! Feelj much relieved, though of cov/rse I did not
worry! Write back immediately, though it is against all
the rules |to use precious daylight hours in this way.
However, I am not under law! The heart takes preced
ence of the head. Back to work!

!

THE BAZAARS

A map|of Jerusalem will show but few "streets", and
one wonders how those in the center of the large blocks
reach their business. The answer is that there are manv
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lanes and passage-ways, but especially are there the
bazaars, long arcades which reach from street to street,

in which the industries of the city are clustered. Not
far from us is the shoe bazaar. Here shoes are not merely
sold and repaired, but made. One cell after another has
two or three men bent over a bench making many styles
of footgear. The stock is festooned across the fronts on
strings. Another bazaar, adjoining the German church,
is given over to metal work of all kinds, including forg
ing and machine work. Most work is done by skillful
hands in this city, but there are a few sewing machines
and lathes. Not far away are tailors, in the midst of
their rolls of cloth. Over there are the goldsmiths with
their wares displayed in glass cases. The cotton mer
chants are on one street near the great mosque. Not far
from the entrance to our hospice I saw men hacking
various shaped sticks of tough wood into all sorts of
awkward shapes. I could not figure out what they were
about until yesterday, when a fully finished wooden
plow was lying in the street. It is a plow factory! The
mechanical equipment consists of an adze or two. I con
fess that scratching the surface with such a wooden stick
is hardly my idea of plowing. But it was in use thousands
of years before my opinion could be consulted. The ham
mered brass bazaar is especially interesting. By method^ical pounding they seem to be able to transform a sheet
of brass into any shape. See that man making a brazen
bowl! How deftly it seems to turn of itself just as he
hits it. Ah! He is holding it with his toes, and they
revolve it as he strikes. Quite a feat!
The western mind is impressed with the ant-like
activity in these hovels, the confined space in which all
is done, the variety of creatures crawling about, and the
surprising acceptance of these strange conditions by the
workmen.
It is difficult to move without brushing
against a man, or a sheep, a goat, or a donkey.
The Eastern mind doubtless finds the oddest sight of
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all to be these invading foreigners, that inquisitive Eng
lishman and this staring American, in the outlandish
clothes, the queer skin and the barbarous speech. Why,
they can't even speak an intelligible tongue! I warrant
they have millions of piastres. Let's see if we can't get
them to part with a few!
Late today, we were taken into the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre. I really did not intend to visit it, but I

found myself in the court before I realized where we
were. So I went in with my companions. The Armenians
were holding; a service at the time. The interior was
very dark though lit by numerous small flickering
flames.
Many lights but little illumination.
Quite
in keeping with the spiritual atmosphere. The monkish
celebrants each had a candle, which lit up their faces.
One was hichly robed, with a crown fit for an emperor.
Another intoned in a rich, sonorous, but monotonous
voice, while the others sang out a response^ It was
over soon after we entered, and his majesty must have
had another appointment more to his liking, for he skip
ped up the stairs two steps at a time, quite unmindful of
his imperial dignity. The sepulchre was dotted with
numerous little lights, and, in the dimness, looked like a
huge square Christmas tree. I was astonished at the
actions of a priest. He seemed to have a long broom,
which he brandished in the air, and struck at the sepul
chre again and again, just missing it each time. This
was his way of blowing out the lights! A guide tried to
insist on showing us the marvels of the place, but I did
not wish even to appear irreverent, so absolutely refused
to listen to the flagrant falsehoods which flourish in this
most infamous place in all Christendom. Christ was the
living truth. j Here, the reputed place of His death, is a
hotbed of loathesome lies. The architecture is mixed. The
fixtures and decorations seem tawdry, even in the gloom,
though it is said that the precious metals and jewels are
worth fabulous sums. The worshipers were mostly black-
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robed women with sad, hopeless faces. It is enough. I
did not come to Jerusalem for such scenes. They sadden
the soul and distress the spirit. We cannot worship the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ in the midst of
ritual and superstition and deception.
It is Sunday morning. The Mohammedan and Jewish
sabbaths, Friday and Saturday, were marked by peace
and quiet. Now we hear the brazen, belligerent bells of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. It is a duet. One bell
booms a bit slowly. The other goes double quick, like a
fire chief's auto. Quite in keeping with the spirit of the
place!
To the Mount of Olives this morning! Better than a
church service. By a new way. Up to the Damascus gate.
To the east by Herod's gate, down into the Kidron. Here
is the incinerator of the city. There is the ash heap of
the fire which sent up a great column of smoke a few days
ago. Up the slope of Olivet, past Bedouin camps. Tents
made mostly of old sacks. Children playing in the dust,
quite happily. Up to the Augusta Victoria Institute.
The top of the ridge. First glimpse of the deep Dead
Sea and the misty mountains of Moab!
A memorable view. The far-off range makes a hori
zontal line unbelievably straight, like the horizon of the
ocean.
Here and there are dimly discerned ravines
descending to the water, but they do not disturb the
level of the sky line. Deep down in the depression the
surface of the Dead Sea shimmers in the sunlight. It
hides part of its length behind the high hills of Judea.
With the exception of a green patch near the head of the
salt sea, all seems dry and desolate and dead. Much may
have changed since the days when He sojourned in
Judea, but this soul-stirring sight is still the same. He
alone has learned all the lessons which lie concealed in
this, the lowest land on all the earth. To many eyes
which His hands have touched it teaches the most ter

rible tragedy of human history.
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"The Dead Sea"

The rive|r Jordan and its salty sink is a parable of
human life.| Rising high and pure beneath Hermon's
siiowy head^ it flows down, with many a tortuous turn,
through the! lake of Galilee, into the sea of death, which

has no apparent outlet. Such is the course of mankind,

and so also is the life of each mortal of which it is com

posed. Froip infant innocence we descend, by devious
ways, into the domain of death, from which there is no

visible release. How hopeless it seems! But hold! There
must be an outlet! Otherwise the Jordan's swelling tide

would soon [fill up this whole depression. The opposite

is the case, 'fhe sea is lower now than once it was. Every
drop of wajter which descends into the sea of death
escapes front it in some subtle way. No, there is no sub
terranean outlet into the ocean.

Water would not flow

up even if jthere were. But even dead sea water can
ascend und^r the beneficent influence of the sun. It is
transformed! and purified and raised above the earth,

freed from j the defilement and death which had con

taminated i^s course. So, also, in the spiritual realm.
Every sinner of mankind who enters death may count

upon the spiritual Sun to draw him out of death arid
transform him by His grace.

The sea of death not only
will not be Eternally full, but it will be utterly empty

when death | itself is abolished. Cannot He Who saves

and sanctifies the waters of this sea, do the same for His

creatures in|the realm of spirit?
Moreover^, when mankind no longer surges into the
dead sea, as ^t present, when Christ will reign and dying
will be diminished, then the parable will be adjusted

accordingly.1 The waters will be healed. They will no

longer deal out death, but sustain life.

It thrills me to

think that tikis miracle will occur very near the spot on
which I am! sitting.

Just across the ravine from the

Dome of the! Rock ("the Mosque of Omar")? on Olive's

brow, on a lg,rge rock, in the shade of a gnarled old olive
tree, I sit and muse. The past has a strong appeal. Here
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He was in His humiliation. The present has little. The
future is tremendous. Who knows but that His feet shall
stand upon this very spot, and will leave their impress
(not upon these stones for future fanatics to fight about
but upon the whole mountain, for it will cleave in the
midst hereabouts and run a ravine square across yon
mountains of the Mediterranean). Then the eastward
scene will change. The depressive depths will be filled.
The Dead Sea and the Jordan and the lake of Galilee
will disappear and form an inland sea. The diminutive
waters of death will become immense waters of life. So
will God work.
THE MALICIOUS MIRROR

Another day, luxurious with the labor I love! My
mirror is the one menace in this place. The top of it is
level with my face, and has a large bevel. As a result,
in the morning, when I dress, I find that I have four eyes
and four ears and two noses. I can make good use of all
of these, but I seriously object to two mouths and a
double chin. Someone might mistake me for a well-fed
cleric. The lesson it suggests is important. Distorted
views of God are due to varying angles of reflection. If
we see Him in Christ, all is clear. But when we view
Him elsewhere there is indeed an image, but it conflicts
with the true, and, in our present imperfect state, may
easily falsify His face.
LIGHTNING FROM THE EAST TO THE WEST

We are on our housetop watching the lightning "com
ing out of the east and appearing as far as the west"
(Mat. 24:27). There is a storm in the mountains of
Moab, accompanied by a series of forked flashes which
illuminate the land as far as we can see. Its rapidity is
phenomenal. You must keep your eye fixed on the cloud
or you will miss it. If you look elsewhere it is over
before you can return your gaze. Such is the suddenness
of the presence of the Son of Mankind. As the storm
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moves slowly along, the lightning flashes appear directly

beyond the Mount of Olives, the very spot which will
witness His return. Not much is left for our imagination,
for, should we be gazing as we are now a few years
hence, such silvery gleams of glory might signalize the
presence of our Lord Himself.
AN ARABIC SCHOOL

"We have had a treat this morning. A friend took us

to an Arabic school, now kept by G-irius Yusif Mansur,

near the German church in the Muristan, only a short

distance away. It was not quite what we read about, for
the pupils sat on benches, before desks, and faced the
teacher.
He is a kindly, competent, and enthusiastic
instructor, who loves his work, and continues to teach

though tjhe school is now no longer supported by the

church. Only a small percentage of the pupils are able
to pay, so there is a question as to its continuance. Most
of the children are Moslems. They ranged in age from
six to eleven. Such an interested, attentive, alert group
of children I have never seen elsewhere. They differed

greatly i^Si appearance. One was as white as any Nordic.
Three were as black as ebony, with white headdresses.

And, strange to say, these were the most intelligent of

all, behind the dark mask of their drooping eyelids.
The startling feature was the volume of sound they
could make. Each one seemed to consider it necessary to
shout louder than his neighbor. Clear, and shrill, the
crescendo was almost deafening when they recited
together or joined in singing. I have been nursing the
impression that Arabs are lethargic. But these young
specimens were keen, and they put all the lung power at
their disposal into every recitation. Their eyes seldom
strayed from their teacher. Brother Swan and I enjoyed
the exhibition to the full. It would be a pity if this
school should be closed for lack of funds.
The tbacher was born near Jerusalem and educated
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in a (reman institution in the city. He speaks excellent
German, good English, and seemed to have an extra
ordinary power to impart instruction and engage the
interest of his pupils. I shall not soon forget the eager
faces, the vociferous voices, the instant obedience of the
pupils, and the fond effectiveness of the master.
We have moved to a Jewish pension quite a distance
outside the walls, not far from the Jaffa road, on King
George V street. We are not far from the open country.

The building is new and modern and clean. The maid
speaks nothing but Hebrew, at least two thousand years
more up to date than ours. Most Jews understand sev
eral languages. I can generally converse with them in
German. This is the first case which I have met where
nothing but Hebrew was spoken. It is a sign of the times
when anyone can go through life with no other medium
of speech. It is no longer a dead tongue, but a learned
language. At the table, I was asked, in Hebrew, t>y the
sewing maid, if I wished more tea. This is far more
remarkable than to have a Eabbi quote the Talmud in. a
learned discussion. It is refreshing to hear the Hebrew
greeting, sJialom! (peace) as we meet at meals and else
where. As I explained to the proprietress, there is little
peace yet, but the wish presages its fulfillment, when
JerusJialom shall be the capital of a peaceful world.
As we merely wish to have a smattering of Arabic,
we did not intend to learn the letters. For lack of suffi
cient students, however, we have joined a class which
reads and writes. But Arabic has only twenty-eight let
ters, and most of these have only four forms, so it is easy
to see how readily we can master it, especially as there
seems to be no time for study!
It is quite a trial to be a Californian. I must endure
endless badinage about the wild Indians and the wilder
religious cults which come from the golden state. Can
anything good come out of Los Angeles? Most people
seem to know that California is in Hollywood, but it is
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useless to tell them that Los Angeles is in California.

They: do| not like to be imposed upon by one who has

spent oi^ly one lifetime there. It is safer to talk about

places yjra have never visited. Then you can acquiesce

in the general ignorance.
Once|more to the Mount of Olives! This time to the
Jewish university. This time we will walk along the

ridge fr|>m the heights north of the city. Wonderful
weather.! Bright sunshine and cool zephyrs. A good view

of the n^wer northern reaches of the city. Now the Jor
dan and; the Dead Sea appear on the other side of the

ridge. 4. rest at the British Military Cemetery. It is a

monument to English art and orderliness, as well as to
the memory of those who died in the conquest of Pales
tine during the great war. Its elegant precision is well

calculated to impress the natives, who are accustomed

to slipshbd distintegration.

The library of the Jewish university lies on the city

side of t[he road. The entrance does not seem to be fin
ished.

4 courteous attendant supplied us with an Eng

lish-speaking guide, who led us /through the various

departments. A special Jewish system of classification is
used. The figure one stands for philosophy, two for
another Category, three for another, and so on. All books
numbered 100-199 deal with philosophy. On other sub
jects, the philosophy of it was designated by the figure

one aftet a point, as a decimal. Very complete. We

could find none of the newer Hebrew concordances, and
concordant study seems to be quite unknown, but they
have sonjie of the old, voluminous specimens, especially
Fuerst'sj in their vast magazine.

A professor of the university is at the table with us

in our pension. He tells me that they have a full collec
tion of the flora and fauna of the land, as well as other
material I which is vital to my investigations. I ought to
return aiid visit the university proper, as soon as possi

ble, to sde how much help I may derive from their work.
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I need not be backward about receiving from them, for
all we have comes through that nation, and my work in
the Hebrew Scriptures may be as helpful to them as to
the nations.
I was interested to hear that a lady from one of the
Jewish sections of the city had made the prediction that,
in two weeks, there will be a great earthquake, and Mes

siah will appear. There is still a nicker of faith among
the lowly in Israel. I had the pleasure of assuring my
Jewish informant that the event would certainly occur,
though the date was hardly correct. Then came the
inevitable cry, "How long?'' This gave a good opening
for a few words on prophecy. I was assured that any
thing on this subject would be eagerly devoured by the
Jews, and that I should publish "The Mystery of Bab
ylon " in modern Hebrew. It is just possible that this
can be done without expense to us. It will bear investi
gation.

Bethlehem today! It is hardly a quarter of an hour
by the swift autos unless the driver stops on the
way to fight out a friendly feud. This is written in the
square of Bethlehem, looking at the Church of the Nativ
ity. We have walked through the town, exploring the
side passages, which are even narrower and darker than
the streets, few of which will allow an auto to pass
without danger to the pedestrians. We scurry into door
ways when we hear a horn. Guides and solicitors have
thronged around us and dogged our steps so that we
have had hardly a minute to meditate alone. The illus
trious past means little to these people, except the super
stitions fostered by the religious orders, which may be
exploited for money. We are happy that the hills and
hollows are still here as in David's day, and at the birth
of David's greater Son. Upon these we gaze with sanc
tified awe, for God glorifies them with the halo of His
revelation.

A self-appointed guide insists upon pointing out
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" The Shadow of Death Ravine''

where the shepherds were watching their flocks, and
would haye told more marvelous tales had I not cut him
short. Oh this he exclaimed, "Don't you believe the
Bible?" ;I retorted, "I do! Indeed, I do! But I don't

believe all the silly superstitions which are told here!"

He hardly seemed to understand. On one point, how
ever, I think I convinced him. It will be well for me to
file this for future reference. I tried to explain to him
that I an), not a millionaire American. That is the only
kind thejf know. Useless. He insisted "You are rich."
But, I sa^d, "I am a writer, not a tourist." "Oh," he
replied, ^1 understand. The Arabians have a saying, 'If
you wish to be rich, do not study to be a writer, and, if
you wish|to be poor, take up writing.' So you are not
rich, but a writer!"
Davidj doubtless roamed over these bare hills. Surely
he climbed that peak yonder, which looms above the rest,
toward tile Dead Sea. He led his sheep out of this little
village. It was "too mean to be among the thousands of
Judah" in those days (Micah 5:2), but now it is
accounted the wealthiest of all the Palestinian towns.
There arQ many fine dwellings. David would not recog

nize it nojvv. I wish all these buildings would vanish and

this mob disappear and David alone would go before his

sheep dovm this eastern slope toward the canyons which

lead to th^ Sea of Salt. One of these must be the Shadow

of Death feavine (Psa. 23: 4). But the "green pastures
and still Waters" are nowhere to be seen. They are in
England, where David never went. I can picture him on
yonder sltype, carefully leading his sheep in "paths of
righteousness" among the grain of his neighbors, out
into the v^st wilderness of Judea, with his club swinging

from his girdle and his crook in his hand, not forgetting

his trusty sling, wherewith he later slew Goliath. It is a
land that leads to trust in God, not to fatness of soul, or
dependence on man. No "restoring" of soul is needed
by those ifho are in green pastures. This country makes
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the soul faint. "Water is very scarce. A long, hot, dusty
tramp, however, makes it more delicious. Long after
ward King David recalled the sumptuous slaking of his
thirst in those early days when he yearned and said,
"Who will give me water to drink from the well at Beth
lehem, which is at the gate?"
The lack of water in Jerusalem impresses a European.
In our pension we have been without running water for
over a day. We think it quite a privation, and actually
rejoiced when our faucet once more yielded the crystal
fluid. The city turns on the water occasionally and
each one stores a supply in tanks. These are supposed
to hold sufficient until it comes again. Otherwise, they
must buy it at the rate of four oil-cans of four gallons
each for a piastre, or five cents (two and a half pence).
As it is autumn, the shortage is at its most acute stage.
When we came to this pension, the bathroom was the
chief attraction. But what good is a tub and shower
without water? The patriotic Jerusalemite, it seems, is
supposed to take his annual bath in winter. By that time
we will probably be in Galilee, with a lake full of the
precious liquid at our disposal. But there is more water
used now than formerly. I am told that, in three years,
when the present plans have been put through, there will
be an ample supply for Jerusalem at all times. The
majority, even now, are clean and neat in their appear
ance.

All of this is merely interesting if we do not contrast
it with the city of the future. God's special blessing in
the days to come is seen in a lavish supply of "living"
or flowing water. Out of the millennial temple will flow
a stream that becomes unfordable before it reaches the
city. In the later Jerusalem the river of the water of
life, resplendent as crystal, issues out of the throne, for
there is no temple then. These bring life and healing
everywhere. What a boon such a stream would be to
Jerusalem today!
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Jerusalem is Still

Hold! jA fist fight! Why, that Arab is attacking an
officer! H0 gives him a smack right across the face. But
the officer! is good at that game himself. Quite a few

punches r^ach the Arab's ear and face. It seems that the

officer has j no hesitancy in hitting, while the Arab is a

little timi<t As usual, a crowd gathers. But they held

back. The pajesty of British law really decides the issue.

Seeing tha^ his companions will not side with him, the

Arab desists, and is led off to the police station, j am

sorry for him, for he evidently does not realize the grav
ity of his pffense. I imagine that it is absolutely neces
sary for thje safety of the country that every such attack
should be Severely punished. Our chauffeur seemed quite
a little concerned lest we should jump out and do our
bit. He did not want to lose a fare, I suppose. I felt like

ordering h|im to drive to the station to summon help,

but it was I unnecessary.

If those who think Jerusalem is no longer "trodden

by the nations" would come here they would soon be dis

illusioned. ! I was astonished at the many military figures

on the streets of Eome and Athens, but such a figure is
seldom out! of sight in Jerusalem. There are the regular
police, youjng English chaps with khaki shirts and pith
helmets. These are supplemented by a native force in

trim khaki | uniforms, dark puttees, and black astrakhan

fezzes. Th^y are to be found walking along everywhere.

Mounted police are at many street intersections outside
the old citjy. They often have beautiful white horses.
Traffic officers usually wear a long white coat, so as to be
easily seen.! The army has a large barracks, on the Beth

lehem road built out of corrugated sheet metal mostly.

They are cjuite in evidence. The band is magnificently
equipped ib white, ornate uniforms, with artistic hel

mets. I have heard them often.
The English lads say frankly that they are not liked
by the natives, hence hope to leave as soon as they can.
Britain has an impossible task. In trying to please both
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Arabs and Jews, she has succeeded only in earning the

resentment of both. There are few with sufficient toler
ance and intelligence to appreciate all that the British
are doing for them. They think only of their own side.
While we were in Haifa there were three English war
ships in the harbor. I am told that there is a special
police force at every Jewish settlement. Let us not mis
translate the prophecy "trodden down", or oppressed.
The British mandate is not oppressive, but suppressive.
Many men tread the streets of Jerusalem who are not of
the nation to which it really belongs. Indeed, I do not
remember seeing a single Jew on the police force.
I have learned enough of Arabic to know that it
would be quite a task to master it. The lack of standards
is the great difficulty. Not only is there the gulf between
the classical and the colloquial, but the latter differs

much in various regions. Some of the sounds seem impos
sible. To distinguish between three different h's, and two
s's and two k sounds, is not always easy. The printed
page presents further difficulties, for most of the letters
have four forms, the character as unconnected, as joined
to the previous letter, the next letter, and as connected
with both. The written letters modify these still more.
Besides, the vowel signs are usually omitted. But we
hope to get enough to enable us to use in emergencies,
with the help of a lexicon.
In other ways, the Arabic lessons have been most

instructive and interesting, for it undoubtedly is a varia
tion of ancient Hebrew. There are many similar words
and the grammatical structure is very much the same. I

was quite struck by the explanation of our teacher that
the present tense is not confined to the time of speaking.
The same form is used of the future with an auxiliary.
This shows that the form is timeless—an aorist. This
agrees with my own studies in Hebrew, where I make the
corresponding form an indefinite. Another proof that
the English word "write" is not, in itself, the "present"
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is that, as in Arabic, the same form is used in the future
with an auxiliary—I will write.
I was also quite pleased to find that there is no letter
p in Arabic. They have / but not p. Considerable inves
tigation has convinced me that ancient Hebrew was like
this. TW letter p is really pk, or /, always soft. In
modern Hebrew texts a dot is placed in the letter to make
the hard p. But no dots were used anciently, and the
Septuagint transliterations use the Greek p\ not p, in
proper naimes.
DOWN TO GEHENNA—AND BACK

^ been translating the first few chapters of
Nehemiahj in order to check up on the ancient walls of
Jerusalem^ hence we once more went down to Gehenna,
to see if traces of them could be seen. This time we went
down the ravine of Hinnom itself, beginning at the Jaffa
gate, southward along the present wall, past the side of
an ancientj reservoir on our right. Here the main road,

to Bethlehem and points south, crosses the ravine. But a
rocky roadway runs its steep and tortuous path all the

way down! to its junction with the Kidron. It is just

possible tl^at we only skirted the edge of hell on our last
visit, for ye went down the ridge of Ophel and crossed
Hinnom oi\ly at its end. Now we were bound to go to or
through hell, for we went the entire length of the ravine.
There is qjiite a settlement just beyond the point where
the main road turns off. I wonder if the post office
address of these people is Gehenna? I doubt if they
receive much mail anyway.

Below the houses the ravine gradually narrows and
is planted with olive trees. For Palestine, at this season
of the year, it presented quite a pretty picture, not at
all in keeping with its name. I took many photographs
of it as I proceeded. There is no sign o£ the use to which

it will be Iput in the coming eon. Smoke still ascends
from the Refuse heaps northeast of the city, where the
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present equivalent of Gehenna is to be found, but here
all is serene. It is not especially warm. If we had the
time, we could spend a pleasant hour in the shadow of
yonder wall.

My special object, however, is to see traces of the
ancient wall of the city of David. As we pass along I
notice a place on the hillside which seems to lead to some
where, and beyond it, at some distance, what seems to be
a small cave. But the map seems to show that the wall
crosses the road, so we proceed. We do not seem to find
any indications further on, so I turn back to the spot I
had noted. Climbing up, sure enough, there, down under
the ground, is a well-laid wall. The stones are of good
size. If I am not mistaken, this is the southeast corner.

The wall would hardly continue southward across the
ravine of Hinnom. The location is logical. I am inclined
to think that this is a genuine fragment-of the city of
David.
• .
.
■
Returning, we went up along the western side of
Ophel, so that we have now completely encircled it.
Nearing the wall of the city, we entered the Dung gate,
went west almost to Zion gate, and then, through the
Jewish sook (market), turned left on David street to the
Jaffa gate and home.
Anent the shortness of water, I mentioned to our
landlady that I had told the saints in Sweden that they
could not understand the Scriptures, because they had so
much water everywhere. She responded eagerly, "That
is true. It is written that, 'stolen waters are sweet'. But
I used to think that there is no sense to that. I could
understand stealing money or valuables, but who would
steal water ? Yet someone has stolen water from me just
recently." Then she gave us leave to take a shower
whenever we found that the water would run.
I was invited to speak at the Y. M. C. A. Brotherhood
meeting on Sunday afternoon. We had been to one of
these meetings and noted how small was the attendance,
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A Meeting in Jerusalem

and how casual the interest, so the prospect was not very
inviting. But I have long learned that that which comes
to me apatt from my own planning and volition may be

from the ijiord. So I accepted, pondering how this could

be used f0r His glory. I decided that this may be an
opportunity to reach the spiritually-minded in the city,
so chose f0r my subject "The Glories of Christ". The

director demurred a little at the use of the title " Christ"

because itj might keep some from attending, ^but he

allowed that, as it was a Christiam, Association, they

ought not io object. As the prospect of an audience was

thus further decreased, we decided to help to make-the

meeting kdown. So Brother Swan sent out the announce

ments and wrote to the likely ones, and asked to

have the ipeeting announced by the religious leaders.
The result; was gratifying. The little room was filled.
Several prpach^ers came. A body of students, studying
for the ministry were attentive listeners. An American
missionary |became enthusiastic. Not much can be said in
twenty miiiutes, the time allotted to me, but I determined

that they should be in no doubt as to my attitude toward

Christ, and; if they were of a similar spirit, I would strike
a responsive chord. Once again I was pleased to note the
heartiness of parting salutations, and found that the tea
room was filled with those who wished to linger arid ask

questions. jA good deal of ice was broken. "We walked

toward ouij lodgings with the students. A pastor came
up to our | room and investigated the version method,
with a view to a translation into Arabic.
One of the guests at the Johanniter orden Hospice is

Rudolf de [Baas, a German scientist, who specializes on

the Sea of 0alilee, and is an accomplished historian and

Arabic scholar. During the war he was a prisoner for
two and a!half years in Egypt. To our surprise and
satisfaction! he decided to take revenge on his late ene
mies by taking us on our first tour of Jerusalem. First,
we went a short distance away to the German church,

The View from the Tower
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the ground of which was given to Kaiser Frederic, the
father of the last German emperor. The latter dedicated
the building during his visit to the Holy Land. The
tower is high and dominates the city. A winding stair
case leads to the top. From each side a quarter of Jeru
salem lies before us, as well as the surrounding sections.
To the north lies the British cemetery on the slope of the
ridge now called the Mount of Olives. To its right are the
buildings of the Hebrew university.
Quite a space
further on are the buildings of the Empress Augusta
Victoria Institution. The scaffolding is still about the
tower, for they are busy repairing the damage done by
the last earthquake. Still further to the right, directly
east of the city, is the tall Russian tower. Beyond lie the
roads to Bethany and to Jericho. Making a long sweep
to the south, at a point almost directly opposite to that
at which we began, are the magnificent buildings which
constitute the residence of the governor.
Below us lies the city, a motley scene of flat roofs and
domes, minarets and towers. Very near us, to the northnorthwest is the dome of the Church of the Holy Sepul
chre. The second dome is a sorry jumble of masonry
and corrugated iron sheets. Beyond it is the Christian
quarter. To the northeast is the Mohammedan quarter.
Directly east is the temple area. That black dome is
usually called the Mosque of Omar. The real mosque of
that name is not far to the west of us. It is better to call
the "Haram esh Sharif" the "Dome of the Rock". At
the south end, up against the city wall, is the smaller
black dome of the mosque El Aksa. It does not seem
likely that a better view of the temple area can be
obtained, for we are directly opposite its center, not far
away, and far above it.
In the Jewish quarter, to the southeast, there are two
prominent domes, both evidently synagogues.
The
Armenian quarter, to the southwest, has quite a few
prominent buildings, but they suffer from comparison
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A Trip through Various

with the |new King David hotel, and the Y. M. C. A.

buildings,; which appear above them, outside the walls..
We ourselves are in the "Muristan", or insane asy
lum, for this section was given this name a long time ago.
Immediately beneath us, on the west, is Greek property,
but it is used by Jewish merchants. The street on this
side is cabled the German street. It is clean, open, and
straight, yith a gate which is locked at night, at one end.
As it is a; Jewish holiday, the shops are all closed and it
is quiet. This has been a most helpful introduction to
the sacred city.
MODEL OF THE TABERNACLE AND TEMPLES

In the same building are the Schick models of the
Tabernacle, the Temples, and the present temple area.
Notwithstanding the fact that we differ from these in
details, they are marvels of patient construction, of his
torical anfi topological information, carefully explained
by the datighter of Dr. Schick herself.
STONES FROM HEROD'S TIME

From here our learned guide led us through the
bazaars, near the wailing wall, to the southwest corner
of the foundation of the temple area. Not far from the
corner are large stones in the wall, so shaped that they
evidently ' were the beginning of a large arch. There
must have been a bridge between the sanctuary and the

western ridge, over the Tyropeon ravine. Now we are

going roumd the corner to view the large foundation
stones in the south wall. They are immense blocks, evi
dently laid without mortar. This wall is now taken to be
built by Herod, not Solomon.
!

OPHEL, THE CITY OF DAVID

Below ius lies Ophel, now considered by many to be
the real site of old Jerusalem, held by the Jebusites and
called the | city of David. There is a strong tendency to

Places of Interest
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locate Zion here also, rather than on the western ridge.
As this opinion is based on the lack of water on the other
site, I am a little dubious, for tziun, I remember, means
aridity, a "dry place" (Isa. 25: 5; 32: 2). It is ordinar
ily true that a city must have water, but when a city is
named "Waterless", it may be an exception to the rule.
The sides of Ophel are quite steep, as it slopes down
to the junction of the Tyropeon with the Kidron ravine.
Much excavation has been done. Near its end is Gihon
(1 Kings 1:33, 38, 45) where Solomon was anointed
king. It is well said, "bring him down," for it quite a
steep descent. Here is the "watercourse", or conduit
(2 Chron. 32:30). In the Kidron ravine below Ophel
are green gardens and thriving trees, an attractive oasis
in this brown landscape.
THE CONDUIT OF HEZEKIAH

At the southern apex of Ophel are the remains of the
old pool of Siloam, now no longer used. Just above it is
a smaller, deeper basin, with descending stone stairs,
which lead to the southern end of the conduit which was
tunneled under Ophel by the Jebusites and extended to
this point by Hezekiah. This underground aqueduct is
of special interest to me because I am inclined to think
that it gives us the key to the length of the Hebrew cubit.
An inscription (now removed), near the southern end,
tells how it was dug from opposite directions at the same
time, and also gives the exact length in the cubits of that
day. As there were 1200 of these cubits and the conduit
is about 1750 feet long, their cubits must have been 17.5
inches. This gives us a solid basis for calculating the
dimensions of Noah's ark, the tabernacle, the temple, etc.
The direction of the pick marks confirms the fact that the
diggers met in the center. This seems to show that the
inscription was made at the time, and is reliable.
At both ends of the conduit we found the Arabs
fetching the water in oil cans (tins) and fouling it by
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Unfriendly Arabs

washing Soiled clothing, standing in it, and even bathing.
The Arabs in this neighborhood are inclined to resent
the presejnce of aliens. They seem to have only one word
in their language, and that is bahksJieesh. As Brother

Swan and I were descending the stairs into Siloam, an

innocent looking woman with a water can on her head
spilled a I gallon or so accidentally on purpose over us.
Later, down in the conduit, we were treated to a shower
of dirt aiad dust, through an opening in the roof above.
On returning, I got another dose, so I rushed up the
stairs amid the shouts of the Arabs, but the culprit had

vanished.!

A. B. K.

i

ANNOUNCEMENT

i

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Oliver Knoch take this means of

announcing to their friends the birth of an eight-

pound bof, on Monday, January 25, at 7: 49 a. m., at the

Osteopatljic Hospital in Los Angeles. Both the mother

and son ajre doing well. We have chosen the name David
Ernest. Since Ernest Oliver Knoch is the only son of

A. E. Knbch, as well as the only boy in the family who

is carrying on the family name, we are glad to have the

assurance! of its continuance by the new arrival.

We

know that the Lord has been with us always.—E. 0. K.

I

NOTICE

Our friends are requested not to send cash, except by

registered! mail. A considerable amount of money has
been lost in this manner during the past two months.
Send remittances by check or post office money order
only.—E. 10. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR MARCH, 1932
BEING THE SECOND NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-THREE

EDITORIAL

Christendom has taken away the Christ of God, the
mediator of mankind. They have banished the spirit of
God. These, together with the Deity, they have polluted
into an impossible pantheon, in which God is dethroned,
His spirit materialized, and His Son usurps the sover
eignty which belongs alone to His Father. Instead of
hiding their faces in shame because they can give no
intelligent expression to the relations existing between
these three, they rise in their pride and denounce those
who refuse to be their diipes. Woe to men who forsake
the Word of God and use the words of human wisdom
in slandering those of His slaves who cleave to the in
spired oracles! AH we ask of them is to formulate their
charges against us in the actual words of God. The
moment they try to do this they convict themselves
instead of us.
It has been said against us that we do not believe in
"the deity of Christ". Why should we? Has God used
these words? If so, we will believe them. If not, we do
not believe them.
Now we insist that our detractors
change this formula into scriptural terms. We have a
right to demand this, even if it does bring them into
confusion. Is it not cowardly to make this charge against
us in view of what we have said? It will prove much
greater delinquency if they persist in it or refuse to
revise their accusation to make it scriptural. They dare
not tell their dupes that we believe what God has said,
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Believe God's Words, Not Man's

though w^ do not accept the human formula which they
deem so $acred.
Lest anyone should mistake our meaning, and sup

pose that -jwe are hiding behind a quibble, we repeat that
we believe implicitly that Christ was generated by the

holy spiri): of God, the power of the Most High (Luke

1: 35). God, by His spirit, was His Father. He had no
other. W0 also believe that He is the Son of God, Who is
the Imagq of the Invisible God, the Firstborn of every

creature, |in Whom the universe is created (Col. 1:
15, 16). IjEe subsisted in the form of God, emptied Him
self, taking the form of a slave (Phil. 2: 6, 7).

Some ijime ago the editor of Our Hope made similar

accusations, and we asked him to formulate his charges in
scriptural! terms. So far, he has not done so. The only

reason we! can think of why he has not acceded to our
request i§ that he cannot.

If he cannot he should

acknowledge it publicly. If he can, it is high time that

he did so.| We are not playing at theological trickery,
seeking tlie favor of our supporters, and afraid to come
out openly and confess that our faith will not find

expression! in God's Word.

We make no pretense of

being in accord with accepted, but human substitutes for
divine refelation, which masquerades as if inspired.
Brethren, | if your Trinity is true, throw your Bibles
away. Yoii do not need God's words. Yours are better.

It is timd that all who stand for God and His Word

should rajly to the support of all who repudiate the
creed of Christendom.—A. E. K.

| UNCORRUPTED VERSIONS
What is ajn "uncorrupted" version of the Word of God?
The phrase usually is aimed at Roman Catholic transla
tions, in which terms taken from their theology, 'such as
penance, have a place. The argument is that they have
deliberately altered the real sense of certain words to

conform tfiem with their teaching. I doubt whether any-

The Authorized Version
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one claims that the men who did this deemed that they
were altering God's Word. They imagined that they were
preserving it, for they had venerable authority back of
them, and great names, and the holy church itself. We
should not expect men to translate contrary to that
which they deem the truth, so long as they are free to
'' give the sense9', rather than the facts.
It is a pious imposition on our own credulity to main
tain that our " authorized" is an "uncorrupted" ver
sion. The plea that the translators, in their preface,
show that they were godly men, who never would delib
erately do such a thing, is quite gratuitous. It is just as
reasonable to suppose that all who apply themselves to
the tedious task of translation have pure motives, and
therefore their work is uncorrupt, and that is why all
translations are in perfect agreement (!)
The translators of the Authorized, according to their
own preface, were more concerned to produce a palatable
literary product than to safeguard God's truth. In this
they succeeded. This accounts for the popularity of their
work. Unspiritual people, who prefer sonorous sounds
to sane sense, cannot be induced to use any other. Bible
societies, who must depend on popular support, dare
not distribute any other. They could not succeed if they
did. They must pander to the popular purse.
That the Authorized Version is, in a marked degree,
corrupted by the theology current at the time of its
translation is patent to all who will examine a concord
ance. It is the most formidable barrier against the recov
ery of long-lost truth that has ever been erected.
It
aches our hearts when we hear those whose eyes are
partly open thoughtlessly deny that it is corrupted. My
own work keeps uncovering passages in which the text
has been deliberately altered, because the godly men were
quite sure that God would not reveal anything which
was contrary to that which they had accepted as truth.
It never seems to have entered their minds that Protest-
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Concordant Renderings

ants, as well as Catholics, were fallible, and should not
suit their] renderings to their belief. This is very notable
whenever! the question of evil comes up in connection
with God!. They were determined to corrupt the Scrip
tures in every such passage. It would be a profitable
study to note all their renderings in such cases.
One instance has been particularly impressed upon
my mindJ I admit that it appears as if I were corrupt
ing the Scriptures to suit my teaching, when I "change"
their rendering. It coincides so perfectly with what I
have learned elsewhere that I hail it with delight. The
fact thati the rendering has come forth automatically
from my system, of translation, so that it accords with
hundreds! of other passages, is my sufficient reply to
those who would charge me with corrupting the transla
tion to suit my views.

The Authorized Version renders Ecclesiastes 1:13 as

follows: "And I gave my heart to seek and search out
by wisdom concerning all things that are done under
heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of
man to bo exercised therewith." A concordant rendering
is as follows:
And I giv0 my heart to inquire and explore by wisdom
Concerning all which is done under the heavens.
It is the experience of evil God gives to the sons of humanity
To humbly them by it.

Let the earnest seeker after truth satisfy himself that
the word: "sore" in the Authorized Version is the ren
dering of eight different Hebrew words (none of which
means sore I) and that the word evil is translated by
more thai^ twenty other words (none of which are exact
equivalents!), and they will see with what reprehensible
license thpir version is corrupted. Contrast this with the

fact that I these men themselves translate this word evil

most of tl|e time, and judge between us. I have no choice.

Evil is tlje only1 word which will fit all passages. They
deliberately chose to change this text so that it should

Do Not Corrupt the Truth
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not teach that God is responsible for evil, because their
theology denies it.
The word travail is used by them for generate, con
fine, toil, tire, and experience, as well as for the Hebrew
ckul, travail.
The parallelism in Ecclesiasties 2:23
(A. V.), "days are sorrows, and his travails grief,"
shows that travail is not necessarily a trying experience,
for it should correspond with days, as sorrows with
grief. It is elsewhere rendered business (Ecc. 5:3(2);
8:16). The word experience seems best suited to all of
the passages and is chosen tentatively for the Concord
ant Version.

How clear and comforting is this truth! Evil does
not steal upon us unawares like some lurking horror out
of the darkness, but it comes to us from 'God, our
Father, Who loves us and is using it to humble us and
sanctify us for His glory. Thanks be to Him that He
creates evil and is competent to cope with it and cast it
out at the consummation!
The next few words are too tempting to pass by with
out pointing out one other method by which the Scrip
tures have been corrupted, which is seldom considered
to be at all reprehensible. There are many figures of
speech in God's Book. When possible, these should be
carried over into English. The resultant picture is just
as effective in our tongue as in Hebrew. A concordant
rendering reads (Ecc. 1:14):
I see all the deeds done under the sun,
And lo! all is vanity
And a feeding on wind.

The Authorized Version says "vexation of spirit" for
"feeding on wind". But this is not the idea.
Some
deeds may vex us, but we are not angered by their sum.
They are like a square meal on thin air—they do not
satisfy. They leave an aching void. They distend, but
give no strength. The parallel is with vanity. Vexation
should not enter the picture. It is a corruption.
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Problems Presented

In myf opinion, such alterations show poor literary

taste. Wlken an author uses an effective figure, such as
"feeding on wind", it is sheer presumption for a trans

lator to ignore it and alter to a literal statement which
conveys quite a different thought. Many are translating
my writings. I will not thank any of them if they take
such libeiities with my words, even though it is of very
little consequence indeed, what I say. 0 that men would

learn to pbize the thoughts <of God and start a crusade to

recover the holy grail in which they are enshrined! 0
that they I would not defend the corruptions with which
men—the | best of them—have succeeded in encrusting it!
God give j them grace to clear themselves from it! Let
us not beilukewarn where His Word is at stake!

|

A. E. K.

PALESTINE

INVESTIGATIONS

It is impossible for those not actually engaged on the
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures to fully grasp the
problems jvvhich it presents, or to appreciate the value of
some of our investigations. This is particularly true of
the work now going on in Palestine. There is one angle
of it, however, which I should have mentioned before,
which makes a stronger appeal to me as I go along. One
of the verjy difficult tasks is the restoration of the Hebrew
text as near as can be to its original form. For this we

have not bnly comparatively modern Hebrew texts, but
ancient versions and especially the Greek translation,
which was used by our Lord, and enables us to go back
hundreds jof years further than the oldest Hebrew manu
script extant. The question is, How much weight can we

place on tfhis translation? Often it is apparent from the

context ot* the structure that the LXX, as it is called,
has preserved a piece of the ancient Hebrew, which has
fallen out of the Masoretic text.

There I are sometimes definite differences between the

Hebrew and the Greek, and it seems almost impossible

by the Hebrew Translation
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to decide which is correct.
For instance, the LXX
lengthens the chronology from Adam to Christ by about
. a thousand years. Let us not fall into the popular error
that, in the Hebrew Scriptures, figures are denoted by
single letters, which are easily corrupted. The numbers
are spelled out in the Hebrew, and are not easily
changed. Does the LXX preserve an earlier and purer
text? Just how much weight can be placed upon it?
There are very grave reasons for accepting the longer
chronology, but they are not decisive. What is needed is
a more accurate estimate of the comparative value of
these two main sources, based on actual facts. This can
best be attempted by a careful comparison of the two
with the still remaining evidence in the land.
At this writing I am translating the eighth chapter
of Joshua, concerning the capture of Ai.
There are
enough differences to make this a test.
"Where the
Hebrew has north the Greek has east. I hope to go over
the ground carefully with these two texts in hand, and
let the land itself affect my mind in favor of one or the
other. A single case will not suffice, however, for the
location of Ai may not be where our archaeologists now
find ruins. It is only in a mass of such evidence that
there is safety.

Later—A survey of the ground seems to show that
the Hebrew is correct. But it is not likely that Joshua
camped any further west than the entrance to Ai, but
kept well below it. In this case a slight bend in the
ravine and at a little distance below the city, would
bring the people nearer east than north. This may have
influenced the LXX.
A. E. K.
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Further Investigations
A SCHOLABLY "CONTKADICTION"

While I $m at work on a concordant version of the
Hebrew Scriptures, it is my duty to investigate all of the

so-called "jcontradictions" which are supposed to mar it
everywhere I am strongly inclined to the opinion that

these discrepancies do not exist in the text, as a rule, but

in the "scholarship" of. the commentator. Men of supe

rior keenness in other departments of study seem to find

an unnatural satisfaction in the slightest sign of a defect

in the sacked oracles, and fail to use their accustomed
acumen in!dealing with them. Later on I shall go into

the matter I more fully, but, at present, I will merely test
those instances which are thrust upon me in the day's
work.

The Historical Geography of the Holy Land, by
George Adam Smith, D. D., was recommended to me as
the best introduction to the subject. I have found it
thoughtful! and stimulating in treatment of the physical
features of; the Holy Land, but not nearly so sane in its
use of the | sacred text. He often refers to the various
/'sources" jor "documents" from which the sacred pen
men made [up the mosaic which they have handed down
to us, according to the rationalist scholars. This is the
usual way of explaining a seeming contradiction. The

sources we|re not trustworthy and the writer patched

them together crudely because he was too simple him
self to notice a glaring misstatement.
I have noticed
closely that these scholars never allow that they may be
mistaken, even though they often disagree among them
selves!
These thoughts have been in the back of my mind, so

I determined to make the next instance a test case. I was
reading a jdescription of Beersheba.

The writer says:

"The two jgreat narratives of the Pentateuch differ in
describing |the origin of Beersheba. The one imputes it
to Abraharii, the other, in very similar circumstances, to

Upset Scholarly "Contradictions"
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Isaac1.'' A footnote develops this thrust at the inspired
text still further:
1 Gen. xxi. 22-32, which imputes it to Abraham, belongs to
the Document E; but Gen. xxvi. 26-33, v. 33, which imputes it
to Isaac, belongs to J.

These are not the words of an upstart theologian, a
crank with an itch for publicity, but of a sober professor

of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis, who made sev
eral sojourns in Palestine, and shows great ability in
grasping its salient features, as they have affected its
history. I do not know, but I am taking it for granted
that he has read the first book of the Bible, if not in the
English, then certainly in the Hebrew. Yet I doubt if
any of the theoretical compilers of the ancient text ever
made* a more stupid remark or evinced as great an ignor

ance of the facts.
In Genesis 26:15-18 we read:
15 For all the wells which his father's servants had digged
in the days of Abraham his father, the Philistines had stopped
them, and filled them with earth. 16 And Abimelech said unto
Isaac, Go from us; for thou art much mightier than we. 17 And
Isaac departed thence, and pitched his tent in the valley of
Gerar, and dwelt there. 18 And Isaac digged again the wells of
water, which they had digged in the days of Abraham: and he
called their names after the names by which his father had
called them. ...

23 And he went up from thence to Beersheba.

25 . . . and

there Isaac's servants digged a well.

The facts seem strikingly simple. Abraham digged a
well at Beersheba. The Philistines stopped it up. Isaac
dug it again. Wherein do the accounts "differ"? What
motive shall we "impute" to "the documents" of mod
ern scholars, who are so anxious to discover discrepan
cies that they do not even read the context to find out if
their charges against the inspired record can be sus
tained? Such is the evidence on which the theory of con
flicting documentary sources seeks justification. It is
always necessary to put God and His Word into a diffi
culty before we can pull them out.
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God's Word Stands

I have no text of the Hebrew which divides it into
sources, sb cannot sympathetically discuss the so-called
" documents" E and J. But I surmise that one is a

" Jehovistic" and the other "Elohistic", for these titles
begin witfi these letters. Let us examine the passages

with this in view. I suppose that it is necessary to divide

the text tiy subjects in such an investigation. The sub

ject of th6 well in Genesis twenty-one is found in verses
twenty-five to thirty-two. Neither of these titles is pres
ent in this passage! If we include the next two verses,
both of the titles are present! It will take more dis
crimination than the discoverer of this discrepancy pos

sesses to differentiate between them. The same is true of
the subject in the twenty-sixth chapter.

None of the

divine titles are associated with the digging of the well
by Isaac. In the connection we find both (Gen. 26:24).

The idea |that one narrator used Elohim and the other
Jehovah Is utterly without foundation in fact. If two
document^ were written on this subject they must be dis

criminate^ by what they contain, not by a common lack.

As regards this theory of a "Jehovistic" and an
"Elohistic" document, I have no hesitancy in tracing it
back to $rass ignorance. Jehovah is the Deity with
regard to! time, to history, especially with regard to the

eonian najtion, Israel. It is always used with discrimina
tion in the Scriptures.

So also with Elohim.

It is God

in connection with His creation. I myself use both of
these titles in my writings. Does that prove that I am
copying £j*om two other writers^ I seek to use them with
intelligence. I note that few appreciate the distinctions
that I aim[ to preserve. But the ignorance of some readers

does not ^>laee them in a position to judge my writing.
So with tljie critics. It is because they do not understand

such broad distinctions as exist between these great titles
of God that they impute like ignorance to the human
instruments in divine revelation and practically deny
that God!is the Author of His own Book.

It Does Not Contradict Itself
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The same writer goes on to suggest, in direct opposi
tion to the text, that the name Beersheba, may mean
Seven Wells, because there are seven wells there now,
and because seven ewe lambs were given by Abraham to
Abimelech. There are those who object to my criticising
these scholars, but what is my crime compared with
theirs? They go on the constant assumption that the
text is never right, the writer of it is always muddled.
Though he writes of events well within his knowledge,
th§y know infinitely more than he. How is this for a
sample of faithless logic ?
iGen. xxi. 22-31a obviously implies the meaning to be the
Well of Seven. But 316-32 more strongly says that it means
the Well of the Oath. It almost seems as if two accounts were
here mingled; and, though there is no linguistic proof of this,
all the passage from 22 to 32 belonging to E, one is inclined
to extend J back from 33, 34 to 316.

Simply because, in Hebrew, the root for satisfy is
used for both the member seven and for sweating, there
fore the definite statement that it refers to swearing is
to be set aside in favor of an unfounded inference that it
ought to be seven. To be sure, Abraham gave Abimelech
seven live lambs, and there may be seven wells there
today. But the number of wells today was quite un
known to Abraham. In order to make out the Scriptures
to be false, he even dares to violate the sacred domain of
modern scholarship, and change the " source" from the
mythical E to the mysterious J. The axiom of these men
seems to be this:
The documents are conflicting and
untrustworthy. The text must be so mutilated that this
will be exposed. But they succeed only in exposing their
own irrational infidelity. So far, God's Word stands. I
hava no hesitancy in examining any text.
Such an
ancient document has doubtless been mutilated by men,
and I must expect to find their marks. But, apart from
these, I am willing to risk the prediction that God's
Word will stand every test victoriously and gloriously.
A. E. K.
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The Devil Is Not
| THE DEVIL —AN EXPOSE
|

A REVIEW

We have been urged to review a pamphlet entitled "The

Devil—An' Expose". As only a few of our readers are
exercised about this matter we do not feel it wise to go

into the sijbject thoroughly at this time. Yet it may be
helpful to jeorreet immature methods of study and point
out how w^ may safeguard ourselves by closer attention
to the details of Holy Writ. The pamphlet consists ^of
nearly sixty-four closely printed pages, and contains
some statements which are worth copying. It commences
with the rule that " nothing ought to be believed as true,
unless its truth can be demonstrated by an appeal to
the facts Recorded in the book of creation, or to those
revealed in the book of Kevelation". Again: "Nothing

in spiritual, matters ought to be believed as true, unless
its truth can be demonstrated by an appeal to the orig
inal Scriptures, and this to the satisfaction of every well-

constituted|, truth-loving mind. This rule, once generally
recognized I and practically carried out, will make all of

one mind, ViU establish a uniformity of opinion, founded

on the connection, and not on the suspension, of the
understanding.''

The firk subject taken up is "The Devil". A list of

the passages is given in which the word occurs, and the
conclusion is reached that it should be translated false
accuser, calumniator* This is good, but we suggest that
slanderer js even better.

Next there is a sustained attempt to prove that, when

not Spoken! of men, it refers to a state of mind. Had the
author had| a little wider knowledge of Greek, or had he
earnestly tested this theory by the facts, he would have

saved himself much work and many mistakes. Just as

we cannot use a word with the ending er, such as

"slandemj" of a state of mind, so "diabolos" cannot be

used of au^ht else but the person who slanders. Consider

a ".State.of Mind!"
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such words as antidikos, plaintiff, aggelos, messenger
(which are elsewhere used in the work), and.compare
their ending with asfkeneia, infirmity, epithwmia, lust,
which may possibly be mental states (which also occur
in this pamphlet). Diabolos is a word like diakonos,
servant, apostolos, commissioner, or doulos, slave. If we
make all these a state of mind there will not be much
left of God's revelation.
A good way to test the matter is this: Make a list of
all of the passages where all are agreed that it refers to
human slanderers. Can it in any such case refer to a
mental state? The passages follow:
1 Tim. 3:11
2 Tim. 3: 3
Titus 2: 3

wives (be) grave, not slanderers
trucebreakers, false accusers
not false accusers

Now the subtle snare in this is the fact that slander
arises from a mental state, and it is easy for the mind to
slip from the person to the state in any given passage.
But no one reading the Greek intelligently can do this,
nor can anyone using a concordant version. The laws of

concord demand that this class of nouns denote persons.
The fact that, in every passage where the meaning is not
debatable it refers to a person, demands that it also be
assigned to such in all the other passages.
It may be possible that, in some passages, a human
being is intended rather than a spirit, but it cannot be a
condition of the mind. It cannot refer to civil magis
trates, or an ordinary plaintiff, for these are not neces
sarily false accusers. Such a passage as "resist the slan
derer and he will flee from you" cannot be referred to
a "state of mind" without stultifying the intellect.

No
mental state, as a roaring lion, walks about, seeking
whom he may devour (1 Pet. 5:8). But the worst of all
the wresting of Scripture in this connection occurs in
explaining our celestial warfare. The teaching is very

plain. We wrestle not against blood and flesh, but with
spiritual forces of wickedness among the celestials. As
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No Truth can Come

this is faial to the idea that the slanderer is merely a

state of mind, it is twisted so as to get rid of all spiritual
forces. "Flesh and blood" is "our own selfish desires
and our natural feelings". Celestials is "heavenly mat
ters". Spiritual forces are ecclesiastics. We are to fight
the false Ecclesiastical powers in direct contradiction of
the statement that we do not wrestle with blood and flesh.
When a* theory leads to such plain denials of Scripture,
it is self-condemned.
The second chapter begins with a philosophical anal
ysis of mta's constitution—animal, spiritual, and intel

lectual. Sjueh a commencement is fatal.

No truth can

come of it. It is not merely unscriptural but nebulous.
By making the "animal" all bad and the "spiritual"
all good we may easily mire ourselves in many miseries,
and land jin monasticism. Then the "natural state" of
man is described as self-love, without the least warrant.

Man's nature is not evil. This leads the writer to the
rather sweeping conclusion that all who are not disposed
to believei God are slanderers! We live in a world of
"devils"!| With reprehensible looseness he then applies
Matthew 24:41, which refers to only a few at the begin

ning of tlje day of the Lord, to all whose state of mind
slanders (|rod. The parable of the tares is pressed into
service, b^it, if the Son of Man is a Person, then the
Slanderer | also must be a person. It will not do to con
tradict Scripture and say that Christ sowed truth and
the Slanderer did not sow the tares. That is rank
unbelief, j
In thf Scriptures "wickedness" is poneria, but
poneros is always a wicked person. It is folly for anyone
to oppose ^,11 existing translations on such a theme unless
he has thoroughly investigated the evidence. The writer
of this booklet uses much Greek, but seems not at all
familiar with the language. We would laugh at a for
eigner whcj) used the words "the wicked" when he meant
"wickedness". It is evident that this pamphlet is not

from this Kind of Reasoning
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worth much of our space, so I will only briefly cover its
further speculations. Now that he has formulated his
theory and supported it by his ignorance of Greek, I can
only expect him to continue along the same line.
We will skip to chapter three, where the title
" Satan" is discussed.
It is properly taken to mean
adversary. It may be applied to human beings. It is
applied to Peter. The next chapter lays down the dictum
that it means any adverse thing or condition. Then he
falls into the fault so common with those who use a con
cordance. It is never wise to base the meaning of a word
on figurative usages. Paul's messenger of Satan, a thorn
in the flesh does not prove that messengers are thorns or
satan a disease.

His weakness was not a paralytic affection, for the
Greeks have a special name for that. Bad health is not
satan. Adverse circumstances, mental opposition, and
infirmity may be caused by satan, but, if all these are
satan, then mankind must be more satanic than satan
himself. This reduces the matter to mere drivel. The
weakness of the logic in this pamphlet is well shown by
the question, "How could he [Satan] be a dragon, a
serpent, a devil, and a satan? How could one distinct
being be four distinct beings?" Our Lord, accordingly,
must also be a state of mind, for He is two entirely
antagonistic animals, a Lambkin and a Lion. At one time
He is like a Lamb. At another He is like a Lion. So the
same "distinct being" who will be seen as a.dragon in
the future was like a serpent in the past and is the
slanderer of the saints and the adversary of Christ.
Each of us can have a variety of characters at the same
time. I find that, by this time, I am an adversary of the
teaching in this pamphlet, but that is not the only term
which may be used to describe me.
Chapter five deals with demons, mistranslated
"devils" in the Authorized Version. But it is absolutely
futile to seek for the meaning of such a term in the
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Surely a Superhuman Spirit

Greek classics. They may use it for deified departed
human spirits, but there is not a trace of this in the
Scripture^. Nor is there any warrant for the conclusion
that demoniac possession was merely "bodily and mental
diseases".! The terms used, "possession" and "casting
out", cannot be used of disease, but only of actual
spirits. Our author is confusing the effects with the fact.
The demon spoke. To say that "the opinion prevailed
at the tinqe" that this was so, strikes at the very root of
inspiration. If the Scriptures merely record the mis
taken opinions of benighted men, let us have done with
them. But if they give us God's Word, let us believe
them implicitly. Furthermore, the idea of this writer,
that demonism is merely insanity, which we can cure
without Christ in this enlightened age, is utterly repul
sive and decidedly dangerous.

This nian seems to be a modern Sadducee, so far as

the denialj of angels and spirits is concerned (Acts23: 8).
He feels, this himself. After explaining that demons did
not enter j;he swine, but that the madness of the men was
communicated to them, he a^ks, "How could God in
Christ allow such an error to be perpetuated by permit
ting the writers of the gospels thus to describe such an

eventV His reply is "Jesus Christ did not come into

the worldj, nor did Moses the prophet, to teach man

natural science ..." No, nor did He come to teach lies.

Further, ]|ie states, "the Scriptures . . . teach what is

the opposite to fact: they teach . . . scientific untruths.
Thus, the $un is said to go his journey round the earth."
Where ? Imagine a man inserting a falsehood into the
Scripture^ in order to prove that it is unscientific! The
Word of God is the most accurate scientific book in the
world toddy.

We do! not care to follow such an unreliable guide

into the hMy precinct of Christ's temptation, but such is
his next subject. We agree that "temptation" should be
trial.
Bi^t it is misleading to take James' statement

could Duplicate Human Invention
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(James 1:15) to teach that desire is the only source of
trial. The disciples were taught to pray to God, "bring
us not into trial, but rescue us from the wicked one*'
(Mat. 6:13). The point seems to be to make all trial
spring from within, never from without. Arguing from
the standpoint that Christ was not the Son of God, and
therefore could not communicate with the invisible spirit
world, our writer seeks to discredit the narrative of our
Lord's trial in the wilderness. A good deal is made of
the mistranslation "pinnacle of the temple", as though
it would be impossible to put Him on such a plaee. I
myself expect to look down from a wing of the temple
soon. I have already looked up.
Then an attack is made on the literality of the third
trial. Our author assures us that the Slanderer could not
show all the kingdoms of the world to our Lord from
any mountains in Judea. But that is the unbelief of
ignorance. There are machines made today by means of
which I, here in Jerusalem, could pass any part of the
world before your eyes. To bring sounds from the whole
earth would not be considered noteworthy. If that is
possible to me now, it is the height of absurdity to deny
such powers to a superhuman spirit.
Trading on the mistranslation of Hebrews 4:15, "yet

without sin," our author tries to show that the "devil"
was in Christ Himself. His' own thoughts, trying Him,
seeking to make Him sin. The reading of Hebrews 4:15
should be "apart from sin". It is not that He wished to
sin, but did not yield, but He had no sin to suggest a
wrong thought. The trial came to Him from without.
Proceeding on the false premise that "God's laws
are for the production of good", we are led on to the
conclusion that, "If there is a god, there cannot be a
devil." But God creates evil as well as good. The pro
test here is not only against orthodoxy, but is vitiated
by the very errors against which it is directed. A chal
lenge is cleverly worded thus: "Let anyone detail a vice
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The Editor's New Address

. . . whicli is not a suggestion of the flesh, and then will

be the time for calling in of a being called the Devil."
But the Slanderer and Satan and the demons are not the
source of iiice. That is only one form of evil. The flesh

does not indent evil doctrines (1 Tim. 4:1). The flesh is

not a messenger of light. Its servants are not dispensers

of righteousness (2 Cor. 11:15).

Enougli has been said to expose the pamphlet. It is

based on ignorance of the original and faulty reasoning
based on unscriptural premises. There is no "devil" in

the Seriptdres. The term is not used in the Concordant
Version, The grotesque ideas of Christendom find no
place in th^ Sacred Scrolls. But there is a spirit, called

Satan, an(j the Slanderer, and the Serpent and the

Dragon, wlio has messengers, who sinned from the begin
ning. There are also demons, spirits that obsess human

beings. No^ie of these are supernatural. They are simply
not human.! They certainly are not a hallucination of the
human mind. The Scriptures are given to open our eyes

to their operations. Spirits are the ones with whom we

wage our present warfare. How sad to see God's revela

tion of the unseen world used to seal our eyes to its stark

realities!

|

A. E. K.

As the work in Germany will demand my presence there

for some time, the editorial- office will be moved to the
KONKORDAl^TER VERLAG, StEPENITZ, OSTPRIGNITZ, GER

MANY. But! the publication office remains at Los Angeles,
as before. J>o not write to the editor on business matters.
They will be handled through the Los Angeles office.
Only matters connected with the editorial policy, the
articles, anpl personal affairs should go to Stepenitz. I
am always glad to hear from my friends! As practically
everything I except the local work at Los Angeles was

handled by| post, there will be no real difference to our
subscribers] Mail may take a little longer from the
United States, but much less time from Europe.

and Work in Germany
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To anticipate the many questions which may be asked
by our friends concerning this move and our other activ
ities, we will give a brief statement of the various depart
ments of the work and earnestly ask the prayers and
loyal support of all who are in sympathy in these times
of stringency and strain. We, who know God's ultimate,
and the beneficence of all of His afflictions, should be in
prayer with thankgiving concerning the present distress.
Material prosperity is a great enemy of spiritual welfare.
The humbling and disciplining process now going on
should turn men away from themselves to God. It should
awaken a deeper desire in His saints to know His Word
and His way, which, to most of them, seems so inscrut
able in this crisis. In other words, while the work is suf
fering a severe material setback, there should be a great
increase in its spiritual harvest. God is preparing hearts
for .our message.

If we had in mind to mend our finances, we would
not go to Germany to do so. We have no thought of mak
ing merchandise of our message in that impoverished
country. Several motives have prompted us to our pres
ent course. Being ourselves of pure German blood, and
knowing a little of the language, we have yearned for
many years to make known the great truths which have
been committed to us in the land of our fathers. This
has been partly realized by the publication of articles in
Das Prophetische Wort and through the writings and
ministry of Schaedel, Czerwinsky, Dick, Springer, and
others, and in the last years especially in Der Ueberwinder, issued by the Baroness Wally von Bissing and
the Countess Sigrid von Kanitz, who are now associated
with us as one of the branches of the Concordant Pub
lishing Concern, and have changed the form and name of
their magazine to agree with the English Unsearchable
Riches.
A brief account of the Lord's leadings with them will
be welcomed by our friends. The excesses of the Welsh

The Beginning of
revival ledj to spiritism and demon possession. Evan
Roberts anjl Mrs. Penn-Lewis protested against this in
their writings and started a magazine, The Overcomer,
to give voicp to their teachings, especially the doctrine of
death with Christ. This so impressed the Baroness von

Bissing, wi^o had lived most of her-life in England, that

she was deeply exercised as to bringing the message of
the cross to the German people. But she felt incapable of
doing this alone. Meanwhile, the Countess von Kanitz,
in German^, was similarly moved, and had already trans

lated much iof the English into her native tongue. A note

in The Ovfrcomer brought them together, and, seven
years ago, they started the German publication, Der
Ueberwinddr (The Overcomer).
Some y^ars ago a friend of the work sent them one
of our pamphlets. This awakened their interest and led
to an investigation of concordant teachings, which they
gradually, yet eagerly, accepted. As a result, they have
been publishing many translations of our articles and
propose to continue to do so in the new German " Un
searchable Riches (TJnausforschlicher Reichtum). The
new volume will contain "On Baptism," "Notes on
Romans," ^Christ and His Relationship to God," etc.
They have j dedicated their home at Stepenitz to this
work, and are resolved to stand boldly for the great and
glorious truths which have been recovered through con
cordant intestigations. Here also will be the headquar
ters for the work on the German Concordant Version
and all of our activities in northern Europe.

We earnestly beseech the prayers of the saints for

this magazine. It is especially desirable that its circula
tion be spread among the German-speaking people in the
United States. We ask our friends to make a special

effort to call it to their attention. A single copy may be

the entering wedge for widespread blessing, and, in

many case$, may lead to new connections in Germany.
Anotheif motive which draws us to Germany is the

the German work
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eagerness witli which new versions are taken up in that
country. They are accustomed to using other transla
tions because the old Lutheran version is too antiquated
to be intelligible in many places. Versions, such as the
"Elberfelder", which seek to give the accuracy of the
Greek, are welcomed and prized. Hence, I have been
assured of its sale, if we can only manage to produce it.
One publisher offered to issue it without cost to us. Suf
ficient has already been done to prove the feasibility of
a German version according to the concordant method.
Quite a few are eager to assist. Someone is needed to
supervise the workers and see the project through. This
is my task.
But this is only a part of the plan. I have long real
ized that the influence of a German version of this
nature might be very great in other lands. I am not at
all sure that its reaction on English-speaking countries
may not be greater than anything I may be able to do
directly in those lands. Germany has long led the world
theologically and it would be most blessed if the source
of the "higher criticism" should redeem itself by becom
ing a spring of unadulterated truth. But its effect on
European lands is what especially attracts me. If, by
this means, we can create an interest in Holland and
Italy and Spain for the versions being prepared for
them, this alone would warrant all the effort which will
be spent upon it.
My outlook has become world-wide. I must manoeuvre
along a universal front. I must press the battle where
there are the greatest possibilities, where the Lord seems
to have already made an entering wedge, and where He
has prepared hearts for the reception of the truth, and
where there will be strong opposition. Viewed from my
present point of vantage, the creedal smugness of evan
gelical circles in England and America is paralyzing.
What can be done with indifference? If I could only
convince them that they do not believe the Scriptures,
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their heaijts might open to truth. But they say that
they see, pid so remain blind. I have just received a

pamphlet jfrom a purveyor of ■"sound" literature who

says that he believes Colossians 1:20, and then goes on
to prove Conclusively that he does not. I have already
written enjough to open the eyes of honest hearts to the
grave departure of evangelicals from the Word of God.
Their leaders ought to know it, but they will not acknowl

edge it. Sjince they reject the truth, it should be pre
sented to Others.

I am Hoping that a German version will show that

the concordant principle may be applied successfully to
all languages. I would like to make it a standard, in
form and contents, to which other versions will be con

formed. There will be an idiomatic translation, as in
English. But, instead of the Greek and sublinear, each
rendering which varies from uniformity will be noted
in the low^r margin. There will be German-Greek and
Greek-Gerjnan indexes, including all standards.
The

work will j)e apportioned to a variety of workers. After

the preliminary translation is made, checkers will see
that it is concordant, others will scrutinize the grammar,
and still others will pass on the quality of the language.

It will be |seen that I am not on my vacation while in
Germany, j

Yet it ijaust be remembered that there are about seven
such versions under way, which I have been compelled to
neglect during my sojourn in the Holy Land. Along
with the German, and partly through it, I hope to be of
practical aid to all who are engaged in this way. An

unexpected benefit will come to concordant work as a
whole through these foreign translations. The peculiar

ities of each language have a slight tendency to affect the
renderings]
Very occasionally, viewing a passage
through a! different medium enables the translator to

make minute betterments, such however, as would go
unnoticed in other, less exact, renditions.

Progress on the Hebrew
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But, above all, let no one forget that I am, at present,
spending as much time as possible on the translation of
the Hebrew into English. Here also I have valuable,
competent assistants, whose output depends, in some
measure, on my cooperation. The task is a fascinating
one, and the progress thus far made shows the need of
such a version to be much greater than at first antici
pated, but it is a tedious, toilsome task, taken apart from
its sublime interest, and, even thus, is wearying to the
flesh. A tentative version of the Psalms is in the hands
of my helpers, and fragments of other books have been
done, but the amount of labor before us is so vast that it
is useless to estimate its amount or the time needed for

its accomplishment. We anticipate a demand for this in

German as well, when the translation of the Greek is
finished.
Moreover, my physician friends insist that I must
not overdo. I mention this to assure my many friends
that I do not wish to neglect them, and so that they may
understand what may seem to be a slight. Many of them
are often on my mind, but I have not written to them
as I would like to have done. As I write this I find that
I may not be able to answer my mail today though it is
very light. It involves research, which may take some
time. But I hope they will not infer from my silence
that I have forgotten them or would not enjoy hearing
from them. It cheers and helps to know that my old
friends are loyal and true, even though seas. separate
and continents cleave us apart. After all, this has been
the case with most of my friends at all times.
These lines are written far in advance, as I sit on the
side of a slope overlooking the sea of Galilee. My heart
is full of thankfulness for God's evident leading in the
past, but especially for the very clear indications of His
will for the future. I can honestly say that my plains
have been pushed aside, and I have an overwhelming
feeling that I am in His will. When I went to Germany
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I had reason to expect severe opposition.
It simply
melted. Yet other grave complications arose. But, by
one means | or another, the way has been made so appar

ent that I 4xult in the prospect of seeing God's hand and

heart displayed through His unworthy but worshiping
slave, and all on the ground of glorious grace, to the
praise and adoration of His blessed name.—A. B. K.
■

The interest in Sweden continues great. The last num
bers of I Morgonvdkten contains translations of articles
from UnseIahchable Riches by Brothers Rogers, Thom

son, Mealaiid, and Robison, as well as Swedish poems

from the pen of Brother Melinder.
Brother| Lundborg, the editor, received many con
gratulations on his fiftieth birthday, which occurred on
November 16, 1931.
We desire to join our Swedish
friends in their good wishes. Please pray that this Swed

ish witness I for the truth may be continued. The stress is

great, and Brother Lundborg states that, unless the sub
scription price is increased they will be forced to discon
tinue publication. Subscribe for your Swedish friends.

Send subscriptions here, or direct to I Morgonvakten

Expedition^ Orebro, Sweden.
The Swiedish brethren plan a convention in May or
June, and fexpect that Brother A. E. Knoch will be the
chief speaker. May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ
be with th6m, and may He enable them to continue the

witness for! His truth in Sweden!—E. 0. K.

Special prayer is requested for the noble men, in various
parts of th0 world, who, in the midst of opposition and
persecution!, are standing firm for the glorious truth of
God's triumphant grace. We thank God for the oppor
tunities He| is giving to bear witness before churches and
synods and denominations, and implore Him to open
hearts to hfear and heed, to investigate and accept what

Announcements
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is so plainly revealed in His Word, but which has been
obscured by mistranslation and tradition. Let us uphold
those at the front, who are bearing the brunt of the
battle, as we appear before the throne of grace.
Back numbers of Unseachable Riches are available as
follows: Volumes VII to XXII, inclusive, bound in
cloth, $1.50 per volume; Volumes VI to XII (except
Volume VII), unbound, $1.00 per volume; scattered
back numbers, 25 cents per copy. We are now in a posi
tion to fill want lists of back issues, as we have them in
good order.
We cannot always send every number
wanted, however, but will be glad to send what we can,
with invoice, or C. 0. D. When single numbers are not
available, a wanted article can often be had by buying
the whole volume. Those of our friends who are inter

ested in some particular subject are reminded of the
subject and reference index of Volumes I to XX. Those
who do not have a copy of this index may obtain- one
free of charge. Write for yours. Then you may easily
ascertain where articles on any subject may be found.

The meetings in Los Angeles, at which Brother A. E.
Knoch formerly was one of the speakers, will be con
tinued under the able leadership of Pastor Geo. L.
Rogers, who took a portion of the time when Brother
Knoch was here. Brother Rogers was the chief helper,
in charge of the Greek verb, on the Concordant Ver
sion.
The meeting is in Roosevelt Hall, on the fifth
floor of the Walker Auditorium Building, 730 South
Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, California. Any of our
friends who visit Southern California are cordially in
vited to attend. Two other meetings are held in this
vicinity, as follows: Tuesday evening, at 7:30, at 460
Ford Place, Pasadena, and Wednesday evening, at 7: 30,
at 765 East Fourteenth Street, Los Angeles.
Pastor
Rogers is the speaker at both meetings.—E. O. K.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The engagement of my sister, Countess Sigrid von

Kanitz, with Mr. Adolph Ernst Knoch, Los Angeles,
California,! U. S. A., I have the honor of announcing.
pouNT Frederich von Kanitz-Mednicken

Stepenitz/bstprignitz

My engagement with Countess

Sigrid von Kanitz,

daughter bf the deceased Count Hans von KanitzPodangen land his deceased wife Marie, born Miss von
Krassow, I| have the honor of announcing.

!

Adolph Ernst Knoch

Los Angeles, California, U. S. A.

Now of Tiberias, Palestine
February, 1932
As will be | seen from the foregoing announcement, my

father intends to remain in Germany, since he feels that
he is needed there more urgently than here in Los
Angeles. Though we will miss him, we are glad to know

that his phjysical welfare will have the attention which

it should have. We hope, D. V., to continue the work

here in thii^ country as before. All orders and business
letters should come to Los Angeles, but it will save time
to send personal mail to him at Stepenitz, Ostprignitz,
Germany. May we request the continued prayers and

cooperation! of our friends in this country, to the end
that the wopk which my father has started may continue
to be in th£ Lord's will, and that I may be enabled to

carry it on las it should be carried on?—E. 0. K.

©ftrine

THE NEW HUMANITY

The saints of this secret economy are related in three
different directions: Godward, Christward, and manward. If these are kept distinct it will add much to the
clarity of our comprehension of this administration. We
are now about to resume the consideration of these three
aspects, but in the reverse order. A glance at the frame
work of this epistle will show that we have dealt with
the three items of the mystery: first, our allotment in
heaven, next, the body of Christ, then our participation
with other believers. Following these there was a paren
thetic interlude, consisting of two summaries and two
petitions. Now we are about to take up the three aspects
of the mystery again: first, "The New Humanity," or
non-participation with unbelievers, then "The Body in
the Lord", and lastly "The Heavenly Warfare". As
will be seen in the framework, we reverse the subjects of
the first part of the epistle.
As this letter is the ranking revelation in Holy Writ,
the most difficult for our dull intellects to grasp, we
should welcome every aid to its understanding. Next
to a concordant rendering, the literary structure is cal
culated to keep us from the confusion so common among
expositors.
Some inject the thought of the one body
everywhere, whereas it is confined to two corresponding
sections (Eph. 1: 20 — 2:10 and 5: 21 — 6: 9).
It is
especially bewildering when forced into the section deal-
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The New Humanity

ing with the new humanity. Many utterly confuse the
figures, arid take "the new man" as merely another

name for the body of Christ, to their great loss. It makes
the language quite unintelligible, for the body cannot be

put on or taken off, as is the case with the two human
ities. It robs Christ of one of His dignities, for He is not
only the HJead of the body, but He is also the Head of a
new race, and displaces Adam in the new creation.
We implore our readers to note carefully the distinc
tions in these figures.
To begin with, each dominates
two entirely separate sections of this epistle.
They are
not mixed.! The body is in those sections which deal with

our relationship to Christ (1: 20—2:10 and 5: 21—6: 9).

The new humanity is found only in those sections which
discuss out relationship to mankind, to saints (2:11-22)

and to unbelievers (4:17—5:20). In one we are likened
to the members of the human body. In the other we are
compared to the individuals of a race. A human body
and the human race are very different symbols. There is
an old, as well as a new, and a young humanity. There

is no old body, or new body, or young body.

These

thoughts are quite confusing, when thus misapplied.
The Greek | word anfhropos, in the singular, may mean a
human beiilg of either sex, or it may denote mankind as a
whole. Such is the case here.
In a previous chapter on the era preceding the pres
ent, we dealt with this subject from the doctrinal stand
point (Eph. 2:11-22). We found that the physical dis

tinctions o!f the old humanity, especially circumcision,
have no plaice in this new era. We who once were far off
are beeomcb near by the blood of Christ.

The barrier

which kejit us out of God's presence, typified by

the "soreg!", or "middle wall of partition", the central
wall of the | temple enclosure, has been razed. The decrees
formulated by the Jerusalem council, in which the Cir
cumcision laid down the law for the Uncircumcision, are

now abrogated. Jew and gentile believers are now ere-

and the Old
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ated into one new humanity. This does away with the
previous enmity between them. Christ is our Peace.
Through Him we both havo access, in one spirit, to the
Father. This is the basis of the section now before us.
The conduct which becomes this new race is our theme.
THE

OLD

HUMANITY

The old humanity has become so decayed that we are
warned against wearing it any longer. This is the divine
thought with regard to these two divisions of mankind.
They are like two suits of clothes which may be donned
at will. The "old humanity "is so worn out, disreput
able, and filthy, that we are exhorted to put it off, and to
put on the new (Eph. 4: 22, 24). The only way of get
ting rid of the "old man" is to strip off every item of
conduct which characterizes it. In Christ we are created
a new humanity. In the Lord we are exhorted to conduct
ourselves accordingly. The rejuvenation is in the spirit
of our minds.
The old humanity is described for us in order that we
may not conform to it in our conduct. We are told that
the nations are walking in the vanity of their mind, their
comprehension being darkened, having been estranged
from the life of God because of the ignorance which is in
them, because of the callousness of their hearts, leading
to wantonness and uncleanness (Eph. 4:17-19). It is the
old story, more fully set forth in the opening chapters
of the Roman epistle. Mankind did not want to retain
God in their knowledge, and the inevitable result is that
its heart is darkened, men become vain in their reason
ings and they sink into dishonorable and destructive sins.
The first charge is that their mind becomes vain.
Many may rise to challenge this in the pride of present
human scientific achievement. But if we judge human
mental progress by actual results, we will confess that it
has accomplished nothing satisfactory. It has utterly
failed to solve the great elementary questions of human
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existence.

It is surrounded by impenetrable veils. Not

a single unbeliever, no matter how learned, can answer

the simple question of his own being. He does not know

why he is 01^ whither he is bound. He reasons in a circle,

unable to fiiid any goal. With all his intellectual brilli
ance he getjs nowhere. All mentality that is not Godcentered is [useless and degrading in essence, no matter
how fine its phraseology or how profound its philosophy.
Being ignorant of God, they are estranged from the

life of Godj. There is a vital Power in the universe

which can ^ive men eternal youth and fulfill all the

aspirations ^vhich stir their breasts. They are continually
groping in jthis direction. How hard they try to suck
satisfaction lout of the husks they have!

How vainly

they seek to jmake the world, and the present life, a thing
worth while |! But they will not brook the interference of
the Deity. [They are alienated and at war with every
force that emanates directly from Him. They are ignor

ant of His ijlans* and of His purpose, and are seeking to
carry out th^ir own, which run counter to His. There is
no ignorancfe so fatal as ignorance of God, no life so
vain as that| which is out of harmony with His heart.
As a mail thinks in his heart, so is he. The mind is
the key to conduct. It is not the direct suggestions of
Satan which lead men into injurious excesses and de
bauchery. It is due rather to his indirect influence in
leading then! away from God. Out of the human heart,
alienated from God, arise the ill-smelling and foul vapors
of a decaying race.
TO PUT ON THE NEW MAN

How are we to array ourselves in the new humanity 1
It will not |do to make the exhortation of Ephesians
(4:17—5:2Q) another law. We cannot work ourselves

into a new jhumanity.

The power lies in the gracious

fact that we i have been created anew. This must vitalize

the spirit of! our mind, before it can affect the conduct

the New Man
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of our members. The power to strip off the old humanity
and to don the new depends on our apprehension of the
truth that Adam's offense and the physical divisions
and disabilities which our relationship to him entailed
are gone in Christ. Adam is no longer the head <?f our
race. His place has been taken by the last Adam, our
Lord Jesus Christ.
Let us then be renewed in the spirit of our minds.
We are not called upon to conform to the earlier ethical
standard of the law. It is far beneath this new; sphere
of conduct and in a lower key. Anger usually leads to
sin. Yet there are times when it would be wrong not to
be indignant. Such occasions call for especial care, for
righteous indignation easily degenerates into wrongful
anger and smouldering resentment, which would shat
ter the new humanity into antagonistic fragments like
the old (Eph. 4:26, 27). There should be no grudges,
no prolonged feuds, no continued vexation, no extended
slander. Let no flare of indignation start a conflagration
which must burn itself out.
Restitution, single, double, fourfold, or fivefold, is the
righteous requirement of Sinai (Ex. 22:1-5). This is far
more just than the laws of the nations, for they lay
almost all stress on the punishment of the thief, and very
little on righting the wrong done to the victim. But
grace goes far beyond justice or restoration. It is not
enough for a thief to stop stealing and restore what he
has stolen. That is merely corrective.
In this new
humanity sin is to be prevented. Those in need are to be
provided for so that they will not steal. How ideal to
have the erstwhile thief charged with the duty of shar
ing the fruits of his labor with the destitute! He who
once stole now forestalls stealing.
Some day we may be able to trace the corruption of
humanity in the degeneration of human language.
Words, like their users, tend to descend the moral scale.
It seems unreasonable to suppose that there would be
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tainted speech apart from the presence of sin.

Here,

again, we ^re not merely exhorted to shun the bad, but

to cultivate^ the good. No tainted word should issue from
our mouthy but there should be gracious words of edifica
tion (Eph.; 4:29).
The pqwer that produces this fruit in the new
humanity is the spirit of God. It is quite possible for
us to fail to put on the new man, and do that which is
displeasing to God. We may cause God to sorrow, by
His spirit. This will react in us and cause doubt and

distress. Tlhe question will arise, "Has His holy spirit

left me?"j The answer is supplied by comparing the
spirit to a seal (Eph. 4:30). It is a permanent pledge of
final deliverance. Its presence is a practical guarantee
that we will not be comfortable in the old humanity. It
is an absolute assurance that we will be done with it for
ever in the future day of deliverance.
The old humanity bears bitter fruit. Its solidarity

is shattered by antagonisms in all its divisions. Between
nations and peoples this is most evident in time of war.
What insane bitterness and fury and anger and clamor
and calumny and malice is stirred in the hearts of bel
ligerents ! $11 this is absent in the new humanity. These
destructive i vices are replaced by constructive graces.
Tender compassion, gracious dealing, should characterize
our deportment in the new humanity. God's treatment
of us, in Christ, is the standard set before us (Eph.

4:32).

!

God Hiijnself is the Example for our imitation (Eph.

5:1). Wh^n we were sinners He gave Christ for us.
When we ^rere enemies He conciliated us to Himself
through thf death of His Son. As a pet child copies the
ways of itsi father so should we imitate the loving acts
of our God, in our contact with others.
How much
higher is this than the law! How far beyond the mere
struggle for our own salvation! Nor is it only concerned
with the hajppiness of others. It introduces us to the nor-

Christ our Oblation
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mal sphere of the highest of God's creatures, who should
delight in Him and be His delight, who should manifest
and magnify the depths of His affection.
The sacrifice of Christ has many aspects. The open

ing chapters of Leviticus deal with five of these. They
fall into two classes, those concerned with sin and those
which deal with nobler sides of His sacrificial work.
The latter is of three kinds, the ascending offering, also
called the "burnt offering", the present, or approach
offering, also called the "meat offering" (Lev. 2:1),
and the peace offering (Lev. 3:1). All of these are
" oblations", which express the worship and homage of
God's creatures even when sin does not sever them from
Him. Christ was made sin for us on Golgotha. As such
He suffered God's wrath. But He was also an odor of
rest, a sweet smell, a delicious satisfaction. He gave
Himself, not only for our sins, but as an Oblation, to
win God's favor and delight (Eph. 5:2).
Perhaps there is no more powerful deterrent from
sin than a knowledge of this aspect of Christ's sacrifice.
As the Sin and Trespass Offering He suffered for our
sins, thus satisfying the demands of justice. But we are
not mere neutrals, saved from indignation. He was our
Approach Offering, or Present, which gives us access to
the divine Presence. He was our Oblation, which secures
to us God's favor when sin no longer bars our entrance.
Let no one suppose that righteousness alone is sufficient
to give access to God's presence. As with an earthly
potentate, we must pave our way with costly gifts.
Christ, as our Oblation, did this for us. Hence our walk
should not merely lack sin, but should be fragrant with
act* which transcend righteousness.
The gratification of the flesh, the filth of the flesh,
and selfishness stand in marked antithesis to the exalted
service and adoration offered to God by Christ in His
sacrifice. Our conduct is not an imitation of His behav
iour during the years of His ministry to Israel. The
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Circumcision are exhorted to follow in His footsteps.
We are to imitate God's grace in our dealing with others,
and walk!in love.
The highest example of a course
pleasing tcp God is that aspect of Christ's sacrifice which
was typified by the " burnt offering", or ascending offer
ing. It was wholly for God, apart from all benefits to
His creatures. In this day this is deemed utterly useless.
All work for God must be, first of all, philanthropic. It

must benefat man. Such was not the first aim of our

Lord. The act which brings the greatest good to human
ity was, primarily, for God alone.
No consideration can convince me that there are any
limits to Giod's grace. Sin is not its superior. Where $ui
increases grace superexceeds. But I deplore the perver
sity which makes this an excuse for sin. Grace is not a
theological theory. It is a vital power. It is not in word
only, but in deed. Let no one delude himself into the
belief that it gives license to sin. It imparts power to
overcome sin. God knows those who are His, but I can
not acknowledge anyone to be His who talks of grace
and lives in sin. God's indignation has been revealed
against those who persist in offending Him. With grace

comes light We once were darkness, and could not keep

from stumbling. Now we are light, and need not miss
the way. Without in the least tarnishing the glory of
grace we niust insist that it bear fruit according to its
kind, or it will degenerate into sentimental lenience.
God is Light as well as Love. We are the offspring of
Light. In |:he natural realm there can be no fruit with
out light. In regions where daylight is lacking for half
9 of the year, vegetation ceases to grow, and there is little
life of any kind. In regions where the sun is always
overhead there are luxuriant plants, dense jungles, and
an abundance of animals. Darkness bears no fruit. It

breeds disease.

It hides evil.

It decrees death.

We

belong to the realm of day; why, then, walk in the shade

of night? I

for the Present Era
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RECLAIMING THE ERA

It is evident to all that this is an era of futility. An
apparent gain in one direction is balanced by a loss in
another.
Men are riding a merry-go-round.
They get
nowhere. The same mirage looms up before them as in
all previous eras, but it moves onward when it is
approached. Some are not certain but that mankind is
moving backward. We know that they are riding to a
fall. The era of God's indignation is impending. Shall
we participate in this futility?
That would be most
unwise. We are exhorted to reclaim it (Eph. 5:16).
God's purpose is being carried out in this era as in all
others. Our wisdom is to fall in line with His plans, and
avoid vain human devices for man's amelioration apart
from God. The days are wicked. We cannot alter that.
They will become more so, until Christ comes. But this
very condition is fruitful soil for God's gracious activi
ties. Business depression may cause spiritual prosperity.
Human extremity is our opportunity.
UNDERSTANDING THE WILL OF THE LORD

The will of the Lord is the key to conduct. If we
were to anticipate the bema of Christ, and investigate
the lack of real efficiency in so-called Christian service,
we would be astonished to find how little of it is in accord
with the will of the Lord. A vast proportion of the
efforts of God's servants is based on ignorance of His
intention, and utter disregard of His administrations.
Let no one imagine that such service will receive His
approval, or that it will count in that day. The motive
underneath it may be recognized and rewarded, but it is
better to slave one hour in accord with Hfe orders than
to minister a whole lifetime disregarding His commands.
Ignorant as we are of the process by which God's goal is
to be gained, it is the utmost imprudence to ignore His
mind in seeking to serve Him.
This section, concerned with our contacts with man-
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kind, and! the failure of humanity, closes with a glimpse
of Utopia!. The saints sing to themselves, give thanks to

God for kQ. through Christ, and are subject to one an

other. What more would be needed for an ideal exist
ence? W4 should be overflowing with happiness, glorify
ing God, $,nd serving our fellows. If all men did this the
problems pf this era would be settled. But, alas, only the
spirit of @od can occasion such a condition. Therefore,
let us be filled with that spirit, through God's Word,
and, in spme measure at least, we will realize the ideal
of which pien dream.
Some Jiave supposed that instrumental music is not
spiritual or scriptural. Some even go so far as to prefer
discord toharmony. But that is not in accord with this
passage. Psalms are not prose. Hymns are the highest
expression of formal poetry. Songs must be measured

and metrbd, or they are not singable.

Misery may

demand discord, but happiness must have harmony. If
the intruments God has given us are unqualified or

untrained^ we may increase our satisfaction by artificial
aid.

Onlk it must be from the heart.

Well may we

object to the abuse of instrumental music. When mind
and heart are cold, it is futile to substitute a mere

machine. &od will not listen to it. But let us not insist

on inflicting our dissonance on our fellow saints. That,
alas, would quench the spirit. Let us strive to utter our
heartfelt happiness in words and notes harmonious to
the sense knd sound.
The operation of the spirit in filling the believer may
be most clearly traced when God graciously grants fresh
light from | His Word, such as is unfolded in these medita
tions. The| heart overflows with joy and seeks expression
for its ney-found pleasure. The old songs fail to fully
satisfy. N0w wine must have fresh wineskins. A theme

suggests itself, which gives utterance to some phase of
the truth. I It develops into verse, and arrange itself

into rhymes. But it should be sung! It must be music!

thank God for All
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So some notes are adapted to the thought, a movement
emerges, the melody is made, and soon a song is sent
forth to aid others to express their sentiments, and the
surge of the spirit within them. Some of the numbers
in "Scriptural Songs" have been the fruit of this inves
tigation of Ephesians.
GIVING THANKS FOR ALL

The unbeliever gives thanks for nothing. .The infant
saint is grateful for good. The mature man of God gives
thanks for all things, bad as well as good, for he realizes
that all is of God, and is destined to contribute to His
benificent end, however unfortunate its present aspect
may seem. A conviction of God's deity, of His power to
attain the goal He has set before Him, of His ability to
use the evil as well as the good in His designs, of the
great truth that He is operating the universe in accord

with the counsel of His will (Bph. 1:11), is of the utmost

value in determining conduct and in harboring happi
ness. The saint who cannot take the ills of life from
God's hand with thankfulness has hardly begun the life
of faith. Job had attained to this even before he was
tested by his sufferings. No one who understands that
the present grace is the result of the greatest misfortune
this world has ever had—the rejection of Messiah by His
people Israel—will fail to find in every failure another
occasion for thanksgiving and for praise.
A. E. K.

April 17, 1931

A. E. Knoch,
Editor and Compiler of the
Concordant Version of Greek Scriptures.

My Dear Brother:

I have now had your Version of the Sacred Scriptures in
constant use for over three years and have given it a most
searching examination and numerous tests, and find it the
supreme instrument and means of access to, and understand
ing of, the original writings, unobstructed and unhindered by
the opinions, prejudices, and preconceptions or sectarian bias
of religionists, theologians, or translators, or any school of
criticism or philosophy. You have absolutely made good your
claim of pu :ting before the English student of God's word all
the necessary facts and documents for a correct understanding
of that word and for deciding for himself the correctness of
this Version or any other English version. No other version
or translation even attempts to do this. We do not now have
to depend upon the dictum either of the learned or the
unlearned, the wise or the foolish—not even do we have to take
your word £or it, freighted though it is with long-continued
contact witl^ the inspired original.
In gracious acknowledgement,
Thos. J. Thompson.
Teacher of The Word

BAPTIZED INTO CHRIST
Romans 6:3-4
We died to sin. As surely as Christ died to sin, just so
surely all who are in Christ Jesus were baptized into His
death, and thus we died to sin. The relation to sin of
the saint who is in Christ Jesus is exactly the same as
Christ's present relation to it. As He lives to God so in
Him the saint lives to God. This is not an experience to
be enjoyed, but a revelation as to what has happened to
Christ and to all who were baptized into Him. Our duty
is not to experience it, but to reckon it true.
This cardinal fact of the gospel was abruptly intro
duced in verse two without any previous intimation of it
in this epistle. In verses three and four Paul proceeds
to explain, but he assumes that the saints already know
what he has to say, for it is the very truth that gives
them saintship. His gospel had gone to Rome before him.
Indeed, his converts and disciples had carried it every
where, and they had proclaimed the fact of spiritual
unity with Christ as an essential part of the evangel.
Paul's earliest preaching is reflected in the epistle to the
Galatians, which was written because the churches at
Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe, which
he had evangelized on his first missionary journey, were
turning to a different gospel. His purpose was to bring
them back to the truth he had preached (Gal. 1: 8; 3:1).
In that epistle he relates how he had to withstand Peter,
and he gives a brief report of his corrective address. He
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told Peter! and the circumcisionists that he had died to
law that he might live to God, having been crucified
together \iith Christ, that Christ lived in him, and that
instead of seeking righteousness by law, he as a justified
man livedl by the faith of the Son of God. These are
characteristic truths of his evangel from the beginning
of his ministry. The speech in which he corrected Peter
was made! at Antioch when Paul and Barnabas were
laboring together, therefore the.incident occurred some
time between Acts 11:25, when Barnabas brought Paul

to Antioclj to minister to the Greek saints in that city,

and Acts 15: 39, when Paul and Barnabas separated. It

was probably some time before the council at Jerusalem,
and may l^ave been the means of bringing Peter to the
conciliator^ attitude toward Paul that he then showed.

However tjhat may be, it is evident that the truth of the

believer's death and crucifixion with Christ was central
in Paul's earliest teaching and was made known every
where his disciples went with the saving message.

Many believers find it difficult to believe the assertion

that they died to sin. That they ought to die to it they

will admitl but, they say, experience contradicts the

statement that they died. Yet it is plain that the apostle
affirms, not only of himself, nor of a special class, but of

all who arb in Christ Jesus, that they died to sin. He

does not appeal to experience, either his own or theirs.

He declarejs the truth on which they are to reckon. He
points to Christ's death to sin, His burial, His resurrec
tion, and His present life to God and says that those in
Christ Jesiis participate in all these achievements. There
is no reference to the subjective condition or experience

of the believer. Let us hear him expound.

3. Or, il: the assertion that we died to sin puzzles you,
are you igriorant of that which all saints ought to know,
that they were baptized into Christ's death, and thus
they died to sin? You know they died to sin in this way,
or you are; ignorant of the fact of baptism into Christ

Essential Truth of Paul's Evangel
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Jesus. The suggestion of ignorance of this truth gives
the question a tone of reproof.
The objector's onlyexcuse for suggesting that PauPs evangel favors persist
ence in sin is his ignorance of that part of it which
makes such persistence impossible. Whether or not there
were any saints who were so ignorant in Paul's day, it is
certain that there are many today who deserve the
rebuke as much as the legalist objector, for they seek to
explain away the fact of death to sin, and urge upon men
the supposed duty of dying to it. They put the believer's
death in the place of Christ's. Spiritual men flee from
the ignorance which, on the one hand, makes the objector
reach so absurd a conclusion, and which, on the other
hand, mutilates the evangel.
As many as is a pronoun of quantity, and it means
all without exception who are baptized into Christ are
baptized into His death. So that baptism into His death
is not something saints have yet to seek. There are not
some saints who died to sin and others who did not. All
are baptized into Christ Jesus. They are in Christ Jesus
not by faith but by baptism. Of course, the baptized are
those and only those who believe. Why, then, is it not
said, As many as believed into Christ Jesus? Because,
while only believers are baptized into Christ, it is not
faith but baptism that is said to unite them to Him.
Faith is active and constantly exercised; but baptism
occurs only once and the subject is passive, for he is
baptized by Another. A saint is a believer by practise,

for he lives by faith, as it is written, "The just shall live
by faith." It is ours to believe; it is Christ's to baptize.
He does not ask us whether or not we will be baptized,
nor call a church meeting to decide whether or not a can
didate for baptism shall be accepted. The Lord alone
knows who are His and He baptizes every one of them
and no others. Paul does not speak of faith in this part

of the epistle, but of baptism. When he preaches justifi
cation it is by faith in His blood: when he declares our
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union witji Christ he says it is effected by means of

baptism,

j

The only place in this epistle where baptism is men
tioned is i^i these two verses, where the fact of spiritual
union with Christ is being declared. The saints are in
Christ Jesus because they were baptized into Him. Noth
ing less tljian an actual spiritual union, which gives a
saint a place before God in Christ Jesus, can meet the
requirements of the argument of chapters six to eight.
It is a sad! proof of our departure from the Pauline rev
elation that there is so little agreement among saints
and teachers as to what baptism into Christ Jesus is and
what it accomplishes for the baptized. Yet Paul expected

all the saints to know that they so participated in

Christ's death to sin as to make it impossible any longer
to live in it. Few see this meaning in baptism in spite
of the clea^* statement of these verses. The reason is not
far to seek. It is because the majority are thinking of
the wrong baptism. This error explains the confusion
and disagreement that have marked the long controversy
about the meaning and efficacy of baptism in general and
about this passage in particular. They who think of the
immersion i of believers in water in the name of Jesus
Christ are pnot thinking in harmony with this revelation.
As spiritual facts rather than eloquent ritual are in
point, Paul cannot be speaking of water baptism only,
but of baptism in spirit, because the ideas of union with
Christ, of death with Him, of entombment together with
Him, and of resurrection and being alive to God in Him
are all spiritual facts.
Consistency demands that, if
there is such a thing as spiritual baptism, that is what

the word h^re means. Only when it is seen that the bap
tism is that in the spirit can the passage be cleared of all
the difficulties which have been imported into it by the
assumption that water baptism is meant. Every spirit
ually minded student of Scripture recoils from the idea,
that a ritual baptism can actually incorporate the bap-

Baptism in Spirit Unites
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tized in the body of Christ. But when it is seen that the
baptism is that of the spirit, a glorious, satisfying revela
tion of the evangel gladdens our heart, enlightens our
intellect, and banishes perplexity.
Why do good men cling so tenaciously to the exter
nal, physical rite and forget the spiritual reality? It is
true that the rite is full of significance, and yet it is
devoid of real spiritual efficacy.
When water baptism
was instituted, it was plainly taught that it was but a
symbol of spirit baptism. In Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
and Acts at the first mention of water baptism the speak
er in each case points from John's baptism in water to
Christ's baptism in holy spirit.
People persistently
cling to John, though he steadily points to the One
stronger than he, Who should come after him and bap
tize in spirit instead of water (Mat. 3:11; Mark 1:8;
Luke 3:16; John 1:33). In Acts 1:5 our Lord again
distinguishes between John's baptism and His, saying:
"You shall be baptized in holy spirit after not many of
these days." This promise of the Father was fulfilled
to the company of believing Israelites who met in the
Temple on the day of Pentecost. Again, when, as Peter
preached to the proselyte Cornelius and his company,
the holy spirit fell on them, Peter said: "Now I am
reminded of the Lord's declaration as He said that
'John indeed baptizes in water, yet you shall be baptized
in holy spirit' " (Acts 11:16; 10: 45). TheAey of water
baptism not only fails to turn in the lock of Romans
6:3-4 and Galatians 3:27, but, when forced, breaks it.
Why not try the other key, that of baptism in spirit,
which opens the lock instead of breaking it? The error
of ignoring spirit baptism in these passages not only
vitiates most of the explanations of them, but worse
still, leads to a direct denial of any baptism in the spirit

which actually introduces the saints into Christ Jesus.
The following excerpts from the writings of the
ablest commentators on this passage will serve to prove
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that the idea of water baptism has blinded the writers
to the meaning of these words of inspiration: "We were
baptized inl reference to Christ Jesus, that is, we were
brought through our baptism into the fellowship of his
death, so t;hat we have a real share ethically in His
death, through the cessation of all our life for sin... 'To
baptize int6' never means anything else than to baptize

in reference to, in respect to. . .

The conception of

becoming immersed into Christ is to be set aside, and vis
not to be supported by the figurative expression of Galatians 3: 27.]' Yet the text says nothing of fellowshiping
His death, nor of ceasing from sin, but tells rather what
happened to Christ and that we are to reckon ourselves
thus also, ^hrist could not cease from sin because He
never began] to sin, yet He died to sin. Our share in His
death is not, ethical; it is that which breaks the author
ity of sin ajnd gives us judicial release from it. Then
the writer i^ forced into a daring denial of the fact of

actual baptism into Christ. It is denied that such pas

sages as our text and Galatians 3:27 say anything of
spiritual unity with Him.
An author and translator of exceptional ability and
spiritual discernment falls at this point into a grave
error that should instruct and warn all the saints. He
translates th(us: "Or know ye not that so many of us as
were baptize^ unto Christ Jesus were baptized unto His

death?" He! makes the following comment: "-'Baptized'
unto Christ pfesus' is certainly correct instead of 'into',

though the ^rreek words, as words merely, might mean,
either. . . . JThe phrase is thus freed from all suspicion

of such a ritualistic force as in very opposite interests
it has been itiade to bear, — as if the wondrous place in
Christ were Conferred in baptism."

This author knows

well what is jthe saint's "wondrous place in Christ", but

he does not jsay how a saint is placed into Him. All
should agree| w^ ^m that it is not. by means of any
ritual, however eloquent it may be; but none should dare
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to alter the language and deny the truth of Scripture
as this teacher does. Is there no alternative to a ritual
baptism? If saints are in Christ Jesus, it is because by
some means they have been put into Him. There must
be some means whereby a real unity with Christ which
has not before existed should be brought about. And if
God reveals that baptism is the means, why does it not
occur to believers that there is a baptism that really con
fers a place in Christ, and one that is free from the
objections that must be brought against ritualism?
Others say: "It is baptism Christward;'' "baptism
is an acknowledgment of Christ as our Lord;" "in the
rite they declared their acceptance of Him as Saviour,
and so came into Him;" "baptism is an outward act by
which the faith of the convert is expressed;" and "it is
the symbol of the believer's union with Christ". How
pitifully inadequate and misleading are these state
ments !
How they distort the language of Scripture!
Christward, but not into Christ; a symbol of a union
which is not actual; man's declaration or acknowledg
ment or expression of faith instead of that saving act
of the great Baptizer in holy spirit by which He unites
His saints to Himself!
The fact, emphasized so strongly by the four
accounts and the Acts, that Christ Himself should super
sede John the Baptist, and that He should baptize in
spirit is well-nigh forgotten. The baptized and his
thoughts and intents in submitting to a rite have ousted
the truth of a better and more effectual baptism. Listen
to these thoughts of men and note how far short of the
truth of our text they fall: "By baptism the disciple
says, 'I hereby declare my conformity to His death and
my fellowship with His resurrection';" again, "faith
lays hold of the fact of Christ's death in the initial act
of baptism;" "baptism is a voluntary parting with the
past and an assuming of a new obligation;" "a volun
tary identifying of one's self with Christ;" and "bap-
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tism means that we were sealed with the seal of heaven,

and as it ivere formally entered and articled to all the

benefits an# obligations of Christian discipleship in gen
eral and of His death in particular". What intolerable
burdens m^n take upon themselves, if all this is true!
The sinner needs not to assume new obligations; he
needs release from the obligations he has.
Voluntary
identification with Christ's death and resurrection where
there is no actual union with Him is sheer nonsense; it
could achieve no deliverance from sin and law.
Another who ought to know better says, "I am-.bap
tized to have part in His death, for through this it is
that I have the righteousness in which He appears before
God, and I in Him." Justification by baptism, whether

in water or! in spirit, is contrary to truth. Baptism can
not take thb place of faith, nor faith the place of bap

tism. It is faith which is reckoned for righteousness.
Justification by His blood is not to be confused with His
death to siiji.
The psychological or "mystical" explanation is un
fortunately coming into favor with the revival of mys
ticism. A famous living mystic says that "mysticism is
immediacy", by which he'means that by contemplation
and love one may attain immediate consciousness of God
and oneness of will with Him. No matter by what
faulty language such experience may be described,
whether it is called a "mystical" experience or the real
ization of (rod, spiritual intercourse with God is a fact
in the experience of some saints in all generations. But
it is untrue to speak of union with Christ as a "mystical
union". It is said that "Paul's doctrine of the mystical
union" with Christ is based on "the foundation of
simple psychological fact. . . the basis of Paul's doctrine
of the mystical union is the apostle's own experience. . .
The proces^ of identification was accomplished in the
sphere of spiritual emotion, for which the apostle pos
sessed remarkable spiritual gifts". Some "mystics" are

"Mystical" but Vital
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disposed to question the authority of Scripture and to
base their religious convictions wholly on an immediate
experience of God. The interpretation now in question
gives to experience an authority which belongs only to
Scripture. It ignores the fact that baptism in spirit is
part of Christ's saving work as truly as was His obedi
ence unto death. Paul and his would-be interpreters are
thus very much at variance. He does not say much of his
intimate experience of God. If he is in an ecstasy, it is to
God, and he does not publish it; when he writes epistles
he reveals God's gospel, which was not accomplished in
the sphere of religious emotion, but in Christ. It is most
pernicious to substitute Paul and his special gifts and
rare attainments for Christ and His baptism in the
spirit, by which baptism He makes all, even the least
gifted of the saints, members of His body.
The union effected by baptism is not "mystical" but
vital, and it gives the saint the same judicial release
from sin that Christ Himself has. Thus the man in Christ
has three relationships to Him. As a creature he is related
to the Firstborn of all creation in Whom the universe
was created; as a man he is related to the last Adam, or
Head of the race; as a saved man he is in Christ Jesus
before God, in Whom he has met all the claims of sin and
law.
By creation he is united to the Firstborn; by
Christ's incarnation he is related to Him as his second
racial Head; and by baptism he is united to the crucified
and risen Head of the church. Into this spiritual rela
tionship Christ baptizes us. Christ's creative work, His
self-emptying and obedience unto death are not more
His deeds than is the baptism by which He unites us to
Himself as having died to sin and living to God. Let
not any experience hide the glory of this saving revela
tion !
Water baptism should help to interpret the baptism
of which it is a symbol, but it has so obsessed the minds
of many interpreters that they cannot see beyond it.
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This is an inexcusable error because Paul declares he was
not commissioned to baptize but to preach the evangel,
while in the same epistle he writes of a baptism which
accomplishes what no piece of ritual can do—"in one
spirit we are all baptized into one body" (1 Cor. 1:17;
12:13). If water baptism that is administered by a man
could baptfze into Christ Jesus, surely this would be
even more important because more effective than preach
ing. At least sacramentarians think so, for they put the
rite before preaching. But if Christ's baptism has super
seded Johnte, if He is the only One Who can baptize in
spirit, the reason why Paul was not commissioned to
baptize is clearly seen. He gives no instructions or com

mands for |he observance of the rite, while he is careful

to do so ab<)ut the Lord's dinner. So long as men believe
they are to work under the terms of the so-called "great

commission'!' of Matthew 28:19-20 they must baptize.

Paul knew he was not so commissioned. Man likes to do

something ijeligious and water baptism is something he

can administer and receive.

Baptisml in spirit is quite as indispensable a part
of our salvjation as is our justification. It ranks in
importance with the impartation of His life by the
spirit, and $YL who have life in Christ are baptized into
Him, are sealed, anointed, and are given the earnest of
the inheritance of the saints in light. Only by baptism
in spirit caji anyone be placed into Christ Jesus and

put on Christ. Sometimes after a baptismal service it is

reported th^t certain persons ''put on Christ in bap

tism", yet the writers do not seriously believe this to,be
anything more than a figurative expression. The danger
of understanding that baptism in water is what Paul
speaks of is that it reduces his words to an empty figure,

or makes th^m teach salvation by ritual. An example is

found in th^ words of a great German commentator:

"The conception of becoming immersed into Christ is to

be set aside ind is not to be supported by the figurative

by Spiritual Reality
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expression of Galatians 3:27." The mischief of such
statements is beyond calculation, for they deny the sub
stantial facts of God's salvation and leave only figures
which represent no reality. Hear what God says: "For
as many as are baptized into Christ, put on Christ, in
Whom there is no Jew nor yet Greek, no slave nor yet
free, no male and female, for you are all one [mascu
line] in Christ Jesus." Is this a figure which represents
membership in a visible, earthly society, or is it a revela
tion of the fact of a spiritual unity in Christ Jesus which
binds into one those who on earth are and must continue
to be most diverse? The answer depends on which bap
tism is understood. If it is in water, then we must deny,
with most Protestants, that the rite makes a real spirit
ual unity with Christ and with all those who are in Him,
or we must accept the teaching of sacramentarians who
say that the physical rite of baptism confers life and a
place in Christ. If it is baptism in spirit, then the glory
of the revelation shines undimmed, gladdening intellect
and heart alike.
Two serious evils have grown out of the failure to see
what is the baptism of which Paul speaks. The first is
that some deny there is such a thing as baptism in spirit
since the Pentecostal era. • A well-known Baptist
pastor, speaking of Ephesians 4: 5, says: '' One excludes
two. One Lord excludes two Lords. One faith excludes
two faiths. One baptism excludes two baptisms." Then
he proceeds to show that the "one baptism" is that in
water, and must therefore exclude baptism in spirit.
Strangely enough he believes that the justified are also
in Christ Jesus, sharing His life and freed with Him
from sin. But he does not say how one is placed into
Christ, unless it is by baptism in water.
The other evil is that many, who do not know what
baptism in spirit really is and does, are caused to look
for some experience which they suppose to be the bap
tism. They know that if anyone has not Christ's spirit,
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that one is not His; but they suppose the baptism in
spirit to bp a special gift of some kind. If man could
baptize in spirit, they would have it done instanter.
Hence they turn to God and vainly pray for what all
who are Really saved have already received.
God's
answer to such prayers is His revelation of the fact that

they are baptized and a command to reckon this true.

Many who ^o not doubt they are in Christ Jesus long for

a "baptism of the spirit". They ignore the baptism by
Christ in spirit by which He gives His own their posi
tion in Hini. Greater than all gifts of the Pentecostal
era is the baptism that makes Christ and His saints one.
Very strangely it is thought by some that they are

converted, "born again," regenerated, or made new
creatures without receiving the spirit. Hence they look

for some pdrceptible spiritual manifestation or gift, such

as speaking with tongues, to follow their conversion as a
"second wqrk of grace". This manifestation is mistaken
for the bapftism in the spirit. The fact that filling with
spirit and baptism in spirit are two different functions
serving .verjr different purposes is not recognized. Bap
tism in spirit at Pentecost identified the believer with

the name df Christ rather than the person of Christ.

By the Petrine ministry, none were baptized into Christ
Jesus: only Paul reveals this wondrous fact. And this
baptism is not accompanied by spiritual demonstrations
to give propf of union with Him. "He who is joined
to the Lord is one spirit,'' and such a person needs no
gift of tongues to prove it to him. Yet to speak of the
experience 6f the saint at this point of the epistle is to
run ahead cif the argument. God's Word is greater evi
dence than all experience. He is declaring facts that
can be made known only by revelation.

Baptism occurs once and is initial; filling with spirit
may be repeated again and again. We are never told to
be baptized I in spirit, but we are told to be filled with
spirit.
Instead of seeking "a fresh baptism of the

from Pilling with Spirit
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spirit", we must be filled with spirit. Spiritual fullness
usually overflows in some kind of utterance or service.
We should not pray for the baptism in spirit; that is
Christ's work, and He does not fail to do it. Nor should
we ask God to fill us with spirit; rather we should obey
His command, "Be filled with spirit" (Eph. 5:18). It
is something we may do. We may be filled with the flesh
or spirit according as we occupy ourselves with either.
There are not two baptisms in spirit any more than there
are two bodies and two Lords. We are baptized once.
It is a kind of unbelief that demands of God that He
confirm His statement about our having been baptized
into Christ by giving us some experience mistakenly
called "the baptism of the holy spirit".
All who are baptized into Christ Jesus are made one
with Him in His saving deeds. They are not only bap
tized into the Person, but are baptized into His death
also. The Person Who died to sin, ^as entombed, was
roused, and is living to God. None of these are private
acts wrought for Himself alone; they are for all men.
Only those who are in Him by spiritual baptism are

actually sharers of His deeds. The statement that we
died to sin is true only of those who are baptized into
His death. The special aspect of His death is His death
to sin. We must insist on the truth so clearly stated in
the following verses that it is a death not for sin but to
sin, so that His connection with the race sin, which He
was made, has been completely and finally broken. What
the death which severed His connection with sin means
to Him it must mean to all who are baptized into it. To
reason that because we are under grace we may with
impunity persist in sin is to deny that the ration of sin
is death, even for the Son of God Himself. He escaped
from sin only by death. If we did not die with Him to
sin, sin still has a claim on us that we cannot meet even
should we die the second death. His death to sin—what
shall we say of it ? It was for all mankind. It is actually
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ours by our baptism into it.

It is no "mystical", sub

jective deat|i to sin wrought by identification of the

human will I with His. It is the historic, objective con

demnation ot£ the whole race and its sin in the person of

the second Man. That death was for me; more than that,

it was actually made mine by baptism into Christ, so
that I am dpad to sin just as He is. The baptism is as
much Christj's saving work as was His death to sin. The
value of Hijs death becomes mine not by faith but by
baptism in spirit. This is evangelic truth which faith
receives andi in which it rejoices.
It is noti baptism into death simply, but into His
death. The word His is the most important one in the
clause. In every respect His death was unlike every
other. He i^ unique in all He is and does. God only
knows all tfyat Christ's death was to Him and to the
universe. D^ath is the common doom of all the sons of
Adam, yet he was not subject to that death. Other men
are subjects! of sin and death and condemnation: He
knew no siik, was not mortal, nor doomed to death.
Other deaths affect only the individual who dies: His
death was racial. Others die in their sin: He died for,
and to their ^sin. He died for all: all others needed Him
to die for thpm. By the common death of mankind God
is not conciliated to the world: by His death we, being
enemies, were conciliated to God. If man's death could
crucify the 0ld humanity, annul the body of sin, and

release from slavery to sin, then Christ's death was a
superfluity a!nd without cause. None ever tasted death

as He, or ensured the shame of the cross, the estrange

ment of God,| and the curse of the law. There are depths
and heights pnd lengths and breadths of meaning and
value in His death that we cannot apprehend, but since
we are baptized into it, all of its deliverance and wealth
of blessing is; ours. My death can do none of the things

for God, for imankind, or for myself that Christ's death

to sin did. % die because I am a sinner: the death He

Possible our Death to Sin
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died was possible because He knew no sin. My death
cannot condemn or remove my own sin: His death can
annul sin in its totality.
Anyone who assumes to speak with adequacy of His
death has not begun to think about it, yet we are sure
that the meditations of our heart on this and all subjects
will be acceptable to God in the measure in which they
conform to His Word. We should listen so carefully as
to hear what He says and avoid all misrepresentation. If
God means what He says, then He must be grieved by
the carelessness that says we are "baptized into a belief
of the redeeming and saving efficacy of that death as
the propitiation for our sins". Baptized into a belief,
whatever that may be, is a wretched substitute for bap
tism into His death. Nor is the propitiatory with its
blood, precious as that is in its place, to be introduced
into our text. Christ is not here the Propitiatory "for
our sins'-, but the second Man bearing the sin of the
race, exhausting the curse, and dying to it. Conscious
ness of our ignorance should make us very careful and
very reverent in our handling of God's Word. Believer,
contemplate His death to sin and His release from it, in
order that He may live to God. Then thank God that by
baptism in spirit this death to sin is thine also.
4. We were entombed, then, together with Him
through baptism into death. The connective then indi
cates that this is an inference from the fact of death,
and the proper inference must be that death is followed
by burial. Burial attests the fact of death and com
pletes it. Baptism-into-the-death is the means by which
we are entombed. Some have discussed whether into
death may be joined with baptism or entombed. We are
not baptized directly into .the tomb, but through death
into the tomb. Baptism is primarily burial, yet death is
the keynote which runs throughout the passage. If we
share His death on the cross, we share also a place with
Him in the tomb. Burial is the last thing that can be
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done for the dead, and it breaks the last tie between
them and the life and activity of men. It is the funeral
service in which the sinner is visibly put away. In Colossians 2:12, where circumcision figures Christ's death,
the signification of baptism is restricted to burial. The
three essential facts of Paul's evangel are Christ's death,
burial, and resurrection (1 Cor. 15:3-4; Acts 13: 28-30;
Col. 2:11-12), and they are the three facts of our text.
Christ's tomb is a subject of perennial interest. If

an angel wejre to say to us: * * Hither! Perceive the place

where the Lord lay,'' with what added interest we should

enter in v^ew of the fact that we were entombed

together with Him. And how we should exult in its
emptiness! None can come out of that tomb into judg
ment or condemnation, for it exhausted even the divine
condemnation. Deliverance from that tomb left behind
it no unsettled claim of justice. These are figures. We
must get our thought away from the literal tomb and
"the watery grave" to the reality of oneness with Christ
in His death to sin and entombment. United with Him
there, we await the rousing with Him, for through en
tombment together with Him we reach the terminus of
the Adam race. Union with Christ Jesus in His death
promises something beyond—a new humanity.
Water baptism is an eloquent figure of baptism in
spirit. It is possible that it has been made to symbolize

too much. We are told that baptism has three parts-

immersion, submergence, emergence—and that these cor
respond to three events in Christ's experience—death,
burial, resurrection. These movements may be repre
sented by three prepositions—into, in, out of. Paul does
not, however, work out any such symbolism. He does
not say baptism symbolizes resurrection. Let us test these
ideas. We are baptized into Christ Jesus, so that we are

in Christ jWus. Shall we take the third step—out of?

We are put into one body and consequently are members

of it—must| we press the figure of emergence? So also

in Order to Resurrection
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with baptism into the name of Jesus Christ. We see the
purpose of baptism is fulfilled by the ideas of into and
the consequent being in. Baptism is into death so that
the baptized is together with Him in entombment, but
nowhere does Scripture suggest that baptism figures the
out of involved in the fact of resurrection.
The popular versions of Colossians 2:12 show the
influence of the belief that emergence is an essential idea
of baptism. *l Having been buried with Him in baptism,
wherein ye were also raised" attributes to baptism what
is the "operation of God". "Through baptism" is sub
stituted for "through the glory of the Father". What
Colossians 2:11-12 says is, "In Whom [Greek, en ho]
ye were circumcised with a circumcision not made with
hands . . . being entombed together with Him in bap
tism, in Whom [Greek, en ho] ye were roused together
with Him." In this passage the force of baptism does not
go beyond the tomb. It is not in baptism wherein we are
roused, but in Christ in Whom God wrought the miracle.
Baptism speaks of burial and not of life. Had this fact
been recognized the ancient error of "baptismal regen
eration" would have been divested of every semblance
of scriptural authority and Tertullian would not have
been guilty of such utterances as this: "Water was the
first to produce that which had life, that it might be no
wonder in baptism if water know how to give life.''
The purpose beyond baptism is now stated. It is that
... we should be walking in newness of life. This is a
spiritual life and walk corresponding to the risen
life of Christ. The physical counterpart of this is the
physical resurrection of the saints to a life of sinlessness
and freedom from all condemnation. The common death
and resurrection of men does not lead to spiritual life.
If we are to be roused together with Him, we must first
be united with Him in His death to sin and His entomb

ment. Baptism into Christ Jesus first puts us into the
place from whence we can be roused and vivified together
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with Him. All men will be resurrected, but only the
saints who are spiritually one with Christ have newness
of life in th6 present and assurance of a resurrection like

Christ's in the future.
Lazarus jdied and was buried, but not with Christ by

baptism in spirit. Such examples of resurrection, where
the subjects! resume their ordinary life and condition of

mortality aid subjection to sin and death, serve to illus

trate the difference between the resurrections of the
saved and the unsaved. The common resurrection does
not deliver any more than does the common death. If it
did, then future judgment and punishment would be as
impossible $or the sinner as it is for the saint. Christ's
resurrection is the pattern to which ours shall conform.
He has the honor of being the Firstborn from among the

dead, Who [alone has immortality (1 Cor. 15:20; Col.

1:18; 1 Tim. 6:15-16). This, then, is one purpose of
spiritual baptism—to make us one with Christ in His
death and burial, in order that we may be one with
Him in His ^isen life. "For if we died together, we shall
be living together also" (2 Tim. 2:11).

That evefi as Christ was roused from among the dead
. . . thus al$o we . . . The believer's walk is to be after
the pattern as well as in the power of Christ's resurrec

tion. Therefore the even as should be a subject of close

contemplation, that the walk may be thus also. When in

the tomb Christ was among the dead and was so related

to them in that state that His resurrection is said to be a

resurrection' of dead ones. That is, the personal resurrec

tion of Chrikt was not only the most glorious illustration
of the fact of resurrection, but a pledge that the rest of
the dead shall be roused. In Romans 1:4 his resurrec
tion was generic, involving all the dead, but in 6:4 it is
an elect resurrection from among the dead. Christ only
is mentioned here, but those who are in Him are else
where said t|o be roused with Him, and this is so because
they were first baptized into His death.

Can be Raised with Him
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When He was among the dead Christ differed from
all others in that He had died to sin. When He was
roused He did not resume His relation to the sin to
which He died. This is insisted on in verse ten. He was
roused from among the dead through the glory of the
Father. The resurrection is God's vindication of His Son,
demonstrating that He is the Son of God. God is uni
formly said to be the One "Who rouses Jesus, our Lord
from among the dead''. In view of this, it is amazing
that anyone should say that Christ in death took up His
own life again. Scripture simply says He had authority
from His Father to lay down His life, without which a
voluntary death would be suicide, and that He had
authority to receive it again when the Father gave it to
Him (John 10:18).
The resurrection of Christ, was the supreme display
of the glory of the Father. In other passages Christ is
said to have been roused by the power of God (1 Cor.
6:14; 2 Cor. 13: 4), for it is the greatest exhibition of
power. God's glory includes His power, but it is more
comprehensive. It includes all that manifests the per
fections of our Saviour God to His creatures. All divine
attributes contribute to the glory of the revelation of
God which was exhibited in the resurrection of Jesus
Christ. That saving act presents His love and righteous
ness and grace and mercy and every other divine excel
lence, as well as His power, in signal and glorious mani
festation. It was concerning the resurrection of Lazarus
that our Lord said to Martha: "You shall be viewing the
glory of God." But concerning the rousing of the Son of
God Paul speaks of the glory of the Father. How much
more is God's grace and power magnified by the resur
rection of Him Who had been made sin!
Thus also, after this pattern, we should be walking in
newness of life. The we is emphatic; it is we who are in
Christ Jesus. Should does not here mean ought; it does
not express obligation but the Father's intention in rous-
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ing Christ in Whom we are. All was in order to our

walk. Eveil thus God values conduct. The divine inten

tion and power for a right walk is presented here; the
details are presented fully in later chapters. There is a
new standard, thus also; a new principle, newness; a new
power, life^ a new motive, the glory of the Father. We
may thank God that He never lowers the standard of
ethical perfection. God could not be what He is and
demand less than He does. But with His requirements
He gives thie enablement.
The saint is to walk in the power of a divine life.
This really anticipates the teaching of chapter eight,
yet it is introduced here because it corresponds with the
question, How shall we still be living in it 1 This life is
the imparted life of Christ as shown in 8: 2-13, where the
principles of our walk are fully presented. The word
newness emphasizes the quality of life derived from the
last Adam in contrast with the former tainted life de
rived from Adam. It is life belonging to the new Creation,
like unto which nothing existed in the primitive creation
(2 Cor. 5:17).
Walk is a very familiar figure in Paul's epistles,
where there is much exhortation and full instruction as
to the saint's conduct. Walk is a repeated step. The
term thus describes the continuity and voluntariness of
the choice and action of a good man. This first occurrence
of the word is found in a setting that emphasizes the
importance of a correct walk. Such a walk silences the
objector who says the gospel produces lawlessness, it
satisfies the moral consciousness of mankind, it presup
poses and is made possible only by union with Christ
and death with Him to sin. Further, it fulfills the aim

of Go(J to h^ve His saints walk in a way that corresponds

to the risen! life of Christ and to His own glory. Thus
all God's saving achievement is made to converge on
Christian conduct. The fruit on a peach tree is not only

an evidence jthat the tree is a peach and is alive, but it is

The "One Baptism"
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the purpose for which the tree exists. It is ever true
that the Father is glorified jus the fruit of His work
abounds in His saints, as it does when their walk is thus
also.

Thus one of the chief divine aims to be realized by the
gospel is a walk on earth that evidences a new life. All
men are wearing the image of the first man; only saints
are wearing the image of the celestial Man also. There
is only one way in which a spiritual kind of life and walk
can be realized. It is not by knowledge alone, for one
may be "as orthodox as the devil and as wicked".
Christlike men and women can be produced only by
Christ, and He can produce them only by entering into
living union with them. On the human side the con
sciousness of personal union with Him is the explanation
of the intense personal devotion of living saints to a
living Christ. A saint is one who, is no longer selfcentered, because His life is centered in God. Holiness
is never conscious of itself or its own effort, because it is
the whole life taken up with God in Christ Jesus.
QUESTIONS
What is the saint's present relation to sin? Has he experi
enced the death of sin in himself? Can he be sure he died to
sin? Is every believer supposed to know this truth? How could
the Roman saints learn it? Was this a later development of
Paul's teaching? How may we discover what Paul taught on
the first missionary journey? When were Paul and Barnabas
together at Antioch? Was the company at Antioch made up of
Greeks or Grecian Jews? (Acts 11:20) Were there any gentile
believers at Antioch? (Gal. 2:11)
Would eating with Grecian
Jews arouse the opposition of the Circumcision? (Gal. 2:11-14).
What was Peter's attitude at the council? (Acts 15:7-11)
Is death to sin true of a special class or of all who are in
Christ Jesus? Are there any believers who are as ignorant as
the objector? Is it proper to use faith and baptism as synony
mous terms?
Who baptizes in spirit?
Is there any greater
cause of division among saints than baptism? Is it the func
tion of baptism to unite, or divide?
Does baptism in water
actually put the subjects into spiritual unity with Christ?
What baptisms are spoken of in the first five books of the
Greek Scriptures? Where were the disciples when holy spirit
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fell on thein at Pentecost?

In the upper room or in the

temple? (Ljike 24:53; Acts 1:13, 14, 15; 2:1, 41; 3:1; 5:20).

Does Scripture speak of baptism of the Spirit or baptism in

spirit?

I.

Is there | such a thing as baptism in spirit now? Must we
deny, as onjy figurative, baptism into Christ? Is the baptism
of this text only a symbol, or an expression of faith, or a

voluntary parting with sin, and assumption of the responsibil

ities of discjipleship? Does this baptism lead to justification?
Is union with Christ merely mystical and experimental? How
is it wrought? What three relations to Christ has the saint?
Was Paul commissioned to circumcise and baptize?
Did he

ever perforni these rites? Were the cases exceptional?
Would Christ's work be complete if He did not baptize in

spirit?

Should we seek to be baptized in spirit after believing

the evangel | of our salvation? Can one be in Christ without
receiving His spirit? Is it our privilege and duty to be filled

with spirit?j By what means are we to be filled with spirit?

What is j our relation to His death?
What is said to be
achieved by His death in verses 3-10?
Did His death differ
from Adam's?
Did Adam's death work out any deliverance?

How are w^ entombed with Christ?
carry us?

How far does baptism

Does it .speak of rousing from among the dead?

What Scriptures assert this?

To what end are we entombed

with Christt Is there a spiritual value corresponding'to the
empty tombj and Christ's life in resurrection? Do all resur
rections deliver from sin and its judgment?

second deati?

Or from

Does the second death deliver from sin?

the

What is Qod's purpose beyond baptism? Is there an elect
resurrection; for the saints as well as for Christ?
Who
roused Christ? (Acts 3:15; 4:10; 5:30; 10:40; 13:30, 37; 26:8;
Rom. 4:23; 6:4; 8:11; 10:9; 1 Cor. 6:14; 15:15; Eph. 1:20;
1 Pet. 1:21) | What attributes of God are manifested in the
rousing of Christ? What is the standard of the saint's walk?

What is meslnt by walk? (Rom. 8:4; 13:13; 14:15; Gal. 5:16;

Eph. 2:10; 4:1, 17; 5:2, 8, 15; Col. 1:10). Ought we so to walk
as to please; God? (1 Thes. 4:1)
Should we be specially
occupied with our walk? (Eph. 5:15) What power is available
to enable the believer to walk correctly? (Rom. 1:16)

Geo. L. Rogers

In Defense

SOME SIGNIFICANT FACTS

The methods used by those who oppose us are eloquent
in our behalf. Even saints not sympathetic with our
teaching can see that, without intending to do so, our
opponents practically disprove their own position. Note
this significant fact:

We are charged with disbelieving theolog
ical formulas, not the Scriptures of truth.
A radio broadcast by one of the great Bible Institutes
claims that we do not believe in "the deity of Christ".
After our printed exposition, such a statement unaccom
panied by the explanation that we do believe every word
that God has said on the subject, is both malicious and
immoral, for it conveys the false impression to millions
of unsuspecting saints that we do not believe God and
degrade the Lord of glory to a mere man. We insist, and
we have a right to insist, that this slander be corrected,
either by stating that we believe what God has said, or
that we do not believe some specific Scripture. In the
latter case it is his duty to send us a private letter first
so that we may correct any misapprehension he may
have, or have an opportunity to recant.
This is the course we have pursued with this same
Bible Institute. Some one sent us word that the Con
cordant Version must be wrong because it does not
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A Scofield Bible

agree with the Scofield Bible.

To simplify the matter,

we will sp^ak of only one point, among several. In a
note on Revelation 20:14, the Scofield Bible makes this
statement:
The words "for ever and ever" ("to the ages of the ages")
are used in Heb. 1. 8 for the duration of the throne of God,
eternal in the sense of unending.

The Concordant Version, in Hebrews 1:8, reads
/'for the eon of the eon", only one eon, instead of the

plural form^ in the Scofield Bible. The sublinear is "into
the eon of-]the eon," with a notation above the line that
"b omits of-the eon". No Greek text that we ever saw

makes it plkral. This is a keystone passage.

We sent a letter to those responsible for the Scofield
Bible, who are still living, as well as to the publishers.

The latter ^ave a courteous reply. One of the sponsors

ignored the letter. The other reminded me that I was
going contrary to evangelical truth, but has never
acknowledged that the Scofield Bible was in error, or
promised to correct it.
In order to make the matter clear I have gone to con
siderable labor and expense in collating the facts regard
ing the margin of the Scofield Bible on this subject and
have put it into type. I prefer not to print this until the
publishers apid sponsors have had an opportunity to con
sider and correct them. This leads me to mention my
second significant fact:

iVe are charged with dissent from

ike authority of men, not God.

The men who sponsored the Scofield Bible are great,
good, and godly. Is this any reason why we should rely
on their weirds, when they so palpably disagree with
God's? One|of their followers,who insisted that the Con
cordant Version must be guaranteed by great names,
became violently abusive when we cited the Scofield
Bible as an example of how the authority of well-meaning

Statement Challenged
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men may lead us astray. We do not worship men, but
God. Anyone can make a mistake, though, in such a
work, it is a serious matter to misrepresent the facts.
But what shall be done with men who refuse to rectify
their errors when they are pointed out to them?
We hereby ask everyone who has a heart for God's
truth to check the facts by the Greek or by a concordance
(not the Concordant publications) and see if Hebrews
1:8 reads
"to the ages of the ages"
as in the Scofield Bible. If not, they are urged to write
a short, courteous note to the publishers, The Oxford
Press, New York City, requesting them to correct this
error. There are other very serious misstatements in the
margin of this Bible, which practically makes it impos
sible for the student to understand God's evangel for
today, but it is best to concentrate on a single fact at first.
So long as the saints prefer the words of these great men
to those of God because these men claim to be faithful to
Him and to know more than their followers, it will be
impossible to reach them with the truth. Once we can
persuade them to go direct to trustworthy records of the
original the spell of human authority will be broken.

A remarkable example of this self-destructive method
comes to us from New Zealand, where there are staunch
advocates of the truth who are suffering much for its
sake. An article contributed by the editor of The Bible
Standard, Auckland, N. Z., to Words of Life, the organ
of the Conditional Immortality Mission, is entitled "Uni
versal Reconciliation or Conditional Immortality". The
striking thing is that this magazine is devoted to the
teaching of Scripture as opposed to the traditions of
man, yet it sets Colossians 1:20 against "conditional
immortality", a phrase invented by man. The conclud
ing paragraph condenses all into a question of believing
"the reconciliation of all things" (which is Scripture,
and refers to the consummation) or the "destruction and
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Do Critics Fear

perdition of ungodly men" (which is not Scripture, and
refers to a judgment long anterior to the universal rec
onciliation)!. It would not seem possible that such an
incident could occur among enlightened students of

God's Worjl. Spiritual leaders deliberately urge their

followers t^> disbelieve plain Scripture, and palm off a

human phrase as Scripture, and insist on applying it to a
place and period contrary to the contexts of passages of
like tenor i^i the Scriptures (2" Pet. 3:7). The present
earth will tje destroyed before the day of God.. The con
summation comes after it.
Furthermore, our opponents pillory us without a
public hearing. As a rule we do not oppose any teaching
in our magazine without doing our best to let our readers
know just what it is. To show that we are not afraid to

let our readers know what others say, we usually present
the whole of their exposition. Our opponents are like the

judge who, paving heard one side of the case, was listen

ing to the other. "Hold on," he cried to the attorney,
"I understood this case clearly before you began. You
are only confusing me. Say no more!" The significant

fact is, that!

Our opponents refuse to allow their readers
to se$ our words and warn fhem against
reading them. We publish theirs with our
reply.

Which ik more likely to be right ? Is the truth so
weak that it! cannot bear investigation? On our side are
no great men, no learned names, no authority, no preju
dice or venerable tradition. The heavy armor is all with

you, my brethren! We have only a few pebbles and a
sling. Why | fear our feeble efforts, if we are not backed
by the power of God?
Still further, when the plain facts of the Scriptures
are presented to them they refuse to recognize what is
written, or p) make it known to their readers, because

to Face the Facts?
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these facts conflict with their published views. " A con
viction regarding the Bible" does not alter the facts in
the Scriptures. I have made a private appeal to The
Sunday School Times to publish the fact that in death
the spirit of man is not associated with sheol or hades.
Perhaps it will help if this should be called to their
attention by others, especially their friends and support
ers. If this is not so, it can easily be disproved, and we
will publish the evidence against it, with our recantation.
We are willing to undergo the humiliation which this
will bring to us if it corrects our conception of God and
His Word.
In this editorial I speak only of facts, not interpreta
tions. I am far from home, in Jerusalem, and occupied
with many interesting and important affairs, but I can
not restrain a tremendous urge to try to open the eyes
of my beloved brethren in the faith in the United States
to the fact that, despite their strong stand for the super
natural in God's revelation, they themselves are snared
by falsehood, garbed in decorative garments, masquerad
ing under the name of "evangelical'' and "fundamen
tal " and "sound" and even "truth". At the risk of
being misunderstood I avow to you, my brethren, that I
am glad when you charge me with teaching contrary to
all of these, so long as you are unable to show that I
teach contrary to any of God's Word, in the original.
Brethren, are you blind? Do you not see that, when
you bring against us the words of men you are convict
ing yourselves of departure from the living God? The
very phrasing of your charge shows the lack of vital
faith. I do not believe in any doctrine. I believe God,
the words that He has inspired. It is impossible even for
you to believe Him, concerning "the deity of Christ",
for He has never used this phrase. He has said that, in
Christ, "the entire complement of the Deity is dwelling
bodily" (Col. 2:8, 9). This is the only passage where
the word "Deity" (theotes) occurs in the Greek Scrip-
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tures, an<J here, certainly, He is not Deity. The phrase

"deity off Christ" practically does away with the
Anointed\ It robs us of the Mediator. It contradicts

God's whole method of revealing Himself through
Another, [Who is His Fullness and our Fullness as well.

Therefore, I charge, in the matter at issue, that the

Fundamentalist organizations and periodicals, the Bible
Institute^ the denominations and their colleges and
professors who have taken* a stand against us have
definitely departed from the Word of the living God and
have turned to the authority of men, and have put evan
gelical creeds in the place of the inspired Scriptures. If
not, why do they appeal to these and not to God's Word?
Why do tjiey ignore the facts in the original? Why do
they persist in publishing what is palpably false ? • Their
adherents are deceived by their protestations of fidelity

to God's Revelation and are hindered from receiving the
truth by £uch methods.

-

Some tijne ago the editor of a fundamentalist magazine
charged nie with error in regard to "the third Person of

the Trinitjy''. In reply I promised to answer when his

charges were recast into the language of Scripture. As

my request has not been acted upon, I have come to the
conclusioii that the charges against me amnot be ex
pressed inj the words of Holy Writ. This fundamentalist
magazine |is contending for the fundamental error that

we must Relieve man's formulas and not God's words.

The fact that he is not able to express his indictment

against m6 without using terms unknown to God's Book
goes far tq prove that he is wrong and I am right. I hope
to put this on his conscience, and to exercise the con
sciences of his friends as well.
Now, however, the offense has been repeated by a

radio speaker connected with the Moody Bible Institute.
So far as 11 know, these men never say that we do not
believe such and such a passage of Scripture. They do
not quote! a text, even from the Authorized Version,

vs. God's Inspired Words
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which was corrupted by men who believed as they do on
these themes. They do not appeal to the original. How
grand it would be if they would come out bravely and
say "The original is so and so. The Concordant teaching
accepts this literally, as it stands. But we do not, for
the following reasons. . .
It is not evangelical. . .
Great and good men teach otherwise. . . It is not the
truth.".
Brethren, the time has come for us to define our posi
tions. Cease seeking shelter behind a barricade of pious
phrases and come out into the open. Test your hearts in
the presence of God. Are you teaching what you have
been told by men? Do you trust great men, grand men,
good men, godly men, gifted men, gracious men, glorious
men—but not inspired menf
Leave off from man, whose breath is in his nostrils,
For wherein is he to be reckoned?
APOSTASY FROM PAUL

Even when Paul was alive he could complain that all
in the province of Asia had turned away from him. This
is sadly true today, especially among those who are zeal
ous for the Bible. It is a notable fact that Paul wrote a
complete treatise on his evangel, which should be used
in its propagation and discussion. I thank God from the
bottom of my heart that I was saved through reading
Romans.
If I had listened to a preacher it probably
would have been John three sixteen. And I here unhesi
tatingly affirm that the use of this text is an unfailing
indication of apostasy from Paul and the true evangel
for today. I have held back my conviction on this point
because I know the honest zeal and fervent love back of
much of the effort to put this text before sinners. I do
not wish to give offense. But the truth must be spoken.
Just a few days ago I suggested to an earnest, eager
searcher after truth that John was a minister of the Cir
cumcision, hence John 3:16 and the other texts most
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Romans 4:16 Applies Now;

used in Evangelization were not applicable in this econ

omy. All he could say was, "No! that can't be!" But

he could i not produce any evidence for his words. The
prejudice produced by fundamentalist literature is so

strongly ^n favor of Circumcision teaching that Paul is

practically ruled out. An occasional text taken from his

writings {is usually modified to mix with others from the
Circumcision evangel. A passage from Acts is grafted
on to it dnd it loses all of its true flavor.

A series of gospel addresses was given in Jerusalem

lately. I went to one of them. The speaker started out
with a forcible and eloquent appeal to sinners to use
their wiljl power, apart from which, he assured them,
they coulcl not be saved. His text was "Whosoever will".

He ende4 with another appeal to their courage, insisting
that it wtould take much of it to effect their salvation.
Only the fearless can be saved. In the middle of his
address hp said a very little about Christ. The audience
was possibly the most spiritual to be had in the holy city.
They were beaming. Such a wonderful address! My
heart wa& heavy, so I wrote him a kindly letter, saying
that I could never have been saved if it had depended
on my v^ill and courage. I directed his attention to
Paul's words, "not of him who is willing" (Eom. 9:16),
and "therefore" it is of faith that it may accord with

grace" ([Rom. 4:16).

As I Received no reply, I asked a friend to go to the
next meeting. Then the evangelist said that someone had
written tp him, emphasizing salvation by grace. But he

did not produce a single passage from Romans, or from

Paul's epistles, to refute it. Instead he quoted "Ye will
not come! to Me" (John 5:40), and left his audience to
infer that those who followed Him willed to do so. The

inference) is unfounded and false. Even among the Circumcisioii salvation is by God's will setting aside the will

of man. jit is not necessary to be positive or negative.
The normal state is neutral.

"Whosoever will" is ad-

John 3:16 in the Future
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dressed to the ecclesia, not to sinners (Un. 22:16).
There is no emphasis on their will. The abuse of such
lovely words as these to distort the gracious evangel of
God, as set forth in Eomans may make angels weep, but
it seems to suit the saints. This is a different evangel
which is not another. Let God Himself pronounce His
anathema upon it (Gal. 1:8).
I must speak of these things and unburden my con
science. In the midst of men who are personally far
superior to me in every way, it was not easy to point out
their defections. Now I am at a distance. I am not
thinking of any particular person or persons. I ought
to be about my translation work or my investigation of
the land, now that I am here. But I cannot contain it.
I must have relief. I myself have had a hand in printing
the gospel of John in hundred thousand lots. Others
have printed them by the million, I believe. There was a
movement on foot to put one in every home in the land,
I understand. I sincerely pray and hope that God will
use His Word for the salvation and blessing of many,
even by this means. If He did not work with poor tools,
He could not use His saints at all. But I wish to affirm
with all the vigor at my command, that every gospel of
John which is produced in order to evangelize the nations
in this administration of God's transcendent grace is a
positive proof of the apostasy from Paul, for Romans
was written for this very purpose, and John was not.
John's evangel will have its place when Israel is
once more before God, and blessing will flow through the
chosen nation to the gentiles. The effect of its appropria
tion, at present, along with the rest of the Circumcision
writings, has been to blind the believer to Paul's evangel,
to degrade God's grace, to inject the human element, to
retrograde, for Paul's revelation is far beyond and above
all that was confided to the twelve apostles. The bastard
evangel of today is a grotesque unnatural monster, com
ing from the combination of Paul and Peter, or, more
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Paul Enlightens All

often, the! adulteration of the pure, limpid, delicious

grace of God, unmixed with human merit, by a lower
revelation j in which human and legal elements still re
main, in order to reveal man's impotence and sin.
I know how unpopular such a message as mine is
bound to tpe. I know the loathing which it will create in
breasts which are burdened "for souls", as the false
expression! is. Like Jonah, I do not want to go to Nine
veh. But % dread the sea and the belly of the fish even
more, so I have no choice. It is not my will to write these
things. Itl alienates friends and makes enemies of the
very men j whose fellowship I crave, and to whom I
desire to ipipart much treasure. But, deep down in the
hearts of aj.1 is the solemn conviction that all is not right,

and there is a desire to discover the cause. Perhaps few

will face tfce facts. But to these I submit that we have
forsaken the right way and have gone astray. Paul alone

is to enlighten all as to the present secret administration
(Eph. 3:9).

We have turned from him and distorted

the rest of j the Scriptures by "applying" it to ourselves.

The very evangel which delights us is confusion and cor
ruption.
|
The significant fact to which I wish to draw attention

is this: ' Wje quote Paul and our opponents come back
with Peteri We seek to keep our teaching clear by refus
ing to mix truth from a different administration into it.
Others seek to cloud and confuse the truth by mixing
texts from various administrations into a dish more pal
atable to pur perverted palates. And this is done by

the very oiies who insist on "rightly dividing the word

of truth",! and who quote with approval "distinguish

the dispensations and difficulties will disappear". It is
blindness on the part of those who say "We see". Hence
it is so dense. May our Lord, Who healed a blind man
not many paces from the place where this is written,
help me to! open the eyes of some of His beloved saints
to the abysmal darkness of these degenerate days!

Significant Distinctions
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CONCORDANT RENDERINGS

We are well aware of the weakness of our position* if
we should not insist on the use of concordant renderings
or the originals. The advantage, however, is not always
on the other side. In proving that salvation is by God's
will, not man's, we might have quoted James 1:18 from
the Authorized Version: "Of His own will begat He us
with the word of truth." We refrained from doing so
because the word will is a different term in the Greek.
Indeed, it is a stronger term, more absolute, which we
have rendered intention, and would have added much
weight to our position if we had thought it necessary,
and had taken the space to explain it. But to inject it
into the discussion without apology might lead to slight
confusion, and we wish to avoid this, even if it is in our
favor.
If God has made a difference, we should make a dis
tinction. Some of these seem, at first glance, to be trivial
and inconsequential. Take, for example, the words katallasso and apokatalZasso, conciliate and reconcile and the
corresponding nouns. Not only does the Authorized Ver
sion fail to distinguish them, but the Scofield Bible sets
its seal on this confusion by statements in its notes which
make it impossible for its readers to discover it.
It
should have pointed it out, instead. As this is the key to
the evangel for today, this edition of the Bible, helpful
as it is, and professing to open the door of knowledge to
the student, actually locks it on the subject of the pres
ent evangel! Its notes are definitely discordant, tested
by the facts of the original.
In closing this series of significant facts, we must
guard our position by reaffirming our faith in God's
Word in the original, the Scriptures, rather than any
translation of it, the Bible, in any language, or by any
method which filters it through a human mind, without
safeguards to prevent the intrusion of human opinion.
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Concordant Methods

But how many who reject our teaching spread out the
concordant evidence? Who actually prints all of the texts
to show the unlearned all of the contexts in which a given

word occurs? We might go further. Who considers the
divine vocabulary as a whole, in order to further find
the finer shades which exist between synonyms? What
better safeguard can be given to avoid the intrusion of
our own imagination?

The reason for this article is this: Many of our
readers may not have the time or equipment to investi
gate our findings fully. That is a work of many years.
Let them jconsider our methods. Are these safe and sane

and sound? Do we appeal to God or to man, to divine

revelation or human authority? Do we shut our eyes to
the other side ? Do we make a mixture of the administra
tions? Dd we give you any safeguard against our own
bias? In all of these matters the methods of our oppo
nents will not stand the test. They rely on Christian
creeds rather than the sacred Scriptures. The weight of
men's woipds outweighs the sayings of inspiration. They

fear to hajsre their friends investigate our findings. They

refuse to consider the results of fresh concordant evi
dence andj will not have a version based on this principle.
I have | before me the general situation in America in
this article, and not the lesser movements in other coun
tries, to whom some of my observations may not apply.
I am somewhat relieved after writing it, but not at all

happy at paving done so, or at the prospect of its effect

on brethren whom I respect and, in some ways, emulate.

I like to prophesy smooth things, and please men. But,
0, my brethren, is it not better to face the facts, and suf

fer for Hib sake, than to drift along in comparative com

fort, to tape them in that day? I wish to reach all, but I
especially j wish to convince those who are competent to
teach others, so that, in these few remaining days, a

little light! may shine into hearts which God has prepared
to perceiv^ it.

I agonize as though it depended on me,

Disclose God's Truth
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but, at the same time, I rest in my impotence, knowing
that God needs my weakness to work His will.
To my friends I would add a paragraph. Many, by
reason of previous teaching and prejudice, may not be
able to appreciate the wonderful truths we teach. Per
haps a few words along the line of this article will
help them. Once they are convinced of the purity of our
motives and the impartiality of our methods their hearts
will not close against our message. In taking this severe
stand against the teaching of those with whom I would
like, in many ways, to be associated, I shall look for
special loyalty from the little remnant who stand with
me for God and His unadorned, unadulterated Word.
Let us seek to please Him and pray that His power will
tabernacle over our infirmity.
A. E. K.
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THE PALESTINE EXPEDITION

Bethany! How I have kept myself from going there before is
a mystery, but this morning we pushed our way through color
ful, odorous David street and the Sook (Market), and the Via
Dolorosa to St. Stephen's gate, down into the Kedron ravine,
past Gethsemane up the steep, stair-like ascent to Olivet, by
the Russian buildings, down on the further side to Bethphage
and thence on to Bethany. I have had a strange longing to
walk to Bethany, as if it would be some dishonor to Him if I
whirled along in an auto where He trod with weary feet when
His day was done in Jerusalem. My lameness is very much
better, but I foolishly wore new shoes, and now have a sort of
silly satisfaction in being a bit foot sore after the trip. It is
only five kilometers, not much over three miles to Bethany on
the main road, by which we returned. The more direct path
is somewhat shorter, but much steeper. No vehicle could pos
sibly climb it, for there is a real rock step every fifty feet or
so up the side of Olivet.
The view from Olive's brow across the gorge of the Jordan
and the Dead Sea to the mountains of Moab must always be
entrancing to one who senses its spiritual values.
Only
glimpses of the waters are visible between the intervening
hills. Most of the way down to Bethany the sea is in sight, but
in the village it disappears. Olivet sends out a short spur to
the east where the Russian tower is. The road ran along the
right side of this extension.

Ahead is a circular hill, some

what detached from Olivet by a slight depression. Here "two
roads meet", or rather the "encircling road" sends off a branch
to Jerusalem. It is supposed that here it was that the colt was
tied which our Lord used for His entry into Jerusalem (Mark
11:2-8). When translating this passage, I could not understand
the force of "encircling", for I thought that Bethany was on
the eastern slope of the ridge of Olivet. It is really on the

southeastern slope of the next hill, separated from it by a
slight depression. This is not a prolonged eminence, like
Olivet.

It has a single peak.
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Bethany

A road through present Bethany runs around this eleva
tion. You can reach the Olivet road by going on either side of

the hill, from Bethany. I shall remember the spot as the place
where two men met. I was slightly in advance, when suddenly
I saw that there was a picture ahead and that I had probably
gone too far already to focus it properly in my camera. I
stopped instantly only to get quite a jolt from behind. I should
have signalled my intention to stop. Some religious order has

put up a building near this junction.

Just beyond is Beth-

phage. At least there is a sign to that effect on a gate post. It
is possible that both Bethany and Bethphage have shifted with
the years. I do not feel very certain of the present locations.

The encircling road and its junction seem more certain.
Backshejesh!

A self-constituted thirteen-year young guide

insists on peing our mentor in Bethany. He has scented the
millionaires afar off. He gives me the welcome assurance that

I am very rich, but I am sorry to say that he became no richer

on that accjount. When asked for his license to act as a guide

he pretended to have it at home! I wish I could be all alone
in this sacred neighborhood for a few hours. But no. Amid
frantic criks of "Lazarus torn!" "Grave of Lazarus!" we

saunter by a cavernous building, satisfied of one thing that it

was not wl^at is claimed for it. Those who have gone below

say that it; certainly is not Jewish. The house of Simon the
Leper, as well as that of Mary, Martha, and Lazarus, has been
moved occasionally, so that all is deception in this sacred
spot, as corrupt as Lazarus himself before he was raised from
among the dead.

"House pf humility," such is the significance of the name.

No wonder |the Humble One wended His weary way to Bethany
to find rest| when His day's duties were done. Here He could
rest. Only i in humility is true repose. He exhorted His dis
ciples to be meek and humble in heart, and thus find rest for
their souls. In haughty Jerusalem, the self-righteous rulers and

proud priests were wearing and wearying. He could not find
rest in sucji a city. In the house of Lazarus, He found lowli
ness and relaxation. Martha served. Mary sat at the feet she
anointed arid wiped with her hair. Lazarus was lowly. It was
a home of humility. The Lord loved its inmates. There His
humble heart could find real repose.
Here we have the scene of one of the most marvelous and

significant tragedies in the

Scriptures.

These lovely, lowly

saints who j attracted the love of our Lord, are subjected to

special suffering.

God gives them an experience of evil to

further hutnble them.
Lazarus was sick. When the Lord
learned of it, instead of hastening to his relief, He deliberately
remained where He was. He did not "allow" Lazarus to die.
He deliberately decreed his death. Is that the way of love?
It is. Not for us, for we cannot raise the dead. Let us never
think of using evil to effect good. But here, in this humble

"Abraham's Vineyard"
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spot we may learn some of the secrets of God's ways with
those He loves. Let us also waste our most precious possession
for His delectation!
THE SYRIAN ORPHANAGE

At the Sunday meeting we made the acquaintance of C. H.
Adams, an American missionary and guide. Early Monday
morning he called, and conducted us through the Schneller
Syrian orphanage and showed us some sights on "Abraham's
Vineyard", besides giving us much valuable information and
advice, which will, we hope, materially reduce our expenses
and further our investigations. An intelligent foreign guide
is greatly to be preferred in this land.
The Schneller orphanage is a German institution, a model
of its kind. It is a small city in itself, as it grinds its own
flour, bakes its own bread, makes its own shoes, manufactures
its own furniture, ironwork, brick, tile, pottery, printing, etc.,
etc., though its principal buildings are devoted to dormitories
and classrooms for the hundreds of homeless waifs who are
gathered from the hovels of the land, not to forget the large

chapel, for an air of genuine piety pervades the place, and is

evident in the numerous scriptural inscriptions and in the
salutations of the children. Strict discipline, constant employ
ment, expert instruction in manual arts as well as from books,
added to evangelical teaching, is doing wonders for the child
ren who are fortunate enough to be helpless. At present the
work is hampered for lack of contributions from Germany,
but I understand that the efficient and busy business ventures,
especially the tile works, will keep it going indefinitely.
Abraham's vineyard, as usual, is not a vineyard, and is in
no way identified with the father of the faithful. It is on the
northwestern outskirts of the city. But it probably was a vine
yard at one time, for it contains the one complete specimen
of wine vat in this part of Palestine. Beneath the mansion are
several caves, one of which makes a good-sized room, circular,

with vaulted ceiling, cut in the solid stone. The walls are
dotted everywhere with small niches, which are supposed to be

receptacles for the ashes of the dead. This cave is so old that
its history is lost in the misty past.
As the building is situated on an eminence, the panorama
from the roof is magnificent and historic. The eye can sweep
around a complete circle and seldom fail to rest near some
sight sanctified by the sacred scrolls.
INDOOR

WORK

What will become of this chronicle if I spend many days
as I did yesterday? Here I am in the Holy Land, and my
studies, letters, and visitors kept me from stepping out of
doors all day. The weather is fine, but we are waiting till
after the rain to make some trips. Others will be better done

in the winter, when we go to Galilee and the Dead Sea.
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A Complete Panorama

At honie again today, but, without moving, I can see worth

while sights outside the balcony doors as I write. There is a
German girls' orphanage back of this house.

The playground

is just below us. Beyond there is a small orchard of fig and
olive tree^. As I write the children are "beating" off the olives
(Deut. 24 j 20). Some are below, picking up the berries and put

ting them] into a large basket. The workers are distinguished
by a whitp cloth wound around the head, to keep off the dust,

for everything about this orphanage is clean, or "sauber", as

the Germans say. Every morning a detail goes over (!the
grounds, and picks up whatever rubbish may have dropped

the day before.
!

A PANORAMA OF JERUSALEM

This morning we went back to the mansion on Abraham's
vineyard and took a series of pictures from the roof which,
placed side by side, will give the panorama complete. Begin

ning with! the tall chimney of the neighboring tile works, we
look beyond to the hills near Emmaus; a little further to the

north is t|ie divide. On the left water flows down to the Medi

terranean]

On the right it runs

down the Kedron ravine,

between the city and Olivet, to the Dead Sea.

Almost directly

north is I^amallah, and beyond it lies Bethel. Slightly to the
east, and jmuch nearer, is poor Anathoth. Just below us, on
the opposite slope, is Scopus, where the armies encamped

against tl|e city in time past.

Just now some of the young

Palestine police are playing football in the hot sun, on this
historic spot. On the hill above them is the city reservoir, on
the ridge! which, prolonged, is mount Olivet, which occupies

the skylin|e on the entire east except where the distant purple

of the mountains of Moab peeps above its undulations at inter

vals.

On Olivet our eyes rest on the British cemetery, further

east, the jHebrew University, still further, the Augusta Vic

toria Institution,

and the tall Russian tower.

Lying below

these is Jerusalem, with its domes and towers below us. Its

southern ^nd western heights shut out the further hills in that

direction. | Swinging around the south and west, we come back

again to the tall chimney from which we started.
A HEBREW ATHEIST

Most significant

was the

discussion

which

followed

our

return to jthe room of Mr. Adams. Two young Jews came, one
a militant! atheist, a good sample of the average son of Jacob
in this larid. He began with Darwin. I asked him for a single

fact in all the universe which was in accord with Darwin's
theory. lie cited certain geological strata in Thibet, which
contained [fossils proving the theory of evolution.

I asked if

he had se^n them. He said he would gladly go to see them if

I would provide him with a few thousand dollars!
Again pressed for facts, he said that a mule had been prop
agated by a mule somewhere in Palestine. I asked how many
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there were of this new species. He said that there was only
one. This ruled that out. Then he said that guinea pigs of
two kinds had produced rabbit eggs. Asked where I could see
the rabbits he said that there were none. As he was studying
agriculture, I urged him to try to apply Darwinism in practise
in his work. He then insisted that the Bible taught that our
Lord was the natural seed of David, hence could not have
God for His father. Being shown that He was the Son of
David, in Matthew, not the seed, he had nothing to say. His is,
I am told, a typical case. A little second hand, out of date
"science" is set against the Scriptures. The fact that there is

not a single fact in nature to sustain their theories does not

occur to them. The further fact that all nature accords with
the Scriptures is scouted by them. I ask for special petitions
for this young man and the many sons of Jacob who are blind,
that He may touch their eyes and give them a sight of Himself.
I pressed home upon him the fact that his people were suffer
ing because His blood was upon them, and the further fact
that there was no other sacrifice for his sins. I felt that God
had forced me into this meeting, for I had other business to
do, and this was entirely of His arrangement. This gives me
confidence that He will use it for His glory.
CHURCH

SERVICES

Sunday found us attending the American Church services
in the morning. There was the usual congregational singing,
no choir, much earnest prayer, and a thoughtful sermon, fol
lowed by the communion. In the afternoon we went to a gospel
meeting held by one of the divisions of the so-called Plymouth
Brethren. After the meeting I was introduced to the principal
speaker, and mentioned the fact that I was working on a
translation of the Scriptures. He seemed to explode. "We
don't want any more translations!
We have too many
already!" And so forth. I answered him never a word, but
could not help thinking, "This is the fruit of Brethrenism!
Thank God that I was delivered from it early in my career!"
A little light, lacking love.
ARABIC LESSONS

We have just succeeded in deciphering our first Arabic»
sign, Belad al Kuds, the Holy City. The main difficulty with
Arabic signs is the profusion of ornamentation. They look
as if they were made in a snow-storm, and many of the flakes
were caught fast. Perhaps it would be more realistic if the
letters were compared to little snakes and the little wriggling
marks that fill every empty space to earth worms, but it might
prejudice our friends against the language. Its close relation
ship to ancient Hebrew becomes more apparent the deeper we
go into it. But we must be careful. I was about to begin an
investigation as to the Hebrew g (gimel), pronounced hard g,
because the Arabs here change it to j always. Thus En Gedi is
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What are '' Christians'' ?

Ain Jidi inj Arabic. But friends tell me that this is only local.
In Egypt tfie Arabs use the hard g. I did not intend to learn

the letters,! but circumstances compelled me. Now I am glad
I did, for jit is through the printed page that the greatest
profit will pome to me and the work.
I have never-read the Koran, so was a little surprised to
find that it has an appeal to believers in Christ Jesus. This is

given in th|e last lesson of one of our Arabic booklets. I knew
that the Mohammedans consider Christians idolators who wor
ship three Igods. As my custom is, when I first heard of it I
considered the possibility that they are correct, and I have not
been able to disprove it by the Scriptures to this day. I am

far indeed I from being a Mohammedan, though I also believe

in only onfe God. In the Scriptures "Christians" are always
Jews, disciples of the coming kingdom. It is never applied to
gentiles. So I can hardly claim the title. Who can? The Jews
don't! Popularly, it refers to those who hold the "trinity". I
don't. I am inclined to claim that I am not a "Christian".
But that wbuld also be misleading. So I cling to the vital real
ity. I am a believer, not "in God" or "in the Bible", but I

believe God and not man. Verse 169 of chapter 4, of the Koran

has no claiin on our faith, but it is an interesting commentary
on the departure of "Christianity" from the faith. It follows:

"O people I of the Book!

commit no extravagance in your

religion; apd speak not of God except the truth. For verily
Christ Jesus, the Son of Mary, is the apostle of God, and His

Word whicji He conveyed into Mary, and a Spirit from Him
self. Believe therefore in God and His apostles, and say not
'a Trinity' 1'. Christianity is no longer composed of "people of

the Book".' Tradition has encrusted the sacred volume,

I

WAS IT A WATERSPOUT?

This chronicle is not intended to record my adventures in
translation | making, but an occasional item of special interest
may be welcome. Striking examples, such as the one in view,
are not to j be taken as representative. There will be many
more changes in the Hebrew than in the Greek. Few of them

are as problematical as this. For example, I heard a preacher

otake as his; text, "There is a way that seemeth right unto a
man, but the end thereof are the ways of death" (Prov. 16:25).

I mentally jagreed, for I was quite sure that his text deceived

him. Looking it up in the Hebrew I found that, in place of
seemeth, there was a word which denotes reality, actuality. It
ought to re>d somewhat as follows:

Th^re is a really straight way before a man,
Yet at last it is the way of death.

This seepis to refer to the just law that, nevertheless, deals
out death, jit is not a tantalizing statement that anyone may

hurl at another in order to awaken fear and distrust. This
preacher particularly deemed the human will and courage as
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the prime requisites for salvation. These are certainly deadly.
Working on the translation of Joshua 3:13, I found that
the word in the Authorized Version "heap" came from a root
meaning flit. It denotes motion like that of a bird in flight,
rather than a standing still, like a heap. But how can water
in motion stand up and fly away? No sooner had I clarified
the basic idea in my mind that I recalled an awe-inspiring
scene of my childhood in St. Louis, which I have seen several
times since. Hovering over the Mississippi river was a green
ish black cloud with a funnel-shaped tentacle which reached
down to the water and sucked it into the heavens. It was a
waterspout. It made the water stand up and fly away by its
centrifugal force.
Could not this be the meaning of this
Hebrew word? All of its occurences seem to bear it, for it also
refers to the crossing of the Red Sea (Ex. 15:8). There, more
over, the wind is directly mentioned as the agent in gathering
the waters and causing them to stand up. Two other refer
ences concern the crossing of the Jordan (Josh. 3:13, 16).
How simple would be the action of a whirlwind in this case!
The difficult Hebrew words are stand and one and flitter.
Translating "stand one waterspout" seems to solve all the
problems. A "heap" of waters has its difficulties. At that time
the Jordan is full. It would pile up into an enormous wall of
water which would sweep Gilgal, their lodging place, into the
Dead Sea if it were released all at once. At the conclusion of
Israel's crossing the waters seem to have returned to normal,
which would not have been the case if the waters had not
"flitted". There will be much time to reconsider this before
the version is ready. I will look over the ground thoroughly
to see if that has any voice in the matter.
STRENUOUS

CONVERSATION

I have just been watching the little girls - talking in the
orphans' home next door. No, I did not say listening, for I am
too honorable to eavesdrop, and too far away to hear distinctly,
and I don't understand their language. But their gestures are
most eloquent. See yonder little tot throw up her arms to high
heaven as though imploring all the powers of nature to bear
witness to her words. Her voice is fit for the crisis in some
great tragedy, for she is tremendously in earnest. She probably
has to wear an old frock because of the threatening rain, for
she plucks at a sleeve as though she would like to tear it off.
Now she is flinging her hands about right in the face of that
dark-haired child, who does not flinch. In America that would
be a challenge to single combat, without gloves. But she has
no belligerent intentions, for both walk off with their arms
about each other, with broad smiles and laughing eyes.
I have often watched a friendly argument here with con
siderable trepidation. They throw their bodies into their speech
by way of emphasis. Even a preacher laughingly said that he
would be unable to speak if his hands were tied behind his
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Linguistic Gesticulations

back. Thfc body is twisted into all sorts of fantastic shapes.
They jump up and down. Their arms wave like windmills, but
always succeed in missing the mark. They are simply beating
the air, riot their opponent.

It is most uncomfortable for a

foreigner,! who instinctively would like to throw up his arms

to shield!his face.

Their eyes flash fire.

Their voices rise.

They wai^, they shriek, they groan. Nothing less than the
fate of the British Empire must be at stake. Time is no object.

They pay! each other left-handed compliments which have to
do with tjheir respective fathers and grandfathers and more
remote ancestors, who are probably resting in peace long since.

Finally, they compromise, and each proudly departs with his

honor unsullied and his pride pacified.
lost?) a
exercise.

penny

by

an hour's

See th^it man at the telephone?

sane.

Each has saved

enjoyable,

though

(or

strenuous

Do not fear, he is quite

He jdoes not realize that television has not be perfected

yet. It is jhard for him to speak, for he must hold the instru
ment in his left hand. But his right is making up for it, his
head is bobbing, his whole body is doing a setting up exercise

—quite beneficial this early in the morning. Not only that,
but he is !speaking loudly. Perhaps he is trying to make his
message rfeach a long way. But I assure you that all is quite
normal. It is just our own queer western notions that give
such scenes their interest and liumor.

I

"butter in a lordly dish"

I have |been trying leben in the evening—but a very small

quantity.

|I seem to get exceedingly drowsy, and now sleep

about six hours in place of four or five, as I have been doing.
I suppose I should take a large quantity, and nothing else, for

a full nighjt's rest. But there is a little noise here, which keeps

me awake.| We are going to a very quiet place. This leben is

the artificially soured full milk which Jael gave to Sisera in

a "lordly idish", probably a wooden bowl (Judges 5:25), in

order to insure complete insensibility. It seems to be like the
Bulgarian culture which was once quite popular. If it really
has the soporific properties claimed for it, I know of no other
so harmless in its other effects. In fact, it seems to be health
ful as well as sleep inducing.

|

THE EARLY RAIN

The raijn is falling from a leaden sky, and it just suits my

mood. For many months the sun has been shining, with hardly
a cloud to obscure the azure vault. My soul has been soaring
above the petty pains and penalties of earth, with high flights
and dizzy flips, but now it is like yonder little birds cowering

beneath thje eaves from the cold and from the wet.

To them

the rain is' an evil to be endured. Do they know, and are they
thankful for the blessing that it brings? No rain would mean
disease and death. To us evil is a great blessing in disguise.

"The Early and the Latter Rain"

.
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God gives experience of ill
To Adam's sons to humble them (Ecc. 1:13).
Humiliation is sad but salutary. It chastens the spirit, and
softens the clods for the growth of seeds of kindness and com
passion. Sympathy springs from suffering. Let us thank God
that His is the heavy hand that lies hard upon us. Then we
will rejoice in our inmost hearts and thank Him for each ill.
But see, the rain has ceased! The clouds are breaking! The
sun is smiling through!
My studies of the climate of Palestine have corrected one
erroneous idea. The phrase "the early and the latter rain"
gave me the impression that there were two rainy seasons,
separated by a period in which no rain falls. This is not the
case. It is quite easy to understand the phrase without this
inference, for the early and the latter rains are by far the
most important. Little plowing can be done until the ground
is soaked by the early rain. If it fails or comes too late, it
endangers the crop. The rains come often in between, but
their vagaries are not vital.
The latter rain, however, is
needed to fill out the grain and ripen the harvest. If it fails,
the crop is poor, even if there has been a plentiful supply
before. Rain is needed late in the season, or the drouth will
dry up the grain before it attains its growth.
Now that the rains have commenced, the water shortage in
Jerusalem should be less acute. We have been well supplied

lately, so that*I have had my cold shower almost every morn

ing. But the restaurant below us is still compelled to buy
more to augment their supply. They have a series of galvan
ized iron tanks in the rear yard. As I write a donkey is
standing with four gasoline cans, two on each side, full of the
precious fluid, while a swarthy Arab is emptying them into
the tanks. They get the water from cisterns, I believe. There
is one in view outside of my window. It looks just like a
small swimming pool, built of stone, but the bottom of the
pool is the roof of the cistern. The water runs down the slopes
to a corner into the reservoir below. In the center is a stone
structure such as is built over the mouth of a well, with an
iron frame on which to hang a pulley and a bucket for draw
ing up the water.

There is a sight you would not often see in the west. Of

course, few of these suits and dresses and robes and rags
would fit in there, but here is a man in the principal place in
Jerusalem, just inside the Jaffa gate, clad in the complete hide

of a cow. He is carrying its head in his hands by the horns.

Its entrails are in the basket on his head. He is as little con
cerned about his appearance as the crowd, and, of course, we
foreigners are astonished at nothing. At least we don't show

it.

I suppose this is' the easiest method of carrying his load.

But it really makes a fine robe of deep rich brown, which
blends beautifully with his complexion. We did not come close
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The Dingy Window

enough to | determine which was his favorite fragrance, but in
a thoroughfare so rich in odors as David street he would waft
only a passing perfume.

Did yo^i notice that dingy window in the galvanized iron
shed on thje slope above the pension? I dare you to look at it

this mornijng! The rising sun sends his swift shafts of light
right at it, and they rebound into our room. We cannot face

its effulgence. Is it not so with us when we reflect the glories
of Christ? | The window is not worth noticing.

It is common,

ordinary, perhaps I may say ugly. We may be even less lovely

in our sehres, but if we catch His radiance and reflect it, we

become invisible.

I do not object to cleansing the window.

But do not be ever at it.

And do not hesitate to gaze upon

Him and kive forth the glories that dazzle you with their

brilliance. F There is so much preaching in these days con

cerned with the saints, their faith and unbelief, their be
haviour and failure, that I feel like forgetting all this in my

ministry, ajnd, hiding my humiliation behind His honors, stand
simply as a foil to reflect His perfections.

He is so splendid

that the nieanest medium will suffice to blind the beholder.

I seldonl dream, but last night I thought I was at home, in

Southern California.

What a time I was going to have sur

prising myj friends! No one knew that I had returned. But,
I reflected,j How did I get back? All the incidents of the jour
ney were a blank.

I am a born skeptic.

suspicious, i It spoils all my dreams.

I cannot help being

I soon lose my illusions.

I reasonedj If I didn't travel back I am not back—and I was
awake, in j Jerusalem!
delusion

long

I suppose I. should have nursed my

enough

to

meet

all

my

friends

and

dear

ones. That| would have been better theology. With it the rule

is, accept jwhat you like, and do not examine the facts too

closely, if {you want the fellowship of your friends.

Well, at

least I willj be saved the time and expense of a return journey,
for I have not finished my observations in the Holy Land by
any meansj if I may be said to have even commenced them.
|

A

NEW

LOCATION

We have moved again, and this time have set up house
keeping for ourselves in a location which may possibly be our
headquarters in the Holy Land for some time to come. We
are now above the chief center of the new city, if that straggl
ing affair may be said to have a center which is near one

of its edg^s.

Only about three minutes' walk up the Jaffa

road, west of the Jaffa gate, is the Hotel Fast (for a time the
Hotel Alleiiby, I am told). This looks as if it were in the

middle of the street as you approach it, for the road runs to

the right abound it, and another street branches off, making it

a flatiron building with a blunt nose. If the sides of the flatiron were projected into the street, the lines would locate a
British policeman, mounted on a horse, who directs the traffic.

"A Fast One"
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If the right line were projected twice as far again it would
about reach me as I write, on the open veranda of the Clark
building, on the fourth floor, where we, together with Brother
Adams, the missionary and guide, are domiciled. The main
postoffice is around the corner, a block away. The wall of the
ancient city is hardly a hundred yards to the northeast, with
the new palace and church of the Latin Patriarchate towering
above the crumbling walls.
Winter, in Jerusalem, is apt to be chilly, and the sun is
welcome. Top floors are warmer in winter, but best of all we
have the right to use the roof, or rather housetop, as well as
the veranda, which does not project out into the street, but is
made by setting back the top floor about five feet. This makes
it somehow seem safer than the usual balcony. As I write, a
cool breeze is fanning my paper, but the sun is on my back,
and my mind wanders or wonders at the fearful possibilities
of the English language, as exhibited in the sign which stares
at me from up the street, "Hotel Fast". I understand that
this is the name of the German owner, but an American of
high moral principles might object to a fast hotel, while an
Englishman who is fond of his food might also prefer one
where they did not fast, yet, if the service is more expeditious
than that usually found in this leisurely land, I would not
object myself to their being a bit fast.
JERUSALEM

TO JAFFA

Down to Jaffa!
I am not going there to run away, like
Jonah, though I would not mind it if they had a fast ship to
Europe or America, so that I could get back by evening. Then
I could say goodbye to my friends once more. The ride will
be most interesting to me, for I wish to observe very closely
the three divisions which the Scriptures make of this terrain.
I am in Jerusalem, near the top of the divide. The Dead Sea is
visible from some points. First, we will go through the "moun
tains". These are not rugged heights, such as a westerner
would imagine, but a rolling highland. I expect to see rugged
ravines on the way down, then a vale parallel with the moun
tains, then the so-called shephelah, or foothills, followed by the
flat, sloping plain down to salt water. We will see how closely
my predictions tally with the reality. Stress on those features
which surprise me will probably be of most interest and profit
to my friends, to whom I will talk on the way down if they
will promise not to interrupt my remarks.
Once it was a hard day's ride, better done in two days by
tourists unused to fatigue. Now we will go down in an hour
and a quarter by a new Jewish bus, and return in about two
hours by the same means. The fare is very reasonable, less
than half a dollar (two shillings) each way. It is, in fact,
not much more than "a trip to the beach". The principal point
of interest on the way seems to be Ludd, or Lydda, where the
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I

The Road to Jaffa

railway up the coast is met by the Jerusalem branch. The bus

starts up the Jaffa road, not far from King George V. Avenue.
We find that it will not leave for half an hour, so have time to
do some writing. Here it comes! Nearly full. Off we go, but
stop a feW| blocks up the road. Gesticulative conversation takes

up ten minutes. Off again. We are now passing the memorial

monument commemorating the spot where Jesusalem was sur
rendered tp General Allenby. It is of stone with a small plot of
ground at>out it, at some distance from the road.
See yonder camel. It is loaded with long lumber.. With

each stride the timbers go up at one end and down at the

other. Thtere, they almost bumped his head! This shows most
graphically why it is a sea going experience to ride on their
backs. They pitch just like a ship.
Now we are abreast of Nebi Samuil, the reputed birthplace
of Samuel, according to Mohammedan tradition, and also his
burial place. Perhaps we will visit it some day. It is one of
the highest points in this part of Palestine. It is several miles

to the noith of us.

Now we can see the town of Lifta.

chiefly a jbad reputation.

Its claim to fame is

It is said that desperadoes from

Lifta were largely responsible for the troubles in Jerusalem
some time! ago. We are now descending quite rapidly, but the

sea is notj in view.

The road winds down the sides of the

mountainSj. Now it crosses a ravine and winds up the opposite
side with convolutions like a snake.
I did not expect the bus to do much climbing going down to

Jaffa, and! it is not long before we are once more descending.
Down and

up again, we see a remarkable open framework

tower witli a huge figure of an angel on the right of the road.
Soon after! we come to the edge of the mountains. The plain
below appears, and beyond it the sea, with a fringe of sand
dunes, or something similar, on its shore. Thence we descend
by a narrow ravine into the "low country", the shephelah.

This was |of particular interest to me, as I had given much

time to thb translation of this word. It is difficult to improve
on "foothills". In this case the low hills are more or less
detached from each other, and especially from the mountains,
by an intervening valley.

One might say that they are a mix

ture of the| mountains with the plain. The hills are the fringe

of the mountains. The valleys are the tassels of the plain.
All relations are comparative. We would be quite right in

saying that the sea is low because there are few lower places on

the earth, j Yet the Mediterranean is high compared with the
Dead Sea. I So with the shephelah, the "low".

The Scriptures

were not penned by a Philistine. He would probably have
looked up ^o the hills and called them the "high". They were

named by someone looking down from the mountains. Going
to them, as we are, they seem very low, though not level like
the plain beyond. This principle is important in my work of

The Foothills
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seeking the exact significance of words. It modifies the law of

uniformity, which would insist on rendering this low [land].
A Scotchman would probably understand aright, for his low
land is not at sea level either. But, being between a lower
and a higher terrain, those who live on neither will under
stand us better when we use a word suggesting an intermedi
ate of both.
Some of the geographical terms in the Hebrew are difficult
to translate satisfactorily. Just now I am once again working
on the "shephelah" which is rendered low country, low plain,
plain, vale, and valley in the Authorized Version. It is true
that shphl means low. But that is a comparative term, and
may be applied to low foothills—ah, that's the word! As a
matter of fact, it is applied only to the chalk and limestone
hills which form a regular feature of the southern stretch of
Palestine, between the mountains and the coast. If this be
true, none of the Authorized Version translations are correct.
Joshua 9:1 really does not make good sense if we render it
valleys, for there were no kings in the valleys, as distinct
from the hills and mountains. But there is a long strip of
no-man's land between the coast and the mountains consisting
of low hills, where many a clash occurred between Israel and
the Philistines.
Sometimes these hills were held by the Philistines, some
times by Israel. The former lived in the "low country" of the
coast, yet they are said to have invaded it (2 Chron. 28:18).
They went east into the foothils, which were "low" as viewed
from the heights above, where Israel was intrenched. There
is no safe way of translating such terms except first-hand
observation. The revisers of 161.1 should have included some
one acquainted with the country, or they might have sent a
scholar to investigate. Even the Companion Bible confounds
it with Philistia on account of the similarity of sound (Deut.
1:7; Jer. 17:26). In Joshua 11:2, 16 it is changed to the low

cmmtry, and Judges 1:9, Obadiah 19, and Zechariah 7:7 it is
noted as lowlands. The term "foothill" seems to be the best to
distinguish it from other physical features, and to harmonize
it with all of its contexts.
In the mountains we saw few trees except the olive. Only
occasionally was there a fig or some other species.
In the
shephelah the farmers are plowing. Much of the land is level
enough for constant cultivation. It must be a tedious job to
scratch all of this ground with such a plow as they are using.
It is an ingenious contraption of crooked sticks, with a sharp,
pointed share, which can hardly be called that, for it does not
seem to really turn over the soil. The oxen walk slowly and
solemnly along, and the fellah uses one hand to guide the
plow. In the other he sometimes carries his long goad. It is
really surprising what they can do with such primitive tools.
The fields look even and clean. Here the soil seems to be a
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Tel Aviv

dark red! There are not nearly so many stones as in the

mountains. Latterly these were covered with a scant vegeta
tion, but I most of them seemed almost denuded of soil. They

were bar^ ribs of rock.

But ntiw we are getting past the foothills to the flats. Quite
a little city looms ahead of us. It is Ludd, ancient Lydda.
Peter came down to it. That was the path of the Circumcision

at that time.

And that accounts for the paralysis of praise

which was figured by Eneas. The nation whose chief duty was
to worship and adore Jehovah had lost the power to praise
Him. This was restored by Peter's evangel. Such was the

effect of the raising of Eneas that all at Lydda turned back to
the Lord.! Is it not suggestive of the time when Israel will get
to the lowest level and is raised (the same word as resurrect),
and all of that day are saved?

\

JOPPA OR JAFFA OB YAHFA

Joppa, or Yahfa, as it is pronounced here (not Jaffa, as it is

in English), seems much nearer to Ludd than in Peter's day.

I suppose jit was not much over a quarter of an hour before we

entered th[e environs of the seaside city. This part of the road

is more li^e old-time rural Southern California than anything

else I have seen in the Holy Land. First come the new plan
tations of orange trees, with new houses and wells for water.

Then com|e the older groves, small trees, untrimmed, more

like great! scraggly bushes than trees, set so closely together

that it mijst be difficult to cultivate the ground beneath them.
The seaso^i is on.

The fruit is turning yellow.

A group of

pickers is | gathered in the road. The stone walls of the moun
tains are not to be seen. In their place are rows of cactus, or

prickly pelar, a formidable fence for anyone who has tried to
break through one in a hurry.

The soil here is no longer red,

but a rictij chocolate brown. Water seems plentiful. There are

a few banana and other trees, but oranges predominate.
The shore line at Joppa is not flat. There is a ridge which

runs parallel with the shore, on which, I suppose, the ancient
city was built.

But we entered the low section and drove

through t<j> Tel Aviv, the hundred percent. Jewish town just
beyond. I must confess that my expectations of the buildings

and architecture of this famous Jewish city somewhat exceeded

the reality, but I am judging by the average street, not the

best parts,! which would naturally be pictured most. After a
good dinner in Tel Aviv (at a good price!) we took the bus to

Joppa. Aftfer leaving it, led unerringly by the increasing odor,
we scented our way into the open square in the midst of the
city, and thence, by a narrow passage, to the quay. Here all is
bustle and! business. Though the sea is calm, there is enough

swell to niake it interesting for the boats. See the boys in
bathing. Tfhe real bathing beach seems to stretch to the north
along Tel ^.viv. Fishing seems to be found to the south.

Joppa
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We are seated on the sea front at Jaffa. Two large cargo
ships are in the offing, beyond the low reefs which act as a
kind of breakwater, and make a miniature harbor for the
smaller craft. In place of lighters they use a very large row
boat. The oars are over twelve feet long, almost too much for
one man to handle. A chute runs into the boats from the
landing, which is five or six feet above the water. The ware
houses are not far back. Continual streams of men issue from
their dark doorways, each with a box of oranges on his shoulder.
A crew in the boat quickly disposes of them in the capacious
bottoms. When the boat is full it is rowed out between the
rocks to the ships. There the boxes are being hoisted over
the sides, and into the hold. The scene is somewhat familiar,
as the# boxes are marked "American Packing", with the num
ber of oranges in each. I understood that they were shipped
in a different form, but these boxes were just like ours in size
and shape, only they had strong withes about the middle and
the ends.

Behind us a part of the town rises rather abruptly as
though built on terraces. Most of it, however, as well as Tel
Aviv, is quite level, only slightly elevated above the sea. There
is a public water faucet across from where we are sitting and
just now a red-turbaned blue-gowned, black-bearded, chocolatecolored son of the East is filling a goat skin full of water. He
has slung it across his back and is ambling off with it as I
am writing. The height above us seems to descend gradually
on a ridge, the summit of which seems to run about a hundred
yards back from the shore and parallel with it. Its seaward
slope seems almost solid with buildings. There is an almost
unbroken line of houses along the shore for nearly half a mile.
My guess is that Simon, the tanner, lived along here. In order
to cross his trail, as well as that of Peter and Dorcas, let us
go down this shore and come back on the ridge.
In the Scriptures the land stands for Israel, the sea for the
nations. Paul sailed over this sea, but Peter never did. His
nearest approach to it was here, on the housetop of one of
these houses on the beach. It was at such a significant place
that he saw the vision of the sheet let down from heaven, to
teach him that he would not be defiled by those of the nations
whom God had cleansed. Here is the limit of the kingdom
evangel. Peter wets his feet as it were (as I did) by contact
with Cornelius, who had come close to the shore by becoming
a proselyte of Judaism. One of the greatest mistakes made
by teachers of the Word may be graphically expressed by the
statement that Peter left the land of the Circumcised and
embarked on the sea of the nations. This he never did. Peter
went to Joppa. Paul went to Rome. For one who has made
both journeys, there is a great difference. I spent at least a

dozen days to reach here from Rome. I went to Joppa in little
more than an hour. So much do Paul's promises to the nations
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A Walk Along the Shore

transcend| the words of Peter addressed to the Circumcision.

Just beyond the warehouses we are in a boat building
yard. Abput a dozen men are moving a big bottom into the

water.

The keel is sliding on boards.

They all lean against

its slanting side and time their exertions to a lively Arabic

chantey. They are barelegged, and soon have the boat floating
in the water. On the beach beyond them are nets, carefully

arranged ^nd hung up to dry. On the ground is a lot of wool.

A little further on are sheep's hides with the wool on.

A red

liquid ruijs out of the house and stains the sea. A tannery!

Still further we found another. So the business still survives
on this sea front. Passing the last house, I climbed the hill,

and took |he high road back, with which I must have trailed
across Peter's tracks.

•

A hospital, with clean, white-clothed nurses, and a welfare*

station reminds us that we are in the town of Dorcas, and
that her ministry is now carried on by the aliens who have

learned to| love her Lord. Many of the ancient buildings still

have upper stories, and the squalor and poverty remain as of

yore. Returning by the quay through the smelly center of the
city, we tpok the bus back to Jerusalem, dashing through the

dusk and [darkness, grinding up the grades, to the benighted

city whicli shall one day send its light and life to the ends
of the earth.
Joppa is named in the Hebrew iphua, from iphe, lovely,
usually rendered beautiful or fair in the Authorized Version.

Such, indebd, it must appear from a distance, with its verdure,
its hillock! and its bay. Date palms dot the skyline in some

sections. Jt is so old that it has forgotten the number of its
years. It yas given to Dan in the allotment of the land (Josh.
19: 46). Huram, king of Tyre, floated his rafts of cedar logs

from Lebajnon down to Joppa, and left it to Solomon to haul

them up the grades to Jerusalem (2 Chron. 2:16). The small,
natural harbor is well fitted for such an operation. The same
was done in rebuilding the temple in the days of Ezra (Eze.
3:7). Jonah has given us the best glimpse of Joppa, for he
went there! to find a ship which would take him afar. It must

have been | the chief port of Palestine for many years.

It probably will remain a port for the shipment of the
local oranges and for such merchandise as will necessarily
balance this trade. When we were there they were unloading

grain and building steel from one of the ships which was tak

ing on fruit. But its hopes of being the port of Palestine are
temporarily blasted by the improvements now under way at
Haifa, abolit fifty miles further up the coast. There they are

building a I breakwater in the bay which will make it possible
to land passengers at all times. This can be done at Jaffa
only in calm weather. The trip has been well worth while,

not especially for the sights at Jaffa, as for the cross section
of the land which it revealed.

Fellahin Women
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ANCIENT CUSTOMS

I realize that great changes have taken place in the people
of the land during the last few decades, so that what was once
common is now only occasional. We had two examples of this
during our march through the city the day we went to Beth
any. I have sometimes wondered how I would feel and act if
I saw a man riding comfortably along on a donkey while his
wife trudged behind with a child in her arms and a burden on
her back.
I imagined that indignation and disdain would
tempt me to a demonstration. But the event was quite the
reverse. We met them just as we were about to leave the city
by St. Stephen's gate. The man rode a small animal. Behind
him were two women, one with a child in her arms, the other
with quite a load. It was their demeanor and their expressions
which held my attention and reversed my attitude. The man
had a proud, unhappy look. But the women seemed proud of
him and contented and happy with their lot.
My innate meanness rose to the surface as I thought, "Let
him be miserable on his beast! He don't deserve a load and
happiness." And the pitiable women? They would be most
miserable riding in front while their liege lord was following
with surly steps.
There is far more happiness in humble
service than in haughty superiority and ease. Later I saw
dozen of fellahin women trudging cheerfully homeward over
miles of dusty roads. I recall hardly one without a load on
her head. One of the advantages of such a method of trans
portation, is the rigid head, the erect posture of the body, the

careful coordination of the limbs necessary to keep their

basket in constant poise. If I had to hold such a miscellany
on my head I would have to suspend communication with my
fellows meanwhile. But they are experts and are able to exer
cise the lower regions of the face and the vocal organs without
restraint or endangering the contents of their head baskets.
Something of the poverty of these fellahin women may be
imagined from the following incident. A woman hove into
view on the main road to Bethany with her load on her back
instead of on her head. But she had something on her head
which looked like large bows of ribbon at a distance. Nearer
approach, however, showed that they were her shoes! They
were held on by the headband which upheld her load. Human
hide is much cheaper and more readily renewed than leather.
Once out of the city the women who have shoes, put them on
their heads in place of their feet. Many men and women never
use artificial footgear. I found one poor fellow plucking olives
from a tree and using them to oil his scanty sandals, if they
could be called that.
The other example of an ancient custom which seems sel
dom enacted today was seen not so very far inside St.

Stephen's gate, just as we turned down King Solomon's street,
on the Via Dolorosa. There was a woman carrying her small
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Difficulties of Dining

son proudly on her shoulder. One sign of the ascendency of
Israel in]the days to come is that the nation shall carry their

daughters on their shoulders (Isa. 49:22).

That is the place

of honor,! reserved for the sons. The little fellow I saw sat

proudly ailoft as if conscious of the dignity of his position. The
diminutive mother seemed only a child herself, but she was

fully alive to' her privilege. It was all over and she was gone
before I could assemble my wits sufficiently to take a picture.

If I had I not just turned a corner I might have seen her in

time.
THE

JEWISH

RESTAURANT

Just ujnderneath the pension where we were is a large eat

ing place, conducted, I am told, by Russian Jewesses and
Jews. I liave often noticed it crowded with patrons, especially
on Saturdays. We went in for a glass of tea a few times. Now
that we e£it out, we have been there twice. The food is plenti

ful and tljie prices very reasonable.
my last piaster

(five cents,

Indeed, if I were down to

or tuppence hapenny)

I would

spend half of it on a plate of vegetable soup such as I had
yesterday! for dessert. That would keep me alive at least part
of the time until I could hear from America.

A part of the

meal, costjing another half of a piaster, is a quarter of a loaf of
bread, whjich must be literally "broken". Few think of cutting
it.

You break bread throughout the meal,

the other! dishes.

and eat it with

The cliief difficulty is to know what to order and then to
recognize jit when it is placed before you. The dishes, I sup
pose, are Russian. The menu is printed and written in Hebrew.

Some of it is easy enough. There is bosher, from our friend
bosher kosher, which is on all Jewish butcher shops, I suppose.
Under the meats are the words, cooked, roasted, gulash, etc.

Soups are| meat, vegetable, fruit, etc. But I find it much easier

to fall back on my small stock of German, for most Jews

know Yiddish. That failed me yesterday. I ordered one soup
for John, which did not come.

Later, the waitress wanted to

know whit kind of soup, so I ordered one vegetable, which
she repeajted

after me.

Then she brought

two huge soup

plates stiff with vegetables, one of which I enjoyed for my
dessert. But I could not manage to dispose of all of my allot

ment of bjread.

The diners are even more interesting than the food. They

seem to b^ mostly young chalutzim or pioneers, or volunteers,

who work! hard, earn little, and eat heartily. They come in in
the garb ip. which they work. You do not need to be told that
yon chap looking for a seat is a plasterer. In fact, most of
them seeiti occupied in the building and allied trades, for
much is bping done in that line in the city outside the walls.
The vast pile of the new Y. M. C. A. with its two side audi
toriums is! nearly up. They are still adding to the height of

the central tower. But I think that those workmen are mostly

Water Carriers
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Arabs, not Jews. These young men are vigorous, energetic, yet
seem thoughtful. I have been told, but I do not know how
true it is, that they are mostly bolsheviks, apostate Jews. At
any rate, they are orthodox enough not to eat butter on bread
at the same meal with meat. I am not, and I would rather

not" obey the customs/ but I must not give offense.
But there are many well dressed figures as well. They seem
to be business and professional men. I had quite a talk with a
young Pole today. He said that more than ninety percent,
were European Jews, who had come out in the last few years.
He pointedly called my attention to the fact that it was a
workingmwn's eating place, as if he thought we had gone
astray. I assured him that I was a workingman, not a tourist,
and, together with my companion, were friends of the Jews,
hence enjoyed having our meals there.
I have discovered that we have been quite lawless. Every
one is supposed to stop in a small side room and wash his
hands before eating. Just to show that I am not under law, I
refuse to wash. But, to avoid further offense, I go into the
anteroom, so that those who might take offense, will have no
grounds. Another discovery. A double portion is served for a
slight extra charge. This is a real eating house, not a cafe, or
a restaurant. I had a fruit soup for dessert today. A good, big,
cheap soup plate with a syrup-like canned or tinned fruit.
A VISIT TO AIN KARIM

About five miles due west of Jerusalem is the village of Ain
Karim, -perhaps the ancient Beth-car (home of meadow lambs,
1 Sam. 8:11). Others identify it with Beth Haccerem (home of
the vineyards, Neh. 3:14; Jer. 6:1). The supposed site of
Emmaus is due north about two miles in an air line, but the
deep wady Surar lies between. As each town is entitled to one
deadmen's bones, John the Baptist is supposed to have been
born and buried here. We went out on the bus for about
twelve cents (sixpence), and found much of living interest.
The spring or well is the center of village life in Palestine,
and here it is exemplified as nowhere else where we have been.
The mountains tower quite a distance above the town. They
catch the water which is gathered into a ravine in which the
spring is found. It is covered by a stone building, within
which is a crowd of women and girls busy pounding the
clothes. It is the community wash house. Moreover, there was
a continual stream of women from the village fetching water
in oil tins, of five gallons each. While we were admiring the

ease with which they stalked along without spilling the water,

and wondering how they could carry such a load, lo! here
comes a small but sturdy young woman with two tins, one
above the other, both full nearly to the brim, and walks by as
unconcerned as if she could carry five if she really wanted to
show what she could do. I would have liked very much to see
how she got them down, but I suppose she had help. Later
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A Trying Experience

another woman did the same feat. Just a few days ago I had
ta "change;" the Authorized Version rendering "draw" water
to "fetch water". It is nothing to draw the water at a village
spring, but it is a heavy task to fetch it to the homes.

Returning to Jerusalem was rather a trying experience.

The road climbs along the mountain side. We found an old
style planetary transmission Ford which was going to Jeru

salem, so |;ook it to return. As the engine was in bad con

dition, most of the way was made in low gear, using more
water than gasoline. That was not so bad, but the whole
transmission was about to fall apart, judging by the sounds

coming frokn the gear box.
ague before it took hold.

The clutch shook the car like the

The driver turned a steep ascending

curve as sl^ort as he could, so that even the low was about to

fail us.

I ?im still alive, and would be thankful to be assured

that he is. j Ain Karim is a good place to go back a few thou

sand yearsl and see the part played by a spring in the social
life of a small village.
|

I

THE LUCKY ONE-LEGGED

MAN

Down below me, on the Jaffa road, is a pathetic sight. A
dark-skinned, black-bearded son of the East, with a whitish cap

and shirt, k part of which he seems to have used to put many

patches on his black trousers—for he has but one leg—is care

fully pickiiig his path among the pedestrians.
seems

to

bend

under his

weight

as

he

His single limb

leans hard

on

his

crutches. But his head bobs from side to side, as he,surveys
the shop windows and the traffic on the street. A few feet

behind him!, holding on to a black cord which is fastened to

him, is a blind man who responds immediately when the line
becomes tight. Without his blind charge, I would pity the

lone-limbed! laggard, but he is evidently well pleased with his

work of guiding one more helpless than himself. Indeed, he
seems thankful for his superior physical equipment and peers
persistently at everything which attracts his attention. How
ever crippled we may be, let us use our powers in service for
others, if ye desire to be happy and satisfied with our lot.
]

TO

HELL

AND

BACK

Beyond the Tyropean junction with the Kidron, the ravine

of Hinnomj comes into it from the west. Here is the famous,

or rather ^nfamous, place called Tophet, where Ahaz and

Manasseh bjuilt the high places of Baal and made their sons
and daughters pass through the fire to Molech (2 Kings 23: 10;
2 Chron. 28:3; Jer. 7:31, 32; 32:35). Here Jeremiah uttered

his malediction upon the estranged city

(Jer. 19:2).

And

here, in that future kingdom, both body and soul of evil doers

will be. destroyed.

This is the third, and most serious judg

ment of that day. Even one who is angry with his brother
will be liable to judgment. The user of a contemptuous term

Gehenna
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will be liable to the Sanhedrin. And one who calls another
"Stupid", will be liable to the Gehenna of fire, which will be
burning in this spot. I had been told that, at the present time,
such fires were burning, but they are not there, so far as I
could see. One more illusion shattered!
What a pity our translators should translate Gehenna
"hell"! They had already used the word for hades, and tartar06, to neither of which has it any right. I have no doubt at
all that, at the proper time, this will once more become a fear
ful place. There will be fire and worms. But today there is

little to indicate any suffering.

To be sure, that little child is

sobbing and screaming, but the, boy over there is singing at
the top of his voice. Yet I must admit that it is warm. In
fact, it feels hot to us, who have been trudging through the
dust and over the loose stones, but not nearly so hot as I have
known it in Southern California, and I am sure none of the
loyal inhabitants of that favored land would admit that their
heat exceeds that of the infernal regions. So this is "hell"!
My translations are fully confirmed. It is the ravine of Hinnom, the Gehenna of our Lord. Its location is significant.
Situated at the apex formed by the confluence of all of the
ravines around Jerusalem, whatever continues to go down
must eventually come to this place. It is the city's lowest
level. In the coming day when the physical will harmonize
with the spiritual, this is the proper place for the lowest in
the moral sphere.
The road back from Gehenna was a stiff climb up the side
of Ophel on a dusty, stony trail, along its ridge to the south
wall, to the left to a gate into the city, through bazaars com
pletely covered and comparatively cool, arriving at the hospice
precisely on time for dinner.
After a few hours we spent writing, our capable guide led
us along the Via Dolorosa and its several stations, out St.
Stephen's gate to the garden of Gethsemane and the Mount of
Olives. I am inclined to agree that the long ridge now called
the "Mount" of Olives, with at least three slight eminences, is
more than the ancient Olivet. This is better applied to that
slight rise on which the Russian tower stands, just opposite
the center of the city and the sanctuary, around which the
roads to Bethany and Jericho wind. If so, this will help to
locate the place of His advent in the future.

We are walking down the steep descent from St. Stephen's
gate to Kidron's ravine, A turn to the right brings us to the
reputed place of Stephen's stoning. As there are still many
stones there and I am not anxious to die such a death I will
not express my opinion as to its authenticity, nor of that of
the garden of Gethsemane, on the other side of the ravine. The
Latins have built an imposing pile, with a dark interior, to
mark the spot. One olive tree in the garden must be very old
—perhaps a thousand years. Above, the Russians have an
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Pictures

ornate building with many gilded domes more nearly globular
in shape than the half globes of other large buildings, with a
pointed top, like those seen in Russian scenes. Above this a

fine view ojf Jerusalem may be obtained as well as of the valley
of Jehosh^phat, down near Gehenna.

My pictures have been developed and printed and I find

myself in possession of over three hundred thumb nail photos,

all separate, but without time to sort them out.

However,

they seem [to be good, so that I can use the camera here with
some measure of confidence.

A. E. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR MAY,

1932

BEING THE THIRD NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-THRE^

EDITORIAL

Few signs of the times are as significant as the article in
this issue written in reply to a criticism of "The Con
cordant Version and Publications—An Anomaly", in
which the Moody Bible Institute definitely rejects the
Scriptures and resorts to philosophy and the teaching of
the church in order to destroy the teaching of the Word.
A friend sent a copy to Stepenitz, where the editorial
offices are now located. It was forwarded to me in Pots
dam, near Berlin, where I was staying at the time. In
order to get a retraction in the May number of the
Moody Bible Institute Monthly, I sent a cable to Dr.
Gray as follows: monthly concordant article judas
STATEMENT REVERSED RETRACT IMMEDIATELY, being Satis
fied that my friends had already written to him explain
ing the whole matter. I also sent a letter as follows:
Dr. James M. Gray,
Moody Bible Institute,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Potsdam, April 19, 1932

My Dear Sir and Brother in the Lord:
Confirming and explaining my telegram, MONTHLY CON
CORDANT ARTICLE JUDAS
STATEMENT REVERSED
RETRACT IMMEDIATELY, I wish to say that the statement
in your monthly magazine for April, under the heading "Con
cordant Version and Publications", which represents us as say
ing that it were good for Judas if our Lord had never been
born, is utterly and absolutely false. It was invented by Ivan
Panin, who excused himself on the ground that it came out of
his head backwards and was published in his magazine, but he
retracted it in his next number. Then Brother Brooks printed
it in The King's Business, but retracted it later. Another did
the same. Now you have repeated it with an offensive diatribe
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as to our f'common sense". I hope that, in your May number,
you will repudiate, not only the false accusation, but the man

ner in wliich it was presented, as well as the deduction so
ungraciously drawn. It is quite unworthy of your reputation

and the institution you represent.
The remainder of the article is not quite so flagrant, but
will receive due consideration. I hope that you will see and
repudiate jmblicly its departure from the Word of the Living
God to uphold the vain, philosophies of men.

j

■j

Yours in His gracious service,

A. E. Knoch

If thi^ reaches the eyes of any friends of the Chicago

Institute, i it will do no harm to let them know what you
think of t[heir action. The deplorable thing is this, that

thousand^ of the most spiritual saints have confidence in
this institution, that it, at least, stands committed to

faith in (|}od's Word. Now nothing is clearer than its
definite Rejection of His revelation, coupled with a
decided stand against any effort which will bring it to

the peopl^. We are not only falsely charged with making
absurd statements, but this is used to reflect upon our
mental capacity, and to give the impression that our

minds ard not adequate for the part we play. We lack
common S0nse, are irreverent, naive, contradictory, sense

less, and know nothing about idioms. In fact, it seems
that we axje not all there, as the saying is. These compli
mentary remarks are quite gratuitous. Our teaching can

be exposed without such repulsive personalities.. They

are conteniptible, and justify us in refusing to deal with
the writer of the article. I do not understand how the
editors of la so-called "Christian" magazine could allow

such slanderous and insulting expressions in their col
umns.

They certainly would not have passed it if they

had any id[ea that I would hale them into court for their
action. AM I will hale them into court, not indeed of

men, but c|f God. He shall, in His own inimitable way,
judge between us. Yet I shall expect that some acknowl

edgment of their more flagrant errors be made in future
issues of f\e Moody Monthly. For this we especially
request thte prayers of all who love truth and hate

Book Review
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iniquity and false witness. And let us pray for these
men, in their difficult position. It is suicide for them to
believe God. More than that, it may bring disaster on
their loved ones. Yet God is able. Let us trust Him to
bring good out of this evil, and reconciliation out of this
enmity, for His own great name's sake.
A. B. K.
A BELIEVER'S CRITIQUE OF THE BIBLE

Under this title Dr. G. E. Hiller is preparing a book,
now almost completed, for which he solicits advance sub
scriptions. " Critique" means that the author under
takes a thoughtful examination of the Bible to show what
it teaches, and what it does not teach, thus removing a
number of unfounded prejudices. We are living in a
time when we need nothing so much as getting right on
the deeper questions of human life. The book will con
tain the following chapters:
I. Give the Bible a Chance. II. What Independent Bible
Study Can Do for Us. III. Some Remarkable Characteristics
of the Bible.
IV. What About the Bible Miracles?
V. The
Bible as a Historical Book. VL The Prophecies of the Bible.
VII. The Bible Deals Principally with Facts. VIII. The So-

called Fall of Man.

IX. The Bible a Revelation of God's Pur

pose. X. Jesus Christ, the Keystone of the Bible.
XI. The
Apostolic Gospel. XII. In What Sense is the Bible Our Relig
ious Authority.
XIII. The Ethics of the Bible.
XIV. The
Mystery of Predestination and Election. XV. What Does the
Bible Reveal about Future Things?
XVI. What Makes the
Christian Hope a Living Hope?
XVII. How to Study the

Bible.

XVIII. How Should the Bible be Preached?

This book will be strictly non-sectarian, and needs
advance orders to assure publication. The price will be
about $2.00, but need not be sent until the book is issued.
Send to G. E. Hiller, 2461 Park Avenue, Indianapolis,
Indiana.—A, B. K.

The next article of the series " Notes on Komans" does
not appear in this issue, but the series will be continued
in the July number.—E. 0. K.
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Tsehchow Chinese Mission

Dear Brother Knoch and Friends:

Tsehchow, Shansi,
April 8, 1932

It is witb a full heart that I write to thank you for the

very kind contribution to our work of $22.00 G. I had returned
from a timej of power and spiritual blessing at our out-station
to the west,! a three-days' convention, and was so encouraged
through the Spirit's out-pouring.
On giving out the men's
wages, a rise all round was asked for, and I had not the where
withal to promise such a thing, but promised to add half a
dollar to the; pastor's and evangelists' salaries, as food has sud

denly becomje very dear through the troubles in China and the
want of spring rain. I felt sorry not to satisfy them, for our
wages are very small, too small, indeed; but I could not help

it, as bad n^ws has come from our hard-hit business at Tien
tsin, and mjt manager and accountant said the business can no

longer support our mission!
After sending the deputation
away from me the mail was given me, and your welcome

cheque was found! It almost brought tears to my eyes, and I
called the evangelist back, to show him the cheque, and tell

him how God encourages me to trust Him alone for support,

and not thej business or anything else!

It is wonderful, this

life and wal^ of faith, and I rejoice in the new path immensely,
leading our | dear Chinese workers along with me as far as I

can. These four precious names, all known to God, of those
who have given the money! Will you please thank them most
warmly for pie? It is impossible to write to each; but I have
read over their names twice before the Lord, Who touched
their hearts! to give. I keep your lists of names. It has been
suggested that we should go over to the China Inland Mission,
but I feel Gpd is going to finance this mission, and I go on in
faith independently, but under Him,
My subjects at the convention at 10:30 and 3:00 each day
were, The Kingdom of God, The Church of God, and The Glory
of God, Past^ Present, and Yet to be Revealed. Our chapel was
too small for those who gathered day by day, and we had to

meet in the! open courtyard.

I told the.members the chapel

must be enlarged, and they must pray for the funds and con
tribute, too, for I could not now do so. I am wondering if any
of your deaif, keen people would like to have a share in this?

That church! is our most spiritual one, but there is not one
rich member among them, but

only poor farmers, and the

amount needed is small, only about G. $75.00.

With lov£ in Christ to you all and very warm thanks,
Yours very sincerely,
Anna M. Smith.

We publish the above letter from Sister Smith in

China, an4 take this means of thanking those of our

friends who have contributed toward her work. Further

Brother Robison
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donations will be forwarded to her promptly. We can
not but admire her for continuing the work on faith
alone. Pray for it.—E. 0. K.

Many of our friends will have already heard of the death
of Brother F. H. Robison. We hope, in the next issue,
to give our readers a full account of his life and work.
We know that our friends all join in expressing our
sympathy to Sister Robison at this time. Though he was
not old in years, he has accomplished much for his Lord,
and his work must have been finished.—E. 0. K.
We will send all of our publications, as listed on the
cover of this magazine, exclusive of the Concordant
Version, the magazine, the tracts, the chart, the publica
tions listed as "in preparation", and the pamphlets in
foreign languages, for $6.00. They list at $7.57. We are
making this offer to afford those of our friends who are
desirous of making a complete study of the various sub
jects covered in our different pamphlets an opportunity
to get them all at once at a saving. It also saves us time
and postage to send them all at one time.—E. 0. K.
We believe that one of the best ways of interesting new
people in Concordant teaching is to loan or give them a
copy of Brother Loudy's book, "God's Eonian Pur
pose". It is attractively bound, and contains numerous
charts, etc., which arouse interest immediately. It sells
regularly at $2.00 a copy, but for those of our friends
who desire a number of copies for loaning, etc., we are
making a special offer this month of three copies for
$5.00. We will mail separately to any address, or send
direct to you.—E. 0. K.

Our friends are requested to remember that personal
donations or donations for the German work and letters
to the Editor should? to avoid delay, be addressed direct
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to the editorial offices in Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, Germany,
while orders, subscriptions, and donations for the work in
this country should be addressed, as heretofore, to the
publication office at 2823 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles,

California, U. S. A.

Our Brother Gaebelein asked me whether I believed

"in the tliird person of the Trinity . . . that the HOLY

SPIRIT ijs a distinct Person in the Trinity, that He is
Very Goi}". I begged him to restate his question, leav
ing out tjie words third and person, and Trinity and
very, because God has not used these words when reveal
ing the truth as to the holy spirit. We tried to impress
our brother with the fact that he was believing men, not
God. We feel iuite sure that the orthodox conception of
the holy spirit is so erroneous that it cannot even be
expressed | in the words which the holy spirit itself

teaches! IVe did not expect a reply to our question, and
none has Come.

Our opponents are silent.

Now, ijowever, we wish to ask a few questions, and

press theni upon the teachers of the Lord's people every

where, especially those leaders who stand firm for God's
inspired Word. We ask our friends to see that all such
have thes^ questions laid on their hearts. The first is,
Wa$ Christ begotten by two distinct Per

son^, God and the Holy Spirit (Luke 1 :S5),

so tfiat He had two Fathers?

Another query that will not down, and that calls for a
straightforward answer is:
If Good's spirit is a distinct personality from

God, is Christ's spirit (Rom. 8:9), also a

distinct Personality, making four "Per

son^?' in the "Godhead"?

We invite public discussion of these questions in the

publication^ which teach the Trinity, and feel that, in
the circumstances, Our Hope is obliged to answer them.

put to Our Hope
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Its silence will be construed as an admission that the
basis of its orthodoxy is not God's word, but a human
creed which is out of harmony with the Scriptures. We
hope that these questions will cause all honest hearts to
think more seriously than ever about the foundation of
their own faith. Lulled in the lap of success and pop
ularity, men do not like such disturbing questions, but
we would be unfaithful to our Lord if we did not seek
to save men from the great delusions of the end time,
which are wearing the mask of orthodoxy.—A. E. K.

THE APOSTASIES OF THE MOODY
BIBLE INSTITUTE

The Moody Bible Institute Monthly for April, 1932, con
tains an article by Professor Carl Hanson, on '' The Con
cordant Version and Publications—An Anomaly". We
reprint it herewith in its entirety because, while it is

intended to be an exposure of Concordant teaching, it is
really a sad exposure of the unconscious heresy and apos
tasy of the Moody Bible Institute. Our only regret is
that a more competent man was not chosen to defend
their position, for this writer is quite lacking in those
sterling qualities which endear one to an opponent.
Next time let them select one who will honestly state our
position and avoid putting into our mouths that which
we have never said, and attributing to our teaching mat
ters of his own imagination. I suppose it is difficult to
find a man who is honest in religious controversy, but
surely there must be someone on the staff of the Institute
who will not stoop to such crimes as are severely pun

ished by the laws of the land. There is a certain amount
of crude cleverness in appealing to prejudice, which will
give the article weight. The opening paragraph gives
us a clue to the two apostasies which underlie it all.
Thinking to uphold the Word of God, he denies it and
exalts the word of man. The introduction follows:
The Concordant Version (as it is called) of the sacred
Scriptures, is as deficient in scholarship as in common sense,
and seems to have been issued mainly to buttress certain pre
conceived unbiblical notions and theories. Of such we need
mention only the predilection evinced for Universalism, and
the belittling of the personality of Christ and the Holy Spirit
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"Scholarship" Leads

The cbmpilers of the Concordant Version have
never claiSmed "scholarship", because they do not need
the protection of human honors. I do not say that none
of them have diplomas.
That would be untrue.
But
scholarship, like all else which is of man, is a rotten
foundation on which to build. By implication and by
title, our Opponent is a "scholar", and his whole article
reeks of it; I propose to show that his learning leads him
away from God and His Word. Our own competence for
compiling the Concordant Version is based upon many
years of intense and systematic study, which is evident
to everyone in the published Concordance, Grammar, and
Elements, all of which are based on the actual facts as
found in tljie ancient manuscripts, not on scholastic books,
written by other men. The insinuation that the Con
cordant Version was issued to support Universalism or
discredit tie "personality" of Christ or the Holy Spirit
is utterly ::alse, for years of work were done on it while
the compilers themselves held the teaching of the socalled "F ymouth Brethren" on these subjects, from
whom the Moody Bible Institute also received their the
ology. Ouif present teaching on these subjects is the fruit

of the maiky years of patient investigation which were

necessary in order to produce it. In repeating this slan

der, the M^ody Bible Institute is seeking to buttress its

position by! means of statements which it cannot substan
tiate, of wlkich it has no knowledge, and which is a seri

ous stain bn its escutcheon. This weakens the whole

article, for' it is never necessary to establish truth by
means of falsehood. The fact is that the principal com

pilers of the Concordant Version, when the work was
commenced, were in hearty sympathy with most of the
doctrinal statements of 'the Institute, especially those
referred to by our critic, and were forced to abandon
them on account of evidence in the Greek text during
their labor^ on the version.

As to 'fcommon sense", we will let that pass, and

Away from Truth
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our readers may decide this for themselves at the end.
No one can honestly say that we teach UniversaKsm.
We could not justify ourselves if we charge the Institute
with Advent&m, for, while it (and we), believe in the
advent of our Saviour, Jesus Christ, it is not sympa
thetic or associated with the denomination of that name.
We have absolutely no connection with Universalists, and
repudiate almost all of the tenets associated with the
term universalism. This matter has often been made
clear and should be known to. the Editor of the Moody
Monthly. It is one of those unfair thrusts which really
rules my opponent out of the list of those honest spirits
who desire to stand for the truth, and enlists him in the
ranks of those who are ready to use any means, fair or
foul, to uphold popular superstition.
Furthermore, he should have said, like a true man,
that we believe Col. 1:20. This is included in the term
universal [ism]. This passage he really rejects, though he
evades it. I definitely charge him and the Institute with
the rejection of God's Word as contained in this verse.
The second charge, that of belittling the personality
of Christ and the Holy Spirit adds to the Word of God a
futile expression of inan. Though the insinuations in
this charge are unfounded, I belittle all of man's words
and magnify all of God's. If it is necessary to bring the
false expressions of human philosophy (such as * 'person
ality") into the charges against me, that alone shows
that my opponent is apostate and the charge invalid.
Lack op Common Sense
The versionists manage to discover one thing or another
in favor of Universalism in the most unheard of places. Com
mentators who in order to save a theory can apply the sen
tence: "Good were it for that man if he had never been born,"
as, "Good were it for Judas if the Lord had never been born"
(Mark 14:21; Matt. 26:24), stamp themselves as lacking in
sanctified common sense, to say the least. We are warned by
them, however, that their "notes must not be taken too seri
ously". Are we, then, to treat these solemn words of the Sav
iour in a playful mood of irreverence simply to afford these
men an opportunity to escape with their Universalism intact?
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A Critic Revives

Once before a critic became quite shocked at our
utter lack of common sense in translating this passage.
When we pointed out to him that we do not translate it
as he quoted it, he excused himself, saying that it had
come out. of his head backwards! But what sort of a
head is it that changes and reverses the words of others
in order to prove their imbecility? We have never trans
lated "Good were it for that man if he had never been
born." The Greek literally is "ideal it-WAS to-Him if
not WAS-generatED the human that", which we have
rendered j' Ideal were if for Him if that man were not
born" (Mark 14: 21). In the context, "that man" refers
to Judas. This we have' repeated many times in our
works, especially in theepamphlet, "The Case of Judas,"
and the notes in the version. We have never said, sug
gested or insinuated that "good were it for Judas if the
Lord had pever been born". If anyone can find it in any
of our publications, let it be produced. It is not a ques
tion of our common sense but of the common honesty of
the Moody Bible Institute. Will it do like the others who
so shamefully slandered us? Not one of them had man
hood enough to confess his sin without trying to heap
further indignities upon our heads. I hereby serve notice
upon the Moody Bible Institute and the Editor of its
magazine that this matter will be adjudicated before the
bema of Christ, and'that I commit it into the hands of
my God to deal with them as He sees fit.

Some |>f my friends take my notes too seriously. I

am only a fallible man, and my words are not equal in
authority with God's. I should be commended by the
Moody Institute for thus warning them. Instead, I am
misrepresented as writing playful, irreverent annota
tions. Can they find a single one deserving these appel
lations ? My notes on the passage in question are sober
and true. I twist neither the translation nor the inter
pretation, as my critic has done. God forgive him for his
perversion!

a Retracted Charge
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A Fatal Leap
We have another instance in the Concordant proposed ren
dering of John 1:1, "In the beginning was the expression, and
the expression was toward God, and God was the expression."
In other words: God expressed Himself in the beginning, and

made Himself to be that expression, and addressed the expres
sion, which was Himself, to Himself! It is only by a fatal leap
(salto mortale) that the versionists can interpret their render
ing as "the directing of others towards God." Surely an impos
sible rendering does not become plausible by having added an
impossible interpretation. Neither is this incongruity made
less incongruous by having a third added, namely the naive
question propounded by the versionists: "And is not this just
what an expression is intended to accomplish?" We venture to
ask: Is not this also a veiled plea for Universalism? When
the Lord expresses Himself toward the ungodly, saying: "De
part from me," it should, according to the Concordant defini
tion of "expression," be taken to mean: "Come to me." "De
part" and "Come" should, in obedience to the Concordant flat,
be synonymous terms. For is it not declared that God's expres
sion of Himself is "the directing of others toward God?" And
again: "Is not this just what an expression is intended to
accomplish?"

The Concordant Version renders John 1:1 "In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was toward God,
and God was the Word." The superlinear is "in origiNal was the saying m and the saying was toward the
God and God was the sayingm". I have suggested that
our English term "word" may mislead, for it is used of
a combination of letters which express an idea, whereas
the Greek logos is literally saying, or expression. When
ever I have substituted the term Expression for Word, I
have begun it with a capital letter so that all intelligent
readers may know that I refer to Christ. The illogical,
rapid deduction of our critic we utterly repudiate. Here
is the '' fatal leap " as w^ have expressed it: " Can we not
see the drift of this, even though our tongue cannot
express it ? To tell us that the Expression was with God
does not seem suited to the thought which the word con
veys, but if we read that the Expression was toward God
in the sense that It pointed to Him, it helps us to see
that the real thought is not the nearness of the Expres
sion to God, but the directing of others toward God.
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The A. V. Contradicts Itself

And is not; this just what an expression is intended to
accomplish?"

The soijfiewhat sickening suggestion that a Concord

ant definition of "Depart from me" should mean "Come
to me", affter we have insisted on rendering the Greek
consistently and go far beyond any other attempt in
translatingj uniformly, shows nothing else so plainly as

the malice 'which underlies this whole attack. He closes

with the exhortation to use the commonly accepted ver

sions of thb Bible. I do not think that he can show a

single instance in the Concordant Version where words
such as canie and depart are the translation of one Greek
word. We will take up his challenge and show many

cases wher^ the Authorized Version does this very thing.

The word dperchomai (from-come) is translated depwrt
about twenty-eight times, and come four times. The fol
lowing are examples:
Mark 1:42

the leprosy departed from him

6:46
7:30
Luke 10:30
23:33

he departed into a mountain
when she was come to her
Reported, leaving (him) half dead.
when they were come to the place

Rom. 15:28

I will come by you into Spain

3:13

Acts 28:29

Whom he would: and they came unto

the Jews departed,. and had great

The word ekporeuomai (out-go) is also rendered both
depart and come in the Authorized Version, as follows:

Mat. 15:11 that which cometh out of the mouth
20:29
Mark 6:11

as they departed from Jericho,
when ye depart thence, shake off

Acts 25: 4

he himself would depart shortly

7:15
23

the things which come out of him
tnese evil things come from within

A hasty glance at the many occurrences of exerchomai (oujt-come) has culled these instances:
Mat.

2: 6
9:31

Mark 9:«30
11:12
Acts 21: 8
28:15

put of thee shall come a Governor
when they were departed

they departed thence and passed
i/chen they were come from Bethany
were of Paul's company departed, and came unto
they came to meet us as far

Unscriptural Expressions
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The fourth word is katerchomai (down-come) :
Acts 11:27
13: 4

came prophets from Jerusalem
departed unto Seleucia

Not once does the Concordant Version use the word
depart for any of these, yet this unrighteous critic insin
uates that it is guilty of such inconsistencies and never
even intimates that the version he commends is the real
culprit in this matter. Such deliberate misrepresentation
should never appear in a magazine which mentions the
name of Christ, our Lord.
The Drift of It All
Thus by a standardized, arbitrary rendering of the preposi
tion pros, the intercommunion of the Holy Trinity is reduced
to a mere soliloquy. Here, again, the versionists naively ex
claim: "Can we not see the drift of this, even though our
tongue cannot express it?" Our answer is: The real meaning
is easily detected and expressed. It is simply an attempt to
reduce our conception of God from a complex to a simple unit,
thus making it impossible to conceive of self-consciousness in
the Godhead in any form whatever. And although uncon
sciously on the part of the versionists, will not the drift be to
pave the way for the antichrist of Pantheism, who will pro
claim: "In me God has arrived at self-consciousness. Besides
me there is no personal God."

If the real meaning is easily expressed, our critic has
passed by an excellent opportunity of giving it. The real
objection emerges in the word '' self-consciousness''. Now
I confess that I have not interpreted this or any other
passage of the Scriptures in the darkness of human phil
osophy. Where, in the Word of God, are we informed
on the subject of "self-consciousness"? It seems that,
because I reject such unscriptural speculations, I am
paving the way for the antichrist! But that personage
will not be introduced by cleaving to the form of sound
words, but rather by departure from them.
The Antichrist of Pantheism

So far as we know the meaning of self-conscious person
ality, it is of the same mental construction in God as in man.
And we know it is impossible to conceive of self-consciousness,
unless it is in juxtaposition to another self-conscious ego. It
is an incontrovertible law of the mind, that we could not see
ourselves in consciousness, unless we had previously seen
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God is One,

something not ourselves. As has been observed by an analogy
from the physical sphere, the eye could not see itself, unless
it had first seen something else. It should be underscored that
so far as we know anything of self-consciousness in the God
head, we cognize it in terms of our common self-consciousness.
And here is where the Bible doctrine of the Trinity enters,
redeeming the idea of a personal God to human thought. For

the juxtaposition of the Three in One insures self-consciousness in the Godhead independent of all creation. Robbing God
the Father of the Son who is everlastingly in the bosom of the

Father, is %o reduce God to a mere impersonal shadow. And
the shadow of whom, if not of the antichrist of Pantheism?
The foreshadowings of the antichristian man-god are growing
in number as well as insidiously. The spirit of this world is
thus at work preparing the way for the Coming One, even
among evangelically inclined circles.

Now w[e are given a dissertation on the mental con
struction pf God's self-conscious personality. As far as
we know! That is, being interpreted, according to our
ignorance. We do not know it is the same in God as in
man. In fact, we do know that God is not a man, and
any such speculations are false philosophy, which is

necessary \only when we seek to support error. God has

revealed Himself in His Word, and it is a shame that
such a magazine as the Moody Monthly should allow this
in its columns.
In plain language, this is merely an
attempt to reduce God to human proportions and to
attain a knowledge of the Supreme without the aid of

His revelation. In plain words, we are asked to reason

that, if tjiere were only one God (as the Scriptures
plainly declare) then He could not be conscious of His
own existence. Therefore there must be more than one!
If we believe in only one God, then we are Pantheists,
that is, that He is not a "personal" God. This is the
corrupt'' Scholarship'' that (thank God!) we lack. What
does the Scripiure-s&y ? In I Corinthians 8: 5, 6 we read,
"there ar^ many gods and many lords, nevertheless to
us there is one God, the Father, out of Whom all is, and
we for Him, and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through Whom

all is, and! we through Him". The Moody Bible Insti

tute, by following and teaching the false philosophy that

Not a Trinity
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one God cannot consciously exist apart from other gods
definitely takes its place outside of the believing few,
who, with Paul, are included in the "us". I definitely
deny that it is impossible for God to be conscious of His
own existence unless associated with another. I definitely
deny that "the juxtaposition of the Three in One insures

self-consciousness in the Godhead independent of all
creation". It has not a single passage in God's revela
tion to sustain it. Our professor does not even offer one.
Jehovah, our God, is one Jehovah. This hideous teaching
has arisen in a desperate attempt to bolster up the doc
trine of the Trinity. It is vain reasoning, without prem
ises, due to a darkened heart which refuses to acknowl
edge the deity of God (Rom. 1:21). It is utterly illogical
and idiotic to reason from man to God. It is the most
senseless syllogism ever suggested. God is not a man.
,

The Deity of Christ Denied

And what aggravates the offense the more, the drift of It is
to rob the Lord Jesus # Christ of His deity. This last offense is
not merely the "drift" of Concordant endeavors, it is the aim
plainly expressed. Here is their dictum in regard to Christ:

"He is not Himself the Deity." And again: "He is not the
supreme." And again: "He is not one in essence with the
Deity." And finally: "The deity of Christ is a mischievous
term." Hence also the odium cast by the versionists upon "the
prevailing teaching concerning a triune deity." For, logically,
if Christ is not God, then the Trinity cannot be; and vice versa,

if there is no triune God, Christ cannot be God. The deity of
Christ and the doctrine of the Trinity are inseparable.

Here again'we see the hand of a perversionist* We
have, indeed, made these statements, but we have care
fully guarded them. Who has not heard of this method
when applied to the Scriptures?
"Judas went and
hanged himself." "Go thou and do likewise." This is
not intended as advice to our critic, but to show how
easy it is to quote snippets from the writings of another,
yet totally misrepresent his position. In order to avoid
any such possibility, we print every word of his article
(not including his picture). The prevailing idea is that
Christ is either a mere man or absolute Deity. Prac-
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tically all will conclude that we teach that He is only a.
man.

In the article from which these quotations are

made I alssert, "I can honestly say that I believe in the
deity of phrist, for God, and not man, was His Father.

But I cai also deny it if the phrase is stretched to mean

that He Is everything to God that God is to Him." If
the Moody Bible Institute wishes to affirm the latter, I
will gladly enter the lists against them. Let them bring
forth a single Scripture to prove that position and I will
match it with a hundred to disprove it. There is no such
passage in the original.
What the Peeposition "Pros" Means
As these versionists, according to their own confession, are

unable to [express the meaning of John 1:1, why not let John

himself express it? His words are plain. And if an interpreta

tion is nejeded, why not A. T. Robertson's who declares that

pros here means to be "face to face with God, in equal fellow
ship and Mature." Even the versionists must admit that the
author of A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the
Light of Historical Research is a competent judge in the mat
ter. Robertson adds: "In fact, the language means that the
Logos was eye to eye with God and the conclusion follows, the
Logos was God." Again and again he asseverates that the

prepositioiji pros implies separate personality on the part of

the Logosi

Here we must confess ourselves quite bewildered.
"Why npt let John himself express it?" John wrote it

in Greek,! and we have printed it exactly as he wrote it.
I fear Jojin did not know English very well, at least we

have no tecord that he wrote it in our 'language. Per
haps the professor has discovered such a manuscript ? It
would be j very valuable and unique, the only instance of
which I am aware of the apostles writing in a tongue
non-existent at the time. But we can easily discover
what meaning John attached to the preposition pros, for
he uses it in his account about a hundred times. Dr.
Koberstoif's interpretation is quite interesting. No other
preposition that I have heard of has such richness of
meaning as pros, if it connotes "face to face with . . .
in equal fellowship and nature ", and identity. I am sure

An Untenable Position
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that many interesting consequences will follow this dic
tum. For instance, in verse twenty-nine, "John seeth
Jesus coming unto (pros) Him". John, consequently,
was identical with our Lord, and therefore, with God.
This is true also of Simon (John 1:42), and Nathanael
(47), and His mother (2:3), and Nicodemus (3:2), and
all (1: 26). Now here we have a logical basis for pan
theism properly accredited by the highest scholarship in
the land, and duly endorsed by the Moody Bible Insti
tute. I am sure they cannot find any flaw in this rea
soning.
We are sorry to say that our own experience with the
"author" of A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in
the Light of Historical Research has not been very reas
suring. He easily confuses things that differ. In Ger
many, the land where this is written, the leading author
ities do not even give him the credit which is his due,
according to my judgment. I have been trying to defend
him. I do not at all admit his competency in this matter,
for his definition is a palpable attempt to pervert this
passage to please the popular interpretation.
The
moment that it is applied elsewhere, he himself would
repudiate it.
But the grave charge must again be repeated. The
critic and the Institute reject the authority of the Scrip
tures and accept that of a man. With a hundred occur
rences of pros in John's account alone, there can be no
question of its import.
The word toward fits every
occurrence, so far as the sense is concerned, though Eng
lish idiom often demands to. It never determines equal

ity of fellowship or nature, or fixes identity.
Even in I Timothy 3:16, the versionists have not been able
to forego a belittling of the person and the work of Christ.
They render: "Which was manifest in the flesh." And their
intention is expressed thus: "The antecedent being things, we
use 'which' in the version." That is, Christ is no more to be
considered as the mystery of godliness, but only a curtain, as
it were, hanging before the mystery. Consider the anomaly:
the curtain hiding the mystery is supposed to be a person, but
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the mystery itself is composed of mere "things"! The Christ
of God must be broken, and His flesh rent, in order that a few
"things" might be revealed! Hebrews 10:20 is adduced to but
tress this I monstrosity.

This | is quite mysterious, as well as monstrous.
Though we have written every word referred to, it is
quite new to us. "A curtain hanging before the mys

tery"!

"^e must beg our critic to read what we have

written, tad he will find that he has hung the curtain in
the wrong place. The curtain was in the temple, and

"hid the! shekinah", not the mystery. The monstrosity

was manufactured by our perversionist, not by us.
S

The Holy Ghost a Mere Influence!

And a^ regards "the communion of the Holy Ghost," the

Holy Spirit is reduced to an unconscious force, a mere influ

ence. Listen to the dictum: "The Holy Spirit cannot be a dis

tinct personality from God the Father, for then Christ would

have two | different fathers, for both generated him.
original, sjpirit is always neuter.

In the

It should be so in English.

You say that He is the third person of the Trinity, that He

has a distinct personality from God. All of these are human
expressions, of which you should be heartily ashamed.

are sin." j

■

They

We desire to point to the fact that the Church never has
ascribed the eternal generation of the Son to the Holy Spirit,
nor the generation of Him in human nature to.the Father.
The Church has always maintained that the eternal generation
is of the Father and that the generation of the Son in human
ity was by the Holy Ghost. This is not a question of two
fathers, but of two different functionings by the same Godhead.
To hold up this venerable and biblical doctrine to ridicule by
dint of sutph logic is as senseless as if the integrity of a circle
should be j questioned because factors constituting the circle
are incommensurable to the human mind.

This Witness is false. We do not and never have
reduced the Holy Spirit to a mere influence. We assert
the " personality" of the holy spirit, when this unscriptural term is demanded by our apostate opponents. We
deny that it is a distinct "personality".
It is God's

spirit, in! the same sense as Christ's spirit, and man's
spirit. These are not mere influences. We deplore the
shameful | insistence on unsound, unscriptural expres
sions, such as "eternal generation" and "Godhead",

is God's Spirit
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which have no equivalents in the God-inspired original.
The appeal is to "the church". I thought that the
Moody Institute was Protestant, and repudiated the
teaching that the church is above the Scriptures. Still,
when I appeal to God's Word, they tell me what "the
Church" has always maintained. I am sorry to confess
that I am somewhat skeptical. I doubt if "the Church"
has "always" taught this. But I would not believe "the
Church" if it had, when we have God's Word. Why
does my critic not appeal to it?
Let us do so.
The
account given us in Luke (1:35) is as follows: "Holy
spirit shall be coming on you, and the power of the Most
High shall be overshadowing you; wherefore the Holy
One Who is being generated also, shall be called the Son
of God." Here God and holy spirit are one "person",
and any chicanery the "Church" may have invented
cannot overthrow the fact that they are not two distinct
individuals. Holy spirit is God's spirit, by which He
generated His only begotten Son.
The figure used by our critic is rather apt. He is
traveling in a circle, hence he will eventually arrive
where he began. But the Scriptures are not an incom
mensurable circle, but a revelation. It is his theology
which cannot be understood. The scriptural doctrine of
the deity is declared in words all can grasp. The theolog
ical muddle of the "Godhead" is not only unscriptural
but irrational. "The eternal generation of the Son" is
a myth. Who was His mother? Let us cast it on the ash
heap, where it belongs.
Why the Neuter Gender Is Used
By a standardized rendering of the neuter gender, accom
panied by an arbitrary interpretation, the versionists dispose
of the personality of the Holy Spirit with one stroke. Presum
ably the spirit of man will be treated by and by in a similar
way, it being, even in our own English, neuter. And God Him
self likewise, who is another "it," a Spirit (John 4:24).
We wonder if the Concordant versionist ever heard of idio
matic usages, the law of which is acknowledged, as far as we
know, in all languages. They claim to have perfected an
"idiomatic version," but give the lie to their statement by ignor-
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ing idiomatic usages whenever convenient. Have we not an
idiom of grammatical gender? It is well known that the Greek

as well as the Latin, generally at least, employed gender as a
mere grammatical sign.
The names of things in both lan
guages, and in the Germanic languages of Northern Europe as
well, are masculine and feminine, and- on the other hand beings
are in many cases designated by words of the neuter gender.
"There is no reason to suppose that in any stage of the Greek
or Latin the masculine and feminine form alone were capable
of expressing personality" (March's Lecture on the English
Language). \
Has it ever dawned upon the versionists that language may
have used the neuter "it" for the Holy Spirit because the Spirit
is neither Kiasculine nor feminine? And that we likewise, for

the same reason, have ascribed neuter gender to the spirit of
man and to God Himself?

They are all persons, although

devoid of natural gender, and language has, logically, ascribed
to them a pronoun also devoid of natural gender. Or is it
beyond the comprehension of the versionists that natural gen
der, as it inheres in organic beings, is not necessary to consti
tute personality? The angels in heaven, are not they persons
(Mark 12:25)?

The insufferably insulting language of our perversionist reaches its climax in this remarkable effort. If he
had taken proper pains to inform himself he would have
found that the Greek grammar which accompanies the
Concordant Version does not recognize a "neuter' 'gen
der. We quote as follows: "Gender. Nouns in Greek
which do not distinguish gender we will call indefinite."
Throughout the Concordant Version we recognize this
fact. And, so far as we are aware, we are the only ones
who do it. And yet we, who alone do it, are accused of
not doing it! We have insisted that English and Greek
idiom are the same in regard to the spirit of God. Now
he agrees, but most disagreeably. We say, in our Intro
duction, "The so-called neuter, or indefinite, forms
really have no gender. . . ." But it seems that we are
wrong, evfen when we are right!
We hive never based our teaching as to the holy

spirit of 0od on the "neuter" gender. We have pointed
out that our Lord Himself was called "it" in the Author

ized Version. It is our critics who claim that we rob the
spirit of personality when \ye translate literally "it".

the Concordant Version
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We believe in the "personality" of God's spirit and
hold that, nevertheless, it may be referred to as "it".
Of course, seeing that I am at present superintending
translations in several of the "Germanic languages of
Northern Europe" and have my home there, I cannot be
expected to be acquainted with the idiom of these lan
guages, or of any other. This abusive tirade covers up
the fact that this is a concession that we are right. Others
have contended that our rendering is wrong and destroys
the "personality" of the holy spirit. Our critic shows
that we do not, and* justifies our renderings. But who
would imagine this from the tartness of his tongue?
The spirit and the aim of the Concordant versionists seem
to be subservient to the antichristian tendency of the age.
Evangelical Christians should be admonished to leave their
publications severely alone, and to use instead our commonly
accepted versions of the Bible.

The spirit of this article (and, consequently, so long
as it is not retracted, of the Moody Bible Institute) is
that of the Slanderer. By insinuations, misrepresenta
tions, innuendoes, and actual falsehoods the spirit, aim,
method, and teaching of the Concordant Version and
publications have been libeled so grossly that we are
ashamed and humbled that anyone taking the name of
our beloved Lord should so disgrace Him. We ask all
who read these lines to pray for him, that God will
graciously open his eyes to the enormity of his sin and
the plenitude of His grace.
In closing we desire to appeal personally to all who
are interested in the 'Moody Bible Institute. To them
our reply may seem to be unnecessarily sharp, and they
will probably disclaim all responsibility for the article
in question. The matter is deeper than this. Several
times lately the facts of God's holy Word have been
pressed upon the attention of leaders in the Moody
movement, and the reaction has always been in favor of
"evangelical truth", "the church," etc., but always
against God's Word written. This article is only one of
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a series Of symptoms. The men associated with the name

of Mood^ in Chicago are definitely deaf to undoubted
facts in God's revelation. They do not want them. They
prefer orthodoxy. We realize the grave difficulty of their
position. | Humanly speaking, it is impossible for them to

accept tHe truth. It would mean loss of fellowship, of

financial j support, of prestige, of everything. But we
pray that God will prepare some hearts to hearken to
Him alone. And these we desire to reach. We have so
much treasure committed to us through the Concordant
method of Scripture study that ^e are constrained to
share it Mth all who love our Lord and are subject to

God's Word. Because these glorious, long-lost truths dis

turb the!apostasies and heresies of the last days,, they
are being reviled and rejected. But the opposers do not
meet us on the ground of God's revelation, because they
cannot withstand the power of the facts we present. So
they vigorously oppose what we do not teach, as though
we did, they twist our words, they appeal to philosophy
and the teaching of the church. They fear to meet us on
the bare basis of the orginial text of the Scriptures.
We appeal to you who call upon the Lord out of a
clean heart. Do not only read their words, but test them.
Let us seiid you our pamphlet on "The Case of Judas"
and see f6r yourself how our words have been perverted.
Investigate the Concordant method. Eevel in the rich
treasures which we have rescued from the rubbish of the
corrupt theology which covers it from our sight.
Let us all pray for these brethren. They probably
think they are doing God service. Once we were as blind
as they. It is only by God's grace that we have seen His
glories and have become acquainted with a Christ and a

God infinitely more glorious than the theologies of men

have ever imagined.

A. E. K.

A GERMAN UNSEARCHABLE RICHES

The good hand of our God has given us a German maga
zine devoted to the great truths for which we stand.
Der Ueberwinder (The Overcomer) has been publishing
many articles along the lines we love.
It has now
changed its name to UnausforscMicker Reichtum (Un
searchable Kiches). We bespeak the prayers of our read
ers on its behalf and invite the most earnest efforts to
spread its circulation among the German saints in Amer
ica. Note that the name of the publication office has also
been changed accordingly to Konkordanter* Verlag,
Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, Germany.
God has graciously granted a grander glimpse of His
glories in Christ Jesus our Lord to some of His slaves
through a more thorough searching of the Scriptures by
means of concordances of the original, and through a
translation based upon them. In this little magazine we
hope to share some of these finds with those who love God
and who rely on His revelation. We have found God
much greater and more Godlike than He appears in the
creeds of Christendom. Christ is unutterably more glori
ous than He is represented in the religious world. We
hope to correct constricted views of Him based on tradi
tion and mistranslation and publish chiefly such fresh
discoveries of His designs as have been buried from view
since the first century, which were only partially recov
ered at the Eeformation and by such later movements, as
the so-called Brethren, and the still further light of
Professor Stroter and others.
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CORRECTLY PARTITIONING THE WORD OF TRUTH

Beside^ attempting the utmost accuracy and consist

ency in oilr expositions of the Scriptures we shall seek to
heed the {apostle's injunction to "correctly partition"

the word j)f truth. The present day method of "apply

ing" the Word to all and sundry, without heeding the

clear indications in the Scriptures, has virtually made

much
Israel
cision
and a

of it false and misleading. When God speaks of
He pieans Israel. When He speaks of the Circum
He refers to them alone. We have a greater grace
moire distinguished destiny than they. The truth

for this present secret economy comes to the nations only

through P^ul. Once this is acknowledged, and the clouds

of confusion are cleared away, our hearts will be filled
with His grace and overflow in exultation and adoration
at His lov$.
i

a^HE INSPIRATION OF THE SCRIPTURES

We seek grace to stand firmly for the literal inspira
tion of the Sacred Scriptures in the original. Not only
are they trustworthy and accurate in the most minute
particulars, but they are instinct with life, and impart
it as well.! There is the same difference between Holy

Writ and Wman writings as exists between a fruit tree

and an artificial flower. The latter will not bear too close
examination, but the plant has undiscovered perfections
beyond thje power of the strongest microscope.
The

flower is dbad and will decay. The tree not only has life

but will sustain ours with its fruit. Men's words will rot.
God's Word alone is living and life-giving.

Most o| the articles that we expect to publish will be
based upon and exhibit the absolute accuracy of the
inspired originals. We will seek to reflect this by using
a uniform German standard for the important terms of
the divine vocabulary, especially those which have
already be0& fixed by the compilers of the proposed con-

Value of the Concordant System
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cordant version. No one who has not tried this system
can have more than the faintest impression of its value
in the recovery of God's truth and in exhibiting the per
fect precision of the divine records. Moreover, if the

Lord leads, we may insert a series of articles, which will
take up supposed contradictions and show how ground
less they are and how deficient is the vaunted knowledge
which seeks to impose them on the sacred text.
WE ARE NOT AUTHORITIES

We make no claims except an honest desire to dis
cover the facts of God's Word, a patient and orderly
investigation of the evidence, and the publication, not
only of our findings, but of the data necessary for testing
its truth. Above all we want no one to believe us. The
German admiration for thoroughness has invested speci
alists, especially in theology, with an unmerited author
ity. God never intended His saints of this era to allow
the interposition of'priests or professors between them
and Himself, and we abhor such a mediatorial position.
We ask all to believe God, and we seek to make it possible
for them to get into immediate touch with Him and His
Word, by giving such facts as will enable them to hear
the divine oracles for themselves.
SUBJECTS TO BE CONSIDERED

The greatest of all themes is God Himself. Under the
blight of unscriptural doctrines and phrases, which
God has never spoken, He has become an enigma. Christ,
instead of revealing the Father, has made Him a theolog
ical puzzle.
The holy spirit, instead of being God's
spirit, has become a different deity. We hope to present
papery on the doctrine of spirit, and ample proof that
God has a spirit, even as Christ has, not a distinct per
sonality from Himself, but His very essence, for He is
spirit.
Available material for future issues includes among
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other matters an exhaustive investigation of the evangel
for today,| the conciliation, an examination of the rela
tionship of Christ to God, valuable notes on Bomans,
and a disqussion of the utterances of Scripture on hell,

damnatioii, and judgment, as an answer to the continual

arguments! of the opponents of universal reconciliation.
The first issue begins a series on the much disputed ques
tion of baptism, and later such topics as death and resur
rection will probably follow.
While most of this is doctrinal, it is the only safe
basis for the practical. Much of our labor will be found
for naught in that day because it was not in line with

God's willj Let us first find out God's mind and then

we will be j able to please Him. None of the articles will
be personal. Most of them were written without the least
knowledge! of German interpreters. We never attack
anyone in particular in seeking to set right false teach

ing. If wej have anyone in mind, we will not hesitate to

mention a name, should that be demanded by grace and
righteousness. We beg our readers to bear with us, if,
for the first few years, we find it impossible to enter into

lengthy private communications. The pressing nature of

the need ebmpels us to put all available time on tasks
which will be of benefit to all. Most of the questions
which arise will be answered in.later numbers of the
magazine, br have already been discussed before. Be
patient with us. It takes time and meditation for re

adjustment! to this fuller revelation.
| THE FOUNDATION OF FELLOWSHIP
We make no doctrinal test and demand no exclusive

fellowship.! All who have the life of Christ are members

of His body and own Him as their Lord. We need no
other nucleus, and heed no other Head. We desire to
have fellowship with all who are His, and urge all

saints to o^>en their hearts to everyone who calls upon

Him out of a clean heart.

Fellowship should not be

Other Languages
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founded on faith but faithfulness, not on the head but on
the heart. It is humiliating to acknowledge that thirty
years ago some of us would have indignantly refused
fellowship to ourselves as we are today. Why? Because
we have departed from the faith ? By no means. Because
we have found some of the traditions false which we had
been taught, and have spent the long years in patient
and systematic investigation of the facts. Hence we have
much sympathy with those who, depending on the teach
ing of men about the Bible, refuse to listen to the Scrip
tures themselves. We know how much more difficult it is
to unlearn than to learn, especially when we think that
we surely have the Bible back of us.
AN INTERNATIONAL WORK

Through the mejdium of the English language God
has graciously spread this message in many regions of
the earth. Originating in Los Angeles, California, in the

United States, it spread among the many nationalities in
that region. Through them it has reached out to other
countries, as England, Scotland, Ireland, Canada, Aus
tralia, New Zealand, through a Greek -Unsearchable
RicJies to Greece, through a Swedish magazine (I Motgonvdktcn) to many in that land, through literature in
Denmark, and now through Unausforschlicher Beichtum in Germany. A happy providence led to the intro
duction of the work in Germany. A German brother was
interned in Australia during the war. There he came
into touch with our literature in English. This he intro
duced in his native land when he was released. - After
the war Professor Stroter became interested, writing in
most enthusiastic terms of his determination to investi
gate and disseminate the truths we teach through his
magazine. But he died soon afterward. Some pamphlets
were sent by a Berlin doctor to the editors of Der Ueberwinder. This led to translations and the present publi

cation.

Besides these

closely affiliated publications,
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another |Jnglish paper, The Pilgrim's Messenger, stands

for the skme truths, and an Italian magazine translates
articles.
I

CONjCORDANT TRANSLATIONS IN MANY TONGUES

The greatest work of the Concordant Publishing Con
cern is effected by means of its translations. The so-

called "^Tew Testament" is not only published in Eng

lish, but sm apparatus for translation in other tongues is
now being used for making versions out of the original
into Spaijiish, Italian, Dutch, Danish, Hopi, and now in
German also. Others, such as Swedish, are contemplated,
and translators in many other languages are provided
free with the apparatus. Even with the help afforded,
each of these is a great task, requiring vast labor and
much time. "We hope to engage tft least half a dozen
specialist^ on the German version, whose identities will
remain hidden, because we wish the work to stand abso

lutely on its own merits. Indexes will be provided so
that every particular will be open to public inspection.

Preliminary work is progressing on a version of the

Hebrew ^Scriptures also, the compiler having gone to
Palestine! to check his work by the natural phenomena

of the Hbly Land. Present translations of the Hebrew
are so inbonsistent that many changes will be made in

this new! version. It is hoped that its issue in English
will be Rapidly followed by a German translation. It
will be #ears before that can be considered, however.
i

TpE GERMAN "KONKORDANTER VERLAG"

As a branch of the Concordant Publishing Concern
(in which name we include all who wish to aid in this
work) w0 shall publish this magazine, circulate scrip
tural literature, and promote the German Concordant
Version. jNews of its progress will appear from time to
time. Notice will be given of the issuance of a prospec
tus, whicli is being postponed until the work is well in

The Concordant Publishing " Concern"
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hand and we have some assurance when it will be ready.
It is our conviction that this work may be used by God
for His glory and for the blessing of His saints beyond
anything else that we know, and we invite the hearty
cooperation of all who, upon examination, are likeminded.
TO OUR READERS AND FRIENDS

We realize that all of this is quite beyond our powers.
Not only are we dependent on the Lord for grace and
strength, but upon the cooperation of His saints in the
fostering and furthering of the truth. While the Con
cordant Publishing Concern, and each branch, has
responsible executives, it is understood to be composed

of all who make its business theirs. In English the word
'"Concern'' was chosen, rather than "Company" because
it embraces all who are "concerned" in its affairs. You
are invited to become an active associate in this enter
prise. Membership consists simply in cooperation, in
whatever way you can, in the dissemination of the facts
and truths of God's inspired revelation. There are no
profits, and the rewards will not be distributed until that
day when our Lord Himself will test our service, and
everyone shall have praise of God.
This work was begun in America by one of pure Ger
man blood who, for many years, like the apostle Paul
(Eom. 9:1-5) has had an intense desire to reach those
of his own kin, who live in the land of his fathers. He is
striving, indeed, to reach all nations, but finds it impos
sible not to give a special place in his heart to the people
from whom he sprang. For a while he will give them
first consideration in his plans. He conveys greetings to
his German friends from America and England and
Sweden and Denmark, all of whom are rejoicing that
there are those of like faith in this land. He greets them
and exhorts them to bear patiently with much that may

seem unseriptural in his ministry, until they have had
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time to test it by the concordant method, for which they
now have tio proper tools. He asks their earnest prayers

for a special measure of God's grace to be true to Him

and thus to His brethren, so that he may serve them as
the Lord^ slave.
The higher criticism, through German professors, has
swept like | a besom of destruction over the earth, bring
ing a blight upon the people of God in many a place. Let
us pray God, by His grace, another wave will sweep over
the countries, not of doubt and darkness, but of light and
faith. Germany is the logical center for such a move
ment, for it still is the theological hub of Protestantism.
The higheij criticism came from without, and received its
impetus h0re. May not our gracious Lord answer our
cries that j He use our feeble efforts for a world-wide

return to ihe Word of the living God?

A. E. K.

IN THE HAND OF THE POTTER

"I went down to the potter's house, and behold, he
wrought a work on the wheels. And the vessel that he
made of clay was marred in the hand of the potter. So
he made it again another vessel, as seemed good to the
potter to make" (Jer. 18: 3, 4).
The prophet sees a vessel marred in the hand of the
potter. Yet, as he gazes, it is made again, "another ves
sel, as seemed good to the potter to make". Now, in this
pictured incident, we see that all throughout the vessel
is in the'hand of the potter. He is the determining and
deciding factor.
So is God, as witness His word to Jeremiah. "0
house of Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter?
Behold, as the clay in the potter's hand, so are you in My
hand, 0 house of Israel." "What sovereignty breathes in
these words! As the clay in the potter's hand, so are you
in My hand.
God is sovereign. Therefore of Israel He could say:
'' This people have I formed for Myself. They shall shew
forth My praise" (Isa. 43: 21). And again in the same
chapter: "I have created him for My glory. I have
formed him. Yea, I have made him."
Truly, the hand of the Potter is here. I have created,
formed, made. And, for My glory. Marred? Yes, but
still in the hand of the Potter, to be eventually for His
glory.
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And, iparvelous to relate, that very marring is the
occasion for a new and wonderful fashion, the formation
of an instrument that is also to be for His glory. Here
we are injmediately concerned. As participants of the
grace glorious we are His achievement. We are in His
hand.
He is leaking us. And all the while there is the close
ness of Malker and made. And how blessed the conscious

ness of the! Moulder's far-seeing wisdom, which again and

again amapes the mind! How blessed, also, the waiting,
and sometimes the withholding, of His touch! It is then
we perceive the marvels of His ordaining, the wisdom of
His disposing, and that in His fashioning all is togetheractmg-mto-good for those who love Him.

"But Thim art making me. I thank Thee, Sire.

What| Thou hast done and do'st, Thou knowest well;
And I will help Thee: gently in Thy fire

I wjill lie burning; on Thy potter's wheel

I will whirl patient, tho' my brain should reel.
Thy grace shall be enough my grief to quell,
And growing beauty shine thro' suffering dire.Too tense I must not be to understand,
Hoy should the work the Master goes about
Fit the vague sketch my compasses have planned?
I ajn His house, where He goes in and out;
He builds me now, and if I cannot see
At any | time what He still does with me

'Tis that He makes the house for me too grand."

God would build for us a character far exceeding our
earthbouncj comprehension. He would wean us from the
things whiph too easily engross our attention, lifting us
to a closer! attachment to Himself.
Yet always, even hourly, we are in His hand. Of that
we may be sure. But are we conscious of the great affin
ity— the cploseness of Maker and made?
A tower of
strength li^s in the thought, an utter rare content.
'fSpeak to Him, thou, for He hears,
I And spirit with spirit may meet;
Closer is He than breathing,
And nearer than hands and feet."

He Moulds Us for His Own Glory
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But are we as the clay, plastic, yielding, impression
able? We may be, in a wrong way. There are world
forces so making appeal to our leisure moments that time
is only too easily spent in studying their chronicled
triumphs. Indeed, civilization is intoxicated by their
glamour. We are perilously placed in this our age, in a
civilization that crowds God out of its thought and pro
gram. Its god has lures at every turn of life's road,
lures to which the soul so easily responds. And too read
ily are we pliant here.
But what of the Potter's touch, of the Master's
moulding? That is for the spirit, for the prayer life, and
for the Scripture study, that therein we may be truly
pliant, impressionable to a fine degree.
"What tho' Thy work in me transcends my sense,
Too fine, too high, for me to understand.
I trust entirely. On, Lord, with Thy labour grand!
I have not knowledge, wisdom, insight, thought,
Nor understanding, fit to justify
Thee in Thy work. Tis all of sovereign grace."

How great a thing it is to realize ourselves as in His
hand! What equipoise and calm! For then, should way
ward circumstance, or mood's despair come near, it is to
find us still within that hand. As our "faithful Creator"
His word is confirmed to our hearts in all its fine grada
tions: "I have made, and I will bear. Even I will carry,
and will deliver you."
As in creation He is our Potter, so in redemption.
He makes and He remakes. And even as He took pleas
ure in His ancient people, a pleasure He will show yet
again, so in those of a later day, whom He designates
beforehand, He calls and justifies, and glorifies.
From out of the intrusive chaos, "Elohim is seeing
all that He makes—it is very good." He takes pleasure
in His own work. And its far-reaching issues are to con
stitute the delight of God's will. Far down the course of
time there were those who should be His achievement in
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We are God's Achievement

a wondrous, unique sense. His "poema".
And its
excellency trill be celestially apparent above all earthly
showing. Tjhe highest intelligences will, through these
media, be s^tisfyingly instructed in the wealth of God's

grace, as sliown in His kindness to us in Christ Jesus.

For such display are we set. But what of our present
sense of its dignity? The spirit may rise in exultation at
the thought! of such glory. But are there not hands, feet,
and lips, foi action even now ? And the spirit of God has
something to do with these members of the body.
Hands ijiay not have the cunning of a Bezaleel, but
they can be gentle, ministering hands. Our feet, too,
may be treading the obscure ruts, yet willing feet for His

revealed requests. And our lips. Someone once prayed:

"Lord, take my lips, and speak through them. Take my
mind and think through it. Take my heart and set it on

fire."

|

If only thus we live and pray, what channels we could
be! Vessels of honor, for and in the Potter's hand.
Made, not only by Him, but for Him.
"Made for Thyself, O God!
Made for Thy love, Thy service, Thy delight;
Made to!show forth Thy wisdom, grace, and might;
Made for Thy praise, Whom veiled archangels laud.
Oh, strange and glorious thought, that we may be
A joy to| Thee!"

William Mealand

Btbtne JWpsterte*

THE JOINT BODY —IN THE LORD

We are now to consider the more intimate relationships
of life, husband and wife, parent and child, master and
slave. The figure of a new humanity is not an adequate
basis for conduct in these close contacts. If the "church"
were the " bride of Christ" today, as is sometimes sup
posed, then this would furnish an excellent ground of
exhortation for the marriage bond. But, as Christ, in His
official capacity, our Lord has no bride or wife, and the
bride of the Lambkin is Israel, the Circumcision. Noth
ing could be more fitting, therefore, that the close com
munion of these relationships should be governed by that
most intimate and precious of all spiritual ties, the joint
body of Christ. Membership in that body is the clue to
conduct toward those near to us and dear to us (Eph.
5:21—6:9).
"In Christ" there are no physical relationships. "In
the Lord" these are recognized and controlled. In Christ
the master and the slave, the mature and the minor, the
male and the female, disappear. The master is subject
to the Lord, tlie slave is free in spirit. The aged father
is in his prime and the youth is fully matured. Sex is not
recognized. None of these physical distinctions disturb

the absolute equality of every participant in the spirit
ual unity. But let us not abuse this precious truth by
applying it outside the spiritual sphere. Let us not infer
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Subjection in the Lord,

that, when| a slave believed, he became a freedman. That
would havk caused untold trouble. A believing child is
not freed from the authority of its parents. On the con
trary, it isi more obliged to obey. .The act of faith does
not make aj female masculine, and give her the place of a
man and a husband. She is still to be subject. Our place

in Christ cfoes not set aside subjection in the Lord.

These simple facts are of surpassing importance in a

day when |all subjection is derided and when faith in
God's actual utterance is largely superseded by inference
from His words on a different subject. Both socially and
theologically the tendency is away from the wholesome
injunctions! which are given us for our guidance in Paul'js

latest episties. Independence, rather than subjection, is
the ideal set before us. As a result we see insubordina

tion everyivhere.

The employee seeks to control the

employer's'affairs, and business is obstructed. The child

scoffs at parental monitions, disobeys without a qualm,

and reaps ai harvest of dissipation and crime. Marriage is
no longer ^ bond, but an experiment, and brings the
blight of divorce and parentless children, and moral cor
ruption. This one sentence would solve most of our social
evils: Be siibject.
We are iiot only "in Christ", but "in the Lord". We
are not capable of reasoning out the conduct which befits
a saint froin our position in Christ. This is done for us
by relating! us to Him as our Lord, and by giving us
specific guidance to suit each sphere in which we may
be found. Let us note that we are not referred to the
law, which | was given to govern the flesh before. Our
physical affairs are not to be regulated in accord with
that administration. They are to accord with the tran
scendent truths of our spiritual state. The prime ingre

dients of that revelation—love, grace, spirit—are to be

mingled with our conduct toward our relatives, and
should contjrol the mutual attitude of master and slave.
Let us acknowledge the lordship of Christ. It will be

Our Proper Attitude
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especially pleasing in these days when subjection is
derided as a weakness, and despised as if it were a crime.
As Christ is our Lord, or Master, there is a clear
parallel to enforce obedience to masters in the flesh.
Since slavery scarcely exists, these exhortations may be
appropriated, in measure at least, by those who serve
though not bound. In fact, much as we may abhor slav
ery, the ownership of one human being by another, there
is not so great a gulf between it and other forms of
service. Now our employers buy our time, our effort.
They pay for a fraction of our life.
It is a form of
limited bondage, which absolutely demands subjection,
no less than slavery. Hence we are to conform the qual
ity of this subjection to that which we render our spirit
ual Lord. "Fear and trembling ... singleness of heart
. . . not with eye slavery, as man pleasers . . . with
good humor . . ." (Eph, 6:5-8).
How gladly will
employers accept such service! How well it would be if
servants would give it! There would be no loss of self
respect, as men vainly imagine.
He who is in service must serve. Not merely to hold
his position or to increase his pay, but because of his
similar relationship to Christ, he should obey, with fear
and trembling. That is the normal, the appropriate pos
ture of the creature. God is the only One Who should
not obey. Christ obeys Him. We obey our Lord. Our
obedience to masters in the flesh is only a miniature of
these higher relationships, and is intended to teach us
the absolute sovereignty of the Deity. It is no disgrace.
It is a privilege to serve a great master. Even in the
days of slavery the poor white trash were lower in the
social scale than the property of the great. Let us always
remember that we serve the Lord Christ, in serving
others, and the quality of our service will rise to the
heights that no mortal man can inspire. Let us wear His
livery, and the most menial task will assume a robe of
royal dignity.
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Master and Slave

In these democratic days we work for wages and
measure our hire by the amount of material for which
we are abl£ to exchange it. Few feel that they are prop
erly requited. How many would refuse a raise in salary?
Happy are; those who can look beyond their pay checks

to the Lorll they serve, with the confident expectation
that their ^ood will be requited! They may not be appre
ciated nowj They will probably serve better than their

wages require. Let them rest in perfect assurance that
all they do I will receive its just compensation, not neces
sarily fronj their earthly master in this era, but from
their heaveiily Lord, when He reviews the lives of all His

slaves and Awards to each his just deserts. Then shall all

have prais0 from God, for all of His, in some measure,
will merit His approval.
Masters also must make their heavenly Master a pat
tern of thdr part. Though they seem to have a high
place, they are themselves but underlings. The subjec

tion which ^hey demand from those beneath them is due

to Him Who is their Lord. Let them not imagine for a
moment that they are supreme. Let them not abuse the
power placed in their hands. Let them be gracious as
they themselves desire the favor of their Overlord. One
thing especially is debarred, and that is threatening. It
is utterly &t variance with the spirit of this economy.

God prays ^,nd pleads, but He does not threaten. That

is a craven'^ part. That is the resort of the weakling who
is not fit to be trusted with power. Our Lord does not
threaten us} There is a requital for the good slave, but
no threat for a bad one (Eph. 6:9).
It is sometimes supposed that these last days are the
only ones ifr which children do not mind their parents.
There is no doubt that it has gone to extremes never
known before, but the mere fact that the spirit of God
found it necessary to pen an exhortation to this effect
shows the universality of the sin. Apart altogether from
the spiritual appeal which the apostle makes, it is evident

Parent and Child
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that the place of immature offspring is subjection. Age
should teach wisdom, and experience understanding.
These are sorely needed in a world so full of pitfalls and
walking in darkness. Yet the greatest lesson they should
learn, the most important that parents should impart, is
that such obedience is m the Lord. The father has a
right to demand it because he has authority from the
Lord. If he is not himself obedient to his Master, that
authority is weakened and invalidated.
The law was full of prohibitions. A welcome contrast
is the promise to the fifth precept (Ex. 20:12). The
first to the third are negative. Thou shalt not have other
gods before Me. Thou shalt not make any graven image.
Thou shalt not take the name of Jehovah, thy God in
vain. The fourth is positive as well as negative. Remem
ber the sabbath day . . . Six days shalt thou labor . . .
but the seventh is the sabbath . . . thou shalt not do any
work . . ." The fifth is the first and only one without a
prohibition and with a promise attached: "Honor thy
father and thy mother that thy days may be long upon
the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee." Thou
shalt not . . . Thou shalt not . . . Thou shalt not . . .
Thou shalt not . . . Thou shalt not ...
We are not under law, but undey grace. Does this
mean that we are free to murder? By no means! Does it
mean that the benefits accruing from obedience to its
precepts will be withheld from us? Far from it! Those
under law were in a state of minority and tutelage, cor
responding very closely to the condition of our children
according to the flesh. The rules and regulations for
such a state are giveij in the law, and cannot be improved
upon. If obedience to parents obtained a physical reward
under the law, it will operate just as well under grace.
Indeed, this precept comes nearer the administration of
grace than any other, as, indeed, it ought to do. If the
present tide of disobedience could be stemmed, there is
no more potent power to effect it than this simple word;
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The Wife's Subjection

"Honor your father and mother, that it may be well
with you!"\
This ma^ seem a selfish appeal. But what stronger
motive exists in the breasts of the immature? Now self

ishness find^ an outlet in a feverish pursuit for present

pleasure orj an insane seeking for sordid gain. Every
youth and maiden should pay for a life insurance which
would guarantee their welfare, even if it did not insure
great wealth. There are some simple rules in Scripture

which men i-ere wise to heed. I have often thought that,

were I in control of the destinies of a state, with all my
ignorance I j could secure its welfare by a single policy:
Recognize Jehovah and His people Israel. Most nations

manage to nLuddle along by enacting the mistakes of the

majority (which is almost always wrong). But they can
not overcome the handicap of Juderihetze. Jehovah is
watching ov0i* His scattered nation. So with the private
concerns of life. Fear Jehovah and honor your progen
itors in youth and the going will be good. This rule still

stands, though a higher law may, at times, obscure its

operation,
j
Again, a$ with the masters, fathers are enjoined from
taking undue advantage of the position which is theirs
from the Lotd. A little brief authority is a temptation
to most meni To u&e power with moderation, to temper
it with Mndiiess, is the mark of true nobility. Parental
authority should always be just, never manifestly high
handed, nev§r vexatious, the result of capricious tyranny
rather than Wise lenience. In this passage the father's
true place is indicated. The discipline and admonition

of his children is in his hands. God will hold him ac

countable, e^en if he shirks his duty.
|

THE SUBJECTION OF WIVES

The fact jthat God's spirit has indited two precepts

for the regulation of the wedded state of His saints is
sufficient to give us the key to the present deplorable

to Her Husband
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condition. The family seems to be dying out. The whole
social structure seems doomed to destruction. The cru
sade for women's rights seems to have caused a crop of
women's wrongs. Men and women are hunting for happi
ness along illicit lines. They boldly refuse to use a mar
riage ceremony which embodies God's declarations of the
relations of husband and wife. Women will not obey
their husbands.
To merely mention such a thing is
deemed an insult to the sex. The story of Eden is a myth.
No intelligent person dares to accept it today. But the
fact remains that the law is graven deep in the human
constitution, and its infringement has wrought havoc.
The emancipation of woman has made her a miserable
slave. Her true happiness lies in subjection, not merely
to her husband, but to God, Who has given her this place,
not in anger, but in wisdom and in love.
In Eden's garden Eve took the initiative, and without
according Adam a place in her counsels, took of the for
bidden fruit and gave to him. In the judgment scene
that follows every sentence is in exact accord with the
nature of the sin. She had been insubordinate. She had
scorned the command of God, "You shall not eat" (Gen.

2:17). She had been lured by the evil one, and she had
involved Adam in her offense. He did not transgress of
himself. He was not deluded. His love for Eve alone
involved him in the trespass. Hence the sentence: "He
shall dominate over you" (Gen. 3:16). Eve's daughters

may do as Eve did, and listen to the lure of evil, and

refuse to serve the sentence God has imposed. But, like
all of God's laws, its infringement is fraught with
inescapable retribution.

Every condition has its compensations.
Many an
emancipated slave has wished for the good old days when
he had no cares, no responsibilities. His food and shelter
were secure. The future did not worry him. His master
did his worrying. Subjection is not an unmitigated eviL
It provides a safe, a sheltered existence, which relieves
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The Headship of Christ

him of marjy of the austerities of life. As a matter of
fact subjection is the normal sphere of the creature. If

he is not intelligently obedient to the Creator he must be
subordinate-to his environment, the physical elements or
the social institutions. Lawlessness is always foolish and
hurtful. Tliere can be no comfort or happiness without
subjection of some sort. God's laws are immutable. He

has decreed! that subjection shall be one side of the mar
riage bond.! And who shall question the wisdom and the
benefit of His arrangement ?
In this Connection we are given a hint which clears
away much confusion. It is common to connect the head
ship of Christ to the figure of the one body. We are

asked to believe that none of the saints, as members of

this body, are in the head, for that is reserved for Christ.
The functions figured by the eyes, the ears, and the nose
belong alon^e to Him. Since these are distinctly attrib

uted to the! members by the apostle in writing to the
Corinthians^ it is supposed that Christ has two bodies,
notwithstanding the emphatic assertion to the contrary.

That Christ] is not a separate member of the body, even

the head, ought to be evident, for the whole is His body.

His headship is a distinct figure. It is over the whole

body, including the head. All is clear when we read that

"the husbaiid is head of the wife even as Christ is Head
of the eccleSia". The wife, though subject, is not without
a head of lier own. The husband's is not her physical
head. Ther£ is only one body of Christ in which some of
the members are in the head and some in the feet, but
now, in the joint body, all are of equal rank.
Love is! the greatest thing in the universe, and it

should find| its fullest expression in the affection of a

husband for his wife. A man is not charged to be her
head, but %o exercise his heart on her behalf (Eph.
5:25-31), 'f Husbands, be loving your wives, according
as Christ also loves the ecclesia . .. ." How tempting,
here, to introduce the figure of the bride! How simple it

The Mystery of Marriage
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would be! Jehovah does love Israel as a bridegroom his
bride, and, were we members of that nation, such an
exhortation would be most apt. But we are not the wife
of Jehovah or the bride of the Lambkin. We are the body
of Christ. A man's own body is the figure of this rela
tionship. Therefore, the apostle interjects the argument
that husband and wife are one flesh. Husbands ought
to be loving their own wives as their own bodies. He
who is loving his wife is loving himself. For no one at
any time hates his own flesh, but is nourishing and cher
ishing it, according as Christ also the ecclesia, seeing
that we are members of His body.
THE MYSTERY OF MARRIAGE

If we were "the bride of Christ" there would be no
necessity for bringing in the mystery of marriage, in
order to prove that the two are one flesh, and so, in a
sense the wife is the husband's own, body, thus forming
a parallel with the relation of Christ to the ecclesia. All
the members of His body are one spirit in Christ. The
husband and the wife are one flesh. As Christ loves the
ecclesia, His own body, so should the husband love his
wife, not as such, but as his own flesh. This is based on
the facts of creation, as recorded in the opening chapters
of Genesis. Adam and Eve actually were one flesh at
first.
"Male and female He creates them77 (Gen. 1: 27) is
the brief statement of the first record of man's creation.
In the fuller account that follows we find that Adam was
created bisexual. God did not build Eve out of a "rib".
Out of more than forty occurrences tzlo is never rendered

rib elsewhere. It is called a beam, a board, a chamber, a
corner, a leaf, a plank, a side, and a side chamber. When
we see that the leading idea is a vault, or cell, the crea
tion of Eve may be intelligently understood. The female
structures were taken from him, as the basis for another
individual. Man lacks no ribs, but he does lack the
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female functions which were incorporated into the body
of Adam before the separation of Eve. It now takes
two individuals to make a complete human being, as God
created hinij Hence, in marriage, each is but a part of a
human, as to flesh, and, together, they are but one. This
is the secret! on which Paul bases his exhortation.
We may,' with delightful delectation, dwell upon the
fact that no| man ever hated his own flesh. No exhorta
tion is needed there. It is instinctive, inevitable. So is
Christ's love to us. We are joined by bonds unbreakable.

In loving u^, He loves Himself. We need not implore.
Him to favoy us, nor must we merit His affection. With
in our own breasts we have a continual reminder of the
love of God's Anointed for the members of His body. We
do not ask pur members to earn our regard. Indeed, if
an arm is htirt, we give it added concern. If a foot is
lame, we do not discard it, but favor it all the more. So

is the love of Christ. Let us not imagine that our weak

ness, our un\^orthiness, will make Him weary of us. That

can never bei A man may weary of his wife, a woman of
the child sh§ bears, but He will never cease to love the
most unworthy member of that celestial company who

come to Himj in the day of His rejection, before the time
of His return.

A. E. K.

ATTAINING TO THE "OUT
RESURRECTION"

Paul forfeited all his Jewish advantages, and deemed
them to be refuse, that he might gain Christ, and have
God's righteousness, to know Christ and the power of
His resurrection and the participation of His sufferings,
being conformed to His death, if somehow he should be
attaining to the out-resurrection (eooanastasin) from
among the dead. He had not already obtained this, nor
had he been perfected, yet he was pursuing it in order to
grasp that for which he was grasped by Christ Jesus
(Phil. 3: 7-12). Is this an event to which he looked for
ward at death, or an experience for the present life?
Two words seem to settle this for the close student,
power and attain. Paul was not speaking of the resur
rection, but of its power. He was not concerned with
that future favor, but a present attainment. It would be
entirely needless to say he had not been resurrected.
But it is quite in keeping to insist that his experience
was not up to the ideal standard which is most fully
expressed by our experience in resurrection.
Philippians was not written by the apostle Paul.
There is no need for the authority of a commission, for
there is no fresh revelation. It is written by a slave,
because it deals with the deportment becoming to those
who have received the secret unfolded in Ephesians.

Philippians deals, with conduct, It is only when we throw
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Resurrection and Vivification

away this key, and when we turn our back on the tran

scendent grice which is for all in Christ Jesus when He
returns, tha^ it is possible to imagine that Paul is pro
posing a litpral resurrection, based on attainment, and

limited to aj small fraction of the one body.
I

CONFORMITY

TO

HIS

DEATH

Of one thing we may be absolutely sure. No one can

be conformed to the death of Christ literally, as regards
the physical body (Phil. 3:10). His body saw no cor

ruption, eveji after several days of death. Our bodies are
acquainted mth decay even in life. Nor would such con
formity havp any point in Paul's argument. His condi
tion in death had no bearing on his career. But, if we
take it figuratively, it is full of force. Death with Christ,
crucifixion With Him, is a prime prerequisite for a walk
pleasing to God. In Romans baptism into His death, in
the sixth chipter, is imperative before we enter into the
vivification pf the eighth (Rom. 8:11).
|

THE OUT-RESURRECTION

All resurrections except that before the great White
Throne judgment are " (^-resurrections'\ Only some of
the dead arej raised out from among the rest. All future

out-resurreciions are also vivifications.

The saints are

roused incorruptible, immortal.
Possessing a super
abundance 6f. life, beyond the reach of death, they can
not sin, but frill walk in the will and ways of God. Such
conduct is tlie perfect model for the present. Though
there is a precious sense in which we are roused as to our
souls, and vilified as to our spirits, we are not raised as
to our bodies. Death is operating in them. They are
dying. They| are prone to sin. It is only by the power of

the spirit of! God, which homes in us, that we can keep

from sinning. Were that holy spirit present in the meas
ure which wpl obtain in the resurrection, we would not
sin. We cannot aim higher than that which is for the

The Prize We Seek
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saints in the out-resurrection. Let us strive to attain to
that.
Christ has not grasped us for the weak, unworthywalk which is the experience of most of us today. We
have been taken in hand by Him for a life of utter obedi
ence to God's will, without a trace of sin. This we shall
enjoy in the out-resurrection. And this we should grasp
after (Phil. 3:12). Yet who will say that he has grasped
when not even Paul could make such a claim? We are
like a runner in a race. The prize will not be awarded
until the end of the course. Let us not claim it, and lose
our stride, but press on, stretching ourselves forward as
we near the goal. Let us forget our past stumbles and all
that lies behind us and keep our eyes on that sinless,
spirit-filled state when we will be that which we would
be at the present.
When the Lord calls Israel's saints back to life He
will leave the rest of the dead until the thousand years
have passed. That will be an 0w£-resurrection. These
saints will henceforth live sinless lives.
When He
descends from heaven with a shout and the Chief Mes
senger's voice and the trumpet of God, that will partake
still more of the nature of an owf-resurrection, for some
of His own will remain in death. He calls from the air
to gather His celestial saints. He descends to the earth
to rouse the terrestrial ones. Only those who belong to
the new creation will be able to respond to His heavenly
blasts. The new birth does not equip the earthly people
to ascend into the atmosphere, which, in the Scriptures,
is often termed the heavens. The two resurrections which
take place at the Lord's presence are both 0w£-resurreetions and both vivifications. Indeed, His coming for us
might be called on awtf-out-resurrection, for we are raised
out of those who partake in the out-resurrection of
Israel's saints. It is this state of vivifieation, when the
saints will perfectly fulfill the will of God that is pre
sented to us as the ideal to which Paul desired to attain.
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The Attainment
ONE EXPECTATION

Those who have grasped the utter grace of Ephesians
will be fullV assured that there can no division among
the saints of this economy on the score of conduct. There
is only one fjaith, one body, one expectation. This is truly
"fundamental'\ To teach that one portion of God's
Word is for the ignorant and another for the more en
lightened is; subversive of the gracious foundation on
which this economy is based. If we assign one resurrec
tion to the initiates of the mystery or those of special
attainments, and another to those who are still babes in

Christ, we jleny that provision in the charter of this

economy which asserts that there is one expectation for
all.
The disposition to claim the prize before the race is
run is an indication of immaturity, not of excessive en
lightenment! (Phil. 3:15). The mature have attained to
the unity of jfaith, and are not surging hither and thither
and whirled about by winds of teaching, even if the
deception is | systematized by relating it to other lines of
truth (Eph.; 4:13, 14).
This very epistle teaches us

that the ide^l disposition consists, not in self-exaltation,
but in self-abasement. The "attainment" of Christ was

the cross. l[t was God Who exalted Him. Let us not

claim any advantage as a reward of our attainment, but
wait until the race is run and the righteous Umpire
gives out the prizes. Let us not imagine that anyone
can conduct! himself so holily as to attain eonian life
before the presence of Christ. He alone will give life to
our bodies, ^nd that when He returns, but not before.
The pride that claims vivification as a result of personal
piety is utterly contrary to the spirit of the Philippian
. epistle and to the great Example Who is set before us
in it.
A. E. K.

Dtecorbant

HUMAN NATURE

In God's Word human nature is good. In evangelical
theology it is bad, very bad. This is one of those terms
which even greatly enlightened teachers of the Bible
have altered utterly from its scriptural significance, so
that "natural" has become a synonym for sinful. Subtly
and subconsciously this seriously affects their expositions
of the Bible and has a very strong tendency to turn the
path of the saints into the direction of asceticism. The
extreme result in some of the most earnest souls is an
unnatural life, rather than a supernatural one. They
fear every instinctive impulse, and every inherent emo
tion, as from a sinful source. The effect is an artificial
existence, constrained and "religious", lacking some of
the spontaneous and exultant joy, or the unleashed lib
erty which is ours in His Beloved.
But some will say, "Then you do not believe that
there is nothing good in man! You think there is some
thing in him which does not need salvation!" By such
speeches which are based on evangelical phrases rather
than on the Scriptures, much truth can be condemned.
For instance, let us use the same argument concerning
the human conscience. Is conscience good, or is it bad?
Men are convicted by their consciences (John 8:9). If
the conscience were sinful, it certainly would not do this.
Paul appeals to his conscience (Eom. 2:15; 9:1). Of
what value is this if it is altogether bad? We are to hold
faith and a good conscience (1 Tim. 1:19). To be sure,
there can be a defiled conscience and an evil conscience,
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but these condemn a man, and are indisputable evidence
that his conscience is not on the side of sin. The infer

ence from [the theological theory of total depravity, that
everything that pertains to man is radically wrong, is
not true as to conscience. Neither is it true as to his

nature. Tjhese are both against sin. In sinning con

science is suppressed. That which is wtinatural is sinful.
The proper way to discover the place which human

nature pUys in our lives is not to reason it from the
evangelical creeds, but to ponder its usage in the Scrip
tures. As usual, we are led astray by our accepted ver

sions. Nature is used also of generating or lineage (gen
esis, Jamejs 3:6). Naturally is also a mistranslation of N

genuinely \(gnesios, Phil. 2: 20). Natural is the render

ing of three words, genesis (generating or "inherited",

James 1:^3) and psuchikos, soulish, besides the correct
term, phusikos, natural (Rom. 1:26, 27; 2 Pet. 2:12).
It is the alteration of soulish into natural which has
caused mo$t of the misapprehension as to human nature.
Hence it will be worth while to examine its occurrences

quite closely. If the reader will correct the references
already given and the following, in his Bible, it will help

to clear lip the confusion the Authorized Version has
created.

psuchikos, soulish, in the Authorized Version
1 Co. 2:14

15:44

jspiritually discerned.

It is sown a natural body: it is raised a spiritual
body. There is a natural body, and there is a

45

|spiritual body. And so it is written, The first man

46

jmade a quickening spirit.

Jas. 3:15
Jude

But the natural man receiveth not the things
of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto
jhim: neither can he know them, because they are

19

;Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam was

Howbeit that was not

!first which is spiritual, but that which is natural;
Sand afterward that which is spiritual.
This wisdom descendeth not from above, but is
earthly, sensual, devilish.
These be they who separate themselves, sensual,

|not having the Spirit.

the True Meanings of Words
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In the fir&t two passages the reader beholds four of
the particularly unfortunate mistranslations in the
Authorized Version. It is difficult to conceive of the con
fusion they have created and still cause among humble
and hungry hearts, desirous of pleasing God. They are
a snare in their path, a stone of stumbling to their feet.
Here natural is set against spiritual, and, as a conse
quence, the spirituality of many is unnatural, strained
and artificial. Spirituality should not be merely an exter
ior semblance, but a deep inward instinct. It should be
come our natural mode of life. There is no reference
whatever to our human nature in these texts. They refer
solely to the soul. PsucJie means soul, and this is the
adjective souIisJi. And it does not refer merely to the
possession of a soul. All men, even the most spiritual,
have consciousness and sensation, which is soul, but they
are not necessarily sensual on that account. A soulish
man is under the sway of his senses, his appetites. m His
physical pleasures, dominate his life. That is not natural,
it is unnatural.
We are distinctly told that sensuality is beside nature
(Eom. 1:26). It is not natural to pander to our appe
tites beyond that which is instinctive. But the instinct
which was placed in us at creation was not then sinful
and does not become such without becoming unnatural.
It is a grave mistake to say that the natural or instinctive
man does not receive God's spirit, even if it is in the
Bible. God has not said it. He has said quite a little
which is contrary to it. As trifling as such a "loose"
rendering may seem to some, it has deflected the saints
into bewildering byways. It is impossible for them to
ignore their nature or instinct entirely. When they are
hungry they wish to eat, even if it is "natural'\ If they
are thirsty they drink. They follow their instinct (or
nature) in avoiding extremes of heat or cold and in mak
ing provision for themselves and their loved ones. It is
only because our instinct is subconscious that we do not
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realize howl constantly we are dependent upon it. No
amount of spirituality will lead us to go contrary to
nature.
jIt is the! sensual man (to quote the Authorized Ver

sion), or oi^e who is soulish, who does not receive the

things of Gfod's spirit. How many times has this pas

sage been hurled against me to prove that patient explo
ration and systematic study of the Scriptures, being the
methods of!a "natural" man, will never enable me to
apprehend God's Word! I thank God for the testimony
that I am iiot unnatural. It is often very difficult to go
against nature, or instinct, for it is largely subconscious,
but the soul should be well under control. If we allow
physical pleasure to dominate our life, then we are soul-

ish, and in I no state to receive spiritual revelations.

Now fof the positive proof. We beg our readers to
carefully consider the following passages, all in which
the word phusis, nature, occurs.
The quotations are
usually too; short to give the full context. It will help if
the reader yill turn to each passage and weigh the con

text carefully. In such a study it has been laid down
that success lies largely in seizing a key passage, one

which is a$ literal as possible, and one which clearly
exhibits the; particular point to be determined. For this
we recommend an exhaustive study of the usage of this
term in the early chapters of Eomans.
The first two

occurrences! we contend, completely contradict the cur

rent theological conception of human nature. We feel
very keenly that it is impossible to continue using the

term in its!usually accepted sense, as "sinful nature",
without causing endless confusion, and humbly suppli
cate our readers, especially those who write and speak, to
probe the problem thoroughly and never to use "nature"
or "natural" in its false theological sense again.
phu$is, nature, in the Authorized Version
Rom.

1:26
2:14

into that which is against nature:
do by nature the things contained in the law,

is in Line with Law
27
11:21
24

ICo. 11:14
Gal.
2:15
4: 8
Eph. 2: 3
Jas.
3: 7
—
2 Pet. 1:4
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uncircumcision which is by nature,
For if God spared not the natural branches,
out of the olive tree which is wild by nature, and
wert grafted contrary to nature into
shall these, which be the natural (branches)
Doth not even nature itself teach you,
We (who are) Jews by nature;
which by nature are no gods,
and were by nature the children of wrath,
every kind of beasts, and of birds, and
hath been tamed of mankind.
ye might be partakers of the divine nature,

In the first passage we have the two expressions,
natural, and beside nature. The whole argument insists
that natural is not sinful. Leaving the natural, that is,
deserting it, is the dishonorable state into which the
departure from God has brought mankind. It is impos
sible to avoid the conclusion that what is according to
nature is honorable. The argument would be vain if the
natural was not also the ideal.
The action of a law written in their hearts sometimes
leads those who have no law to do by instinct what the
law demands (Kom. 2:14). The spirit of God enables
us to fulfill the juut requirements of the law. Surely the.
nature which enables thfc nations to fulfill some part of

the law cannot be sinful. It must be good. Nature is in
line ivith law. Sin is lawlessness (1 John 3:4).
Not only is nature allied with law, but it accords with
conscience. This is important. A "bad" conscience is
really a good one. Conscience may be stifled or seared or
go unheeded, but it never sides with sin. However cal
lous a conscience may become, what is still sensitive is
against sin. A conscience may be weak, but the little
strength left to it will not stand with sin. But it is not
necessary to labor this point, for I know of none who
attribute sin to this faculty. Even those who insist on
total depravity would make an exception here. So also
they should do in regard to human nature, for conscience
seconds only what is instinctive in humanity.

The fact that nature is in line with law is confirmed
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in the nextj quotation (Rom. 2:27). The Jew had the
law and wa|s admitted to that exclusive class called the

Cireumeisiob.

He certainly should have fulfilled the

law which was given to him. Yet he transgressed. They
will be judged by the Uncircumcision, who had no law
other than the instinct or nature common to all human
ity. It was this that enabled some to discharge the law's
demands, and maintain its just requirements, in some
measure. 4. sinful nature would be utterly impotent
before the law. Instinct is more potent in this regard
than exhortation. It is easier to subconsciously fall in
line with divine law than to yield a voluntary and intel
ligent obedience.

In the eleventh of Romans we have evidence of pecu

liar value ajs to the significance of the word nature and
natural. It shows clearly that it is by no means the oppo
site of spiritual. To be sure, the natural boughs, which

were not spared (verse 21), were unbelievers, yet those
which will be grafted in again will be believers. It is
most unnatural to graft a wild scion into a cultivated

tree. Even!this was not a sin in the spiritual sphere.

How much further removed from lawlessness will be the
grafting in!of the natural boughs back into their own
olive tree? !
A remarkable passage now claims attention. Paul
actually appeals to the teaching of nature to support

divine revelation. This would be unthinkable if nature
were sinful, j Instinct teaches us that there is a difference
between the I sexes, and this should be maintained in out
ward appearance. What is the glory of one is the dis
honor of the other. Our present point does not depend
on the interpretation of this passage. All that is neces
sary is to see Paul's approval of the teaching of nature
or instinct. Such language is utterly out of line with
present day presentations, in which the natural is never

appealed to! for confirmation of truth.

The fact that

nature called for a covering would probably be a good
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argument against the custom in these degenerate days.
The next passage (Gal. 2:15) is very striking. "We,
who are Jews by nature, and not sinners . . ." Jewish
nature, as well as the wider human nature, is not sinful
in itself. Here it is put in contrast with sinners. Let us
insert the evangelical idea that nature is of necessity
evil, and we would read of Jews by [sinful] nature, and
not sinners. Let us skip to a similar statement in Ephesians, which deals with the same fact. There the .Jews
are, by nature, children of Indignation (2:3). The Jew
had much more than instinct, or nature. He had the law
to direct his steps. Here, however, the apostle wishes to
exclude his prerogatives.
In this grace the Jew must
stand on the same level as the gentile. As in Galatians,
"by nature" has no hint of sin. I was once fond of
quoting this to the effect that I, personally, was by
nature, a child of wrath, even as the rest of mankind, and
I based my idea of a sinful nature upon it. God, in His
grace, has forgiven this offense.
God has a nature (Gal. 4:8). Idols do not partake of
the divine nature. He is Spirit. Idols are not. He has
revealed Himself through a living Image, His Son, Jesus
Christ, our Lord. Idols reveal themselves through dead
caricatures.
The Galatians were slaves of these dumb
devices, which could not impart any of their nature to
their worshipers. God, however, especially in dealing
with the Circumcision in the day of Jehovah, will impart
to His people His own instincts, or nature, which will
enable them to do far more than the human nature we
now possess is able to accomplish, toward fleeing from
the corruption which is in the world. It is possible to
conceive of an instinct so strongly antagonistic to sin as
to repel it. This is not for us. We are given God's spirit.
They will be given of His instincts, or nature (2 Pet.
1:4). This is the key to millennial conduct.
The instinct of animals varies according to their
habitat. Wild beasts live on the earth. They cannot fly
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in the heavens. It is instinct which teaches a bird to
spread its wings, and navigate the air. Bach kind of bird
has a distinct nature. The eagle soars out of sight. Vul

tures congregate.

Some birds live on the land. Others

stay near the water. One will hover in a single spot and
dart down with a sudden swoop, and spear a fish. Who

taught the^e creatures their peculiar parts in the econ
omy of creation? It comes from God. It is their instinct,
their* nature.
Each animal keeps within its proper
environment. The fish does not long to be on land. This
nature is tiieir most precious possession. It never is sin

ful. Only irhen they violate their nature is there sin and
suffering and death. So is it with the nature of mankind.
If instiiict, in mankind, were sinful, the race would
perish in £, day.
It is this subconscious governance
which keeps us in the land of the living. It is only after
a man has refused to acknowledge the deity of God that
he is given | over to go against the basic law of his being
and abuse his body, and violate his instincts, contrary to

his nature,! and against the dictates of his conscience.

Were our instincts not dulled by sin we would subcon

sciously fali into line with God's laws, just as the lower
creatures about us.
The practical question arises for the saint, "What
shall we do with this nature?" If it causes us to sin, let
us crucify it. If it keeps us from sin, let us encourage
it. We arei never exhorted to crucify our nature. We
crucify the flesh with its passions and lusts (Gal. 5: 24).

We are cfucified to the world and the world to
us (Gal. 6:14). This means far more than death. The

flesh does riot deserve, a decent death. Neither do we or
the world, jit is the utter shamefulness of the flesh and
of ourselves and the world which calls for the most

detestable c^eath which can be devised. This calls for our
utmost abhorrence.

But nature and the flesh are at opposite poles in rela

tion to the law of God, even though they are popularly

We Crucify the Flesh
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confused. The flesh is not subject to the law of God
through sheer inability (Eom. 8:7). Those who sow to
the flesh shall reap corruption (Gal. 6:8). Quite the
reverse is true of our human nature. Being implanted by
the God Who promulgated the law, it is in thorough har
mony with His enactments, and leads to the same results.
Corruption does not come in until we violate nature and
do that which is unnatural.
This exposition may easily be mistaken for a plea to
give license to the flesh. On this account its composition
has been long postponed. The reaction due to liberation
from unlawful restraint is apt to degenerate into license.
The tendency may be to yield to the flesh rather than to
set the instincts free. But the temporary abuse of light
is no excuse for continuing in darkness. The light may
blind us at first, and cause us to blink, but in due time
our eyes will accommodate themselves to the brighter
condition, and we will become more nearly normal than
we ever could be in the darkness. And there will be
worship and walk well-pleasing to God.

A conscience constantly cultivated by contact with
the living Word of God is the best means of discriminat
ing between that which is of the flesh and that which is
the fruit of instinct, or nature. The boundary line be
tween soul and spirit (Heb. 4:12) can only be discerned
by means of the written revelation, and so it is also be
tween the lawful operation of instinct and the lawless
excesses of the flesh. Some of the distinctions are so
apparent that even those who denounce human nature as

totally depraved say nothing about it in such connec
tions. For instance, matrimony is the result of instinct
and is honorable in all (Heb. 13:4). The apostle Paul
categorically says that the one who marries does not sin
(1 Cor. 7:28). Yet the leading works of the flesh are
simply the unlawful abuse of the same relations (Gal.
5:19).

It is the failure to perceive the proper place of in-
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stinet that has led such ecclesiastic abnormalities as

monasticism and nunneries. The segregation of the sexes
on religious grounds is thoroughly unscriptural and,

being contrary to natural instinct, has sometimes led to

grave irregularities. It is our privilege, for the Lord's
sake, to hunger and thirst, and to deny ourselves much
which we instinctively crave, if it is done with an intelli
gent and intense desire to sacrifice ourselves in His serv
ice. So did the apostle Paul, because the character of his
service, as well as his typical position, was such as war
ranted it. But he is careful to insist that such a course is
not always best. The opposite may be indicated by the
sphere of service to which a man is called. So he adds
the great truth that God Himself differentiates and gives
graciously to each one "some, indeed, thus, yet some,
thus" (1 Cor. 7:7).
While it is a high privilege to forgo some of our
natural and proper cravings for His dear sake, it is bet
ter to yield to instinct when it passes our control (1 Cor.
7:9), and it is never sinful when we yield to its demands
(1 Cor. 7:28). As this sentence may easily be cited
against me by the enemies of the truth, I will seek to
define my meaning by an illustration. A meal is set
before me. Shall I eat it ? If I am hungry, my instinct
tells me "yes". If I am not hungry, it says "no". To

disobey is a sin, not to obey. But if my eating would
stumble a brother, I have the privilege of abstaining, for
his sake and for the Lord's. If, however, I cannot control
myself, being utterly famished, I would not sin, even if
I ate. Moreover, it may be that, instead of stumbling a
brother, my action may help him, or be a witness to the
truth. Spiritual conditions should rule, even over in
stinct. In the resurrection, our bodies will be spiritual,
and we should anticipate that condition as far as is pos
sible at the present time.
I should choose my food to build up my body and sus
tain its strength for use in His service, guided largely
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by instinct. But if I select it principally to please the
palate, and eat to repletion, beyond the point indicated
by nature, that is soulish, not natural. It is unnatural.
The fact that instinct is subconscious and weakened even
more than the physical functions of the body, has almost
eliminated it from the lives of most men. It is like con
science, covered up by custom and nullified by the cor
rupting influences of sin.
One of the fruits of a return to God and a knowledge
of His ways should be a revival of interest in nature, not
only in the external world, but in our own selves. Be
yond the veil of sin we see His marvels in creation.
Among the most wonderful is the instinct of animals.
None of the tricks which they may be taught can com
pare with the inherent law which regulates their being.
In itself it is unerring, that is, sinless, however much it
may be affected by the rebellion of mankind from God.
If the lower creation were destitute of instinct, and
dependent only on the slower process of reasoning* it
would not long survive. Mankind also has a share of this
instinctive perception. It is possible that our lives are
regulated by it to an extent far beyond our own calcula
tions. Do we not often find ourselves doing things in
stinctively, before we have time for conscious delibera
tion? We meet a person. What is it that repels us or
attracts us on the instant? Sometimes it is overwhelm
ingly powerful, and we try to rid ourselves of such unrea
sonable prejudice or predilection. It is well not to alto
gether ignore such revelations of our subconscious per
sonality, but to consider them and analyze them. A sub
conscious reaction is more likely to be true to our real
selves than an elaborate self-examination.
If someone were to ask me point blank, "Do you
believe in total depravity?" I would be inclined to say,
"Yes". This is a good example of the disastrous effect
of substituting uninspired expressions for the living
Word, and then, by faulty inferences, arriving at
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unscriptural deductions. Paul says, "I am aware that
good is not making its home in me (that is, in my flesh)"
(Eom. 7:18). See how he hastens to guard a statement
not nearly so drastic as " total depravity". In this very
epistle he has made it clear that conscience and nature
are both good. Even in the heart of his argument he
puts in a parenthesis, lest anyone should imagine that
he included them. Let us not ignore this safeguard, as
theology is doing.
As I have been writing this article I have been in
creasingly impressed with its importance to the Lord's
people. It is not a light thing to call that which is good
bad, and that is what many of us are doing. We are
living under the constraint of a Bible which is guilty of
this serious sin. It uses unsound words in passages which
pervert the experience of those who have a passion for
pleasing Him. I see the struggles of earnest, devout
souls, sedulously seeking to submerge the instincts which
they are taught to believe sinful and satanic. Necessity
forces them to yield to these instincts at times, which
defiles their conscience.
It is most unsatisfactory,
though, with most of us, the subject is hid in a haze of
pious phraseology. The truth will liberate, and lead to a
more joyous and exultant experience of God.
I therefore desire exceedingly that it should come to

the attention of the saints, and especially those who teach
the teachers. I implore them to examine the evidence on
its own merits apart from my exposition or my other
"heresies". To this end may I ask the cooperation of all,
in getting it to the attention of those who should see it.
If anyone wishes to quote from it but dare not mention
my name or the name of the magazine, lest it should
ruin their reputation, let them do so without giving the
usual credit. Now that the truth has been recovered,
may God help us all to aid in its dissemination!
Let us be rid, once for all, of the delusion that spirit
uality consists in thwarting our natural inclinations. In

Katural Inclinations
doing so we have been battling with a friend, not a foe.
But let this not be interpreted as license to fulfill the
lusts of the flesh. One is normal and lawful. The other
is abnormal and lawless. Let us cultivate our conscience,
so that the instinct may not be taken for soulish, or the
sensual for the natural. But above all, let the spirit of
God control, through God's Word, so that, at times, we
may forgo even that which is good for the sake of Him
Who loves us. If need be, let us hunger and thirst in
order to bring the bread and water of life to others. But
let us not deduce, on that account, that eating and drink
ing are sinful, but let us eat and drink, and obey every
other natural instinct, to the glory of our Creator God.
A. E. K.
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EXPERIENCES OP THE EDITOR
IN THE HOLY LAND

This is being written in, or on, or, better, above, the very
center of two important thoroughfares, one of which, the
Souk street (in Arabic it is called Khanez-Zeit) running due
south from the Damascus gate, bisects the city into two nearly
equal parts, the other, popularly called the Via Dolorosa, is
world famous, as the reputed path of our Lord from Pilate to
Calvary. The Johanniterorden Hospice is partly built over this
important junction. As I write I look down in front of me at
a motley multitude of men, women, and children, in a vast
variety of headgear and a great conglomeration of garb, often
invisible beneath a tray of bread or other merchandise, inter
spersed with an ass or a camel; all active, hurrying hither
and yon, often gesticulating and talking with great animation.
The same scenes and sounds are perceived at my left, but
there is not half the hurry and bustle on the street which leads
on from the Via Dolorosa. From this point it does not look
like a street so much as a stairway, only about twelve feet
broad, each tread of which is about seven feet deep and six
inches high, but the tread slopes upward also. All is paved
with stone. About forty yards from me it is surmounted with
a pointed stone arch, on which a two-story building crosses

the street. As the people go up the street, away from me, they

vanish behind the top of the arch.
The Via Dolorosa (way of sorrow) leads from the reputed
tower of Antonia, westward. Most Protestant investigators, I
am informed, incline to the view that our Lord was condemned
at Herod's palace, near the Jaffa gate, on the opposite side of
the city. This would be fatal to our Via Dolorosa, so we will
not press it at this point. The way has been marked by four
teen "stations", commemorating various events in our Sav
iour's progress. These are:
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The Way of Sorrow
I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.

The Crowning with Thorns.
The Cross Laid Upon Him.
The Ecce Homo Arch, where Pilate said "Behold the

Man!"
Christ Meets His Mother.
Simon the Cyrenian Takes the Cross.
St. Veronica Wipes the Sweat from His Brow.
Porta Judiciaria, through which He left the city
[just below where I write].
Christ Speaks to the Women who Followed [at the
entrance to our Hospice].
The Weight of the Cross causes Him to Sink.
He is Stripped of His Garments.
His Crucifixion.

His Death on the Cross.
On Golgotha, in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
The Holy Sepulchre.

As this is Friday, there will be a procession this afternoon,
which we will be able to see to advantage from our front
stairs, which are really in the street. I will try to record my
impressions as they are occurring. In the meantime, back to
my books! I am here to translate, not to dream. So, with my
Hebrew on a chair before me, my concordance at my left, a
notebook in my lap, a pencil in one hand, and a fly swatter
handy, I will take it kindly if you will not disturb me for the
remainder of the morning, unless you wish to stand silent
guard and attend to these too, too familiar flies.
Here they are! I run out and look over the parapet and
see a mixed company of cowled priests, pilgrims, and a few
women. They are kneeling on the stone street just below me.
The leader, with a book in his hand, intones in a clear ringing
voice, while the rest drone a response. Now they are moving
on. They turn the corner and reappear on my left. The leader
sinks to his knees before the inscription and reads from his
book. The rest are responding in a sing-song voice. It is soon
over. Instead of going on, they turn back and are disappear
ing beneath my feet. I was expecting a large cross, borne by
many. There seemed to be only a small one in the right hand
of the leader. The rapt, earnest faces of some of the pilgrims
excite our sympathy.
What a comfort to know that God
requires no such vain repetitions of us! No following of feeble
fables. No public spectacle. In the inmost shrine of our heart
we worship our Father, and when we turn to contemplate our
Lord's great sacrifice for sin, we want no human elements to
mar the pure adoration of our spirits.
I have often wondered at the numerous small domes on

the houses of oriental cities. I see now how it is. Each room,
in place of a roof, is arched over with stone. Just as an arch
is used over a doorway instead of one piece of straight rock,
so the rooms are vaulted with masonry. The room in which I
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am now writing has a vaulted ceiling. The roof outside my
door is not all flat. It has a dome at one end made of cemented
stone, the same material as the flat surfaces. I notice applica
tions of black tar here and there. I suppose that the cement
is not as waterproof as is desirable. Otherwise it seems a
satisfactory covering against the elements.
I have just noticed that Souk street runs right under the
middle of our room. Of course, it is not nearly so wide, so
Brother Swan sleeps on one side of the street and I on the
other! But I do most of my work in the street! The contin- ,
uous droning and occasional shouting is rather pleasant. The
birds mute it with their music.
SUNDAY

SERVICES

Yesterday was Saturday and much of Jerusalem kept sab
bath. The Jews here seem to be very strict. This morning
there were many church bells. They are still ringing. But
down in the street business seems to be going on as usual.
We have joined a class in Arabic, simply to get a few words
to use in dealing with the natives. They are inclined to be
unfriendly, but a remark in their own tongue seems to be the
best means of breaking down their hostility.
Went to Christ Church, Episcopal, at 10:30 a. m. Found
they had commenced at 10:00. The right side of the aisle and
the choir was filled with khaki-clad soldiers with their
weapons. Many guards were stationed outside the churchyard.
The prayer was interspersed with many an intoned "Amen",
with musical accompaniment. The sermon was short, seeking
to show that religion was not a veneer, but a life. At the close
the soldiers filed out, went through some drills in the road
before the church, and then marched off to the sound of mar
tial music.
At dinner we had a vivacious discussion with two young
German theologians. They maintained that the Scriptures were
full of errors and, with the exception of Luke and Hebrews,
were in very poor Greek. They could produce hundreds of
examples to prove their point. Pressed to give one, after much

delay, they finally cited Paul's use of hiiasterion, propitiatory,

in Romans 3: 25. I countered by showing that the Hebrew
happoreth is so rendered in the Septuagint, and that there was
no other Greek name for the "mercy-seat". Besides, the very
same word is used in Hebrews, which is held to be good Greek.
Dr. de Haas, who acted as umpire, gave me the decision on
that point. A few other points were brought up, but as it was
already half past three, we did not finish.
This incident illustrates the position of the younger theo
logians in Germany today. Happily the church no longer
leans on the state as it did, so, we were assured, most of the
younger clericals are actual believers in Christ as their Sav
iour. But many are still held in the net of their falsely called
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"wissenschaft" (erudition) and are deluded by learned profes
sors into the idea that they alone are infallible, but the Scrip
tures are mostly myths and full of errors and are written in
very bad Greek. They are spitting against the wind. They are
sawing off the limb on which they are sitting. They have not
the slightest inkling of the ludicrous picture they present
when they begin to pick on the apostle Paul. As to the infinite
accuracy of the living, life-giving Word of God, that is hid
from them by their ignorant wisdom. When I ask for evidence,
they produce the authority of their professors, who usurp the
position of a pope among them.
Then, because I will not
swallow what they say without evidence, I am accused of
colossal pride and conceit. The prayers of the Lord's people
everywhere are solicited that He would open the eyes of these
earnest young men to the fallibility of human authority and
the superhuman exactitude of God's revelation. Every objec
tion they bring forward is really due to a lack of knowledge.
They attribute it to their superior acuteness.
GOLGOTHA AND THE GARDEN TOMB

I am sitting in the garden about ten paces from the sup
posed tomb of our Lord and perhaps a hundred and fifty paces
from "Gordon's Calvary". I have been reading all of the pas
sages in the Scriptures which refer to His crucifixion, entomb
ment, and resurrection.
Unfortunately, I am strongly pre^
judiced against the Holy Sepulchre in the city and cheerfully
admit that, where so much is false, the site must also be fabri
cated. Yet even if that is not the true spot, it does not follow
that I am in it now. There all is artificially embellished. Here
the London Society seeks to leave everything untouched, to
speak for itself. There little attempt is made to account for
the natural features. Here is the remarkable combination of a
rock-hewn tomb and a precipice which, when the sun is right,

certainly gives the impression of a skull. The shadows just
before noon seem to indicate great, hollow eye sockets, with a
central orifice for the nose, and a projecting rock which makes
the shadow of a mouth.

Just north of the present wall of Jerusalem, east of the
Damascus gate, is a cutting about two hundred paces wide
through the highest hump of the ridge which connects the
spur on which the city is built with the main ridge of this
part of Palestine. Here the wall is very low within the city,
but high up on a perpendicular cliff outside. The native rock
practically forms most of the wall for some distance. The
northern side of this cutting, perhaps two hundred paces north
of the city wall, contains what looks a little like a human
skull. About one hundred fifty paces to the west and north of
this is the garden tomb.

I have not time now to consider all of the various argu
ments for and against this site. I prefer, in th« meantime, to
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accept it because it suits my mood, for the question is not of
prime importance. I feel certain that I am within a mile of
the place, for that includes the site of the Holy Sepulchre.
There, all is blare and bustle. Here, I am quite alone. Only
the Lord's presence seems peculiarly vital, and I have the fan
tastic feeling that the Marys and Peter and John may be hid
den nearby. I am quite sure that such imaginings would shun
the city site. I feel impressed that they are not familiar with
Him there. Here it takes but little imagination to see one> of
these large boulders rolled against the opening of the tomb,
with a mighty messenger seated upon it. You almost expect
the Lord Himself to appear from the garden. There is little
that is incongruous. The setting seems to be simple, spiritual,
and scriptural.

It may interest my friends to hear the story of the dis
covery of the site of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. In
70 A. D. Jerusalem itself was utterly destroyed except three
of Herod's towers. For many years it lay waste. About 130,
the Roman emperor Hadrian drove out the few Jews and
Christians who dwelt here. It was nearly a hundred years
before Christians were again alowed to enter it, after it had

been rebuilt. When Constantine and his mother became Christ
ians they desired to build a church over the place of cruci
fixion, but no one was able to give them the exact location.
His mother, Helena, had a vision in which she saw the place
where the cross had stood. Excavations were made at the spot
and three crosses were unearthed, which were taken to be
those of Christ and the two robbers. This silly story prejudices
me against the place. It is an old wives' tale. At the cruci
fixion there were -five straight stakes without any cross piece.
During the siege of Jerusalem by Titus they could not find
enough of them. Who could imagine that these should remain
lying near the spot all those centuries? The whole thing was a
sheer imposition, to be pardoned only because it pandered to
the pleasure of a royal personage.
The location of Golgotha is generally supposed to be
dependent on the course of the northern wall of Jerusalem at
the time of our Lord's crucifixion. Casually, it looks as if the
spot on which the Holy Sepulchre stands must have been with
in the wall, or at least very near it. I doubt if this can be
settled satisfactorily to all parties. It looks to me as if there
is a very old gate just a little east of the present Damascus
gate. If you will enter the present gate and look closely at
the inside wall you will discover an old arch wjiich sinks into
the ground on each side. It is now walled up, but I am told
that it is the top of an old Herodian gateway, many feet
beneath the present level. If the northern wall was here in our

Lord's day, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre could hardly
have been outside the walls.

At this point the location of the northern wall is deter-
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mined to a great degree by the cutting in the ridge. This is
supposed to have been made by the Maccabees. This forms a

natural course for purposes of defense which would not easily
be overlooked. In the cutting, the wall would have to be very
high or it would be dominated by the adjacent hill on both
sides. Only by building right on the edge can its advantages
be utilized. Through this cutting quite a flood of traffic flows.
It is the chief east and west thoroughfare outside the city.
Only a footpath follows the southern wall. These considera
tions lead to the conclusion that this site was undoubtedly

outside the city, with the Holy Sepulchre only possibly so.
This, it seems to me is a strong point in its favor. Moreover,
it is not far outside, even if the walls were further south than
at present.

The distance is not great.

If this is the place, then the Lord carried the cross up hill
practically all of the way. It explains the apparent discrep
ancy that He carried it to Golgotha, as in John 19:17, and that
Simon of Cyrene came from a field and was drafted to carry
it to the place of crucifixion. If we go up to the northern gate

we would come to this place soon afterward, on a highroad,
but it would still be necessary to go around, by a stiff climb,
to reach the top of the cliff. It is easy to see why, at this
point, the burden should be shifted.
At first glance, it does not seem possible that the face of
the cliff should preserve the indentations which gave it the
name "skull-place". The limestone which underlies air this
part of Palestine is quite soft. They are digging a ditch
through this rock for Barclay's new bank, near the postoffice.
There we can see how soft it is while in the ground. But all
seem to agree that it becomes very hard upon exposure to the
atmosphere. Still it seems almost a miracle that the face of
the cliff should keep its contour so long, but it is not nearly
so impossible as most of the tales that are told here. Even if
it has altered, the main outlines may have been preserved.
The top of the hill is a Moslem cemetery, so I will not
attempt to visit it now. From a distance, it is evident that
there is nothing to see. Near there, however, a slab was dis
covered in 1885-6, which is still preserved in the courtyard of
a neighboring church, which has an inscription, in large Greek
uncials, supposed to read as follows: "To Nonus and Onesimus,
deacons of the church of the witness of the resurrection of
Christ. Buried near his Lord." The tablet is badly broken,
only patches of it being pieced together. When I saw it the
light was not favorable, so I did not attempt to decipher it.
Its only value, so far as I can see, is to give ground for the

supposition that this location was, in very early times, taken
as the place of His sepulchre, and a church was dedicated to
the fact by those much nearer to the time than we are.
The tomb is near enough to fill all the scriptural require
ments, though now it is not on the same piece of property.

The Tomb

.
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The shadow skull can be seen from the garden in which the
tomb is found, but is no longer a part of it. The tomb is really

at the base of the same hill, around to the west and north. It
is quarried out of the solid rock. It has evidently been altered
and used for other purposes by the Crusaders. The door into
the tomb seems to have been enlarged, and it is now the center
of a large receding arch, cut in the solid rock about it.
Within, I suppose it is some six feet high and nine feet to the
far wall. It is divided approximately in half. You enter a
vestibule. The places for the bodies are at the right. There,

along the far wall, is the presumed place where the Lord of
life lay in death. It is a coffinlike hollow about seven feet
long, descending slightly to the east, with a small shelf of rock
projecting above the lower end.
There are two other hollows for bodies, long rectangles
with curved corners, open at the top, one being on the opposite
side, along the outer wall, to the right as you enter. Between
these long receptacles is a shorter hollow along the east wall.
I am told that there is no other tomb after this fashion. This
would tempt me to conclude that the tomb was made later by
people of different customs from the Jews, to fit the narrative,
were we not told that it was a "new" (kainos, John 19:41)
tomb, a word which denotes novelty as well as newness. More
over, the action and the phraseology would hardly suit the
usual construction, but seems to fit this arrangement. From
without, when the door was smaller and the ground level
accordingly, by stooping we could see, not merely the end of
a niche in which the body was concealed, but the whole length
where the Lord lay.
The top of the low wall which marks off the vestibule
makes a platform at one end, and the low projecting ledge
makes a standing place at the other end of the hollow where

the Lord's body reclined, so that the messengers could station

themselves at these points within the tomb.

At the present

time there is an aperture, only the top of which is ancient,
which would allow one to look into the tomb from without.
Possibly this was made provisionally, to aid in the excavation,

as some suggest, but it looks to me more like a later device
so that the place of His repose could be seen from without. It

was nearly large enough for a man to emerge, it seemed, so

something would have been said about it when the tomb was

secured against such a possibility.

Much has been made of the idea that the great stone which

closed the door was a huge circular disk, like a large millstone,

made to run in a groove, so that it could easily be rolled before
the door to close it. As the opening originally was rather
small, an exceedingly large stone of this shape would not be
necessary. Palestinian women are not weaklings. They could
easily have moved a stone door of this kind. The present long
groove is much below the proper level, it is not the proper
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shape, for the outward side is not perpendicular but slants

toward us, like a feeding trough. Some suppose it was used
for this purpose in the days of the Crusaders.
A careful reading of the text shows that the stone was not
only rolled away from, but out of the entrance (Mark 16:3).
The tomb was new. It still looks unfinished. Possibly there
was no proper portal ready. The stone is never called a door.
In this case it seems probable that a large boulder, a rounded
rock, was rolled to the entrance, a part of its convexity
actually projecting into the doorway. A stone of such size and
shape, on uneven ground, would be very difficult to handle, for
it would be tremendously heavy. A circular disk, close against
the rock wall, would not make a comfortable seat, but a
boulder rolled away from the entrance would make an ideal
place for the heavenly messenger to sit (Mat. 28:2).
To me, this thought of a tomb without proper and perma
nent means of closing its portal, is most agreeable and engag
ing. It accords with the great truth that death will be abol
ished. Death may be like the ponderous boulder, which is
beyond our puny powers, but it is only a temporary device,
which will be needed three days at most. After man's day
the saints will be made alive. After the Lord's day sinners

will be raised.

And after the day of God all will be vivified.

I am quite aware that unbelief has sealed the stone as the
Pharisees and Pilate did in His day. The religious world has
insisted on a guard, and is ready to perjure itself lest the truth

of universal vivification should become known.

Let us take

heart! The exit from the tomb has never been really properly
closed. Death is only a temporary expedient. Even the human
seals upon it shall be broken. The Firstfruit has been vivified!
All who are His will follow at His presence. And, at the con
summation, all who have died in Adam will be made alive in
Christ. No permanent portal is needed.
Sitting here in this lonely spot, with only the porter and
the gardener somewhere out of view, the sight of my eyes and
the meditation of my mind bring on that burning of the heart
which can only come from the presence of Him Who has passed
through the domain of death and is living the life incorrup
tible and indissoluble, with power to impart it to all who have
lost the life He gave them in creation. Today there is an iron
door with lock and key. An impulse seizes me to smash it and
let the glorious truth of an open as well as an empty tomb
find free expression. But, alas, that rusty, rotting barrier is
also significant The doctrines of men, who deny that death
has been defeated, that He not only has the power but the pur
pose to abolish the last enemy, this teaching is like that door.
The iron may be stronger than stone, just as human tradition
is more binding than God's Word, but, thank God it is not so
stable against the elements. The same air and moisture that
harden the stone will disintegrate the steel. May God give
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me grace to proclaim His final triumphant defeat of death!
Strange as it may seem, the fundamental facts concerning
resurrection, rousing, and vivification have well-nigh vanished
from the earth. Although it is the essential feature of the
evangel, without which the rest loses its force, how seldom do
you hear of it in a gospel address!
The reason is simple.
Orthodox Christianity denies death, hence has no need for
resurrection. With them the body alone dies. The soul and
spirit live on. Though there is not a single sentence to support

this error, passages are pressed into service which suffice to
silence the superficial student. The practical result lies in two
directions: the use of unscriptural phrases, such as "the resur
rection of the body", and ignorance concerning rousing and
vivification. In English-speaking lands, the translations majr
be partly to blame, for they render rousing resurrection. But*
even in Germany, where Luther distinguishes rousing from
resurrection, the place of the soul and the spirit in death is
seldom cited, and rousing and vivification are not taught with
intelligence. This allows the entrance of much error.
Using my heel as a hammer, I have knocked together the
dilapidated chair in this sunken section of the garden, and
feel as if enthroned in the moral center of the universe.
Where, on earth, or in the highest heavens, have occurred such
stupendous transactions as those which hallow this sacred
site? With eager interest I have been translating the account
o£ Israel's passage of tjie Jordan, and will soon lay low the
walls of Jericho, under the leadership of that type of Christ,
who first bore the name "Jehovah-Salvation". But how tre
mendously, how stupendously, this simple, solemn spot tran
scends those earlier manifestations of Jehovah's love and
power! Jericho was the first foe to be encountered on this side
of Jordan in this little land. Death is the last enemy to be
laid low in all the universe. Not far from here the great Firstfruit dealt death the first of those three powerful blows which
will banish it from God's creation. I have seen the mighty
power of God in the mind. I have trembled when He has
shaken the solid ground beneath my feet. I have beheld Him
break the adamantine hearts of men. But here we are re
minded of His most mighty effort, the earnest of death's ulti
mate defeat, by the resurrection, the rousing and the vivifica
tion of the great Sacrifice of Golgotha.
Some will deduce that I endorse this spot as the scene of
His victory. I cannot go so far, but I prefer not to let this
uncertainty mar my meditations. There is such a place and I
know of no other which comes nearer the account we have in
the Scriptures. In fact, I prefer this uncertainty. If I were
actually sure, I do not know to what unseemly lengths I would
go to show my heartfelt reverence and adoration. In Rome I
refused to kiss Peter's brazen toe, and was amazed at hardheaded men who hastily brushed it with their lips when they
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thought no one was looking, but here, were I sure, I could

hardly refuse the salute of my lips as well as the homage of
my heart. I am quite sure that my Lord does not wish me to
know, so I despair of certainty. What He has revealed He
graciously confirms. We need not venture on that which He
has veiled.
BETH-EL, THE DWELLING OF DEITY

A memorable day! I have been working on the first ten
chapters of Joshua and found some difficulties in regard to the
position of the people who camped across the ravine from Ai.
The Hebrew says they were north of the city. The Greek text
says east.
So I determined to go over the ground in that
neighborhood including Beth-el, Ai, and especially the moun
tain between them, where Abram built an altar to Jehovah
(Gen. 12:8).
Accompanied by Brother Adams, we went first to Ram
Allah, about ten miles north of Jerusalem, by the cheap motor
service. On the way we met Mr. Saas, who has a souvenir
shop in the Fast hotel, and he kindly invited us to his home,
and proposed to accompany us. I was glad to see the country
home of a well-to-do merchant. From the reception hall we
were ushered into a parlor. The ceiling was vaulted. The
walls seemed to be at least two feet thick. Sofas and chairs
filled all the wall space. Before them were numerous taborets.
Mr. Saas provided most of our mid-day meal.

As we are advised to get an auto to take us the three miles

to Beth-el, we are going down to the center of Ram Allah. We
are having a long wait, but enjoy seeing the native life pass
before our eyes. There is a shepherd calling a sheep, and it
follows him. The fellah just passing has trapped some ani
mals and is seeking to sell two furs. They look somewhat like
weasels. Finally our car comes and we bump over rough roads
past the present village of Beitin to the few acres of ancient
ruins. The remains of a strong tower still stand, the entrance
being half buried in debris. Near it is a cistern. Let us see how

deep it is.

If we will light this piece of paper and throw it

down we will soon find out. Not so deep as it looked. Only
about ten feet. It probably would seem deeper from the bottom
looking up.

So this is the place where Jacob was overtaken by the
night. I have often wondered why he took stones for a pillow,

but I would do the same if I were compelled to stay here
tonight. The ground is still damp from the recent rain, and
there is a superabundance of stones on every hand.
There are few passages in the Hebrew Scriptures which jean
be compared with Jacob's dream for its graciousness. A supplanter and a fugitive, Jacob richly deserved severe discipline.
Instead, the land is confirmed to him, he is promised a num
berless posterity, and is made the channel of blessing to the
whole earth. It should comfort us Jacobs to see how little he
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understood grace. He was fearful of it. After all the riches
God had poured into his lap he tries to get the better of God by
driving a sharp bargain.
If God would be with Him, and
keep him and feed him and clothe him and restore him to his
father in peace, then he will give God back a tenth of all he
has received! A very profitable business this, to pay for mer
chandise by returning a tenth! Only God would not be bank
rupted by it.
On this spot, where I now sit, God revealed His gracious
goodness and Jacob disclosed the despicable meanness of man
kind. There are not lacking people today who consider that,
if they tithe, they have quite repaid the Deity for all His bene
fits! God wants to give because it is the more blessed part.
If the return of a tenth robs us of the consciousness that we
owe all to Him, 'twere better naught should go back to God.
He is not in need of it. He is desirous of thankful hearts and
adoring spirits. Can I, in a minute measure, right the wrong
committed by Jacob so long ago by accepting, with thankful

tears, a richer heritage than Jacob's, and by refusing to pay

a tenth of a tithe in return, unless it be ten times a tithe of the
homage of my heart and the worship of my spirit? If so, my
gracious God, I will revel in the riches of Thy favor and
refuse to insult Thy Majesty by fouling it with my fingers.
Happy he who has the Deity of Jacob for his help! (Psa.
146:5).
Here, at Beth-el, God appeared the second time to change
Jacob's name to Israel, as He had done at Peniel (Gen. 35:9).
It came into prominence in connection with the destruction of
Ai by Joshua. Later it was taken by the house of Joseph. It
seems to have had but a single gate (Judges 1:22-25). Deborah
seems to have lived some distance south of here when she
judged Israel (Judges 4:4). Shiloh, which was called the
"house" of God (Elohim) or Jehovah, Beth-el being the house
of the Deity (El): Shiloh, where the tabernacle was set up
(Josh. 18:1), and the land divided (Judges 18:10; 19:51),
where the Benjamites caught their wives (Judges 21:15-25),
where Samuel was brought up, is some distance north of here.
. It was devastated even in the days of Jeremiah (Jer. 7:14;
26:6, 9), though some seem to have dwelt there afterward
(Jer. 41:5).
Alas! Just as is the case with God's dwelling place today,
Beth-el has its sorry story of departure from the Deity. Rehoboam, like our present religious leaders, knew the power of
past associations, so he set up one of his golden calves in
Beth-el. He made religion more convenient and practical, and
he made his own festivals, devised by his own heart, and was
quite successful in establishing the new religion in this "house
of the Deity". Alas! Many a place with such a name today
only restrains men from true worship in spirit. "Christian"
holidays such as Christmas and Easter, attract more pilgrims
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to the Holy Land than any other force. This country is
flooded with false priests, who perform a ritual altogether
foreign to God's appointment.
Elijah and Elisha came by here, and found the sons of the
prophets, who were anxious to tell Elisha what he already
knew. He told them to hush (2 Kings 2:3). But the sons of
the prophets, in these days at least, are not easily discouraged
when there is bad news to "evangelize". They thoroughly
enjoy the misfortunes of a man of God. But the difficulty is
that they don't really believe their own dismal predictions.
Like these they send their fifty strong men to try to prove
that God's word is not true (2 Kings 2:16-18). Do not let us
allow the ridicule of these prophets to make us ashamed. We
will not waste three hundred and fifty strenuous days to find
out some flaw in God's revelation, as is the fashion today.
Elisha came back this way (2 Kings 2:23, 24). He seems
to have been afflicted as I am to some extent, for the children
came out and called him a bald head. Or, perhaps, he only had
the customary hair cut. Just outside the Jaffa gate, in the
sun and wind, without any shelter, is a barber who shaves off
the skulls of the Arabs down to the scalp. At any rate, this
bare, treeless country was quite otherwise then, for there was
a wood and bears. Let us not misjudge Elisha for cursing the
children of Beth-el. It was a symbolic act. The sons of the
prophets had irritated him. No man of God can endure to be
shamed into unbelief. And when the progeny of a so-called
"house of God" makes fun of the head of God's man, judgment
must follow. In fact, such apostate progeny must be destroyed.
It is not easy, even in our day, to properly condemn that
which issues from a supposedly divine source, but in reality is
very human. What can be worse than the use of God's name to
sanctify human error?

Good King Josiah demolished the altar and high place, and
burned the grove that was in this place (2 Kings 23:15). After
the captivity a handful returned here to live (Ezra 2:28).
Amos foretold the ruin of Beth-el (Amos 5:5, 6). Such is the
history of this dwelling place of the Deity. His manifest pres
ence has not hallowed many of earth's hills. This is one of
few such favored spots. How comforting to know that now,
by His transcendent grace, He tenants human temples, and in
two mortal men, is homing here at Beth-el once again!
Through Christ He comes to us. in broad daylight and promises
us far more than Jacob ever dreamed. In Him all things are
ours. Through us He will bless, not merely mankind, but all
His heavenly hosts. Shall we do as Jacob, promise Him a tithe
in return for His favor? No! Never! But let us repay His
grace by such deep gratitude and loyal love as will more than
requite Him for His vast sacrifice.
Beth-el was called Luz (Devious) at the first (Gen. 28:19).
This may have been given it because of its orchards. In Arabic
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Luz is the name of the almond tree, but it probably was used
for the hazel nut in ancient times. Later the name was trans
ferred to another place. When the spies of the house of Joseph
went there one of the inhabitants showed them the gate, and
his life was saved on that account. He went into the land of

the Hittites and there founded another Luz, named after this
location.
AI, THE EUBBISH HEAP

From Beth-el it is only a short distance to Ai, although a
mountain lies between which hides them from each other's
sight. It seems impossible to get reliable information from the
natives of this land. The chauffeur told us that the road went
only a kilometer beyond Beth-el, but here it is, going on to a
village beyond Ai. It is easy to drive to both Beth-el and Ai,
though the road is rough. As we are climbing up Ai, three
fellahin come along. Our Arabic friend insists on asking them

for information. They say they know where Ai is and will
guide us to it if paid for their trouble. (We were on Ai at the
time, as we afterwards discovered!
Thinking them much
further apart, we had gone past the intervening mountain, and
were on the "rubbish heap"—for such is the meaning of the
name.)

Here we are at Ai! A flat-topped eminence, covered with
ruins and loose stones, with a ravine along the north and a
shallower dip on the south. Below us, about eighteen miles
away, and nearly three thousand feet down, lies the upper end
of the Dead Sea. The Jordan curves about in the gorge. Old
Jericho seems to be in sight, but Gilgal appears hidden by the
lower hills. From thence Joshua and his host marched up in a
single night. That must have been a strenuous climb. The
disposition of his forces was most admirable, when seen here,
on the ground. The ambuscade could easily get behind the city
by the ravines on either side. Joshua himself and the people
with him must have camped north of the city, across yonder
ravine. The Hebrew text is correct here. The Greek transla
tion says "east", but there is really no ravine or space for an
armed force in that direction, unless we surmise that Joshua
camped down the ravine a space, in order to get a good start,
when running away. The translation "made as if they were
beaten before them" is quite imaginary. They came into touch

with them (Josh. 8:15). The principal advantage, however, is

the steep gradient. A force from above would have much
greater momentum than one moving up from below.
The
force on the west would not only be in the rear of the dis
mayed citizens of Ai, but would rush down upon them, so that
all retreat was practically cut off. Jehovah planned the strat
egy. The fact that the terrain here suits it so perfectly seems
to certify to the authenticity of the site.
From this point it is easy to see why the spies spoke of
laboring from Gilgal to Ai (Josh. 7:3). It is a long/steady
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climb. I am inclined to think that "Shebarim", which means
"breaks", should be so translated, as no place of this name is
known. Down some distance, the mountains break up into

rugged denies.

There the fleeing Israelites could seek cover

and the pursuers halted. It seems that the place was partially
rebuilt, for a handful return from the captivity in Babylon.
But today it is one of the places in Palestine which do not
belie their names. It is a rocky rubbish heap, mutely eloquent
in its testimony to the infirmity of the flesh, whether in the
saint, as in Israel, or in the sinner, as in the men of Ai. We
are not able to stand against the flesh apart from God, nor
is the flesh able to withstand us, in fellowship with God.
To me the mountain between Beth-el and Ai was so attrac
tive, that I left my companions in Ai and went back and ran up
to its summit, taking pictures of Beth-el and Ai, and the head
of the Dead Sea, as well as the towers on the mount of Olives
to show its relation to all these places. Many years ago I
heard a discourse on the place of the believer in these difficult

times, based on the text " [Abraham] pitched his tent having
Beth-el on the west and Hai on the east. . . ." (Gen. 12:8).

The idea was that the church is now a heap of rubbish as well
as the house of God, so we (the Plymouth Brethren) could not
claim to be the church, nor were we a heap of ruins (like the
rest of Christendom), so we should maintain our place between
both. I am sorry to say that Abram did not remain there, but
went down to Egypt. I am still sorrier to say that many of
those who tried to camp between Beth-el and Ai also went
south to the land of human wisdom.
I am at the top at last. The mountain is not at all steep,
but it is almost covered with stone fences. The way to a cor
rect ecclesiastical position can hardly have more hurdles than

beset my path up to its summit. Here we are in touch with
Abram, the friend of God. Somewhere nearby he raised an
altar to Jehovah and called upon His name. And here it was
that Lot looked down yonder to the circular plain at the head
of the Dead Sea, and the Jordan bottom lands.
Water is
scarce up here. Pasture is lean, compared with that luscious

land below. So Lot was tempted by the lust of the flesh and
the lust of the eyes, and went down to Sodom, becoming the
friend of wicked sinners, to a shameful and ignominious
future, and would have lost all he had if Abram had not res
cued him from the confederated kings.
Abram became the
friend of God and was given all of the land, including that
which Lot chose, and has a name which will be fragrant for all
futurity.
BEEROTH, THE PLACE OF WELLS

On our return we tried to cut straight over to ancient
Beeroth, which means "wells", but a steep wady intervened.
We had to make a detour in the direction of Beth-el to cross it.
It is now called Bireh, the singular form, as there is only one
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copious spring in the place. But on the way we passed a small
spring of clear water, near which a drinking trough had been
hewn out of the solid rock for the use of sheep. In this dry
and thirsty land the sight of the precious fluid springing forth
out of the rock is most agreeable. Let us drink now, so that
we will not need to quench our thirst when we are hot and
wish to rest. Besides, it may be difficult to obtain or so denied
that we cannot drink from loathing. Isn't it refreshing? Now
we can climb back to Beeroth and ride back to Jerusalem, in
time for tea. Our eyes have seen a ruin and a rubbish heap,
but our spirits have been refreshed with living water.
THE GOVERNMENT OF PALESTINE

This is a great day for Palestine and Jerusalem. The new
high commissioner will arrive on the train this morning. Prep
arations have been under way to receive him. Yesterday, at
the depot, I saw the officers and soldiers arranging for his
reception. They threw a cordon across the approaches so as
to keep a clear space in front of the station. There was a
small wooden dais, evidently for the speakers. There will be a
crowd and oratory, all of which I personally dislike, but I am
sure many of my friends would like to go with me to witness
the reception of General Wachob. Much depends upon him in
this land. Selfishly, I hope that the inauguration of a military
man will further insure safety and security.
This country
(and all others, for that matter) needs the iron club. It is not
really as dangerous here as on the streets of Los Angeles,
where everyone is allowed to play with chariots of destruction.
They try to miss you, but one of them will miss missing you
if you offer yourself as a target long enough.
I have tried to get at the real feelings of the people here in
regard to the government, and will put down some of the views
which are current. But first I must express my own general
opinion that the situation is insoluble in this era. That is true,
in a milder way, of most governments today, especially post
war continental Europe, but here it is accentuated by incom
patibilities of race and religion. Racially, and even religiously,
the Jews and the Arabs have much in common.
Both are
Semites, descendants of Abraham. Their language and cus
toms resemble each other in many ways despite some strong
contrasts. There is a persistent effort on the part of some
among them to establish friendly relations. In religion both
are monotheists, and consider it pious to hate the idolatrous
worship of many gods called Christianity. Yet here, for eco
nomic and political reasons, there are groups among them who
would be at each other's throats if they were not restrained
by the strong arm of the law. The country is full of soldiers
and police. Every Jewish colony has a police station near it.

° Then there is the friction caused by the presence of the

Christian sects and religious establishments.

In moments of
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stress they are as amiable as a wolf robbed of her whelps,
though, ordinarily, they are extremely tolerant, because they
meet so many of differing faith. Their superstitious humbug

is enough to keep any sensible Jew or Mohammedan from

even considering the Christian religion. Nor is this friction
confined to nominal Christianity. Sad to say, those who have
had a real experience of God's power in salvation have no
united front.
Each division seems dependent on outside
sources for support and, of necessity* is obliged to uphold the
tenets of its denomination, members of which come on a visit,
in order to keep in the graces of their sources of supply. But
this, of course, has little bearing on the government.
I was quite startled by the Jewish view I now wish to
explain. Indeed, when it was first presented to me I was
obliged to transmit it to another, and, in .doing so, got it
reversed. I understood the Palestinian to say that the govern
ment would do everything possible to promote peaceful rela
tions between the Jews and Arabs. But he understood English
well enough to get my interpretation, and cried "No! I said
that they would always try to set the two against one another."
There seems to be a general impression among them that the
government's policy is to play upon their differences and intim
idate one by means of the other. One thing is sure, the rulers
have lost the sympathy of this class of Jews. They think that
they could get along better with the Arabs alone. I shall try
to see how prevalent this opinion is.
The opinion of an intelligent outsider, who has been a resi
dent of the city for many years and has large interests, will be
instructive. In such cases there is usually a contrast with
Turkish rule, when, if a camel died in front of your house you
were thankful that the necessary formalities took you away
for a prolonged period while the carcase is being legally dis
posed of. Their incapacity has passed into a proverb. Yet,
they say, under the mandate, where sanitation is certainly
emphasized, there are other annoyances which are almost as
distressing. Officials are imported who know little of the coun
try and who do not administer the laws equitably or econom
ically. There is an enormous waste of money on government
enterprises, such as water supply. The spirit of what Ameri
cans call "graft" has even invaded the local elective bodies.
The Jewish members of the Jerusalem city council resigned
in a body because, being in a minority, they could not prevent
what they considered misuse of funds by the Arab majority.
For about a week there was a strike of automobile owners
against the excessive tax demands by the government. It was
not settled, but ended provisionally, pending further investiga
tion. Popular sympathy seemed to be with the strikers at first,
but continued inconvenience alienated the public at the end.
It is a difficult matter, for there are entirely too many auto
mobiles for hire at present, though there may not be enough
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when the tourist season comes.
For instance, they almost
fought to get our fare to Bethlehem, a ten to fifteen minute
drive, though we paid only two piastres each, that is, ten cents,
or five pence. And the driver waited hours for us to get our
fare back. This man was hardly earning the tax alone. It will

not pay to have your own automobile at that rate.
At present it seems that the Arabs, being in the majority,
and having the silent sympathy of some government officials,
are in the most favorable position politically. But it will be
difficult for me to get their unbiased opinions because I cannot
understand their language, and a direct interrogation would
not have the value of an unprovoked discussion. Contact wi^th
their scholarly men and some acquaintance with their language
removes much of the prejudice we naturally have against that
which is foreign. Apart from the Scriptures, they have the
best right here. The Jews will have undisputed possession in
the day of the Lord, but at present I see little but suffering for
them in this land. It is theirs only in Christ. Without Him,
what title have they to this sacred soil? Most of the Jewish
shopkeepers have been driven out of the "old" city, within the
walls, and have much better stores outside, radiating from the
Jaffa gate.
THE

LATEST

CENSUS

The census was checked last Wednesday night. The method
was so novel that I will try to describe it. Orders were given
that all must be in their usual habitations from dark to dawn
or pay a heavy fine. At some time, perhaps not till nearly
morning, the census enumerators called on each one in a
single night. We were fortunate, for they came to us early
in the evening. Some families were roused after midnight.
Besides the usual questions, we had to tell how long we had
attended school. I suppose that I may now count myself as
more than a mere tourist. I saw the preliminary report this
noon. It seems that the population is over a million in Pales
tine now—nearly as many as Los Angeles city. There has
been an increase in the last ten years of over a third.
A

STORM

ON

GALILEE

As I awake the morning seems sullen, the air is gloomy,

and the wind is whining through the windows. A glance out
side reveals a sky crowded with clouds. All above Bashan is
black. It may be raining over there. The southern end of Gali
lee is under a low-hung, sable cloud. But it is not pouring out
its contents. The rising sun across the lake has tried in vain
to pierce the pall that hangs so heavily upon the high hills of
the Golan, but now it sends silver shafts through the rifts,
which shimmer on the surface of the sea. It is not for long,
however. The curtain of clouds closes and shuts the sun from
the gloomy scene. Only a bit of brightness on the borders of

the* black water bags remains. Now this is gone, and Galilee is
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shrouded in gloom. The wind whips the water into waves,
which surge forward with a swishing sound and sweep upon
the shore.

Yesterday morning white specks were to be seen all over
the sea, the sails of the fishing smacks which had spent the
night out on the water. But all had scudded home at dawn
today. The sea seems sullen and forsaken. As if ashamed of
her mood, she has veiled Hermon from her sight behind a
murky mist. In sad repentance of her state, the tears begin
to fall upon the southern stretch. But it does not seem to be
very deep, for see, a silver streak of joyous light illumines the
lake where the cloud has emptied itself. It is like the experi
ence of many unstable souls. True to life, the light begins to
leave. The shadows come down, and all is dark again. See
now the rain reaches us. Gracious drops! It is the darkness
which reveals the light. It is the evil that makes known the
good. It is the rain that endears the sunshine. Sadness alone
appreciates gladness. Blessed drops!
PALESTINE ORANGES

Oranges are, by far, the greatest export from Palestine.
We saw ship loads of them going out of Jaffa, which is the
nearest port to the orange growing district. They are now
using the "American pack", boxes the same in shape and size
as in California. I have not managed to inspect their packing
plants yet. The industry is growing. Many groves are not
yet in bearing. But the bulk of the crop is produced along the
coast not far from Jaffa. There are some at Jericho, but not
enough for local sale.
I am told that they bring in other

oranges there, because the Jericho fruit is supposed to be the
finest. There are groves at Magdala, a few miles north of
Tiberias.

Local fruit is in considerable variety.

Some is very small,

some large. But most of them, especially the large ones, are
eaten while the skin is still green or only slightly yellow.
These are good medium-sized, paper-rind oranges, with a thin
skin. The so-called "Jaffa" orange has very thick skin, espe
cially at the top, and runs to extra large sizes, with a some
what oval shape.
MODERN

PROGRESS

As I write the airship, a bi-plane with pontoons and four
motors, which calls regularly at Tiberias, has left the lake
and is soaring south on its journey to Port Said, Egypt, where
it will arrive in a few hours. All the distance from Egypt to
the promised land in less than a day. Israel took forty years.
A caravan might take as many days. If this can be done in
the physical realm, surely it is much easier in the spiritual!
Yet, where are the saints? Most of them in bondage, some in
the desert, yet how few enjoy what is theirs in Christ? They
seem to think it is abnormal to get beyond the average low
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level of "Christian" experience. I could not walk from Egypt
to this land at all, but I would like to race a good sprinter,
provided that I ride in a flying machine! It is self-confidence

that hinders the people of God. I was surprised that the
Arabs showed no interest in the plane, nor were they at all
astonished. They say that they had seen the wagon and the

automobile, and now the sky traveler was to be expected.
TENT-DWELLING FELLAGHEEN

I have been somewhat surprised to find the hills above and
about Tiberias dotted with dark brown tents. At first these
are not always easy to distinguish, for the soil is a dark brown
and the rocks are a dark blue-gray, which would commonly be
called black. The tents are merely an expanse of dark mate
rial, presumably camel's hair cloth, or only sacking, kept in
place with ropes and held aloft by a few short poles. As we
neared these habitations our presence was always announced
by the furious barking of vicious looking dogs. But they kept
their distance if we stooped over and picked up a stone. These
tents were found connected with cultivated ground, as a rule, •
not with herds, as is the case with the bedaween. So it seems
that the fellagheen, who usually live in small communities and
cultivate the adjacent lands, are scattered about Tiberias, liv
ing in houses of hair, like the tribes of the wilderness. Not
only do they farm the soil, but they will hire out by the day,
which no proud son of the desert would condescend to do.
ARAB

BUILDING

METHODS

Since the cessation of hostilities, I have been curious to see
just what differences there are between the native method of
building and that of the chalutzim. The latter, using cement
and forms, do not greatly differ from the practise of the Euro
pean countries from which they come. So I have been watch
ing the workmen at their tasks this morning and am now
seated on a stone nearby where I can see each phase of the
work. First, it would seem, they dug quite a pit in the ground
in which to prepare and season the lime, which is used as a
binder, rather than' cement. Then donkeys or camel trains
bring the needed stones from the quarry. Unlike the beautiful
pink-white building blocks of Jerusalem, these are a volcanic
rock almost, a slate color. These quarry stones are used only
for facing, however. Great quantities of rocks of all shapes and
sizes are used as fillers for the main bulk of the building.
Careful trenches are then dug in the ground. The bottom
is lined with stones. A mortar is made of lime and sand and
poured over them, and other, smaller stones are pressed down
into it. In this way, all below the surface is simply a mass of
mortar, full of odds and ends which are picked up on the
ground or brought from a nearby wady.
Above the surface the cut stones begin. Each course seems
about eight or ten inches high. The corner stones and those
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at the openings are squared, or partly so, but the other stones
are simply faced, the other surfaces of each stone being smaller
than that which shows. In laying it, the mason uses chips for
wedges so as to hold it in place until the mortar back of it has
a grip. Back of the facing the wall is built up of odds and
ends mixed with mortar, like the foundation.
(Just now a
dozen British soldiers went by on a truck, singing as they
went.)
These buildings really make a good, appearance, particu
larly if the openings and corners are trimmed with white
blocks, brought from a distance. They give the impression of
great solidity, especially when facing stones are used inside as
well as outside. A large building of this nature is being erected
opposite the city park in Tiberias. But I must confess to an
unreasonable aversion to anything whfch looks much better
than it really is. I should think these stones would easily fall
out of the walls if the mortar should fail to hold. There are
great ruins in Tiberias, round towers and walls which look
quite ancient, but are only about two hundred years old. They
have been destroyed by an earthquake, so that the masonry is

made manifest. It was not built to last. After all, will any
building stand the test that is swiftly coming upon the earth?
Is it not really wiser to live in tents, like the fellagheen out
on yonder mountain?
THE

LAND

OF

JUDAH

Much of the story of David and Samson and the patriarchs
is laid in those two portions of the land which have the special
Hebrew names, the negeb, or southland, and the shephelah,
lowland, or foothills, as well as in the "hill country", or moun
tains about Hebron. So we plan a special trip to take in these
three. From Jerusalem we will go west down the Jaffa road to
Bab el Wad (Gate of the Wadi, or watercourse), at the foot of
the mountains, thence south right through the shephelah to
Beit Jibrin (Eleutheropolis), thence east to El Kalil (Hebron),
and from there to Bir 8ebu (Beersheba), and return via
Hebron, north to Jerusalem. This will give us a glimpse of
the greater part of Judah, for much that we will not actually
visit is visible from various vantage points on this route. A
detour to the supposed site of Emmaus will come near com
pleting the survey.
The first part of our way is the same as we took on our
trip to Jaffa. Now we are passing the monument erected on
the spot where Jerusalem was surrendered to General Allenby,
just off the Jaffa road near the edge of the outer city. Now
Lifta is beneath us on our right. One of the striking features
of most Palestinian towns is their situation near the top of a
hill. But Lifta is far down the sides and seems half sunk in
the steep slope. Some one said that, during the late troubles,
they forsook these dwellings for fear some one would roll rocks
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down upon them. I cannot vouch for this, but mention it only
because it justifies the choice of the ancient city builders. The
deciding factor in the choice of the site for a city was its
defense from enemies. The.same principle operated in the

recent unrest in Jerusalem. A mob of these same Lifta men
were before a Jewish shop. The inmates were frightened so as
to lose their wits, and the iron front, which is drawn down'at
night before almost all of the stores, would not come down.
The situation was desperate, as there were only one or two
policemen about. Then, someone had a brilliant idea. They
got on the housetop, and threw over all the flower pots, filled
will earth, and whatever else was handy, on the mob. This
soon dispersed them. Lifta may be the ancient Nephtoah on
the boundary between Judah and Benjamin (Josh. 15:9).
On the east the drainage, of Jerusalem is practically con
fined to the Kidron. The Hinnom ravine, which runs along
the west and south of the walled city is only a branch of it.

Their waters, when there are any, are lost in the Dead Sea.
The divide between the Mediterranean and the Jordan is a
little west of Jerusalem. On the west the waters flow into the
sea about eight miles south of Jaffa, through the valley of
Sorek (Wady es Surar) on the plain. The main stream con
tinues all the way up, through the foothills and mountains,
past Ain Karim and Lifta. So we are looking at the principal
water way (without water) to the sea. The railway comes up
this canyon until within about ten miles of Jerusalem. There
it turns into a branch canyon, a short distance south of this.
We are now crossing the main wady, and can see Ain Karim
due south of us, high- up in the center of a side ravine. We
are climbing over to the next wady by short hairpin curves.
This considerable village is called Abu Ghosh, after its sheik
of a century ago, who is reputed to have been a terrible char

acter. It is usually identified with Kirjath Jearim (Brushwood

Towns), whence came some of the "men of Gibeon" (Josh. 9)
who deceived Joshua, and where the coffer of the covenant was
kept for twenty years in the days of David. It seems rather
far from Gibeon, yet not as far as Beeroth.
EMMAUS

From here we take a detour to el Kubeibeh, which now
seems to be accepted as the Emmaus of the Scriptures. I have
been told that it will bear every test. It is about seven miles
from the city by a direct path through the hills. This road
does not deserve the name. It is not graded and is full of loose
stones. I feel sorry for the automobile.
Up and down and
around, largely in low gear, we are making a long ride of it.
But see over there! The Mediterranean! And ahead of us lies
our destination.

The hill is covered with trees.

A most invit

ing spot. It is a Catholic summer resort. The gate is locked,
but a Sister opens it and we enter the grounds.
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A short walk through the trees leads us to the far side,
above the valley of Ajalon. Before us lies the famous battle
field where Joshua defeated the five confederated kings who
were encamped against Gibeon (Josh. 10). Just as, in a later
day, a great storm defeated Sis era, so here, it was hailstones
from heaven which gained this great victory. Over there, to
the north, where the mountain descends to the foothills, "Jeho
vah flings on them great stones from the heavens unto Azekah,
and they die. More died by the hailstones than the sons of
Israel kill with the sword. Then Joshua is speaking to Jehovah
in the day Jehovah gives up the Amorites before the sons of
Israel. And he is saying before the eyes of Israel, 'Sun, in
Gibeon be silent!'"
Gibeon is near the head of this wady.
"'And moon, in the valley of Ajalon!'" Ajalon is its lower
reaches to our left as we face north. "And the sun is silent
and the moon is standing until the people take vengeance on
their enemies. Is not this written in the book of the Upright?
And the sun is standing in half heavens, and rushes not to
enter as the day is coming to an end." "Jehovah fought for
Israel." Facing north, the upper and the lower Beth Horons
lie before us, across the ravines.
As we are going back we descry the towers of Jerusalem,
much nearer than we supposed, after our roundabout ride. Up
through these hills must lie the path I fain would tread if I
could have the Companion of Cleopas by my side to open, up
the Scriptures concerning Himself. He is not there. But He
homes within me, and has often caused my heart to burn, as,
through God's spirit, He has revealed His presence in the
Word. And we know Him, not only as the Risen Saviour,
rejected by His people, but as the Ascended Christ, acclaimed
by heaven, and adored by all whose eyes have been opened to
perceive His glory. The road is rough, but we will soon be
back on the paved highway. Here it is. Up we go. We are at
the top. Once more we see the panorama of the blue sea and
the level plain spread out before us. But we do not begin to
descend in earnest until we reach Wady Aly, which leads us
straight down to the vale between the foothills and the moun
tains. I have found no reference to this* ravine in the Scrip
tures. It leads us down to Bab el Wad, the Gate of the Water
course. This is as far as we wish to go in this direction.
THE

SHEPHELAH

Let us try an experiment. We are just turning south, be
tween the mountains and the foothills. I understand that there
is almost a continuous depression between the two down to the
south country. It seems almost as if there were a miniature
mountain range between the plain and the heights, notwith
standing the fact that practically all the wadies go across it to
the sea. The test is this: Can we, at any time, see the sea?
The road is not level, by any means, but we seem to be able
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to keep the high mountains on our left and the hills on our

right. This is Samson's country. We are now in Eshtaol. Near

here the spirit of Jehovah moved him (Judges 13:25). Near
here he was buried (Judges 16:31). Timnath, where he went
to get his wife, is not far away on our right (Judges 14:2).
Etam, where Samson went later, is up a wady to our right
after we cross the railway. Even Lehi, where he slew a thou
sand men with the jawbone of an ass, must be in this neighbor
hood (Judges 15:15). Sorek, where Delilah dwelt, is very near
us on our right. Gaza, though far from here, may be reached
by this road. And we shall go to Hebron, near which he car
ried the gates of Gaza.

Ashkelon is on the coast at our right.
SAMSON

All the pictures of Samson I have ever seen spoil the story
for me. If he was a large man, with bulging muscles, why
were Delilah and the Philistines at a loss to know whence he
had his strength? That would be silly. No one asked Goliath
why he was strong. Does a haircut rob a giant of his power?
Samson's strength was superhuman. Without his hair he was
as weak as any other man. There is great comfort in this for
us. God's servants do not need an abnormal physical equip
ment for the performance of prodigies. Indeed, long hair may
be taken as a token of weakness and submission. It is a badge
of the weaker sex. So long as Samson was weak he was strong.
When he had lost his locks he said, "I will go forth as usual
and shake all. And he knew not that Jehovah had withdrawn
from him" (Judges 10:20). He felt quite as strong as ever.
His great strength was a miracle in the physical sphere. It

should be a common experience in the spiritual. Physical
infirmity seems almost a requisite for spiritual strength.
We have not seen the ocean yet. Now we are coming to the
main wady which reaches up nearly to Jerusalem. The rail
road has chosen it as the best grade. Here lies Beth Shemesh,
and JKirjath Jearim is not very far up the ravine to our left.
The Surar river breaks through the hills here in its way to
the sea, forming an easy pass to the plain, on which are Ekron
and Ashdod. Here it was that the coffer of the covenant was
returned to Israel by two milch kine, with their calves at
home, lowing as they came (1 Sam. 5:6). I have admired the
action of the men of this city in using the new cart for fire
wood. Nowadays, when we see that the ark can be carried
so well on some new fangled device, we discard God's method
and adopt the new. Indeed, David thought to be modern and
copied the Philistines, and put the ark on a new wagon, but
God cannot allow His saints to change His methods. So it
resulted in the death of Uzza (1 Chron. 13).
DAVID

AND

GOLIATH

Now we are turning toward the sea down the valley of
Elah, and here is Shocoh, near which the Philistines had their
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camp, and Goliath of Gath came out to defy the God of Israel.
It was in this wady that David found five smooth stones and
used only one to slay his giant antagonist. Here the youthful
shepherd sounded the keyword of his whole career: "the battle
is Jehovah's!" Goliath of Gath gives us the converse of Sam
son, and exemplifies the weakness of physical strength. It is
these paradoxes which give vitality to the stories that cluster
around this region. They will be as fresh to generations to
come as they have been in the past. The Philistines fled down
to Ekron on the plain, and south to Gath, on the road which
we are traveling, for we have turned toward the south, or we
would have emerged beyond the hills, in the plain.
On we go to Eleutheropolis, now Beit Jibrin, which is sup
posed to be the ancient Gath. I fear that, in the midst of such
surroundings, we may have missed seeing the sea, even if it
was visible. Several times, as the road rose I felt sure we
would get a glimpse of it, but failed to find it. The experiment
was a practical success. There is a depression between the
mountains and the foothills all along the shephelah. A row
of hillocks stand as sentinels to the heights of Judea. Israel
seldom dislodged the Philistines from the sea coast. These, in
turn, seldom conquered Israel in the mountains. But the foot
hills often changed hands. They were the bloody border be
tween the two.
SAMSON'S GREAT FEAT
We will not go down to Gaza from here, for the road is
hardly passable, and it can be reached better on another trip.
But one thought has come to me with much force which I had
never entertained before. Gaza is nearly forty miles in an air
line from Hebron. It is a climb of about three thousand feet.
I have often wondered at Samson's strength in picking up the
gates of Gaza, posts and bars included (as it was probably
locked at midnight), and carrying them to the top of a hill.
But it never occurred to me how much greater was this latter
feat than the former. The "hill" was a mountain near Hebron,
about fifty miles away and half a mile high!
He was the
porter par excellence of his day. His endurance was more
miraculous than his strength.
ROMAN MOSAICS

We are arriving at a considerable Arab village which has
recently achieved some fame because of the beautiful Roman
mosaics which have been discovered there. From its present
appearance you would never suspect that it once was a place
of some magnificence. Its mud buildings are repellent, and
are not worth the words necessary to describe their degrada
tion. Though not strictly necessary to our investigations, let
us inspect the mosaics, which are in a stone building above

the town.

The Palestine government has an official agent Xo
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guide and guard us as we go.
Look at those mosaics!
I
thought I had seen the best, but these are better. The floors of
three rooms, almost perfectly preserved, with pictorial designs
of the seasons, and inscriptions. The colors of the stones are
still perfect. What an amazing amount of work to set the thou

sands upon thousands of tiny stones in place! And amidst this
heap of hovels! This probably dates back to the time of the
Romans, so it may be that our Lord saw such work in the
finer edifices of His day.
From Beit Jibrin a wady leads up by a direct and gradual
ascent almost to Hebron. We have been climbing steadily and
seem near the top. Look! There are the mountains of Moab in
the east and the Mediterranean in the west! We are on the
divide, and Hebron lies not far below us on the eastern side.
Near here is a village called Beit Iskahil. Perhaps this is the
Eshkol whence the spies brought their booty of grapes (Num.

13). We know that they went near Hebron.
HEBRON

Now we are entering El Khalil (The Friend) as the Arabs
call Hebron, because it is associated with Abraham, who was
the friend of God. To our left is the reputed Oak of Mamre,
by the Russian hospice. As this is quite improbable, we will
not allow it to take our time. Hebron itself is one of the really
ancient cities of the world. The Scriptures tell us that it was
built seven years before Zoan in Egypt (Num. 13:22). It was
the home of the sons of Anak, men of great stature. But, long
before that, the presence of Abraham gave this place a niche
in the temple of faith which has made it immortal. Near here
Jehovah appeared to Abraham and promised Sarah a son.
Here Abraham pled for the cities of the plain (Gen. 18).
It would take too much time to go over the whole history
of this venerable village. Let us come back to it when we
return from Beersheba. So, once more, we are climbing the
hills to the west, this time further south, and cross the divide
for the long grade down to the negeb. My Hebrew lexicon says
it is the desert south of Judea, or simply, the south. But
another word, drum, signifies south. This term is often applied
to a specific tract of country. There was a famine in this
land when Abram came there (Gen. 12:9). Later Abraham
dwelt in Gerar (Gen. 20:1).
Isaac also dwelt there when
Rebecca came to him (Gen. 24:62). He grew to be very great
in this land, so that it cannot be a real desert (Gen. 26:13).
We shall see.
THE

SOUTH

COUNTRY

We are not descending all of the time, but we are rapidly
losing altitude nevertheless. It must be about thirty miles to
Beersheba. We will follow the wady Khalil, which is the
Hebron branch of the Bir es 8eba wady, much of the time,
especially the last half of our journey. We are.about seven
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The Well

miles out now. The springs on either side of the road are pos
sibly those given to Achsah, Caleb's daughter (Judges 1:15).
About five miles from here is the ancient Debir (Word) or
Kirjath Sepher, evidently a literary place. There it is, a mis
cellaneous assortment of stone huts, usually half caves, on the
hill side above us. Now we are in the negeb. The country
opens up. It is not really level, but far more so than anything
above and back of us this side of the plain along the sea. We
can look across this country to the mountains beyond.
But this certainly is not a desert. Almost all that lies near
the road is plowed. A crop has been put in. It may be dry in
summer, but there are vast tracts of arable land. Our driver

says that they lost the whole crop last year through lack of
the late rains. But all looks promising so far this year. We
are making good time on this level road, but it is nearing
noon, and I feel that I would like to fortify my courage a little
before entering so ferocious a place as Beersheba is reputed to
be. Let us have our lunch by the side of the road. The weather
is pleasant. We will not need shade.
BEERSHEBA

That is better. Now for Beersheba. Why, it is only a short
distance off! It is not perched on a hill like most Palestine
towns. It is right down by the side of the wady. This, how
ever, is not the site of the ancient town.
That is a little
removed.

But some of the ancient wells are here.
AN ANCIENT

WELL

It certainly seems as if some rather ancient designer built
the huge mechanism over this deep well. About ten feet high
is a great sprocket wheel of wood on which an endless chain
of square wooden buckets descend into the depths, many of
them bringing up only a cupfujl of water. The good buckets
contain a gallon. The beam on which this wheel is fastened
runs out far to one side, and there it meets an upright pillar,
which is turned by a horse, on the ground. They are locked
together by means of crude wooden gears. As we would say
in patenting this invention, the mode of operation is as fol
lows: A man drives the horse around the pillar, hitched to a
rod attached to and projecting from said pillar, causing it to
rotate. This rotation is imparted to the horizontal beam by
means of a disk on said pillar, having pegs on its periphery
which engage the gears of a wheel fastened on the horizontal
beam. The sprocket above the well is fastened to the beam
and its rotation is imparted to the bucket chain which hangs
from it down to the water in the well. As the buckets go
around the sprocket they are turned over and their contents
spill upon the horizontal beam. This has suitable guards to
guide the water away from the mouth of the well into a reser
voir. In this way more water can be drawn from the well
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than in needed to supply the man and the horse who draw it
up, which is the principal object the inventor had in view.

But the well itself is well worth the trip. Possibly it is one
dug by Abraham and dug out again by Isaac. There are still
seven, two of which are filled.

Let us ride through the main street of the town to the
British cemetery.
As usual, the graves are in good order.
The attendant wishes us to register. Now let us walk down
through the town. The inhabitants are not quite as fierce look
ing as I expected, yet some are burned very dark indeed. Many
seem to be bedouin. Almost all the,trade and manufacturing
of the town seems to be carried on in these open stalls, much
the same as in other eastern towns. But see the women! Their

faces are almost completely hid by strings of coins and beads
and what not, right over their eyes. But we must see more of
the wells. These have drawn us here. The rest is of passing
importance. We have been to Beersheba. Now we must go to
Pan.
As we will go back to Hebron by the same road, there is
little to point out. We can confirm our impression as to the
true character of the negeb. It certainly is not a desert. But
how to translate it, when it simply indicates direction is too
much of a problem to settle today. Now we are climbing.
There is Dhaherieh (Debir) again. Now we are out of the
negeb, and are climbing up to El Khalil (Hebron) which is
over three thousand feet above the sea.
THE CAVE OF

MACHPELAH

Hebron's greatest claim to fame is the cave of Machpelah,

where Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, as well as

Jacob and Leah, are buried. There seems to be no question
about this site, so we will visit it. The way leads through nar
row alleys to a mosque. Here we are allowed to go up seven
steps only, to a hole in the wall. I thought that no non-Moslem
was allowed beyond this, but the keepers offer to take us inside
at a price. But, as the cenotaphs in the mosque are not very
ancient, and the actual cave cannot be entered, we climb up
the hill just behind the mosque to get a good view and return
on the other side. The disappointed keepers are waiting for
us, and, in hopes of a gratuity, show us a tiny hole through
which we can gaze right into the tomb! I supposed only kings
were accorded such a privilege, so I looked intently and saw—
black darkness—and paid nothing to see it.

The hill yonder, west of the town, is supposed to be the site
of David's home, when he ruled in Judah. We are driving
through the" vineyards with walls of stone. On our left is the
"Valley of Terebinths". It is said that traces of large oaks
have been found. This looks a more likely site for the ancient
Mamre than "Abraham's Oak" at the Russian Hospice. Now

we are passing Halhul (Josh. 15:58).

The road is very good
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The Sealed Fountain

and we are skimming along at a good rate, so that we maysee Solomon's pools in time to get pictures.
SOLOMON'S POOLS

Here they are, down that wady on our right.
There
is a road on the far side of them.
They are large!
There are three, one below the other.
On top they are
rough parallelograms, but it seems to me they are better
named reservoirs.
The bottom wall in each case is more
like a dam. The floor of the reservoirs is the uneven, irregular,
bare bed rock, which, in fact, runs up the sides at many places.
Roughly, they will average about sixty-five paces across, the
upper one being perhaps six paces wider than the lowest. They
increase in length as we descend. The top one is nearly one
hundred and thirty paces long, the middle one ten paces more,
and the bottom one fifty paces more than that. They are wider
at the top than at the bottom, even when walled. We have a
good opportunity to examine them, for they are almost empty.
A

FOUNTAIN

SEALED

We'have heard so much about the famous Sealed Fountain

that we must by all means get a look at it if possible. But the
man who has the key is gone! What shall we do? We ought
to have a lantern to go down there, but these matches will do
if we can only unseal it. It looks hopeless, but nobody shall
say that we gave up without trying. One of our party has been
there before, and considers himself quite an adept at unsealing
fountains. That little structure to the right of the road is the
entrance. But the iron fence about it is also locked. Let us
see what can be done. Whoever built this fence did not count
on our expert. He tries the lock in vain, but, by a little magic
which we dare not divulge, the sealed fountain is unsealed.
But hold! There is still an iron door to open. Our magic may
not be powerful enough for that. What! It is not locked! We
are ready to see the unsealed fountain. Down into dense dark
ness, step by step, we grope our way with only the feeble
flicker of a few matches to fend us from falling. Isn't it thrill
ing to be down in this secret, rock-hewn spring!
Now we
reach the floor. Be careful! Do not step into the water. Keep
near the left-hand wall. In these alcoves cut into the solid
rock the refreshing fluid is flowing forth. Do you suppose that
Solomon based his beautiful figure on this very spring? Why
not? His gardens were probably down in the wady below us.

A garden latched is my sister, the daughter in law,
A latched reservoir, a sealed spring.

It is a pity we have no poetic name for "daughter-in-law"
in this passage. And it is practically impossible for us to
appreciate the delicious refreshment which is involved in a
garden with a reservoir in this dry and thirsty land.
The

The Automobiles
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image of a sealed spring still further heightens the exclusiveness of the delights which Solomon found in his beloved. Only
when water is very scarce is a spring sealed so that no one but
the owner has access to it. How cool and delightful it would
be to come in here on a hot, exhausting day! The simile is
superlative.
But we must wend our way back to Jerusalem. By the same
magic we seal the gate of the fountain and resume our journey.
It is not far, for yonder is Bethlehem. We are not going to it,
but leave it on our right. Here is the road that runs back to it.
On our left is Rachel's Tomb, and before us the city of the
great King. May He soon make it the joy of the whole earth!

We have seen the Judah over which David reigned at first.
May we see the universe under the sway of God's Beloved
[David].

TIBERIAS

This is written in what might be called the "depot" of
Tiberias, a short, wide street, just north of the narrow-laned
labyrinth of bazaars and dwellings which compose the old city.
Across the street, to my left, is Hotel Tiberias, a rather impos
ing stone structure of three stories. Right across is a six-foot
wall, against which a long row of automobiles is backed,
ready for hire. There are about a dozen left today. I am sit
ting on the veranda of a restaurant, about six paces from the
nearest auto, but the space is crowded with owners and chauf
feurs and hangers-on, a dragoman, and possibly a customer or
two. The Arab cheap transportation trucks are a hundred
paces to my left, on my side of the street. About me there are
half a dozen bootblacks, the most persistent I have ever met.

How they all manage to exist is a mystery. Some are Jews,
some Arabs, one is a jovial, curly-headed dark fellow, whom it
is hard to resist. He even stuck his head into the restaurant
yesterday, through a broken pane of glass, and grinned so hard
he got a shine from my companion.

To an American, the automobiles seem most familiar.
There is one little Austin up the row, but the rest seem to be
of American make. A Stewart truck is rolling by. A Dodge, a
Chevrolet, and a Hudson are nearest to me. A Ford is just
coming in, but they are scarce. An English Morris car is
usually about. The hills and mountains of Palestine call for a
heavier horse power than the usual economical European
make. Most of them are chosed models, with a few touring
cars. Cheap transportation is afforded by means of covered
trucks with seats on each side, crowded solid. Each truck
seems to wait until it is full—which may mean an hour or a
day—and this seems to be accepted by all as the best time
table. They will carry almost anything. I saw a dozen sheep
riding on the roof of one a few days ago. A donkey and a
horse are going by, laden with building stones. A burden
bearer staggers along under a huge sack. Autos cannot go
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A Day Spent

into the narrow streets of the town proper, so the porters
must bow down their backs under tremendous burdens. I saw
one almost collapse the other day. But he stopped, and man
aged to stagger to his destination, sweating and trembling
from exhaustion.
A PLEASANT

DAY

I am seated on a large rock which juts out from the shore
of lake Galilee. It is a delightful morning. Yesterday the sun
did not show its face until a few minutes before it went to bed.
Then it painted the mountains on the eastern shore a lurid
red, which was gradually dissipated by the ascending gloom.
Last night not a star appeared, the low-hanging clouds com
pletely covering the sullen sky. But this morning, what a
change! The clouds are piled in high, white billows on the
horizon, but the dome above is purest cerulean, and the wel
come sunshine warms the cool zephyrs of the dawn. There is
enough breeze to gently stir the surface of the lake. The pur
ling waters swish and swirl about the rocks. Tiny breakers
form and hurl themselves ashore. The babbling is continuous,
with an occasional splash or plunge, due to the ragged rocks
that rim the strand where I am writing. Tiny gnats are danc
ing in the sunshine. Birds are busily skimming the surface of
the water. All nature is in a genial mood.
Yet I doubt not that the drizzling rain of yesterday will
bring more blessing than the pleasant sunshine of today. The
mountains have been gradually changing their dark-brown
robes for beautiful blendings of green. They will never be able
to complete their new wardrobe without a liberal supply of
moisture. The crops of the fellagheen are sprouting, and they
need the melancholy drops to fill their mouths with food and
their souls with satisfaction in the months to come. It is the
great lesson of the world today. Everywhere there is storm
and stress, sadness and sighing, with trembling tears ever near
the surface. Men are doing their utmost to mend matters. The
saints are praying for relief. How blessed it would be if they
could see the graciousness of these visitations and give thanks
for the dire distress which tries their souls!
While I have been writing the lake has become so calm
that there is hardly a ripple, and no sound is heard except a
tiny gurgle now and then. Plop! See the bird! It has caught
a fish only a few feet from us.
ROWING

ON

GALILEE

I am not long left alone in my retreat. A boat is going by
filled with four Arabs. Two of them are standing, pushing
long oars or sweeps, by means of which the boat is propelled.
They are making good progress. Our method of rowing must
seem both odd and awkward to them. We cannot see where
we are going, as we pull the boat backwards. I have thought
of inventing a rear view mirror, for our system, but I don't

on Lake Galilee
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suppose it could be patented. Besides, we use power now. But
these men need no mirror. Standing, facing the direction in
which they are moving, they can see ahead with ease. I would
not be at all surprised if this was the method employed by the
fishermen of old, who rowed our Lord about the lake. At any
rate I have seen fishers of men in these days who rowed for
all they were worth, but they did not seem very certain where
they were heading, or why. Let us stand up and look ahead,

like the boatmen on lake Galilee.

THE FISH OF THE LAKE

Most of the fishing on Galilee is done at night.

This is the

season, so they are very busy and fish are plentiful. An effort

was made to develop the business, but it was opposed by the
old-time fishermen, so it was not a success. The nets used are
often to be seen hung up around the pier. From the accounts
in the Scriptures, it seems as if a great deal more fishing was
done in those days than at present. The variety served in the
restaurant are delicious. They are dished up entire, head and
all. They are rather flat in shape, the flesh is white and the
bones are plenty. Such fish, with a bit of bread, would make
an excellent meal. I imagine it is the very variety served by
our Lord to His wondering disciples. It is said that one vari
ety carries its young under its tongue, a circumstance which
may, or may not help to "explain" the coin which Peter found
in the fish he was told to catch. None of them have money in
their mouths today! Here comes a large boat, with sail furled
and four oars working. There seem to be about a dozen people
on board besides the rowers. The short mast slants toward
the prow at about sixty degrees.
The long, furled sail is

fastened by the middle at its top, so that one end points at the
prow and the other is high up in the air. The mast, the boat,
and the sail spar make an equilateral triangle, and the spar
extends as far again up into the air in the rear.
THE SHELLS

OF LAKE GALILEE

I have been told that there are no shells in lake Galilee,
and that the shell souvenirs are all spurious. But from where
I sit I can see several dozen shell fish clinging to a cleft in the
rock. In color they vary considerably. There are cream-colored
ones, almost white, some with bright brown markings, others
with gray and black figurings. All are quite small, not much
over half an inch in length, roughly cone shaped. They are
used in a variety of ways as souvenirs. Long strings are sold
as beads. They are artistically fastened to the edges of a small
piece of netting, to act as weights to held the net over the
mouth of a water jar or other receptacle which needs to be
shielded in this way. I hope to pick up quantities of them, and
take them back with me as the most characteristic reminder
of this.lovely lake.
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The Beggar
THE FINE ART OF BEGGING

I am trying to write my chronicles, but the loud cries and
lamentations of an old, decrepit Jewish mendicant makes it
almost impossible to proceed. His moans and groans seem arti
ficial, it is true, but I cannot help hoping he will not expire on
the spot.

I have been meeting him almost every day.

He has

been going up hill about the same time we have been going

down to our noonday meal. I have not been able to understand

any of his appeals, but they have been repellent, somehow, for

he has the habit of stopping in the midst of dying groans to
shout sharply to a passer by. As I am waiting for a dental
appointment I feel better entitled to a few good groans than
he. He is dressed in respectable rags, with skirt and turban,
and hobbles along with the aid of a cane. If I ever start giving
him even a single mil, or half a cent, I feel that I will have no
peace thereafter. No matter what is given, it is never enough.
That seems to be a settled principle. Instead of giving pleas
ure, you provoke dissatisfaction. It is an axiom out here that
the tourist has no justification for his existence unless he gives
twice as much as he does.
REFUELING UNDER DIFFICULTIES

What is the excitement down at the pier? Quite a crowd
is gathered to watch the proceedings. Even some Americans
are standing about. I see. They are trying to refuel the air
ship. A fair-sized boat is alongside the pier. They are trying
to load it with iron casks of petrol, as gasoline* is called in this
country.
One container seems unwilling to go aboard.
It

hangs on ropes "between the pier and the boat and all the

shouting does not seem to do much good. Now the boat drifts
away and there is quite an uproar. But a boy springs to the
rope and pulls it back. There, they finally get it aboard. Now
they are wrestling with a large pump, by means of which the
petrol will be transferred to the tanks of the flying boat. Now
some oil, in smaller drums. At last they are ready to go. The
lake is very rough. A man at the prow bobs up and down as
he pulls in the anchor. Now they put out the oars. They are
approaching the airship. But they are not allowed to come
near. Instead they come back, and as they approach the land,
two drums of petrol are cast overboard, and a powerful, hairy
boatman, clad only in shorts, jumps overboard and rolls them
to the beach. The pilot of the airship is now on shore and lays
down the law that no boat may come near his ship in rough
weather. So they compromise by sending for more hose, so
that the boat may keep a long distance from the plane while

the petrol is pumped into it.

A. E. K.
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EDITORIAL

The projected German concordance has suggested the
vast advantage of such a work in English. At present
the publication of so large a book with such a limited
market makes the task seem impracticable. But condi
tions will change. It may take many years for its prepar
ation. Meanwhile it would be most useful in manuscript
form. The plan is very simple. It consists simply in add
ing about a line of the context to each reference in the
Concordant Version concordance. It would make a book
like Wigram's Englishman's Greek Concordance, which
may be used as a guide as to the choice of contexts. In
the projected concordance, however, the passages will be
grouped according to grammar, and the grammar indi
cated at the end of the line. Before printing, the refer
ences could be arranged according to the order of the
books, as in Wigram's, which would probably be more
popular. If anyone feels led to devote his time to such
a work, he should communicate direct with the Editor
in Stepenitz, Ostprignitz, Germany, who will send
samples and supply the standard paper. Each worker
will be assigned a letter of the alphabet, unless special
words are wanted in advance. The work should be done
on a typewriter.

Wigram's monumental work has never become popu
lar because it is arranged under the Greek words, and all
imagine, from this fact and its title, that it is only for
those who are familiar with the original. We. hope to
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A Concordant Concordance

avoid this by arranging all according to the English
alphabet. But the experience of those who have used it
seems to indicate that the grouping by families, as in the
Concordant Version concordance, is the most instructive
and helpful for students who are far enough along to
use this kind of assistance. Perhaps no better vindica
tion of the Concordant Version could be offered. For
those making foreign translations it would be invaluable.
As a final check nothing could surpass it. It is the vital
value of such a work which prompts us to make it in Ger
man immediately. It was our plan to defer it until after
the publication of the version. But its vital value for
checking and revising the German version before it
makes its appearance prompts us to attempt it at once,
so as to take advantage of its aid in reaching a high
standard of perfection in the very first edition. We hope
to have more to say on this theme in an early issue.
—A. E. K.

Martin Stuckrath has given much thought to the time
periods surrounding our Lord's death and resurrection,

and has issued a small pamphlet, '' The Lord was Really
Roused," to set forth the facts. Practically the same
thoughts are set forth in a German leaflet, "Die Auferstehung JEsu Christi'\ Either may be obtained from
him at 4725 Lewis Place, St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.—A.E.K.
We ask the forbearance of those who have sent orders

which have not been filled promptly during the past two
months. We have not always been able to give them
prompt attention, due to illness. We trust that there will
be no delays in the future. The magazine has been late,
also, due partly to causes beyond our control, partly to

our inexperience, and partly to the inconvenience of de
layed communication with the editor. We hope that our
readers will bear with us in this also, and that there
will be less delay from this time on.—E. 0. K.
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REPORT OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST
Dear Brother Knoch:

Lake Worth, Florida, May 23, 1932

I know you will rejoice to know of the wonderful door the
Lord has opened for the truth here in Florida. The first night
we opened, we had approximately two hundred present, and
the interest and numbers have grown nightly. Last night we
had between three and four hundred present for the message
on "The Coming of the Lord". I was guest speaker of the Lake
Worth Men's Bible Class Sunday morning, bringing a message
on "Kings and Kingdoms". Of course, we have every kind of
belief present, but the unity of the spirit has prevailed in a
very gratifying way. I am cautiously presenting God's eonian
administrations from the beginning to the consummation.
Some things I purposely leave indefinite, leaving them to
search it out in the literature. Brother Byrd, police judge and
retired minister of the Christian church, told me this morning
that he had never witnessed any thing like this in Lake Worth
at any time in its history. Of course, the tourists are mostly
all gone now, but just the same, we are establishing the work

for the future, and I feel that this would be the ideal place to
come in the winter for spreading the truth in a large way
throughout the eastern part of the United States. Our time is
up in the City Auditorium, but they did not want me to close,
so they secured the Legion Arena! We took the ropes down
and arranged the chart across one side of the ring, and tonight
we are expecting a large crowd to occupy ring-side seats for
hearing the truth! Will possibly continue through June 5th.
Faithfully yours in His service,
Adlai Loudy

The wedding of the editor, A. E. Knoch, and Grafin
Sigrid von Kanitz was solemnized at Potsdam, Germany,
on the twenty-fifth of May.—E. 0. K.
As will be seen in this issue, it has become necessary, for
financial reasons, to reduce the size of the magazine
from ninety-six to sixty-four pages. We hope that this
will be only a temporary economy measure, and ask your
prayers and help, that we may be enabled to continue
the magazine, if it be His will.—E. 0. K.
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Early Life of
INMEMORIAM
FREDRIK HOMER ROBISON

F. H. Robison, the only son of Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Robison, of Oakland, California, was born February 3,
1885, at Greenwood, Indiana, and it was there that he
spent his youth, graduating from high school at the age
of fourteen. It was about this time that God touched
his heart and he became a believer, affiliating with the
Disciples of Christ. Gratitude to God filled him with a
desire to dispense the gospel. He entered Franklin Col
lege to continue his education and there further dis
played an aptitude for languages in the study of New
Testament Greek.
Being a gifted student, an earnest seeker after truth,
he loved the Word and soon advanced beyond the aver
age, being compelled to look for independent doors of
opportunity. Problems presented themselves for solu
tion. Finally he decided to leave the place of his birth.
He went to Canada and took out a claim in the Rainy
River district of Ontario. He resided there about one
year, teaching part time and part time employed in
the immigration service. He returned to Indiana in 1904
and entered Butler College in Indianapolis, remaining
there until the opening of Winona Technical Institute,
also in Indianapolis, and enrolled there as a student of
lithography that he might be equipped not only for his
present need, but to have the knowledge of a trade, for
use in the missionary field. It was his purpose to carry
the gospel to Japan independently.
With a year's instruction at the John Herrin Art In
stitute in Indianapolis and some knowledge of chemis
try to his credit, he made splendid progress and in less
than two years accepted a position as poster artist in
one of the largest lithographing houses in the United
States, located at Cleveland, Ohio. He became one of
their foremen in charge of artists. It was while in this
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position that he pursued the reading of Pastor Russell's
works, having become slightly interested during his so
journ in Canada. During all this time his linguistic tal
ents were being exercised more or less in the attainment
of a knowledge of Spanish, French and German, as
well as New Testament Greek. After reading Pastor RusselFs works, he employed a Japanese friend to translate

some of the literature into Japanese, still thinking of

the foreign mission field, but later abandoned this to
become a home missionary, as a colporteur for Pastor
Russell's works.
.
■
After about one year in this new field of endeavor, he
prepared for secretarial service and was called to the
headquarters of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Soci
ety, then located in Allegheny, Pennsylvania.
It was
there that he met Miss Almeta Nation, to whom he was
married in 1909. He became private secretary to Pastor
Russell and held that position until after the Society's
offices were transferred to Brooklyn, New York, in 1909,
when he was made secretary in charge of the foreign
work.

As private secretary to Pastor Russell he accompanied
him on a trip around the world with a committee sent to
investigate foreign missions. Japan was one of the places
visited.
As secretary of the foreign work he had a good oppor
tunity for pursuing the study of languages and could
translate twenty-three in all, giving discourses in Ger
man, Greek, and English. He made week-end pilgrim
ages in and about New York City, addressing both public
and private gatherings.

While acting as secretary to Pastor Russell, he was
handed a copy of Dr. Bullinger's Apocalypse to read and
report the gist of its contents. In response to an inquiry
by Pastor Russell after reading, he replied "Dr. Bullinger seems to think that the book of Revelation is for
the Jew". Pastor Russell replied, "He may be right".
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When the first installment of the Concordant Ver
sion was issued it fell into the hands of members of the

Society, and several called the attention of Headquarters
to it. As the plates of the Emphatic Diaglott were worn
out, they were looking for something to replace it, and
Brother Eobison was delegated to call on the Concordant
Publishing Concern in Los Angeles, with a view to plac

ing it on the Society's list of literature. When he came

it was immediately explained to him that the Concord
ant Version could not, in any way, be changed to suit
the views of the Society, but must be held strictly to the
facts in the original. At this his face brightened with a
radiant smile, as he replied,'' That is just what we want!''
So it was arranged that a special edition should be pub
lished for their use, without, notes of any kind. During
the ensuing visit as he had presented Brother Knoch with
a copy of a small volume on the Revelation, he was given
a copy of Dr. Bullinger's book on The Chief Musician.
This was chosen because it was of a neutral character, so
that he should not be able to say that he had been unduly
influenced during his visit. But he was not at all sectar
ian, and he became much interested in Dr. Bullinger's
writings, echoes of which appeared in his articles in the
Watchtower. He became vitally concerned with the Con
cordant Version, and suggested that we call the nota
tions above the line superlinear, and those below sublinear, in order to avoid the confusion which interlinear was
causing. As he became more and more interested in the
truth, his position became precarious. At last, he sent a
characteristic post card, announcing the crisis which
severed his relations with the International Bible Stu
dents Association.
Brother Robison was one of four men designated in
the will of Pastor Russell to be co-editors of the Watch
Tower, the official organ of the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society. He held this position until the spring of
1922 when he resigned and went to Washington, D. C,

in Concordant Truths
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to accept secular work as a commercial artist in the art

department of the Washington Post,
He afterwards
served the government and later became art director for
the American Automobile Association, with headquarters
in Washington, D. C.
Brother Eobison was never a "Russellite" nor a
"Societyite". It was because of this that his opportun
ities to serve on the editorial staff of the Watch Tower
were cut short and he was compelled to seek new fields
of endeavor.
After resigning from his commission as co-editor of
the Watch Tower and elder of the New York congrega
tion, in response to many inquiries as to why he left the
Society, he published in blanket form his reasons there
for. He also wrote "Are Bride and Body IdenticalVy
published by the Concordant Publishing Concern, which
has been circulated quite widely among those who have
had International Bible Students Association teaching,
and some very helpful articles from his pen have ap
peared in UnsEx\rchable Riches. Many have been en
lightened as a result of his ministry and among them are
former readers of the Watch Tower who are now rejoic
ing in the truths recently recovered by means of the Con
cordant Version.
Brother Robison conducted an independent Bible
study class in Washington, D. C, sponsored by some of
his friends. He also served on the faculty of the Colum
bia Bible Training School, conducting studies in the life
and epistles of Saint Paul until returning to New York
to seek employment in the fall of 1931. The current
business depression took its toll in unusual demands on
the splendid vitality that had been his for so many years.
The Commercial Art Service in New York City, by
whom Brother Robison was employed, made contracts
for more rush work than was their custom under normal
conditions. So many jobs of a nature requiring long hours
and continuous application were faithfully executed by
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our beloved brother that the strain was too great for his
already overtaxed heart. He contracted a heavy cold
while on a job of the nature just mentioned, and because
no one in his office understood it sufficiently well to carry
it to a successful completion, he got up out of bed to
return to the task. He finished it so that delivery could
be made on scheduled time. It cost him his life.
In this last effort of Brother Robison is revealed one
of his characteristics. He was honest, conscientious, and
faithful in any task assigned him even at great incon
venience to himself.
It was his endeavor to "do all
things as unto the Lord". One of his favorite poems was,
''Not I but Christ".
Another one of his characteristics, which so few pos
sess, was magnanimity. He was sympathetic. The things
in others that often pained his sensitive nature were
endured patiently. Often he would be heard to remark
about such people: "Well, what can we expect? They
have not got it to give." Those who knew him intimately
appreciated his friendship. Friendships meant much to
him. He was a lover of children. His sense of humor was
keen and will be remembered by many.
Pneumonia and pleurisy developed, and after six
days and nights of suffering, Brother Robison fell asleep.
His faithful wife, an osteopathic physician, gave him
constant attention, and she has been very brave. A serv
ice was arranged for six o'clock p. m. Sunday, April 17
(the same day), and, although the opportunity for noti
fying his friends was limited, a number of beautiful
floral offerings were received, and those in attendance
were sufficient to comfortably fill the undertaking par
lors. The response of these friends to the needs of Sister
Robison in her sorrow was greatly admired and appre
ciated. The following day the body was shipped to
Indianapolis accompanied by Sister Robison, where it
was taken to Greenwood.
After services in the Christian Church, attended by
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his parents and other near relatives and friends, he was
Juried in Greenwood Cemetery in a most beautiful spot,
with the birds he loved so much singing overhead, not
far from where he and his sister used to play.
Good night, dear brother, your work here must have
been finished. While you are resting we will console our
selves with the blessed thought that our communion has
only been commenced. This is not the end. Your splen
did powers will yet find congenial exercise in the service
of your Lord, quite unhampered by the hindrances that
fetter all who are faithful in His service. Your sym
pathies will be satisfied by seeing all the barriers between
those you love broken down. We have not lost you but
for a brief and weary night, and we will meet again in
the morning. So we will not say good bye, but good
night, knowing that you are asleep in the care of Him
Who will not fail to wake you, in immortal glory, when
He comes to call His own.
THE BEREAN EXPOSITOR
Contrary to reports in the Berean Expositor, for April,
we have not blotted out the whole nation of the Rephaites.
I would take it as a kindness if the editor would publish
the following statement, taken from this magazine, from
the very article to which he has referred: ".Among the
ten nations which occupied the land given to Abraham
was the Rephaim, or Rephaites". "The Rephaim seem
to have occupied the lands of Moab and Ammon. . ."
As to the myth about the two "seeds'', it is quite certain
that Paul did not understand it, or it may be, no one
does. Certainly Colossians 1:20 was written by One
Who did not believe it.
We seem also to be accused of ignorance as to the dis
tinction between Ham and bacon.
As we do not use
swine's flesh this may be condoned, still our ignorance
may not be so abysmal, or our reasoning so irrational.
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as to make words in Hebrew "equivocal" with words in
English, even if they have been adopted into the latter
language. The fact that Ham in Hebrew happens to
sound as Jiam in English does not prove that there is no
connection between rpha and rpha in Hebrew. Hundreds
of Hebrew names have the significance of their roots.
The fact that Rephaim means healers does not blot them
out as a nation. When will our detractors learn to oppose
what we say, and not some imaginary thing we did not
say? Perhaps it is easier to refute what we do not say!
A. E. K,

CUwftf dtubte*

THE LIKENESS OF HIS DEATH
Romans 6:5-7

Paul's phrase "in Christ Jesus" states the position
before God which they occupy who have been baptized
into Christ Jesus. Among the blessings conferred with
such a position are these three: We are united with
Christ, we share the likeness of His death and resurrec
tion, and we have received a spiritual life identical with
His. These facts are declared in this section of the epistle
and they are the governing facts of the remaining part
of the exposition of the evangel up to the end of chapter
eight.
The ideas of unity, likeness, and identity are quite
distinct. Two persons who are utterly unlike may be
united in marriage, in business, or in some other way.
Two persons who are not united in any special way may
be so much alike as to be mistaken for one another. Like
ness is not unity, nor is it sameness. Two eggs may be
similar in appearance, but they are not identical. In a
criminal court the question of identity is of paramount
importance; it would be unjust to punish one who was
like the perpetrator of a crime instead of the criminal
himself. If I am in Christ Jesus, I have been united with
Him by spiritual baptism, yet I am not identical with
Him, and in some respects I am most unlike Him. He is
one Person, and I am another, a very different person.
Because I am in Him I am united with Him in the like
ness of His death and of His resurrection. I have not
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actually died His death nor am I resurrected yet. I
never can die the same death or experience the same res
urrection as His. He was unique in His person and His
work. But from the moment of my baptism iitfo Him I
do share the likeness and reap the benefits of His death
and resurrection. The spirit and life He imparts to His
members are not merely like His; they are identical with
His. '' He who is joined to the Lord is one spirit'' (1 Cor.
6:17). And He, the life-giving last Adam, imparts His
own life to all the new humanity.
Verse five is the central statement of this section. It
confirms and restates the truth of verse four, and it fur
nishes a text which is amplified and explained in 6-10.
The first side of the statement is taken up in verses 6-7,
and the second side in verses 8-10. The two sides of our
deliverance are fully elucidated in this portion.
5. The introductory word for refers specially to the
clause "that we should be walking in newness of life".
It introduces proof of the correctness of the statement of
that clause by showing that there is a necessary relation
between death to sin with Christ and newness of life as
involved in His resurrection. If union with Christ in
volves our union with His death, it also involves union
with His resurrection and His life.
If we have become planted together in the likeness of
His death is a condition assumed to be true as a result of
our baptism into Christ Jesus. The if does not express a
possible question as to the fact; it means, since this is a
fact. Planted together, or joint growth, is another figure
of union with Christ. Physical facts are made figures of
spiritual facts. Physical baptism figures spirit baptism
into Christ Jesus, just as physical circumcision figures a
spiritual circumcision not made with hands (Eph. 2:11;
Phil. 3:3; Col. 2:11). But each figure presents its own
special phase of truth. The figure of the joint-growth of
two plants, or parts of trees, is hot another expression
for baptism. Union by growth gives us the likeness of
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His death and resurrection. Tennyson's phrase, "grow
incorporate into thee," by which he expresses the pro
gressive union of two souls, is very similar to the one
before us. We have become so spiritually coalescent with
the likeness of Christ's death to sin that we ourselves are
truly said to be dead to it.
The fact of fullest union with Christ was declared as
resulting from baptism into Him. This verse presents
two particular aspects of that union—the specific facts
that we are together in the likeness of His death and of
His resurrection. We can never get nearer than likeness.
Our death and resurrection could no more be identical
with His than we could be identical with Him. Wherein
this likeness consists will be shown as Paul proceeds.
Nevertheless represents a strong Greek particle which
strengthens the inference drawn from the preceding
clause. The likeness of His death being assumed to be a
reality, it cannot be otherwise than that likeness to His
resurrection will certainly follow. This chief assertion
of the verse is intended to prove that we should and can
be walking in newness of life. The upper thought is res
urrection, which is presented as a necessary and glorious
consequence of our death to sin. If we are joined to
Christ in one respect we are joined in all respects. It is
impossible to share the likeness of His death without the

likeness of His resurrection also.

We shall be [planted together in the likeness] of
[His] resurrection also. The ellipsis must be supplied.
Saints are not yet actually raised from the dead, and
their literal resurrection will not be in the likeness of
His.

But they already have the likeness of His resur

rection, because they are in Christ and are alive to God.
On the basis of this revealed fact they are exhorted to
present themselves to God lias if alive from the dead".
The "as if"" agrees with the idea of likeness. Similarly,
in a parable, Isaac was roused from the dead (Heb.
11:19), but he had no such union with Christ as we
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have. Ours is more than a parable. As far as judgment
and penalty is concerned, we are as free from these as
Ohrist Himself, for we are in Him as risen and living to
God.
The future we shall be does not point to our future
resurrection; it is future from the standpoint of our
death to sin, which became a fact when we were united
with Christ. Already we have become planted together
in the likeness of His death, and it follows from that
moment that we shall be in the likeness of His resurrec
tion also. We are not forthwith raised with transfigured
bodies into the glory where He dwells, but death to sin is
forthwith followed by the likeness of resurrection. "We
must not postpone our reckoning ourselves to be alive to
God, or the presentation of ourselves to Him as alive from
the dead, till resurrection becomes an actuality. Reck
oning will then be superseded by realization.

Paul is
speaking of present privilege and present deliverance.
It is often difficult for saints who enjoy the experi
ence of the new life in Christ to keep it in its place when
dealing with Scripture.
Experience should not be
allowed to enter this passage. The life we receive from
Christ is not in this verse; it is not a life like His, but it
is His own life that we experience. But the likeness of
His resurrection cannot be experienced; it is strictly a
matter of revelation and of the reckoning of faith. It
has to do with our judicial standing before God and not
with the power of the new life in Christ. That life is
spoken of fully in chapter eight. We are like Christ as
He now stands before God in resurrection glory, having
died to sin and so being freed from every claim that
justice had against humanity; we are identical with
Christ as to the life He imparts to His members. Experi
ence must not be made the measure and the test of this
truth. Experience contradicts both death to sin and the
fact that we are risen with Christ.
6. The clauses in this argument are closely linked.

Crucified with Christ
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The participle, knowing, binds the explanation of the
following verses to the foregoing. Enlightened saints
know the facts of revelation which are being used to
prove that the saint may not continue in sin. Ignorance
was rebuked in verse three; here knowledge is supposed,
and in verse eight the saints are said to have perceived
that the risen Christ shall not again die. This knowledge
enables us to understand how we are even now sharing
the likeness of His death and of His resurrection.
Our old humanity was crucified together with Him.
The meaning of the expression our old humanity must be
carefully sought. The old implies a new, and it is to
saints who have the new humanity that Paul speaks of
the old one. The pronoun our refers to saints, and it is
plural in number because each of us has a part in the
old humanity. Believer and unbeliever alike share one
common humanity, but only the believer who is in Christ
has a part dn the new humanity. Three things in this
verse must be distinguished: the old humanity, sin's
body, and "we".
The old humanity is not delivered.
The cross curses, destroys, and kills. The body of sin is
to be put out of business. "We" are to be saved. "We"
refers to persons. Personality shall persist when the old
humanity has passed away and given place to the new.
The old humanity and its sin are forces that lie under
neath personality. Each person is a separate and distinct
individuality, while the old humanity and its body of sin
is common to all men.
The old humaiiity is the one
derived from Adam, and consequently bes,rs by transmis
sion the results of the race disaster. On the contrary, the

new humanity is derived from Christ, and accords with

the Image of its Creator.

!

Our old humanity was crucified together with Him.
Christ took it to the cross. His crucifixion was ours. Man
intended to crucify Him only: God crucified man to
gether with Him. The cross divides the two humanities

and the two creations. It bars out the old \ it can no more
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get past the cross than Pharaoh and his hosts could get
through the Red Sea.
Christ left His glory that He
might take up humanity and carry it under the curse of
the cross and so righteously dispose of it. He assumed
its sin, accepted responsibility for it, endured the just
penalty it deserved, and put it into the discard. He per
sonally accepted at'God's hand the death blow given to
corrupted humanity, and His responsibility to account to
God for it was then ended. It is not that Christ as the
Head of creation ceased to sustain the old humanity and
indeed all the old creation; but it is that by the cross He
has stripped off the old humanity and its sin from Him
self and is dead to its sin and released from accountabil
ity to God for it. The old humanity brought Hiip to the
shameful cross, but it can do so no longer. He and those
in Him are justified from sin. Though saints still share
the old humanity, they know they no longer share its
doom, for they believe that the divine condemnation was
exhausted on the cross. If we are in Christ, the cross is
behind us, as it is behind Him.
Christ, by submitting the old humanity to crucifixion,
gave an example which teaches us to put off that old
humanity, which is being corrupted in accord with its
seductive desires (Eph. 4: 22-24). This putting off is to
be performed 'l as regards your previous behavior''. The
old humanity, being corrupt, has no good disposition and
can produce no conduct that is pleasing to God.
The
new humanity, on the contrary, is in accord with God,
being created in righteousness and benignity of truth. In
Colossians 3:9-10 again, saints are exhorted: Do not lie
to one another, stripping off the old humanity with its
practises. Lying and other evil practises, unfortunately
so common among saints, prove the presence of the old
humanity and its evil character. The fact that God has
crucified it, and so repudiated it, obligates us to put
away its practises. The young humanity, on the contrary,

is renewed to accord with the Image of the One Who

the New Humanity

.
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creates it. Thus, as a matter of fact, the two humanities
exist and act side by side, unless the saint puts off the
practises of the old.
Because of the crucifixion of humanity at Golgotha,
those who are of Christ Jesus crucify the flesh together
with its passions, and lusts.
Which means that they
accept God's word of the cross concerning the old human
ity and all that belongs to it. As alive from the dead
they cannot allow the evil activity of that which God has
crucified. The practical result of reckoning ourselves to
be dead to sin by crucifixion is to keep the cross between
us and the activity of the old humanity. Thus we put it
off. To allow the indulgence of its sinful practises is a
practical denial that we are planted together in the like
ness of His death. It ignores the division which the cross
makes, it is refusal to reckon ourselves dead to sin, and
it is an attempt to live on both sides of the cross at once.
In such a case the saint's practise contradicts his saint
hood and His position in Christ Jesus.
Christ suffered the shameful and accursed death of the
cross. Those in Him share the likeness of His crucifixion,
for the shame and curse was properly ours. This is a
peculiarly Pauline revelation, and it depends on a related
truth of Paul's evangel—that of the two humanities and
the relation of Christ to both of them. All the truth of
chapter 5:12-21 underlies the fact that Christ took uni
versal humanity to the cross with Him. From the human
side the cross was the most monstrous injustice ever
inflicted by the hands of men on an innocent Individual;
but from the divine side the cross was God's infliction,
not on the Individual, but on collective humanity. Christ
must needs be related to humanity as its responsible
Head before He could take it to the cross. Humanity
would never have voluntarily gone there. The second
Man voluntarily accepted the divine sentence and its
execution. He could not possibly deserve the death of
the cross, for He knew no sin. But humanity deserved
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nothing less than a judgment that does not save it, but
righteously disposes of the old that a new one may be
created in Him. He is so bound to the old humanity that
He must needs accept its doom before He could die to sin.
As we progressively discover the utter corruption of
our old humanity and its incurably evil character, we go
before God with confessions of our hopeless depravity.
How completely the agonized confessions of the saints
have justified God in putting away the old humanity by
crucifixion! How entirely they find themselves brought
into fellowship with God's judgment! And how delight
ful it is to hear God say: You can tell me nothing about
your depravity that I do not know; you have not yet
discovered the half of it. My holy resentment and indig
nation* has gone forth upon the thing you find so hope
lessly corrupt. You must reckon its judgment and cruci
fixion to be accomplished. Now, in the power of the new
life, put away all the passions and desires and practises
of that old humanity concerning which you are coming
into fellowship with my condemnation.
At the cross God treated the old humanity as the
criminal which it is. He does not expect anything good
of it. The only righteous thing He could do with it was
to crucify the accursed thing. As far as its sentence and
execution is concerned, humanity was ended at the cross.
Christ left it there. And in the reckoning of faith we
also who are in Him must leave it there. Our break with
it must be as complete as is Christ's. The likeness of His
death is found in knowing that, although we actually did
not suffer death on the cross, our humanity was there.
Indeed the whole creation was assembled at the cross.
God and Christ and humanity and sovereignties and
authorities all had a part in that never to be repeated
transaction.
How blessed to know that our old humanity which so
greatly grieves us, and of which we would fain divest
ourselves, has already been under the divine sentence and
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penalty at the cross! Hence as we obediently reckon our
selves dead by crucifixion we may in actual practise en
dorse God's infliction of the cross by putting off the sin
ful passions that remain in us. Could we be actually
crucified by man, that would not justify us from sin.
And God will never crucify us again, for He will never
crucify Christ again. No sinner could qualify to be
God's Victim on the cross. That crucifixion of Christ's
was once only and for all. The Adam race stands before
God as already crucified, for on the only occasion when
fallen humanity came without a sheltering mediator into
the presence of God it was crucified. Upon that Mediator
sin and humanity lay exposed to the divine indignation,
and received the just judgment for which it was carried
to the cross. The cross is central in history and in the
universe because the Crucified is He Who holds the uni
verse in His grasp (Col. 1:17).
The crucifixion of our humanity is a distinctive fea
ture of the Pauline revelation; no others ever speak of
it. It is an essential of the secret of the evangel which
Paul alone proclaimed. The conciliation of the world
was achieved by the death of God's Son: One died for all,
consequently all died (2 Cor. 5:14). But a still deeper
fact is that One was crucified for humanity, consequently
humanity is crucified, and those who are in Christ are by
that crucifixion justified from the depravity that clings
to our old humanity and manifests itself as a law of sin
in our members. In the steps that mark the descent of
our Lord from His former glory, when He subsisted in
the form of God, to a criminal's death, the death of the
cross is a step lower than a sacrificial death. Death as a
sacrifice on Israel's altar would not have been so humili
ating to Him, but it would have fallen short of what
humanity deserves. How gratifying to Israel such a
death would^have been! But it could not have told out
the fierce enmity manifested in the cry, l'Crucify Him!''
The Son of God could stoop to no lower depth, for He
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went underneath mankind and his moral depravity. The
cross measures the whole moral and spiritual distance
between God and mankind. The secret is that He was
crucified, not only for Israel, nor for an elect church, but
for all, and that His cross was a more radical judgment
than had been set forth in the sacrificial offerings.
The Circumcisionist writers tell of the historic fact
of the crucifixion, but they never explain or apply the
doctrine of the cross. While they never proclaim." the
word of the cross" Paul does (1 Cor. 1:18), and he uses
it continually in his conflict with the Circumcision. That
word concerns humanity as such, and has nothing to say
to the covenant people. They are an elect portion of the
old humanity, who have special promises and preroga
tives which must be fulfilled to them. Their old human
ity must be regenerated and their prerogatives in the
flesh must be satisfied before they can pass from the
old humanity into the new. Circumcision is the sign of a
covenant with the physical children of Abraham: "My
covenant shall be in your flesh" (Gen. 17:13). The
blessing of the elect nation is in the flesh and upon the
earth during the sabbatic rest of the old creation. Israel's
special privilege, advantage, and leadership will be fully
manifest in the millennial kingdom. The distinction be
tween Israel and the nations will be greater than ever
before. That kingdom is the goal of the evangel of the
Circumcision, and it is to be established on this present
earth and in this old creation. The word of the cross
is incompatible with Israel's calling and expectation.
Consequently, in the preaching of the evangel.of the
Circumcision there is no mention of a cross that sets
aside humanity with its national, racial, and religious
distinctions.
Israel cannot come to the cross and by it into the

new humanity till God's special promises tQ the chosen
nation are all fulfilled. After that they shall enter the
new creation, and know all the power of the cross. The

until the New Creation
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Circumcision evangel has nothing to say about dying
together with Christ and being roused with Him; noth
ing about being dead to law, for Israel is under law and
expects to have the law written on their hearts. Law was
given to man in the flesh, and the regenerated nation
will exhibit the righteousness of the law. That evangel
says nothing of crucifixion with Christ, nothing of two
Adams, nor of two humanities and two creations. They
know that a new creation is coming and new heavens and
earth, but they say nothing of anyone already being
there. A new humanity in which there is neither Jew nor
Greek, and a new creation where neither circumcision
nor uncircumcision is anything, they could not proclaim;
it was always an unwelcome word to them. All the priv
ileges they glory in would be swept away if they cher
ished such an expectation. Dispensationally they cannot
arrive at the cross till the old earth and heaven fly away
and the new heavens and new earth come. Israel is a
portion of the old humanity whose blessing is possible
only on the ground of special covenant promises. Gen
tiles, as such, are outside these covenants.
The cross divides, not only between two humanities,
but between two gospels, between the evangel of the Cir
cumcision and the evangel of the Uncircumcision.
It
divided between Peter and Paul and their respective
ministries. It was the word of the cross that Paul used to
put Peter on his own side of the boundary (Gal. 2: 20).
"When Jews, like Paul and Barnabas, step off the pedestal
of Jewish privilege, and forfeit everything that would
give them" confidence in the flesh" for the superiority
of the knowledge of Christ Jesus, they are saved on the
ground of common sinnerhood. They lose their Jewhood
and Israel's expectation of the earthly kingdom.
In
Christ Jesus they find justification by faith, of which the
Circumcision knows nothing; they are reconciled to God,
are dead and risen with Christ, and their citizenship is
now in heaven. But the Circumcision apostles would be
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untrue to their Messiah and recreant to their commission
if they had accepted Paul's evangel. What God has
separated let no man seek to unite.
The word of the cross is much more than a record of
the tragedy on Golgotha. Man's conduct in that tragedy
only manifests the maximum of human sin; it says
nothing of God's salvation. Though God used man's sin,
effecting His counsel through lawless hands, nevertheless
the crime of the cross was the climax of human offense.
It was this greatest crime that Peter charged against
Israel (Acts 2:36; 4:10; Un. 11:8).
Beyond this
neither Peter nor any of his associates ever speak of the
cross or of crucifixion. They tell of the sufferings and of
the blood of Christ shed for the remission of sins. Israel
had been schooled by the teaching of the Passover and
the offerings to understand the truth of remission of sin
by shedding of blood. But they were quite unfamiliar
with the idea of deliverance by the shameful and accursed
death of the Crucified One. It was a snare over which
they stumbled, and it still remains so (1 Cor. 1: 23; Gal.
5:11).

Unfortunately many speak of the cross as though it
were only a synonym for the sacrifice, the shedding of
blood, and the death of Christ. It is not seen that the
word of the cross is a distinct part even of Paul's evan
gel. It belongs to the secret of the evangel, while justifi
cation by faith does not. Justification was promised be
fore through the prophets. It was not hushed in times
eonian; it was preached before to Abraham (Gal. 3:8),
and it is "through faith in His blood".
Careful stu
dents are beginning to note the difference between the
blood, the death, and the cross of Christ, and when they
do they find the exactitude that we might expect in the
words of inspiration. Blood must always be applied be
fore it can save. At the Passover the bloodshedding alone
could not save; the blood had to be put on the lintel and
the side posts of the door. Justification is by grace, by

is Deeper than His Death or Blood
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blood, and by faith. The three go together (Rom. 3: 24;
5:1, 9). The same is true of forgiveness. But when He
conciliates a whole world of enemies it is the death of His
Son that changes the relation to God of every man, with
out any faith. God crucified all humanity, believing or
unbelieving. The word of the cross would not fit into the
teaching of justification by faith; it deals with humanity
at large. Consequently, the cross is not mentioned in the
earlier part of this epistle.
Conciliation and crucifixion are parts of the secret of
the gospel. These secrets are not found in the preaching
of the Twelve. Their gospel did not concern humanity;
it was addressed to the twelve tribes of Israel and to the
proselytes who joined Israel.
Few believe that God
chooses words with the precision, that a careful human
writer aims at. When He speaks of the cross and cruci
fixion no other words can be substituted without losing
the truth.
Recognition 'of the accuracy of Scripture
opens the way to accurate knowledge of it, and this leads
to spiritual wisdom through understanding of the evan
gel of Christ.
Christendom is for the most part ignorant of the
word of the cross, though the talk about the cross is a
commonplace of religious speech, and is supposed to be a
proof of orthodoxy.
For many it simply means selfdenial, and for others it means the supreme self-sacrifice
of Christ. It is supposed to teach that life must be sacri
ficial. Passion plays and crosses and crucifixes do not
speak of our condemnation, though they may remind of
the sufferings of Christ. But when Paul speaks the word
of the cross, humanity is humbled and condemned, or it
fights back. The religionist and the worldly wise man
and the fleshly find it a snare and a folly. The word of
the cross is the divine explanation of a historic fact, and
it divides the merely religious and the man in Christ into
two companies. The cross may be a sign of ignorance and
even apostasy, or it may mean that we accept the shame,
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which Christ despised, as belonging to us (Heb. 12: 2),
and that we humbly acknowledge that the curse He bore
when He was hanged on the tree was the curse that our
lawless and insubordinate humanity deserved.
Forgiveness and justification are given by means of
the blood of Christ applied by faith; the death of God's
Son was the means by which God conciliated the world
to Himself irrespective of faith; but the death of the
cross executed humanity as a condemned and hopeless
criminal. If the blood of Christ is considered apart from
His death, it may be said to deal with the sins of men; if
the death of God's Son were separated from His cruci
fixion, it would deal with human offense and enmity,
without stripping off the old humanity. The cross leaves
humanity no standing ground before God. It is central
and crucial in human history and in individual life. It
takes away the first that the second humanity may be
established. The spiritual humanity is not first, but that
which is soulish. After the cross comes the spiritual and
undivided humanity.
The truth that our old humanity was crucified to
gether with Christ lies at the foundation of all that Paul
teaches about the cross. When it is seen that the cross
effectively disposes of the old humanity, with all the dis
tinctions to which it so tenaciously clings, we understand
why Paul uses the word of the cross in his controversy
with rationalists and ritualists. First Corinthians and
Galatians are often called the epistles of the cross. In
them God is dealing with the wise according to the flesh
and with those who are termed the Circumcision, in
flesh, made by hands. Neither can endure the word of
the cross. They understood, if Christendom does not,
that the cross was incompatible with any boast in the
flesh.
At this point we make a little excursus from Romans
to show that in his other epistles Paul consistently
teaches that the cross dooms, and separates from, the
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primitive humanity and all that divides it and gives dis
tinction to any part of it. To get into the new humanity
with its peace and unity one must go by way of cruci
fixion with Christ. On the farther side of the cross there
are no national or racial or religious or class distinctions
such as have caused the enmity which exists between
parts of the old humanity.
In the church at Corinth there was a danger of adul
terating the gospel by converting it into a philosophy.
To preach the evangel in wisdom of word was to make
void the cross of Christ (1 Cor. 1:17). Because of the
prevalence of the wisdom of the world amongst the
Corinthians Paul decided to know nothing of this, but
to preach Christ, and Him as having been crucified.
Therefore he did not announce the testimony of God with
superiority of word or wisdom (1 Cor. 2:1-2).
The
word of the cross and the wisdom according to the flesh
are mutually antagonistic; they each make the other
void. The proclamation of Christ crucified seems stupid
ity and a snare. The sign-loving Jew, with his much
prized sign of circumcision, found the snare. By crucify
ing his Messiah, the Jew had sprung a trap in which he
himself was caught, for the cross leaves him nothing to
boast of. The Greek was seeking wisdom while repudiat
ing the wisdom of the only wise God. Both saw in the
cross, as Paul preached it, the overthrow of the things
they most sought and cherished, because it left the flesh
no boast before God (1 Cor. 1: 29). In the Talmud the
Jews most contemptuously style Christ "the hanged
one", while the Greeks called Him "the gibbetted soph
ist ". In these epithets they register their protest against
an evangel that brands their so distinguished humanity
as criminal and foolish.
More pungent still is the word of the cross as applied
to the Circumcisionist heresy in the churches of Galatia.
The Galatians were on the point of turning from the
grace of Christ. Paul anathematizes those who would
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preach to gentiles a different evangel, which is not an
other; it was no gospel for them (Gal. 1:6-9). He had
portrayed Christ before their eyes as crucified. They had
believed the message and had received the gift of the
spirit. But, having commenced in spirit, they now sought
to be completed in flesh (Gal.3:1-13). The troublers were
"those of the Circumcision", at whose behest Peter had
shrunk back, separating from gentile Christians with
whom he had previously eaten. Paul withstood him and
exposed his hypocrisy. In doing so he proclaimed some
distinctive features of the evangel of the Uncircumcision
—justification by faith, and not by works of law; his
death to law; and his crucifixion with Christ. Thus by
the word of the cross he corrected their attitude to the
truth of his evangel, and taught Peter that the Greeks
at Antioch were not to be made Jewish proselytes, as
Cornelius was.
Likewise he exposed the Cireumcisionists' motives.
They compelled gentiles to be circumcised that they
might not be persecuted for the cross of Christ Jesus
(Gal. 6:12). It was PauPs flesh-obliterating teaching of
the cross that brought upon him so much persecution
from those who accepted, and others who tolerated, the
apostles of the Circumcision. Circumcision enabled them
to put on a fair show in the flesh, and they wanted to
make proselytes from the nations by circumcision, that
they should be boasting in their flesh. By weight of num
bers they sought to make a good showing in the religious
world to which they belonged, and in which circumcision
puts a man on a pedestal of privilege. Paul once be
longed to that world, but now by the cross of the Lord
Jesus Christ that world was crucified to him, and he to
the world, for—and note the antithesis of the cross and
circumcision—in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor
uncircumcision is anything, but there is anew creation.
Therefore the gospel of the Circumcision says as little of
new creation as it does of the cross.
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.It appears that the Galatians had been told that Paul
was still proclaiming circumcision. Probably this was
because he, for special reasons,, circumcised Timothy
when at Lystra (Acts 16:1-3). In that case Paul asks,
"Why am I still being persecuted?" If he preaches cir
cumcision, there is nothing to provoke persecution, for
then the snare of the cross has vanished (Gal. 5:11).
How the cross ensnared the Circumcision!
The peril to the Galatians was that they might be per
suaded to receive circumcision, and so take up the flesh
of the crucified humanity and seek perfection in it. Paul
declares that if they should be circumcising, Christ will
not benefit them at all; they will become debtors to do
the whole law, and to seek to be justified while in a state
of law will exempt them from Christ. In short, they fall
out of the realm of grace into the realm of law. On the
contrary, Paul and the faithful await the expectation of
righteousness by faith, because they know that in Christ
Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything nor uncircumcision, but faith operating through love (Gal. 5:
1-6). The Concordant Version has rendered all English
readers a great service by translating the Greek of
Galatians 3:11 and 5:4 "in law" instead of by law.
That justification is not possible by means of law many
know, yet some of these need to learn that justification
is not possible in a state of law, as the Circumcision con
tinued to be.
The Galatians would like to retain their justification
and enter a state of law (3:11). This is impossible be
cause as many as are of the works of the law are under a
curse. How, then, could any Israelite be saved? By
having recourse to sacrificial blood and confession of sin.
When they confessed sins, God was faithful and just to
forgive and to cleanse from all unrighteousness. Law
and pardon are linked together: the justified are not
under law. Christ reclaims from the curse of the law,
having become a curse for our sakes. But this curse was
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endured on the cross, as it is written, " AccursecJ is
everyone being hanged on a tree" (Gal. 3:11-13). Paul,
as a Roman citizen, was exempt from death by cruci
fixion; he might not die accursed like his Lord, but his
old humanity endured the curse together with Him.
Humanity, whether under law with pardon or without
law, comes under the curse of the cross so long as it is a
law breaker. Israel will yet be enabled to keep the law.
It is not for saints in Christ Jesus to take up the old
humanity and seek to perfect it by subjecting it to the
rule of moral or ceremonial law. If, like Paul, they are
Jews by nature, they turn from Jewish privilege and
believe into Christ that they may be justified by the faith
of Christ and not by works of law. If they are gentiles,
they accept Christ as crucified and enter a new human
ity beyond the cross in which there is no distinction of
Jew ajid Greek. They do not seek to become adherents
to Israel, occupying the subordinate place of proselytes.
On the contrary, they accept crucifixion and resurrection
which puts them before God as a new humanity and
they crucify the flesh with its passions and desires (Gal.
5:24). The cross separates from sin unto God. As one
has said, '' The cross condemns me to be holy.''
There is only one reference to the cross in Ephesians
(2:14-16), yet it is a most instructive one. The theme
is the removal of the barrier between Jew and gentile,
that both should be reconciled to God in one body. As
long as the old humanity exists there will be enmity
between the two. The two become one only when they
are created into one new humanity. The enmity is in the
flesh of the old humanity. Both are reconciled to God in
one body by means of the cross, by which the old human
ity is crucified. The enmity in the flesh is thereby killed.
Even Christ is of Israel according to the flesh (Rom.
9:5). It is as the Son of David and as the Lion of Judah
that He will conquer and reign over an elect nation. The
enmity is in His flesh, in which Israel will yet glory,
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Indeed, Jews are already boasting that Christendom wor
ships a Jew. His special relation to Israel will be her
glory throughout the millennium, indeed as long as the
old humanity lasts in this old creation. But in the new
humanity where there is no Greek or Jew, there is there
fore no racial enmity such as inheres in the flesh of the
old humanity. The body of Christ, in which both are
one, does not belong to the old creation and the old, prim
itive humanity. Yet even if some of the members of the
body have at one time known Christ according to flesh,
nevertheless now they know him so no longer. So that,
if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: the primi
tive creation has passed by for them, and all has become
new (2 Cor. 5:16-17). Gentiles can never enjoy any
thing except a position subordinate to Israel in the old
humanity, but the cross that divides these two human
ities also kills the enmity in the flesh.
In Philippians the disposition of Christ manifested in
His descent from the glory of the form of God to the
death of the cross is the "wherefore" of His exaltation.
He Who was found in fashion as a man, even Jesus, is
exalted and receives universal acclaim as Lord (Phil.
2: 5-11). The cross of Christ has as its enemies not only
rationalists and ritualists but also sensualists (Phil.
3:18-19).
Many professors in the churches show by
their walk that they are enemies of the cross of Christ;
they are disposed to indulge all the lusts of the crucified
old humanity. It is a lamentable fact that many who
through the centuries have professed the name of Christ
have shown a real aversion, if not hostility, to the word
of the cross, even though they wear a cross or a crucifix.
Two references to the cross are found in Colossians
(1:20; 2:14). The scope is wider than humanity; it
includes all creation. Enmity and sin are not confined to
humanity only. All in the universe are to fee reconciled,
and reconciliation implies enmity. Peace is to be made
through the blood of the cross; not by the cross alone,
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but by the blood of the cross. The combination of the
blood and the cross is made probably to present two
aspects of salvation—the pardon of sins and the con
demnation and removal of enmity. The shame and curse
of the cross belongs to spiritual forces of wickedness in
the celestial regions as well as to men, and their recon
ciliation is effected by means of it.
In the second passage the moral and ceremonial rule
of law is ended, the handwriting of decrees against us
having been nailed to the cross. Not only so, but the
cross dealt also with the enmity of the sovereignties and
authorities.
He was crucified through weakness, the
weakness of one who submitted to the death of the cross.
He was vulnerable only when He was made sin, not only

man's sin but all sin. In the hour o£ His weakness the

sovereignties and authorities, with whom the saints still
wrestle, made their most deadly assault. Just as man
showed his cruelest hate when grace was bearing his just
doom, so it appears the powers of darkness were at the
same time doing their damnedest (Luke 22:53; Eph.

6:12).
When He stripped off the body of flesh He
stripped off with it the grip of sovereignties and author
ities also. Crucified through weakness, He is living by
the power of God. The Victim becomes the Victor: He
makes a public spectacle of His enemies and celebrates a
triumph, parading them as His captives. The weakness
of God is stronger than sovereignties and authorities.
God's design in crucifying our old humanity is two
fold. It is that sin's body may become inert, and also
that we should be emancipated from our slavery to sin.
These are possible because, having died with Christ, we
are justified from sin. The body of sin is not the same as
our old humanity.
There is a difference between the
thing aimed at and the means employed. How these aims
are practically achieved is made clear in this chapter.
The body of sin is practically made inert by obedience to

the command of verses 12-13, while the way of freedom
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from servitude to sin is shown in verses 16-23. But before
these deliverances can be experienced the saint must
know of his death by crucifixion and the consequent jus
tification from sin: When he is confident that he has a
legal title to reckon himself dead to sin, even though it
remains as a law of sin in his members, he can be assured
of his position before God, and thus he has authority and
can avail himself of God's power to deal with indwelling
sin as God enables him.
/
Sin's body is the human body over which sin and
death reigns. Sin and death came in and took possession
of the old humanity with its body, and made this body
the seat and instrument and slave of sin. "Sin's body"
suits the context of 5:12-21 better than "sin's flesh"
(8: 3). It is a body in which sin reigns (6:12), in the
members of which a law of sin operates (7: 23) ; it is a
body of death (7: 24), which has practises which must
be put to death (8:13). Sin is not inherent in the human
body; it was not found in Adam's body till he trans
gressed. Though our body is mortal and doomed to death
it will be redeemed and transfigured. Even the mortal
body may be presented to God for His use; the bodies
of saints are members of Christ, and therefore will be
redeemed (1 Cor. 6:15); and the life of Jesus may be
manifested in our body (2 Cor. 4:10-11).
Sin's body, then, is the human body subject to the
mastery of sin. As sin '$ body it may become inert. Given
over to God, it ceases to act as sin's instrumentality. The
physical organism is not made inactive, nor is Scripture
recommending bodily austerity and mortification. But
there is a change of masters and of service; the body
must no longer act as sin's possession, but as Christ's
member. The new humanity cannot employ a body of
sin, though it does use a mortal body. Having died to sin
by the cross, we are free to present our bodies to God.
The further purpose is that we should by no means
still be slaving for Sin. Sin has been lord. Its penalty,
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which is death, mastered Christ (verse 10), and once
we slaved for it. Because we are under the mastery of
grace sin shall no longer master us. It is in the power

of His resurrection that full deliverance is found, yet
before resurrection we must be united in the likeness of
His death. Righteousness demands the death of the cross,
and grace reigns through righteousness. When we take
our stand on resurrection ground, and as long as we do
so, we are as free from the slavery of sin as Israel, stand
ing on the wilderness side of the Red Sea, was free from
Egypt's bondage. It is not true that we must commit
sin as long as we live in this mortal body.
"We" is a third term which we must distinguish
from our old humanity and sin's body. They must be
put away; yet we survive because we are saved. The
collective old humanity cannot survive because it has
been condemned; the the mortal body must die and cease
to exist as sin's body; but we, the persons whom God has
made, each distinct and individual, are even now God's
freedmen. It is we who reckon ourselves dead to sin and
alive to God. It is we who share the likeness of His
death and of His resurrection, we who present ourselves
to God as alive from the dead. It is not said that as dead
to sin we present ourselves. That negative deliverance is
necessary to the positive resurrection. Rather it is as
alive from the dead that we have power to obey God.
7. For the one dying has been justified from sin must
be interpreted by its context. It is not the justification
by faith spoken of in the earlier chapters, where personal
sins were dealt with. It is justification from inherited
race sin, and that not by faith, but by death. We die to
sin with Christ. Our justification from sin is His. He
was made sin, and became responsible for the sin of sin
ful humanity. If He died to it, so did we, who are united
with Him. If He is justified from sin by the death of the
cross, just so are we. It is not a question of whether or
not sin is in us; it was never in Christ. Yet he was made
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accountable to God for it, and because He was account
able we are not. Because He has freely settled the ac
count we are released. He cancelled every claim of jus
tice against a sinful humanity. Christ did not die to sin
that we should not also die to it; His crucifixion was not
a reprieve to our old humanity. We are delivered not
from the death of the cross, but through it. We now
share the likeness of His death, with its present judicial
release from sin; but actual release will come through
death or change at the presence of Christ.
We died to sin. No court can entertain a charge
against a dead man. If it is asked, How can I be justified
from sin when I find it still in me ? it may in return be
asked, Why, then, did Christ die ? Was God dealing with
sin that belonged to Him or to us ? There was no ques
tion of the eradication of sin from Him or from us,
but of God's condemnation of it. If Christ has not by
His death to sin released us from the divine indignation
against it, by what means shall we find release? God
speaks a word of peace for our conscience and heart. As
I more and more discover in myself deeper depths of
depravity, my heart condemns me and conscience accuses.
Then I am ready to receive and rejoice in this part of
the evangel. Every glance of faith at Christ crucified
pacifies my conscience, fills my heart with joy and my
mouth with praise.
Thus the likeness of His death is set forth. It is the
negative side which gives justification from sin.
The
positive side is. the likeness of His resurrection, which
gives us access to God and acceptance according to the
acceptability of our risen Head.

QUESTIONS
Do you distinguish between the ideas of unity, likeness, and
sameness?
Where are they found in this passage?
Is our
death to sin exactly the same as Christ's?
Can we reap all
the benefits of His death by union with Him? Have believers
a share in Christ's life?
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By what figure is the fact of union with Christ now illus
trated?
What aspects of union with Him are presented in
this passage?
Is death or resurrection the upper thought?
In what respects are we now exactly like Christ? Is the like
ness of His resurrection present or future? Is it a truth of

experience or of revelation?
What is our old humanity?
Has every person a distinct
humanity, or does he share a humanity common to all per
sons? Has the old humanity a common origin, and a common
doom?
How is Christ related to humanity?
What did His
cross do to humanity? Did it actually end its existence, or did
it subject humanity to-God's, judgment and smiting? What is
our duty with regard to the practises of our old humanity?
Was the doom of the cross deserved by Christ? Was it the
just doom of humanity? How much does God expect from the
first humanity? What place has the cross in the Pauline rev
elation?
When will Israel arrive at the cross?
What parts
of Paul's gospel were kept secret till he revealed them? What
is the specific word which the cross proclaims as distinct from
the blood and the death of Christ?

What does Paul teach about the cross? (1 Cor. 1:17, 18; Gal.

5:11; 6:12, 14; Eph. 2:16; Phil. 2:8; 3:18; Col. 1:20; 2:14;
.1 Cor. 1:13, 23; 2:2, 8; 2 Cor. 13:4; Gal. 3:1; 5:24; 6:14)
What do the other apostles and writers say about the cross?
(Heb. 6:6; 12:2; Acts 2:36; 4:10; Un. 11:8)
How does Paul use the word of the cross in 1 Corinthians
and Galatians?
How does the cross deal with rationalism,
ritualism, and sensualism?
What does the cross do to the
enmity in the flesh? (Eph. 2:14-16) What does knowing Christ
according to flesh mean?
Who are enemies of the cross of
Christ?
How wide is the scope of the cross?
Does it deal
with others than men? What does it do to sovereignties arid
authorities? What does the cross do with the former things?
What is God's aim in crucifying the old humanity? How is
it practically accomplished? What is sin's body? How is sin

in the body made inactive?

Must the saint serve sin?

Is he

freed from bondage?
What is justification from sin?
How
does it become ours, by faith or by the death of the cross?
Has sin actually been removed from us? What, then, did the
cross do to sin?
Has the cross a message to a troubled con
science?

Geo. L. Rogers

In Defense

THE PURPOSE OP THE AGES

Under this head The Bible Standard, of Auckland, New
Zealand, purports to give a complete refutation of "Uni
versal Reconciliation". Some months*ago the Traveling
Representative of the New Zealand Evangelistic Associa
tion, an elder in West Street Church, was accused of the
heresy of believing Colossians 1: 20.
This Association
holds to life only in Christ, commonly called "Condi
tional Immortality", and also that unbelievers will be
finally destroyed.
But the constitution of the church
expressly provides that this doctrine is not vital to fel
lowship. Nevertheless, the church, having departed in
heart from the unsectarian position of its founders, and
being committed to a doctrine which cannot be expressed
in the words of Scripture, refused to accept one which
is the Word of God.
The matter was taken up in an orderly way by giving
the accused an opportunity to explain his position to the
executives of the church. To this the pastor replied, with
the express provision that no report of his words be sent
to me. I have never been able to understand why he was
not eager for me to consider his objections and to help
me to see my errors. This is my attitude toward him.
Can it be that, underneath all of the apparent assurance
that he is right, there is a lingering doubt of his own
position? I have since seen an outline of his reply.
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Since he feels so about it, I will respect his wishes and
refrain from exposing the weakness of his arguments.
But I cannot help thinking that a man who will not allow
his words to reach the one he is opposing lacks confidence
in his own presentations. He has good reason for this

hesitancy, as I hope to show as we proceed.
Some time ago he wrote an article for an English
magazine on this theme. It exposed the secret of his
apostasy. In it he distinctly states that one who believes
"the reconciliation of-all" (a definite inspired state
ment) is badly deluded, but one who believes a phrase of
human invention concerning the "destruction and per
dition of ungodly men", which finds no place in God's
Word, is sure to be right. I am satisfied that he is not
conscious of his apostasy from the Scriptures and his
acceptance of human error. In his own magazine, not
very long before, on the first page, are found these
words: "That which cannot be expressed in Bible lan
guage is not Bible doctrine." This statement condemns
his whole position. He never states his belief in the lan
guage of Holy Writ. Yet, strange to say, he states that
which he opposes m the very words of Scripture!
If it be objected that no one so earnest and scholarly
could do such a thing, it is likely that the objector does
hot realize the gravity of this charge, and fails to see
how fatal it is. But, since this course has been pursued
unconsciously, let us condone it in the past, and only
insist that, in the future, in dealing with this theme, he
must always express his faith in the words which the holy
spirit teaches, ajid not in the words of man's wisdom.
We implore the executives of West Street Church, and
the officers and members of the whole New Zealand Evan
gelistic Association to consider the serious fact that they
cannot state their belief in the words of Scripture. They
do not believe God. They act as if He were unable to put
the truth into suitable form. They add to and subtract
from the inspired records. .

vs. Conditional Immortality
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CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY

The phrase "Conditional Immortality" contains
some truth. In fact the truth in it is also found in Colossians 1:20. It is the implications which men associate
with a human phrase which leads them astray.
Our
opponent defines it for us as "man's [natural] mortality
and entire dependence upon the [atoning] work of
Christ for salvation to life and immortality". Passing
over for the time the faulty expressions in brackets (for
man's mortality is unnatural and "atonement" falls far
short of the truth), those who believe God's Word in
Colossians 1: 20 also b&ieve that Christ is the only Sav
iour and that man is mortal. It is the false assumption
and unfair implication that universal reconciliation
denies what is true in "conditional immortality" which
is used to prejudice the saints against it. We also think
that man is mortal, apart from Christ. We do not differ
here.
Our critic goes on to say that those who heard this
address also "believe that it was the purpose of God to
destroy, and that irretrievably, those whose names will
not be found in the Book of Life at the Judgment of the
Great White Throne". Here is the real difference between
us. These men, undoubtedly godly, consecrated, intelli
gent saints, believe some one other than God, for He has
never used these words to describe the fate of those who
are cast into the lake of fire. But I believe Gad that those
whose names are not written in the scroll of life are cast
into the lake of fire. God has said that this is the second
death (Un. 20:14). He has also said that death shall be
abolished (1 Cor. 15:26). He has not said that their
death (or destruction) is irretrievable. If He has, it
should be easy to produce the passage.
So the whole investigation started off as a contest
between faith and tradition, between God and man, and
the sad, sad feature of it was that those who put their
confidence in man were vehement in their protestations
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that they were following the Scriptures. I beg of them
to turn up the discussion of this theme in the published
sermons and see how my critic has deliberately gone on
record, and put in printed form his acceptance of "irre
trievable destruction (no reference given) and his utter
repudiation of "the reconciliation of all" (Col. 1:20).
*I now challenge him, before God, tq produce a passage in
the Scriptures which clearly and unequivocally puts his
teaching into inspired words, or ever after to acknowl
edge that the words are man's and not God's.
RAISE, ROUSE,

AND VIVIFY

To go into every detail of the arguments against us
would be tiresome arid unprofitable, for human reasoning
is a most treacherous method of establishing truth. More
over, we will give an example which will prove to every
impartial reader that our critic is not very well equipped
for logical investigations. He wishes to prove that the
word vwify, or make alive, is used " interchangeably"
in First Corinthians fifteen, and means simply the be
stowal of life, and no more. This can be done without
reasoning (if it is true) by simply giving all of the
occurrences of the words with their contexts. Instead,
he produces only what suits his side, ignoring that which
disproves his contention. Then he casually admits that
there are such passages, yet bases his conclusions on his
evasion of them!
To us it was a sad surprise to read that resurrection,
awakeningj and making alive, three distinct expressions,
each with a distinct meaning and usage, should be sum
marily reduced to a single significance by a follower of
George Aldridge, who certainly would not have allowed
this to pass without protest.

It is a most elementary
axiom that God chooses His words with precision, and
does not change to another without cause. Any such idea
as that the synonyms of the Scriptures may be inter
changed, if carried to its logical limits, would destroy
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all of the finer extinctions in His revelation and rob us

of untold truth.
This is vicious and destructive, my
brethren. Do not let it pass without a protest! God's
words are all refined, beyond our apprehension. Ignor
ance may fail to appreciate its perfections. But let not
dullness deliberately destroy them for us.
A study of all the passages will show that resurrec
tion, which literally means to stand up, is used with
special reference to the body: Rousing, or awakening,
refers especially to the soul. Making alive, or vivification, is particularly applicable to the spirit, when a
human returns from death. These terms are never inter
changed in the Scriptures. On the contrary, sober sense
realizes that the Divine Author has chosen each with per
fect precision, whether we are able to appreciate it or
not. Shall we make our inability a proof that God's
revelation is defective! When I see an author using these
words "interchangeably" I set him down as deficient in
knowledge. They should always be used with discrimina
tion and intelligence. But to use a lack of discrimination
as the basis of an argument is no wiser than to build a
house on sand. The need to shut the eyes against obvious
light shows that the object is to diffuse darkness.
THE MEANING OF LIFE

The proper way to decide whether zoopoieo is used in
a special sense is to examine its usage. This our critic
carefully refrains from doing. Instead, he takes up select
occurrences of zoe, life, and reasons that, as vivify is
simply make live, it must necessarily be confined to life
in the ordinary sense. He even stoops to saying that
which is not true, when he asserts that: All these and
other instances of the use of "zoe ("life") and "zao"
("to live") show that they inherently mean nothing
more than simple "Life" and "to live". To begin with,
he has no right to evade the occurrences of the com
pound. If he wishes to take up the noun, then he should
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confine himself to those passages in which the word life
is used in connection with the return from death. These
he also evades. And these have the special meaning which
he denies, without the addition of everlasting or eternal.
The word "life" in Scripture is not confined to that
vital energy which we share with the beasts and plants.
When our Lord said "I am the Way, and the Truth, and
the Life", He did not limit the life to that which we have
in common with the animals. Passing "from death unto
life" (John 5:24), "that they might have life" (John
10:10), "all the words of this life" (Acts 5:20), "re
pentance unto life" (Acts 11:18), "the spirit's law of
life" (Rom. 8:2), and many others, give us an exalted
usage of the word, without the necessity of any qualify
ing terms to indicate its quality or duration. It is more
than possible that zoopoieo may follow this usage of the
noun. This is absolutely settled when we see that, in con
nection with the return from death, zoe always refers to
life beyond the power of death. Here are the passages, as
in the Authorized Version:
John

5:29
11:25
2 Co. 5: 4

unto the resurrection of life
I am the resurrection and the life
that mortality might be swallowed up of life

Even the resurrection of judgment brings men back
to life.

The phrase "resurrection of life" must mean

much more than this, for it is in contrast with the resur

rection of judgment, and is only for those who do good
(John 5: 29). As no one disputes this I will not labor to
prove it.
Christ is the Eesurrection and the Life. Here again,
resurrection must include life in the ordinary sense, and
the added word life must be used in the sense of deathlessness (John 11:25).
Mortality, the state of dying, involves the possession
of life. Yet this life is to be swallowed up by a life where
there is no dying (2 Gor. 5: 4).

What shall we say of one who, in such sacred and

and the Life
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serious subjects, not only deliberately withholds the evi
dence which properly applies to the case, not only sub
stitutes other examples which may lead astray, but actu
ally makes statements which are contrary to the facts?
If, in such a simple matter, we cannot trust him, how can
he hope to help us in the deeper things of the Scriptures.
He says that the word '' refers simply to the fact of being
alive. If by itself it meant the life of the ages, or immor
tality, the word 'eternal' or 'everlasting' would be nec
essary ". Then, his conscience being uneasy, he himself
gives a case where "everlasting" is implied (Mat.o7:14)
and says it must be determined by the context! In other
words, he destroys his own argument, yet goes on and
. uses his conclusions!
After evading the contexts in which vivification
occurs, after withholding the cases where the word life
shows that it may be used of deathlessness, and after
acknowledging that it may be so used, then he goes on to
draw the false deduction that "there is nothing whatever
to indicate the nature or duration of the life in which
'all shall be made alive'." I urge him to atone for this
grave wrong to his readers by publishing all of the occur
rences of zoopoied, make alive, as follows, in his maga
zine, Tlie Bible Standard, and acknowledge that, in some
cases, it can and does refer to life beyond death, and may
do so in 1 Corinthians 15:22.
zoopoieo, make alive, in Authorized Version
John

5:21

6:63
4:17
8:11
ico.:15:22
36
45
2 Co. 3: 6
3:21
Gal.
ITimi.6:13
IPet. 3:18
Rom.

raiseth up the dead, and quickeneth (them); even
so the Son quickeneth whom he
It is the spirit that quickeneth;
God, who quickeneth the dead
shall also quicken your mortal bodies
shall all be made alive
that which thou sowest is not quickened,
(was made) a quickening spirit,
but the spirit giveth life,
which could have given life,
of God, who quickeneth all things
but quickened by the Spirit
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Raising the dead involves life. The added "and vivi
fies them" (John 5:21) must refer to superabundant
life. Does the last Adam merely give the life imparted
by the first? (1 Cor. 15: 45). Does the spirit give animal
life? (2 Cor. 3:6). Was Christ Himself simply brought
back to mortality, or has He an indissoluble life? (1 Pet.
3:18). No one who will allow these passages a place in
his heart will ever deny that vivification may include,
not merely "the life of the ages", or eons, commonly
mistranslated "everlasting" life, but incorruption and
immortality or deathlessness, which will last long after
the eons are past.
Moreover, I beg of him to print those passages, such
as Matthew 19:16, 17; John 5:24, 29; 10:10; 11:25;.
14: 6, etc., which have no qualifying word to denote their
length, in which the word zoe, life, is used in the sense
we allow it, which he has disallowed, and publicly
acknowledge that he was wrong in his deduction con
cerning 1 Corinthians 15:21, 22. If he will not give all
the evidence, we beg all of his readers to examine it for
themselves and judge righteously as well as graciously.
Let them also consider whether it is well to allow such a
one to have dominion over their faith.
An examination of the word zao, live, and zoe, life,
shows that it is employed of all degrees of vitality. It
may refer to the life of an animal or to the life of God.
The context must decide. When, then, we read that the
dead live not [again] until the thousand years should be
finished, it is evident that they are not made immortal,
for this is not the resurrection of life, but of judgment.
Even if this word "life" is taken to mean immortality,
the statement is true, for it is in the negative, and a
positive deduction can be nothing more than an infer
ence. The unbeliever will not be vivified at the Great
White Throne. Reasoning from a negative is unsafe and
illogical.
In seeking the meaning of words it is easy to be led

the Evidence?
astray by false parallels.
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verse of life. Let us suppose that, in place of death, life
were to be abolished, or made inoperative, would there be
any not dead ? We must not compare death with calam
ities and other occasional occurrences, for it will only
confuse our minds. It is not the action of easting into
the lake of life which is the second death. The lake itself
is the death. The Greek word thanatos refers to the
state which follows dying, as will be seen by the occur
rences in a concordance. The act of dying is expressed
by apothnesko. Our critic seems always to confuse the
act with the state. Do not take my word. Check it by the
facts. English is not precise here, but the Greek is. It is
the state, not the act, which will be abolished.
ALTERING THE SACRED TEXT

Another grave departure into apostasy is the chang
ing of "in Adam" and "in Christ", to "because of
Adam", and "because of Christ". If the exposition of
Scripture consists in altering God's Word to evade its
plain meaning, it would be better to avoid all expositors.
To me, no better proof can be given that a man is in
error than when he alters God's words to accord with his
own ideas. And what is the gain in this change ? Uncer
tainty. "It is possible that the intention of God in the
whole chapter is to refer to believers only." "As in
Adam all die ... teach nothing regarding the unsaved
at all.'' So, only believers who are in Adam die!
No one stresses the thought more insistently than we
that each scripture must be understood in accord with
its context. But cannot a limited context.be widened by
the words used ? For instance, in verse nineteen, we read
of "all men". Does this mean all saints? On the con
trary, it refers especially to unbelievers. In the verse
before us the spirit is appealing to our knowledge that
all are dying—all "in Adam". Not some in Adam, but
all, and this same all will be made alive. Why, our critic
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himself takes the "end" to be the Great White Throne
Judgment. Is that confined to believers ?
An attempt is made by our critic to destroy this evi
dence, by an appeal to John 5:21, "For as the Father
raiseth up the dead and quickeneth them; even so the
Son quickeneth whom he will." It is alleged that the
Father vivified the son of the widow of Zarephath
(1 Kings 17), the son of the "great woman" of Shunem
(2 Kings 4), and the man who fell on Elisha's bones
(2 Kings 13:21), and these died again. But the Greek
is in the present, is rousing and is vivifying, not the
past. And, in each of the passages quoted, the prominent
title is Jehovah, which is always rendered Kurios, Lord,
in the Greek Scriptures, and always referred to one
Lord, not to the Father. The context shows clearly that
the Father was, at that time, working in and through the
Son. Anyone who will read on to "but has passed out of
death into life" (John 5: 24) cannot fail to see the con
nection.

The next argument is that this passage also refers to
the resurrection of Lazarus, the widow of Nain's son,
Jairus' daughter, and others, who subsequently died
again. This is the merest inference, out of line wih the
context. In no case is the word vivify ever connected
with these cases. Both rise and rouse is used of the
maiden (Mark 5: 42). Lazarus was roused (John 12:1).
The youth was roused (Luke 7:15). The fact that viv
ify is carefully kept from connection with these cases
is proof that it is not applicable to them. In face of this
illuminating fact, it is sheer folly to follow a theory
which has no support, even in its own context. It is one
error brought to the support of another.
ILLOGICAL REASONING

I have often warned against all reasoning in connec
tion with God's truth. Our critic gives us many examples
of its futility. In the statement "each in his own order"
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he shows conclusively that "make alive" means immor
tality in the case of the first two ranks, and desires us to
conclude that therefore it does NOT involve this in the
last!!! Why? Because Scripture proves it to be so in the
first two ranks, and Ms theology prefers to ignore the
scriptures which prove it in the last. The passage itself
goes on to show the very opposite of his conclusion, that
the last rank will be made alive by the abolition of the
last enemy, death.
death.

This can refer only to the second

The basis of this opposition is unbelief, and the con
sequent evasion of those passages of Scripture which
destroy his position. He actually admits that "life" may
involve immorality, then denies it in his deductions. He
admits that, in the case of Christ and those who are His,
vivify connotes immortality, but, in reference to the last
rank it suddenly loses this force. Why? He can give no
passage of Scripture. He and his audience hold to the
human phrase "irretrievable destruction". That is why.
This passage itself plainly declares that death will be
abolished, as the last enemy, in such a fashion that God
will become All in all. He would have God become All
only in Christ and the saints.
FINALITY A HUMAN ADDITION

The insistent repetition of the finality of the judg
ment of the unbeliever leads to many quite unwarranted
statements concerning the lake of fire, which is the second
death. It is always proper for us to acknowledge that we
know of no support in Scripture for a given thought.
But to say absolutely that "from the Second Death . . .
Scripture reveals no ... making alive of any kind" is
only one more evidence that in his case "Scripture" is
his ecclesiastical creed, not the Word of God.
This
human creed has so darkened his sight that he cannot
see the words staring at him, probably on the very page
which he has just been consulting.
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Scripture distinctly states that the last enemy to be
abolished is death.
This absolutely excludes the first
death. Moreover, rule and authority continue long after
the first death has disappeared, for immediately after the
Great White Throne vision a voice is heard out of the
throne (Un. 21: 3) and later we read that "they will be
reigning" (Un. 22:5). The second death, the lake of
fire, is to be abolished. The making alive of 1 Corinth
ians 15 does not take place until "the end" or consum
mation, after the reigning of the saints on the new earth
has been abolished. Our critic should restate his declara
tion to the effect that the making alive of the third rank
is from the second death, for it, alone, can be the last
enemy.

WHAT AND WHEN IS THE END ?

This is the heading of the third article. " Strong"
reasons are given to show that "the Great White Throne
Judgment, and the ushering in of the new heavens and

earth, coincide with the Purpose of the Ages—Gfod All

in All". Because "death shall be no more" (Un. 21: 4),
which is taken to be the abolition of the last enemy, a
line of reasoning is introduced to show that Christ and
the saints do not reign after the Great White Throne
judgment, the lake of fire is in Edom, on the present
earth only, and the "Devil" is tormented in it "for ever
and ever", which is the period between his casting into
the lake of fire after the thousand years, and the Great
White Throne—which is no time at all! What a travesty
of justice! The greatest foe of God and man is to be
tormented for a period which has no existence, for there
is no indication of any interval between his casting into
the lake of fire and the Great White Throne.
The first wrong premise in this reasoning lies in alter
ing "death shall be no more" to "death is abolished".
This might be condoned in those who know only English,
if the context did not show that it is concerned only with
mankind on the new earth. Only those who are seeking
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to overthrow the truth will apply it to the dead of other
eons, or to the vivification which will abolish death

which is connected with the consummation.
There is
nothing in the context of " there shall be no more death "
(Un. 21:3) which warrants us in taking it as the aboli
tion of death spoken of by Paul. It simply states that
the sorrows of this present life — death, mourning,
clamor, misery—these will be absent in the new earth
because God will tabernacle with mankind. Paul speaks
of a time when all who are dying in Adam will be made
alive in Christ. And this is not to be until after the
abolition of sovereignty and authority and power. The
very voice that says that death will be no more comes
out of the tlvrone. Rule has not been abolished.
There is a great difference between doing away with
a thing and having no more of it. There are many for
eigners in the United States. At the present crisis not
many more may enter. But this does not affect those
who are already there. Immediately before the state
ment that there is no more death, we read of the second
death (Un. 20:14). There is no apparent interval of
time between these two verses. The casting into the lake
of fire and the new creation are coincident. Consequently
we have "This is the second death— . . . death will be
no more." If these two statements apply to the same
people they are absolutely contradictory.
But one
applies to men who die the second time, the other to men
who do not die at all. Because Christ and the saints
reign death claims no more victims. Because they reign
the second death, the last enemy, cannot have been
abolished.
THE DURATION OF CHRIST ?S REIGN
We are next invited to make ll careful inquiry" into
the length of Christ's reign, which is "unto the ages of

the ages" (Eev. 11:15). The worshipers of the beast,
the smoke of Babylon, the torment of the devil, beast,
and false prophet, and the reign of God's servants are
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said to be of the same duration. The first question asked
is, "Will the Devil's Torment Ever Cease?" The argu
ment proposed is as follows: All of this is on this pres
ent earth. The lake of fire will be in Edom (Isa. 34:
5, 8, 9, 10). None of this will be carried into the new
heavens and new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
Our answer is simple. If God says that something on
"this present earth" continues after the earth disap
pears, it is best to believe Him. We are on this present
earth. Shall we, therefore, vanish when it does? This is
pure, unfounded inference.
I took a good look at Idumea a few days ago. It does
not appeal to me as a good location for the lake of fire.
It is only by refusing to read all that God has said con
cerning it that such a strange idea can be entertained.
Even watercourses turned into pitch, soil into sulphur,
and land into burning pitch, unquenched by night or day,
sending up smoke for the eon, does not present a lake of
fire. If we take in the context, this thought is utterly
dispelled. The cormorant (or pelican) and bittern (the
hedgehog?) shall tenant it. The eagle, the owl, and the
crow shall stay in it (Isa. 34:10, 11). Briars shall come
up in its citadels, sting nettles, and thistles in its for
tresses, and it shall become a homestead of jackals, a court
for the daughter of the ostrich (Isa. 34:13). How can
this be true of the lake of fire? Why do not intelligent
students protest against such perversion of the Word of
God ? We cannot take a sentence which suits our scheme
and calmly ignore its setting. Thus is error fortified.
After seeking to prove that Edom is the lake of fire,
our opponent not only fails to make use of his deduction,
but abandons it for another equally untenable. To prove
that "unto the ages of the ages" ends at the Great White

Throne, he now claims that "the earth itself in conflagra

tion becomes 'the lake of fire, which is the second
death \" This idea has no warrant in the Word. We
read of the lake of fire into which the wild beast and

The Lake of Fire
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false prophet were cast before the thousand years (Un.
19: 20). The Slanderer is east into the same lake of fire
after the thousand years (Un. 20:10). This lake exists
while the earth still stands. Then we read that the earth
fled (Un. 20:11), when those not written in the scroll of
life were cast into the lake of fire. The Greek article
shows that it is the same lake throughout, and the idea
that it consists of a burning earth is a purely human
opinion, contrary to the expressed facts.
Then, once more, our critic discards his own deduc
tion and comes back to his original premise, that there
is no lake of fire during the period of the new earth
because "death shall be no more". We wish our readers
to learn valuable lessons from this investigation, so will
analyze this once again. Read the passage carefully (Un.
21:1-4). Note the scope of the context. It deals with
living men on the new earth, not with the dead in the
lake of fire. Nothing is said of the abolition of the lake,
which is thrice mentioned in the two preceding verses.
The Great White Throne judgment is not due until all
men who will die have done so. Otherwise there would
need to be a repetition of it. This is not necessary, for
men will not die thereafter. There will be no more death.
But the second death is not abolished.
A principal point in the argument against us is this:
"Eis is used of 'unto' or 'into' but NOT of THROUGH
or THROUGHout, for which dia is available. In these
passages it means, therefore, 'unto' or 'into' the ages of
the ages, but not 'throughout' the ages of the ages."
This is worth investigation, for it affects the whole doc
trine of the eons. The Greek connective eis never means
unto. It is not vital here, so I will simply state the fact,
which has cost me much to establish, confident that no
evidence can be brought to disprove it. Anyone who will
glance at Wigram's Englishman's Greek Concordance
will see abundant proof.
The idiomatic usage of connectives cannot be deduced
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from their literal significance. The range of relations is
too great for the few links in the Greek language to serve
without much adaptation. Thus through, when used of
time does not necessarily denote throughot^. The Lord
was seen by the disciples through forty days. But they
had only occasional meetings with Him. It has the loose
significance of during, which is its translation, when used
of time, in the Concordant Version.
It cannot mean
through or throughout literally in Acts 5:19, "the angel
of the Lord by [through] night opened the prison
doors.'' Dia is seldom used of time in the Scriptures. It
would never do to translate it for, in the sense of
hroughout. The following are characteristic occurrences:
Dia used of time (Authorized Version)
Mat. 26:61
Mk. 14:58
Luke 5: 5
Acts
1: 3
5:19
16: 9
17:10
23:31

and to build it [the temple] in three days
within three days I will build another
Master we have toiled [through] all the night
being seen of them [through] forty days
Lord by night opened the prison doors
a vision appeared to Paul in the night
Paul and Silas by night unto Berea
brought [him] by night to Antipatris

The real point is the usage of eis when connected with
time. I myself was for several years kept from discover
ing the doctrine of the eons, because scholars insist that
eis always denotes motion to or unto an object. I tried
for a long time to translate it unto the ages of the ages.
Then I made an exhaustive study of its occurrences and
found that it had a special usage when referring to time.
It is especially instructive to consider those texts in
which times other than eonian are presented. The follow
ing will show that the English word for is the proper
idiomatic equivalent of the Greek eis. We will use the
Authorized Version to avoid possible prejudice:

Eis connected with time words (Authorized Version)
Luke 12:19
John 4:36
6:27
12:25

you have many goods laid up for many years.
gathereth fruit unto life eternal.
endureth ivnto everlasting life.
shall'keep it unto life eternal.
•
v

of Greek Connectives
Acts 13:48

1 Tim. 6:19
Heb. 9: 9
Rev.
9:15
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As many as were ordained to eternal life

a good foundation against the time to come
a figure for the time [then] present
which were prepared for an hour and a day and a
month and a year

Let us put the word unto in all of these passages,
restricting it to the time before. It would be quite useless
to have goods laid up unto the future, and not for the
future. The English word unto itself has this implica
tion in the phrase unto life eternal, for it would other
wise be utterly vapid. How could the Scriptures speak
of being ordained as far as eternal life ? Was the taber
nacle in Israel not a figure of the time of the Hebrew
epistle ? What sense can we make out of preparing up to
an hour and a day and a month? An exhaustive study
of the matter, such as was necessitated by the compila
tion of the Concordant Version, will satisfy any unprej
udiced student that eis, into, is used of time as we use
the word for. Immature, hasty deductions should not be
given any place in this matter. It must be based on evi
dence, such as is given herewith. Further facts can be
gathered from a Greek concordance.
Another way of showing that "unto the ages of the
ages" cannot mean up to the Great White Throne is to
consider the dilemma into which it leads. It directly con
tradicts the Scriptures which tell us of the throne of the
Lambkin and the reign of the saints for the eons of the
eons (Un. 22:1, 5). How foolish tosay, after the time
has passed (according to our critic), they mill be reign
ing '' unto the ages of the ages''!
According to this scheme the Slanderer is tormented
a very short time or not at all. He is not cast into the
lake of fire until after the thousand years. As our critic
contends that "careful analysis leads to the conviction
that the Great White Throne Judgment . . . coincide [s]
with the achievement of the Purpose of the Ages . . .",
and there is no revealed interval between it and the end
of the thousand years, he practically proves that the
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Slanderer is. not tormented at all. Satan's dupes have
suffered for a millennium, yet he is tormented for no
time! The deduction shows that the doctrine is absurd.
The final paragraph shows the real object of the criti
cism. It is to defend the doctrine of annihilation. He
says, "That th£ devil will thus be finally and utterly
destroyed, is evident from Hebrews 2:14: ' That through
death He (Christ) might bring to naught him that had
the power of death—that is, the devil'." The question
is, Does "bring to naught" involve final and utter
destruction. The word is katargeo, coming from erg, act,
a-, un, un-act, idle, and refers to the cessation of activ
ity, not to destruction.
That "bring to naught" does not imply destruction
is evident from the parable of the fig tree (Luke 13:
6-9). The fig tree produced no fruit. Did it "finally and
utterly destroy" the land on which it stood? If so, it
was useless to hew down the tree. The land was not
destroyed at all. It was made idle. If a good tree were
put in place of the barren fig tree, it might even become
ideal. So with the Slanderer. That is his title, not his
name. It was given him to denote his activity. When he
ceases to slander, he is no longer a slanderer, and as such,
is "abolished". Colossians (1:20) distinctly states that
the all (of which he is a part) shall be reconciled through
the blood of Christ's cross.
ALL RULE, AUTHORITY, AND POWER

In the fourth article on The Purpose of the Ages, con
cerning "All Rule, Authority and Power" we are unset
tled by another admission.
The writer continually
"proves" something and then shows that he has not con
vinced even himself!
So he says: "// 'eis' means
throughout", "if it means unto". The fact is it means
neither. It finds its exact idiomatic equivalent in our for.
Does he expect to convince others by recording his own
doubts?

Disagrees with the Facts
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After a dissertation on the human and celestial ene
mies of Christ (with which the fifteenth of First Corinth
ians is not concerned), the usual deduction is made.
"This abolishing (or destruction, as thorough as the
annihilation of death itself) will be consummated before
the introduction of the new heavens and earth."
The
very first occurrence of katargeo, abolish, should show
that it has no such force.
"Why cumbereth it the
ground" (Luke 13: 7). Was the ground annihilated. It
means to make as if idle, inoperative. Sovereignty and
authority and power, the other enemies mentioned, can
not be annihilated. But they can, and will, cease to func
tion. So will it be with death—the second death—for it
alone can be the last enemy.
All enemies shall be abolished. Death is an enemy.
How can all be abolished if the second death still oper
ates?
There is a Greek word for finality (d&enekes, Heb. 7:
10:1, 12, 14) but it is never used of the Great
White Throne judgment. I have once more carefully
scanned the record, and can find no word in the account
which hints at finality. Yet our critic has no hesitancy
in asserting that there "the final sentence is pro
nounced ". How does he know this? There are many
passages of Scripture which deny it, and not a single one
which asserts it. At least he has not produced one. This
style of argumentation will go very well with those who
already believe what he is trying to prove. With others
it is mere apostasy from God's Word.
One of the saddest exhibitions of the mutilation of
Scripture by the addition of a word is his interpretation
of "all in all". God will become "OVER all things in
all places, everywhere SUPREME", we are told is its
meaning, since sovereignty is the subject of the passage.
But is it? He himself has insisted that resv/rrection is
the subject of the chapter. The connection shows clearly
that vivification is the subject of this paragraph. Sov3;
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ereignty is only a means to an end. The context always
must be given a place, but it must not alter the plain
meaning of words. If God intended to say over all, He
would not have found it difficult to do so. God is over
me. He is my All.
The latter is unspeakably more
precious. He will be this in all. God was "over all
things in all places" before He made man, before there
was any life. So feeble a conclusion is a ridiculous anti
climax. God forgive His servant for ever suggesting it.
Some may insist that the Greek is neuter. God will be
All in all things. Long investigation in the grammar of
the Greek has shown conclusively that there is no special
form for objects without gender. There is an indefinite
form, which is used for such. The first All cannot be
masculine or feminine, for it refers to God. He is our
All. The second all is not confined to beings with gender,
so here also the indefinite is used. It is a fallacy to follow
it with the term places. This would demand another
word in the original. And it does not really help my
critic, for, if we forget the special idiom of English, the
whole circle of His creatures must be included in all
places. What a pity that God could not write so as to
express what my critic has determined to be the truth!
As for me, I admire the accuracy, the definiteness with
which He has expressed what I believe!
A. E. K.

(A reply to later articles appearing in
"The Bible Standard" will appear in our
next issue.)

f>alesftine €(xpebttton

TIBERIAS AND GALILEE

The plight of Judaism in Palestine may be inferred from the
fact that the teachers of the Jewish schools are on strike.
For six months or so they have had no salaries, because the
funds have failed, and now they have stopped all instruction*
until a satisfactory settlement can be arranged. It seems to
be one of those impossible problems. The teachers cannot live
without pay and the funds are exhausted, with no prospects of
replenishment. I understand that the result will be to take the
task of education from the single central committee and place
the burden on the separate communities. This is contrary to
the ideal, which hoped to unite the younger generation by giv
ing them identical instruction under the supervision of one
central body.
JACOB

AND

ISHMAEL

DISAGREE

What is all the excitement? Everyone is staring up the hill
toward the place where the foundation of a new house is being
laid. What a crowd there is up there! They don't need so
many workmen. And they are all huddled in a big bunch, ges
ticulating and shouting at one another as if demented. I have
often felt like saying to these verbal gladiators to stop their
quarreling and fight it out; But see! That fellow is pulling
off his coat. Others are doing likewise. Now they are at it!
A free-for-all. How do they know whom they are hitting? But
that seems unsatisfactory, or too strenuous, so they are back
on a normal basis which is more sound. The bus is coming up
the hill. A native policeman jumps off. and is striding toward
the scene of the battle. He meets an outpost and talks to him
for some time. I wonder what he will be able to do with that
mob. But he evidently thinks discretion is the whole of valor,
for he is going up the hill beyond the scene of strife. But I
can't watch much longer if the rain gets any worse. Ah! It is
beginning to come down in earnest. The One Who hushed the
wind on yonder lake is stilling this storm in human breasts
by His gentle but potent persuasion. One group separates and
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is filing down to the unfinished house next door to escape the
downpour. The others also disperse, and the battle of Tiberias

has passed into history.

I am trying to keep my hand on the pulse of Palestine,
especially the relation between the Jews and the Arabs. Hence
I inquired as to the meaning of this disturbance. It seems that
the engineer, who lives just below us, is building the house up
the hill, where the melee occurred. He is a Jew, but not over
supplied with means, so that he is compelled to economize. In
building, the Arabs use the black volcanic stone of this region,
and a lime mortar. This is comparatively cheap. The chalut
zim, or young Jewish pioneers, are not adepts in the use of
this material. They use cement a®nd concrete, which costs
more. So he decided to hire Arabs, though this is a strictly
Jewish colony (except a couple of Englishmen and an Ameri

can, who don't count). I have understood that the Jews and
Arabs get along very well together in Tiberias. The two Arabs
and one Jew who are doing the manual work in planting the
large garden around this house fraternize fairly well, so far as
I have been able to observe.
It seems that the Jewish workmen object to having a Jew

ish house in a Jewish colony built by Arabs. So they rallied
tlieir forces and came to the scene this morning in a bddy,
probably intending to intimidate the owner or the workmen.
The jealousy between the rivals flared up into a fight. The rain
has brought on an armistice. We will watch the outcome with
interest. Later. The rain has ceased and the men are at work
again.
But the authorities have evidently heard of it, for
several native policemen, in their dark-blue, close-fitting uni
forms, and tall, astrakhan, cylindrical hats, are stationed about.
Single Jews are standing around. Up the street comes a delega
tion. All the Jews get together and begin the usual heated
discussion. One of the policemen quietly walks up to them and
they cool down. I am told that, if he should order them to dis
perse, they would all be liable to imprisonment if they dis

obeyed.

But he is walking away.

The police keep cool as a

rule. He prbbably does not care to give an order he can't
enforce. Otherwise it does not seem wise to allow these hot
heads to get together so near the men on the building, who
are no match for them in numbers.
New developments. A policeman is running down toward
Tiberias. One is still with the workmen. But the Jews have
gone up there, and the argument has started again under his
watchful eye. Work seems to be suspended. Now the other
policeman is coming back.
An eager and excited group of
chalutzim surround him. I am too far away to hear, but I can
see them talk. One of them lights his cigarette, so I suppose
that nothing sanguinary is in view at present.
Later. Now there are four policemen, and they are dis
persing the crowd. But a few of the chalutzim go down to the
foundation and are tearing it down. Ah! Now I see why that
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policemen went back on the bus. There comes the chief, and
several British policemen in their trim khaki uniforms, as well
as the native force. They take four of the principals and march
them down to jail in Tiberias.

I thought that would settle it, but, as I write, the sound of
loud voices reaches my ears, and it looks as if it were begin
ning anew. But this time they keep on an exceedingly sound
basis, and there is no physical violence.
Later. The policemen in Tiberias say that the four men are
labor agitators, who received a quick hearing and are out on
bail. The workmen are no longer being molested, and are
busy at work as I am writing this.
THE WAR OF WITS

The struggle between Arab and Jew in Palestine is by no
means confined to physical encouters. But the subject is too
vast to be told in detail in this chronicle. I have just read an
article, appearing in the Jewish press, which, it seems to me,
reveals the situation by a single flash of serious humor. It
must be understood that the number of Jewish settlers allowed
to enter Palestine depends, in some measure, on the unem
ployment situation. So the Jews wish to prove that there are
no unemployed and the Arabs would like to put as many as
possible on the list, and so stop any further influx of Jews.
The naive innocence displayed by the census enumerator is an
excellent example of Eastern craftiness. Remember, however,
that this comes from the Jews, not the Arabs:
Arab Unemployed
how

the

figures

are

compiled

"A report casting the gravest doubt on both the correctness
of the official definition of the word 'unemployed' as applied to
Arab villages and on the Government figures of such unem
ployed running into a few tens of thousands has appeared in
the 'Davar*.

"The report is from a man who had been an eye-witness to
a scene when a Mukhtar brought his monthly unemployment
return to a District Office.
"The scene took place early this month. The Mukhtar, in
this case the author or compiler of this list of unemployed,
came from a village in the Tiberias District.
"The Mukhtar had submitted a nominal roll of fifty men
and, knowing these villagers intimately, I tried to find out who
these alleged unemployed were.
"I took the list in hand and was astonished to find a num
ber of people who under no circumstances belonged to the
category of out-of-work.
" 'Why,' I asked the Mukhtar, 'did you include Mousse

Shara?

Is he not the owner of four feddans and has he not

four tenants working for him?'
" 'Ah, you speak the truth,' replied the Mukhtar, 'but, by
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Allah, I have not lied.

It is the truth that Moussa Shara does

not work, as he has people working for him/
" 'And why did you include Darwish?'
" 'Don't you know Darwish?' replied the

Mukhtar.
'He
doesn't work, he is between 60 and 70 and hasn't the strength
to work.'

" 'And why then did you put your own name down?'
"The Mukhtar was much amazed at my question?
" 'You're a native. Have you ever seen a Mukhtar that
worked? Why, that would be a disgrace.'
" 'And Nammar Majli, and Fadil, and ten others, have they
not goats and sheep of their own and feddans and tenants who
work for them?'
"My Mukhtar began showing signs of bad temper.
" 'Why do you trouble me, Hawaja? Have I in all the years
you have known me done you any harm? I swear I speak the
truth. These people do not work and they do not need to work.
My list is correct and I well know the responsibility resting on
me to tell nothing but the truth.'
"I did my best to quiet him and to explain that I meant no
harm, but wished to know why he had also included some
twenty tenants who are not working on the land just now but
could easily find work on the roads.
" 'These tenants,' the Mukhtar replied, 'do not wish to work.
They are satisfied with seasonal employment on the land and
are idle between the harvest and the beginning of the rains,
which time they use to gather strength for the coming year's
work.'
"And so, according to this perhaps not untypical report,
the accepted definition of an unemployed man in the country
is one who has no need or no wish to work."
A RAINBOW TO BE REMEMBERED

I have seen many beautiful rainbows. Their loveliness
alone delights me. Their significance moves me to meditation
and worship. They reveal, as it were, the paint box of the
great Artist, and the compassion of a gracious Creator. I am
always hesitant when it comes to making a promise. It is so
easy to break it. We really are not qualified to enter into any
contract. We are not responsible. But God seems to have no
hesitancy. He does not shirk responsibility. Yonder beautiful,
colorful curve is a token of His confidence in Himself. And,
if He can create so much beauty in the lower sphere of matter,
how can we question the loveliness of His love in the higher
sphere of spirit? But this rainbow is exceptional, and I am in
the ideal place to see it. One end rests on the far shore of
Galilee. In one gorgeous span it bridges the lake. The other
end stands on the slopes of Gennesaret. Just below the center
is "His own city". We may almost say that the picture before
me is that of His own country, for it is this northern half of
lake Galilee which seems to have been most favored by His
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holy presence, during the days. of His active ministry. All the
hopes of humanity hang upon the lowly life that was lived

largely on the land and the lake which is lying before my eyes.
All of G-od's promises are confirmed in Him. And just now, as
it were, God is framing the scene with the beautiful bow of His
promise. It is a fitting frame. It is satisfying in its signif
icance and in its setting. Beautiful to behold with the eyes,
but lovelier far to contemplate with the mind, is this curved
band of color.
A

GREAT

STORM

There has been much scarcity of rain in Palestine this
winter, but now a severe storm is sweeping over the country

drenching it with the moisture so necessary for the crops and
for the cisterns in the cities. At this writing it has been rain
ing and blowing for nearly a week. The wheelbarrow outside
of my window is running over. At least four inches of rain
must have fallen, and the wind is still roaring and occasional
showers accompany its fierce blasts. This storm confirms the
impression I had that February is the wettest month in Pal
estine.
With adequate housing and heating this weather would be
quite bearable, but it does not seem worth while for a Palestin
ian to make elaborate preparations for the cold and dampness
which afflict him for so short a period each year. The house in
which we are staying is a modern cement structure. The room
which I occupy is exposed to the prevailing wind.
Conse

quently, I am especially thankful that the shutters are on my

window, for none of the others are yet in position. I may say
in passing that a Palestinian window is quite an affair. From
within outward it has curtains, window glass, screen (not
often), iron bars, and shutters. From the standpoint of a
mere man, the curtains are useless. The windows, of course,
let in the

light.

The screen keeps out flies and mosquitoes.

The iron bars exclude the larger human vermin, for every

man's house is his fortress in this country.

The shutters give

shade in summer and shelter in winter. As the sill of these
windows is not slanting, the shutters are very important in a
storm like the one which is sighing and shrieking about my
ears as I am writing.
A recent experience will illustrate this. On the other side

of the house, there is a window with the same exposure as
mine. Yesterday, as the storm increased in violence, the water
began to come in almost too fast to mop it up. So we fastened

a large piece of sheet iron over the whole frame, which stopped
the deluge. But last night the wind veered, and got under the
iron, flapping it in the air like a sail. At first I thought it
was thunder. But it made such a commotion that we had to
knock it off. Today it has been more securely fastened. I am
told that almost all of the houses are leaking. They have not
been built for this weather.
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The Flocks

I cannot help pitying the poor feliagheen in such a storm

as this. They need the rain. But their flimsy tents and every
thing in them must surely be soaked in this driving deluge. I
was wet sufficiently to call for a complete change in only a
few minutes, even though I had a good rain coat on. When
ever I had to hold up my arm the water ran down my sleeve.
But I see that the black tents all seem to have stood the wind.
None of them seems to be down or missing.
What particularly interested me was the flocks. The sheep
have no shelter. They are out in the storm, and do not seem

at all distressed. They were grazing contentedly as I passed
a flock this morning. The rain had ceased just then, however.
It is evident that a flock can be out all the year in Palestine.
And, I suppose, the shepherds must be able to manage it as
well. This, of course, is a favored spot, far below sea level.
Yet it seems to me that I could just about reach the limit of
physical misery out in a night like this. Cold would not make
me as uncomfortable as the wet and the wind. Yet flocks are,
and shepherds can be, out in the fields at this time of the year,
the worst of the winter.
As there are no chimneys and no stoves, we wear as much
clothing as we can, and, when possible take a brisk walk to
warm up. But this storm makes it practically impossible to
get out much. So we have invented a heating system of our
own. A vessel full of water is heated on the small flame we
use for cooking, and we place this underneath our feet. At
first it imparts a grateful warmth. But just now I am trying
to decide whether the water is warming my feet or my feet
warming the water! I shall have to use the method of final
resort—crawl into bed! The storm is increasing in fury, so I
will need everything I have to make me comfortable even
there.
LAKE GALILEE

For weeks we have been waiting for an ideal day for row
ing round the lake so as to take a complete series of pictures
of the shore and assimilate as much as possible of the atmos
phere which surrounded some of the apostles of our Lord, and
which is the background of much of His own ministry. But,
once winter has set in, while there was very little rain, the
days were cloudy and the visibility poor. Occasionally a prom
ising day would dawn, but it Was either a Sunday or some
previous appointment prevented. The weather changes are also
very rapid. Several times I was assured that it was the unani
mous opinion of the boatmen and fishermen, and even of a
mysterious, venerable, weather-wise sage, whose predictions
never failed, that tomorrow would be an ideal day for the
trip. But the next day would dawn in a most unpromising
fashion. Several times we hurried down to the pier early in
the morning, in spite of the indications, only to find that the
wind or the waves were against us.

Waiting for Good Weather
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We really expected too much. The sea must be calm, the
sun must shine, the visibility must be good, and, to insure
against a change, the wind must be in the right quarter. That
is practically impossible in Tiberias, in winter. The weather
is most unsettled. Seldom is the sky clear of clouds. For a
week at a time Hermon will be invisible, for the clouds gather
about its hoary head even when it is clear here. Just now it
is a beautiful vision of purest white, upon a sky of pale ceru
lean, above the soft brown hills, tinted slightly with green,
which lie beyond the blue waters of the lake. The rain comes
from the south and west. The north wind drives it away. The
east wind, as well as the north, is cold. The Arabs have a
proverb that the north wind will bring a family to famine, the
south wind will furnish a family with plenty. The latter brings
the moisture they need for their crops, but it flees from the
former.

Moreover, the weather is very local. By this I mean that it
may be raining in one locality and the sun may be shining
only a mile away. Just now the greater part of the sky is blue.
Yet there are clouds, white, billowy, beautiful, and Safed is in
their shadow. This is constantly changing, as the clouds are
shifted by the wind currents, which seem to be especially
erratic in this deep depression, surrounded by high hills, which
deserve the dignity of being called mountains, though they are
not so rugged as ttie mighty California ranges to which I am
accustomed. Now Safed is in sunshine again. The clouds have
shifted higher up the hill behind it, to the east. To use words
with concordant exactness, I am hoping, rather than expect
ing, to bathe in the warm sunshine all this Sabbath day. There
have been days when I have put on all the clothes I could and
then snuggled under the bed covers to keep warm. Many a
walk have I taken, to stir up my circulation. No fires in this
land, except a bedaween tent I saw recently which had smoke
issuing from every vent. To cry from the smoke, or from the
cold, seem to be their two alternatives. Now the sun is hiding
behind a cloud.
BEDAWEEN-FELLAGHEEN

I have now been assured, by one who was once one of them,
that these black tents all around the lake and at Tiberias,
house real bedaween, who have become so destitute that they
are forced to work, either for others, or in cultivating small
patches of land. The bedaween of the desert, who have herds,
and are not under the necessity of doing so, despise labor, and
will not cultivate the land. Of course even these localized
bedaween, for they do not migrate as once they did, have small
flocks of sheep and a few cattle. In the next wady we found
two little shepherd boys, with a number of black goats in their
keeping. They seemed more interested in practising with their
slings, however, and used the stones to scare the goats away
from the cultivated ground. Perhaps they ought to be called
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fellagheen bedaween, for they live in the most primitive of
tabernacles and till the ground. The tents seem too low for a
man to stand upright in them, except at the poles. Though
accustomed to this sort of existence, they become cold and wet
and miserable, and, as the Arabs say, they continue/ to live
simply because there is not enough death.
A CLOUDY-STJNire START

Let us rise early this morning to see what sort of day it is
for the lake. Low clouds, gloomy. No lake today. We will
have our breakfast and answer our mail and study the country
where we hope to go in the near future. But see! The sun is
coming through the sable sky! The clouds are going. What a
pity. This would have been an ideal day for the lake, but now
it is too late. We are supposed to start at eight, and now it is
nearly ten. There comes an auto up the road. Surely that is
Sit Miriam, who is to hire the boat for us. But the machine is
going by. It stops at the next house, across the street. Now
it is backing down. It stops before the "white house". "Will
you go on the lake today?" a voice shouts. "Five minutes!" I
shout back. Let us get ready in a hurry. It is a pity to miss
this fine weather. Into the auto! Down the hill! Off to the
pier! But the boat is not here. Find the boatman! There he
is! Now he is running to get his men and his boat. We must
wait, for the tiny harbor is some distance from the wharf.
Waiting. Waiting. Waiting. And look at those clouds!
Why, it is black over Safed. It is raining there. And it seems
to be coming this way! Shall we go? Shall be back out? The
cloud is spreading. Now it blots out the sun here also. Rain
is falling at the head of the lake, where we are going. It
travels right down the shore toward us. Here comes the boat.
But it has only two oarsmen. I thought we* were to have four.
My mistake. It is not our boat. Waiting. Waiting. Waiting.
We were to have started at eight. Now it is nearly twelve.
But there comes a boat with four men. Ah, that is ours. It

goes to the end of the pier, turns round toward the center of
the lake a slight distance, drops an anchor, and backs up to
the steps. First there is an Arabic congress in which everyone
seems to have the floor at once. I suppose they are debating
the subject: "To go or not to go." But we are beckoned down.
Strong arms help us to our seats. The anchor is pulled up and

we

head

out

into

the

lake

far

enough

to

get

pictures

of

Tiberias.
ON THE LAKE

After these first pictures are taken we will have time to

think and study our fishermen sailors. They are all Arab
Mohammedans. The owner and. captain of the boat, who also
mans one of the oars, is a swarthy, full-featured, stalwart,
genial fellow, who has spent all his life on the lake, and is
reputed to be one of the best and safest of those who sail on
its inconstant waters. On his side of the boat, but further for-
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ward, is another man of fairer face, a week's beard, a large
shock of hair over his forehead, and a muscular body. On the
other side the men are of slimmer build. The one nearest me
has rather thin features, a faint moustache, dark eyes and
hair. Further forward the man's face is darkened by a closecut beard (or lack of a shave), and he seems just a little more
muscular. We will call them by names which seem most suited
to their temperament. The captain is Peter. In front of him
in John. Across from him is James. The one in front of me
is Andrew.
THE

FISHERMEN

OF

GALILEE

These are among the poorest people in Tiberias.
I am
afraid James and Andrew have put on their Sunday (Friday)
best in our honor. The boat, too, is quite clean. That reminds
me. I am glad that we did not propose going today. This is
Ramadan, the month when all good Mohammedans fast during

the day and eat and drink only at night. And this is'Friday,

the sabbath of their religion. But I notice that little attention
is paid to it in Tiberias, while the Jewish sabbath paralyzes
business. But these men seem to have an easy conscience. I
hear that they were out fishing for two days during the recent
stormy weather and did not catch a pound of fish. They prob
ably expect to do better by this foreign variety, though it
seems to me they will earn every bit they get if they have to
keep on rowing like this for the rest of the day.
MIRIAM

OF

MAGDALA

We are now past Tiberias and approach Magdala, the re
puted home of Mary or Miriam Magdalene, out of whom our
Lord cast seven demons (Luke 8: 2). It is hardly possible to
laud her more than to record the simple facts.
She stood
beside His cro^s, with our Lord's mother and her sister, and
she it was who came first to the tomb and told Peter and the
rest, and she it was who lamented to the messengers, and she
it was who first beheld the risen Lord, and she it was to whom
He spoke His first words and gave His first commission to
declare His resurrection to His disciples. We may count her
very near to His mother, another Miriam, both blessed among
women. And what is the secret of their happiness? The key
is in the name. Miriam means bitterness. A saber passed
through the soul of His mother (Luke 2: 35). Seven demons
obsessed the Magdalene. What bitterness! What a background
for bliss!
A

But see!

SHOWER

ON

THE

LAKE

The black cloud is coming toward us.

It is com

mencing to rain! On with the rain coats! Miss Miriam puts
up her umbrella. The boatmen drop their oars and slip into
their slickers. Down it comes, quite a shower. No wind. The
lake is calm. But the rain is cold and damp. I have waited
weeks for a clear day, and here I am, on the lake in a down-
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Treachery of Galilee
Inconstant, fickle Galilee!

At least I will have a good

excuse to record your waywardness!

This morning you lured

me on by your smile. And now your tears fall copiously. Ah!

So I thought. The rain is ceasing and the sun is breaking
through. But I will no more be deceived by your wiles, O
treacherous one, but take you as you are. Now we can get a
good picture of the valley of the pigeons. Robbers roosted in
those high cliffs once, and Herod let cages full of soldiers down
from the top in order to rout them out.
TABGA OF GENNESARET

West of us lies the "plain" of Gennesaret. It is more level
than most of the shore line, but only comparatively. It might
be called hills if the rest of the coast were level. There is a
more gradual ascent to the heights of Galilee than at Tiberias,
for instance. Now we are coming to the second green spot on
the sh^re. It is beautiful Tabga. It is a famous resort, with a
beautiful garden. On this side is a small grove of eucalytus
trees near the shore, and a sandy beach, a delightful spot for
bathing. Most of the shore of Galilee is composed of pebbles and
boulders. There is very little sand. The hospice is almost hid
den behind the trees, and an enormous bougainvillea vine,
which is now in flower. It is one vast expanse of magenta.
This verdant spot shows some of the possibilities of this highly
favored region, once one vast garden, filled with luscious fruits.
A. E. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES, SEPTEMBER, 1932
BEING THE FIFTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-THREE

EDITORIAL

The German "Unsearchable Riches" for SeptemberOctober will contain " From the Levite to the Slave".
The series on Romans is continued, and now enters the
fifth chapter. Two other series are commenced in this
issue, "The Problem of Evil," and "The Mystery of the
Resurrection". These will be a feature for years to
come. They start with an article on "What is Man
kind?" and "Evil and Sin". These are not mere trans
lations, but revisions and adaptations to German condi
tions. Luther's version is not nearly so discordant as our
Authorized Version, although it seems more and more
likely that the Authorized Version is largely a copy of
his, especially in the Hebrew.—A. E. K.

Das Prophetische Wort, issued by Direktor Schaedel
in Klosterlausnitz in Thiiringen, has published an
article on "The Angels that Sinned", which takes the
opposite view to that in our papers on the Nephilim. In
order to present both sides, the editor has asked us to
write on the same subject. As we were already prepar
ing an article on "The So-Called Angel World" for this
magazine, it has been translated and will appear in Das
Prophetische Wort first, in the September and November
issues. It takes up the whole subject of spirits and celes
tial beings, and seeks to correct and enlarge our thoughts
according to the exactitude of the Scriptures.—A. E. K.
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"Model7' Announcement

The following announcement is not of interest merely
as a record of the work in Washington, D. C, but may
be helpful as a model in drawing up invitations to meet
ings of this nature:
THE ROUND-TABLE CONFERENCE WAY FOR THE
DEEPER STUDY OF THE WORD OF GOD
Method of Approach:
Endeavoring to have an open mind and a non-partisan spirit.
Method of Study:

1. Topical, analytical, and synthetical.
By application of
the fundamental laws of language; endeavoring to have a pat
tern of sound words (2 Tim. 1:13).
2. Endeavoring to test what things are of consequence
(Phil. 1:10).
3. Endeavoring to rightly partition the Word of Truth
(2 Tim. 2:15).
4. Listening to each word for the meaning conveyed (Jer.
15:16; Mat. 4:4).
5. Passages are studied in the light of their context (2 Pt.
1:20).
6. The literary framework phenomena are considered.
Objectives :
". . . the readjusting of the saints, with a view to the
work of dispensing, for the upbuilding of the body of Christ,
until we should all attain to the unity of faith, and the realiza
tion of a son of God, to mature manhood, to the adult stature
of Christ's complement" (Eph. 4:12, 13).
Sunday Sessions:
Regular sessions from 2:30 to 3:30 each Sunday afternoon
as guests of Columbia Bible Training School, 1724 H Street,

N. W. (second floor). Sponsored by individuals and not an
activity of the school. You are invited to bring your friends
and participate. C. E. Myers, Chairman, 5338 Colorado Avenue,
N. W., Telephone: Colorado 10014.
Tuesday Sessions:
At the home of Sister Wilson; Ephesians study:
Thursday Sessions:
Each Thursday evening from 8:00 to 9:15 at the Bellevue
Hotel, 15 E Street, N. W., as guests of Mrs. Mary T. Rice
Hazard. Come and bring your friends. E. H. Thomson, Chair
man, in care of Washington Loan and Trust Company.
Note:
These conferences are of special interest because satisfac
tory answers are being found to the Whence? Why? Whither?

questions of life;

our relationship to God, to His creatures,

and things; what is appropriate for the believer of today as
regards his worship, conduct, and service. While independent,
they are not intended to interfere with church affiliations, and
there are no obligations.

Prediger Max Springer
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THE WORK IN HOLLAND

The staid and steady Dutch do not take to changes read
ily, so that the progress of the work has seemed slow in
that land. But now there are encouraging signs and
increased activity.
Brother A. Lukkien has found
Dutch standards for almost all of the Greek words in
the Scriptures, and a version of Romans and Ephesians
has been completed. Work is now proceeding with the
rest. Besides, the manuscript for a 200-page exposition
of Romans and another of 140 pages on Ephesians is in
circulation. There is a class at Zeist as well as at the
Hague. A tract, entitled " Does Scripture Teach Endless
Damnation", was printed, and now has gone into a sec
ond edition of five thousand copies. It will be found on
our list. We urge our Dutch-speaking friends every
where to use them freely. In quantities, for distribution,
they are only two cents each. They also issue a very
attractive post card, in red and black, being a transla

tion of page 54 of "God's Eonian Purpose".

Let us

pray for the work in this ancient stronghold of Protest
antism.—A. E. K.

IN MEMORIAM

The work in Germany has suffered a severe loss in the
death of Prediger Max Springer, at the ripe age of
seventy-four years. In his early ministry he was con
nected with the so-called "Plymouth Brethren", but
long since escaped from their sectarian bonds and car
ried on an independent work for the Lord. He stood
firm for the truth which was committed to him, though
it cost him dearly. He acted as our representative and
interpreter during our first visit to Germany. A strong,
spiritual speaker. Much misfortune, sickness, and suffer
ing attended his later years, but his faith did not waver.
Auf Wiedersehen!—A. E. K.
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The Blasphemy of the
AN OPEN LETTEK

To the Managing Editor of the
Moody Bible Institute Monthly:
My Dear Brother in the Lord: I have just received
the June number of the Monthly, with the statement con
cerning the case of Judas. Instead of acknowledging
your error, you have greatly aggravated your offense.
Instead of retracting, you. have only made the matter
more specific. As editor of the Concordant publications,
every word we print passes through my hands, and I
know that no comment of ours has the statement that it
were good for Judas if the Lord had never been born.
That lie has been repeated by many who have sought to
find something against us. I know you do not wish to fill
your magazine with false statements, and wish to correct

any that slip in. I therefore ask you to furnish me with
the evidence for this assertion. If you cannot give it,
veracity demands that you publish plainly, and in a
proper spirit (suited to one who, having teen caught in
one falsehood, has told another in order to cover it, and
has added insults) the truth on this point for your read
ers. Please do not ask for any more statements from
your contributor. His moral standing, if he cannot pro

duce the evidence, does not entitle him to be heard in the
company of honest people.

You have sought testimony against us and have found
a false witness. Do you not think that you should not
only repudiate his lies but also his false reasonings?
Should you not publish the facts concerning Mark 14: 21,
and give your readers an opportunity to judge for them
selves? Do you not realize that you have appealed to the
prejudice of men instead of to the Word of the living
God? If you can prove by the facts of the original that
the Concordant Version is wrong, you will do us and
the saints a good service. But if you simply appeal to the
prejudice which the false translation has itself produced,

Moody Bible Institute
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your argument is a boomerang, which only indicates that
you lack the necessary evidence to confirm your point.
'

HOW THE GREEK READS

The Greek words, transliterated in Latin letters, and
followed by their English equivalents, are as follows:
Kalon [ideal] en [it-WAs] auto [to-Him] ei [if] ouk
[not] egennethe [wAS-generatED] [h]o [the] anthropos
[human] ekeinos [that]. In the previous sentence ekeino
[that] refers to Judas—<(that man through whom the
Son of Mankind is being betrayed". It cannot refer to
"Him". Him refers directly to the Son of Mankind. So
it is rendered in one of the standard German versions,
as I have just discovered to my surprise.
That the rendering is not altogether without founda
tion is evident from the Revised Version margin, which
says that the Greek reads, "Good were it for him, if that
man had not been born". If the Greek reads so, why
should not the English read the same? Right here we
have a concrete example of the point at issue between us.
Leaving my competence altogether out of the question,
we have the testimony of the latest, revision of the
Authorized Version that the G-reek text reads as in the
Concordant Version.
This will he substantiated by
every actual scholar who has access to the Greek. We
believe the Greek, which God wrote. You blaspheme Him
in ridiculing it, and believe what is in the English, what
man wrote.
I CHARGE YOU WITH BLASPHEMY

Your contributor is a professor, so he knows how the
Greek reads. You are intelligent Bible students, and
know how the margin of the Revised reads. In this case,
at least, it was your duty to find out before calumniating
me. But the harm to me is slight indeed, compared to the
fact that you say that the Lord of glory was guilty of
moral weakness, which is blasphemy. I have calmly con
sidered these words. I am sorry that I am forced to use
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The Word of God

them. I know that such an act is abhorrent to you. It is
not simply my duty to God, but my obligation to you,
as members of the same spiritual body; to speak the
truth. You are guilty of blasphemy.
You have chosen this passage, not I. But I am willing
to stake all upon it, and make it the touchstone of our
translation and our teaching. I boldly say that all ver
sions that translate according to the Authorized Version
are corrupt in this place. I unhesitatingly claim that no
one who will examine the Greek can deny that it reads
as in the Revised Version margin and in the Concordant
Version. I freely acknowledge that the Greek is not
"evangelical", "orthodox," or according to the teaching
of the Moody Bible Institute. The words of Christ have
been deliberately altered in order to conform them to the
popular heresy.
The issue is now joined. Will you evade it, by attack
ing me, by appealing to popular prejudice—anything but
the actual facts of God's revelation—as you have hitherto
done? I tell you frankly, now that you have put me on
the defensive, that I wish to force those among you who
fear God to take* their stand for His Holy Word, not
merely in theory, but in truth. You have met me with
lies and mistranslations, and philosophy and reasoning
and calumny and blasphemy. But you have not appealed
to the living Word of God. I believe the Greek. That is
my crime. You believe human corruptions, and slander
me because I refuse to follow your apostasy.
This letter will be sent to hundreds of the most prom
inent periodicals and Christian Bible teachers in the
land. They will be interested in your response. If you
can furnish me with evidence that we have ever stood for
the teaching that it were good for Judas if the Lord had
never been born, and have later repudiated our own
teaching, I will publish it in my magazine Unsearchable
Riches. But if you cannot produce actual evidence, you
will protect your own name and that of your magazine

vs. Popular Prejudice
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by stating the facts and confessing to malicious falsifica
tion, in order to defame us, on the part of your con
tributor.
I beg of you, in the name of our blessed Lord, to con
sider the way in which you are drifting. I have never
been able to engage you with the actual facts of God's
Word. You have always countered with something of
man. And now you have actually gone the length of blas
pheming what our adorable Lord said in Greek, because
some translations have corrupted His words to suit their
hideous heresies. May God's glorious grace be yours in
most abundant measure!
A. E. Knoch
PEOBLEMS OF TRANSLATION

To give my friends some idea of the task on which I am
employed in translating the Hebrew Scriptures I will
put down an experience which I have just had. One
would think that so inoffensive a statement as "and cov
ered the house with beams and boards of cedar" (1 Kings
6:9), should present no difficulties to the translator. Yet
the word "beam" represents six other Hebrew words,
and cannot mean beam here. The word "board" has four
equivalents, none of which denote board. That belongs
to still another term. Even the word "cover" is not the
proper Hebrew term, Use, but one of about sixteen, all of
which are rendered by this word.
Happily, the proper word to replace cover is not hard
to find, for the Authorized Version itself renders it ciel
in three out of its six occurrences (Jer. 22:14; Hag.
1: 4; 1 Kings 6:15). Besides, ciel is given in the margin
of Deuteronomy 33:21. If all words were like this we
could soon make a Concordant Version of the Hebrew
Scriptures. It is the "cover" of the house from within,
that is, the ceiling, which is in view. From our western
standpoint how simple to say, He ceiled the house with
beams and boards of Cedar. But this house was not
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Ceiled with Arches

built in the West. And such a ceiling was not at all com
mon in the East.
Not only is gb only one of seven Hebrew words ren

dered beam, but it is itself elsewhere translated, brow,
nave, body, boss, back, ring, eminent place, higher place,
ditch, pit, locust, and, in Chaldee, it is used of the den
into which Daniel was cast with the lions. In eighteen
occurrences, it has twelve renderings, some of which are
eminent, and some have fallen into a ditch or a pit,
besides being a brow, a back, or a whole body. Is it not
surprising that there are so many words in the Hebrew
vocabulary when a single one can cover so vast a range
of ideas? One really wonders if the translators did not
have a beam in their eye when they discovered the other
significations! That would restore all to discordant har
mony!

Yet, if we will carefully consider them, most of the
occurrences have a faint suggestion of a curved eminence.
Eye brows are arched.
Boss, back, ring, all hint at
rotundity. The root gb means lofty. As a verb, gbe is
rendered exalt, haughty, high, lift up, mount, proud,
raise up to a great height, upward, which clearly and
unequivocally indicates the controlling thought content
to be lofty, or, of manner, haughty. As a consequence,
the first occurrence, in Leviticus 14:9, referring to the
brows of the eye, give us the needed clue. It means arch,
the rim of a wheel (1 Kings 7: 33), a hunched back (Psa.
129: 3), an arching caterpillar (Isa. 33: 4). And in the

passage before us, the ceiling was evidently arched.
In the East, where timber is so scarce, a great many
iron I beams are used to support the floors and ceilings.
These are imported in quantities. I saw a vast pile lying
on the waterfront at Jaffa. Often these are used at fre
quent intervals, and the space between is bridged by a
flat arch of bricks. The Y. M. C. A., in Baghdad is a
good example of this kind of ceiling. But, in earlier days
they had no iron for this purpose. Many old buildings

and Colonnades
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still standing are examples of another method of support
ing a ceiling. At about a man's height, or before, the
walls begin to converge, meeting together at the top in a
pointed arch. The Johanniter Hospice dining room, one
of the very old buildings of Jerusalem, was built in this
way.

Where stone is the only practical building material,
there is no better solution to the problem of supporting a
ceiling than the pointed arch. In fact, even in wooden
and iron buildings, the principle of the arch is often used
to hold up the roof. It is quite probable that this was a
fixed architectural feature of the better class of buildings
in Palestine in the past. It would not be departed from,
even when wood was used. So that the rendering we have
dug out of the usage of the word in the Scriptures is in
happiest accord with the known facts in the land itself.
The ceiling, then, was of arches.

Now, however, we can scarcely say that Solomon's
temple was ceiled with arches and boards. What does
this word signify? Boards is the translation of Inch, a
tablet; tzlo, an angle; qrsh, a hollow taper, and the word
we now wish to study, shdre. It is elsewhere rendered
ranges (2 Kings 11:8, 15; 2 Chron. 33:14). This has
been the subject of some speculation by scholars, who
suggest a row of soldiers, or a suite of chambers. Neither
of these, however, would make a very good ceiling, even
when supplemented by arches!
But what of the passage in Job ? Speaking of death,
he says, according to the A. V. (Job 10: 22), that it is a
land of darkness and the shadow of death, without any
order. This is difficult to understand or to believe, and it
does not seem very pertinent. But if we say "A death
shade and no colonnade", the figure is apt and in point.
Death has no intermediate between light and darkness,
no agreeable shade from the noonday heat. There is no
colonnade to it.
Now we are ready to see how our find fits in the pas-
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sage in point. Can we say that Solomon's temple was
ceiled with arches and colonnades? Not only can we assert
it, but it is most satisfactory from every angle. Such a
ceiling is still considered appropriate for sacred edifices.
This method of supporting a roof is almost the only one
practicable in a land of little timber and small stones.
Even with wood it is necessary when the timber is small
or the reach long. Having arrived at this comforting
conclusion, we may rest content in our work. It is most
probable that the paths which have converged to this
result were right paths, and that the other passages
affected will also be illuminated by our work.
A. E. K.
EEPOET OF CONCORDANT EVANGELIST
Dear Fellow-Saints in the Beloved One:
Demands of the field work and correspondence have made
it impossible to give you regular reports concerning my activ
ities as I had expected to do this year. However, beginning
with the letter in the July issue of Unsearchable Riches, con
cerning the Florida meetings, we will give you a brief outline
up to the present.

The Florida work was truly a door opened of the Lord.
We had been praying and requesting the saints to persevere
in prayer with me concerning the work in accord with Colossians 4:2-4. Then came the letter from Brother J. J. Smith, of
Lake Worth, asking "Why not come down and help us?" The
time of the year and circumstances, humanly speaking, seemed
against us. But we accepted the call as from the Lord and
responded, trusting Him Who is able. Brother Smith secured
the city auditorium and put out the announcements.
We
opened on Sunday night with a large attendance, which grew
both in numbers and interest until the close. It seemed we
had members of most every belief of confused Christendom
attending the studies, yet the unity of the spirit prevailed
throughout. The intense interest with which they listened was
gratifying to witness, and while not all, by any means, were
persuaded or established, they heard the Word and were favor
ably impressed, and I have confidence much fruit will be har
vested from the sowing.

Interest is awakened in other parts of the state, and the
Lord prospering our plans, we expect to sound forth the evan
gel of the unsearchable riches of Christ in Jacksonville, Miami,
St. Petersburg, Tampa, Seffner, Lakeland, and return to Lake
Worth this winter. All who have friends in or near these
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cities, or going to Florida this winter, should put me in touch
with them, that they may be notified when we are nearest
them. We sincerely believe that, in the winter, Florida affords
the ideal location for sounding forth the Word among people
interested in Scripture study from all parts of the northeast
ern states. I request the saints to join me in prayer for this
work.
On returning home from the Florida meetings, we respond
ed to a call in another new field in the Blue Ridge mountains
of "Old Virginny", near a little town called Moneta. A group
of saints of the Free Holiness faith started the work some
years since, building a tabernacle and going along conscien
tiously in their belief until recently, when some dissention
arose, causing the work to lapse. I responded to their call,
trusting Him Who is able. We opened on Sunday morning

with the house, seating four hundred, practically filled.

At

the evening service, it was overflowing. Our crowds grew until
about Wednesday night, when a preacher and some of the
leaders made an attempt to stop me!
Their opposition but
strengthened our cause and increased the attendance. The
house was crowded nightly with enough outside to fill it again!
It was wonderful to see them come. They came walking, on
horseback, in wagons, buggies, trucks, and automobiles. The
interest was gratifying. Heretofore, when having meetings, it
often become necessary to appoint two or three special officers
to keep order. We had perfect order, both inside and out, and
even those who had formerly created the disturbance, came in
and listened with heart seriousness to the teaching. And now
word comes to me that the truth is having marked effect •
upon their lives, and they are requesting my early return to
give them further teachiag. This is a field ripe unto harvest.

They had never heard ol concordant teachings of the Scrip

tures, and during the two weeks, I made no effort to carry
them any further than the correct partitioning of the Scrip

tures, setting forth the difference between the Circumcision

evangel and the evangel of the Uncircumcision, and empha
sized deportment well-pleasing to our heavenly Father in
this administration of the Secret. While many heard, in the
short time we could be with them, but few, comparatively
speaking, were established. As I have stated before, much of
my work is purely missionary. This is an excellent example.
While many hear, it takes time to establish them in the
truth with that heart conviction sufficient to support it. With
the hundreds we had present during the two weeks there, their
total offering to me was but $29.00. I am not complaining
nor finding fault. I simply want the saints to realize the cir
cumstances under which we are laboring. I have confidence

in Him Who invigorates me and opens these doors! that in
due time, in these new fields where the Word is being sounded
forth, fruit willbe gathered and established for carrying on
the witness locally and supporting the work in other fields.
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Unlocking the Door

It is a work of faith and we thank God for those who partici
pate with us in the giving and getting.
After the Moneta meetings, we went over to a community

near Bedford, Virginia, where we had been preaching in a

school house, and preached three nights. On the second day,
they locked the door against us! Citizens made inquiry as to
the reason for the action. Their only excuse was that my
teaching was "unorthodox"! I was called to come before the
superintendent of schools in Bedford (a former missionary
to China) to answer questions. I received.a very insolent in
terrogation, which I calmly and scripturally answered as
graciously as possible. Apparently it had little effect, save
on those who heard my defense. Our crowds increased two
fold, and another field is open, ripe unto harvest, as soon as
time and means are available for securing a place and put
ting on,the teaching.
We have just returned from Danville, Virginia, where we
enjoyed three weeks of blessed service in dispensing the
Word among the saints. We have a faithful group of believers
there, who are participating with us in the work of the evan
gel in a most gratifying way. The attendance of the meetings
was larger and the response greater than we have ever
enjoyed there before. They love the truth and are faithful
witnesses for it.
We expect in the Lord to get away in the morning for
Wagener, South Carolina, where we will dispense the Word
of truth two weeks in the Fairview Concordant Tabernacle.
The saints there are established and faithful, and as we are
prospered in the will of the Lord, we make them one or two
visits each year, and always we have large hearings with
much joy and rejoicing in the truth and the expectation of
glory enshrined in their hearts through faith in Christ Jesus.
We are thanking God for His blessings on the ministry
entrusted to us, and gladly spend ourselves day and night

in conscientious effort to complete the service well-pleasing
to Him. I earnestly request the prayers of all the saints, and
extend greetings of unfeigned love in the Lord to one and
all, remaining by His grace,
Faithfully yours in His service,
Adlai Loudy, Concordant Evangelist

A pamphlet in the Dutch language, entitled "Do the
Scriptures Teach Eternal Damnation V (Leert de
Heilige Schrift de Eindeloore Verdoencenis?), by
Brother A. Lukkien, has just been issued by our friends
in Holland. It should be ordered from Uitgeverij " Apokatallassoo,,, Van Oosterwijt, Bruijnstraat 4, Den Haag,
Holland. The price is ten cents.—E. 0. K.

Letter from Brother Heidal
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Kaoyisien, Hopei, North China
July 19, 1932
My Dear Brother Knoch, and friends and readers of Unseabchable Riches:
Greetings! When writing this, I am lying on my back,
sick in bed in the German hospital in Peking. After another
year of strenuous work, I was beginning to feel quite tired
last spring. I got an attack of influenza which lasted about a
month, and then the first days of June I developed a rupture
which gave me another set-back. It became worse and worse,
and I was not able to walk much, nor was I able to do my
work, so I decided that I would undergo an operation, and
on the eleventh of this month I was operated on. Because of
my weak heart, the doctor gave a local anesthetic and I stood
it fine until he began to do the inside sewing and I could not
stand the pain any longer, and got a few drops of ether. The
operation lasted one hour. The first three days were bad, but
the fourth day I was fine, and Mrs. Heidal came that day
and surprised me. I had expected to stay here alone until I
recovered* But I was glad she came, because that night at
3:00 a. m. I got palpitation of the heart and a real crisis
developed, the pulse being 120 to 140 and very irregular. This
lasted for about twenty-seven hours and I had very little
hopes of living much longer but the Lord was gracious unto
us, and on the seventh day I was better and have improved
every day since and expect to be up in about ten days more.
They say I shall need three months rest to fully recover. We
hope to return to Kaoyihsien about the first of September.
The Chinese are in charge of the mission, the meetings,
and everything until we return. We have had letters from
them and everything is all right there.
We would like to go home to America in the fall, if pos
sible, for a rest and a change. Please continue to pray for us
and the work at Kaoyihsien.
Yours in His glad service,
Abraham Heidal

The article which appeared in the May issue of Un
searchable Riches, entitled "The Apostasies of the
Moody Bible Institute ", has now been issued in pamphlet
form. It comprises a reply to an article in the April
number of the Moody Bible Institute Monthly, entitled
"The Concordant Version and Publications—An Anom
aly". This reply should be given a wide circulation. It
sells at five cents a copy.—E. 0. K.
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Publications

W. B. Screws, in his monthly publication, The Pilgrim's
Messenger (25 cents, Glennville, Georgia), gives an en
couraging report of the work in the southeastern states.
He is swamped with work, while his enemies are adver
tising for openings. Instead of writing an article for
his paper, for which he could not find time, the July
issue reprints the report of an address given by him in
Augusta, Georgia, taken from the Augusta Herald. We
thank God for a fire brand like him, and expect to see a
great awakening through his fearless presentation of
concordant truths.—A. E. K.

Ciaftaf

THE LIKENESS OF HIS
RESURRECTION
Romans 6:8-11

Christ's resurrection and our likeness to it are the two
subjects of these verses. The likeness belongs only to those
who are baptized into Christ Jesus. All that this section
of the epistle says of Christ's death and resurrection is of
personal interest to each of the saints, for in every
respect they are just like Him. We should, therefore,
mark most carefully every step in the presentation con
cerning His cross and resurrection, so that we may intel
ligently obey the exhortation: "Thus you also be reckon
ing yourselves."
Our reckoning creates no fact; it lays hold of the
facts here revealed. God and Christ are the only Actors.
The saint listens and so learns what God has wrought.
He has provided a justification from inherited sin. Many
saints are not aware that a need for such a justification
ever existed. Yet it is the very foundation truth of the
deliverance and sanctification which chapters six to eight
present. It is difficult even for saints to "stand still and
see the salvation of Jehovah"; they are eager to do some
thing. The command to "go forward" follows the revela
tion of God's power for salvation.
The saint must not be occupied with his faith. It
was not by our reckoning of faith that Christ was related
to our old humanity or had with that relationship the
right to become responsible for it and submit it to cruci
fixion. Faith did not raise the crucified Sinbearer from
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Dying Together with Christ

the dead; God did all this. It was Christ Who went in
utter obedience to condemnation and crucifixion. It was
He Who baptized us into His body. We were nothing
more than idle and disinterested spectators of the tragedy
of Golgotha till God revealed what He was doing in
Christ's death and resurrection. Then we learned that
He was made sin for our sakes, that it was our condemna
tion and death that He bore, because we were not able or
qualified to deal with our own inherited sin. Only as we
listen to God's revelation of what was necessary for our
salvation do we realize the awful condemnation under
which our old humanity lay. Then as we contemplate the
delivering acts of God a keen personal interest is awak
ened, faith is elicited, and grace gladdens our hearts.
The last clause of verse five, "nevertheless we shall
be of the resurrection also,'' is now taken up and elabor
ated. Since it has been declared that we died to sin
together with Christ, knowledge of that fact carries with
it the conviction that we shall live with Him also, 8; this
conviction is well grounded because we know that Christ,
with Whom we are united, will not again die. Death no
longer lords it over Him, 9; and that is so because His
death was a death to sin and that once only, and, further,
because He is living to God, 10; His death to sin and
resurrection from the dead wrought a justification from
sin which the saints in Christ Jesus share with Him, and
upon which they are always to reckon.
8. Now if, according to the foregoing declarations, we
died together with Christ, and if we are in Him, we are
thereby assured of the complementary fact that we shall
live together with Him also. If we did not thus die, we
can have no assurance that we shall live with Him. The
frequently occurring words together with are note
worthy. Entombed together with Him, planted together
in the likeness of His death and of His resurrection also*
crucified together with Him, having died together with
Christ, we shall live together with Him—these are the

We Shall Live Together with Him
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facts of our union with Him. After being baptized into
Christ the saint is never seen apart from Him; he is
either together with Christ, like Christ, or in Christ as
a result of that baptism. We are justified from sin not

only because He died to sin, but also because we died
together with Him.

Dying together with Christ is not an inward change.
It is a change of relation to sin and its doom such as took
place in Christ when He died to it. Though we die to
sin, and are consequently justified from it, it still exists
in us. It never was in Christ. His death to sin was not
for the purpose of freeing Him from a liability to sin.
When it is said that we died with Him it means that our
death to sin does for us just what it did for Him. Though
our old sinful humanity is still with us and pleads for
sin in us, together with Him we died to it. We are freed
from just the same condemnation and crucifixion as our
old humanity endured when it was crucified. We may be
killed for righteousness' sake, but we cannot again be
condemned or crucified for the sake of our indwelling sin.
We are believing, that is, we have a well-grounded
conviction. This is not an assertion that we are believers.

It means, rather, that since we know that we died with
Christ, by logical necessity we must also conclude that
we shall live together with Him also.

The future, we

shall be living, does not point to our future resurrection,
but to the perpetuity of that likeness of His resurrection
in which we have become planted together with Him. It
covers the present as do the words "we shall be" in verse
five; the future, eonian life will follow as a matter of
course. We are alive in Christ, and that irrevocably. It
will be proved that this is true because we are united
with Him Who cannot die again. The likeness of His res
urrection consists in the fact that we now live to God
"together with Him" or not at all, being alive in just the
same sense in which we have died with Him. As an
individual Man, Christ deserved to be raised, for as an
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individual He did not deserve the cross; but it was not
as an individual that He was either crucified or roused;
but as the second Man. Our life to God is as certainly
involved in His life as our death to sin is involved in His.
His resurrection was possible because by payment of the
uttermost penalty He had cleared our old humanity of
every charge. Further, it was the beginning of the crea
tion of a new humanity in Christ Jesus.
The present theme is judicial union with Christ. Of
course, saints have a vital union with Him, but Christ as
the Life-giver Who imparts His life to His members is
not mentioned in these verses, although that truth is
involved in the words "in Christ Jesus". The prominent
truths found here are our justification from sin and the
proof of the justification lay the fact that we live together
with Him. We are in Christ judicially dead to sin, are
justified from sin, and are alive to God; later we shall
hear much of Christ our Life. When Paul said: "I have
been crucified with Christ," he was reckoning himself
to be dead indeed to sin. When he added: "Christ liveth
in me," he was stating the truth enunciated in chapter
8:2-17. There is as yet no positive teaching that Christ
imparts to each of His members His own spirit and life.
Before we can learn that, we need to know the deliver
ance from condemnation that is the great prerequisite
to spiritual life and walk.
9. The ground of the conviction expressed in verse
eight is now stated: having perceived that Christ, being
roused from among the dead, is no longer dying. Had we
any fear that the One to Whom we are united might die
again, our conviction would be baseless and our reckon
ing doubtful. We cannot be sure of anything if His tri
umph can be turned to defeat. When, however, we per
ceive the deathlessness of the risen Christ we know there
is adequate ground for an enduring assurance that we,
too, shall live. If our Head has a precarious standing
before God, so also have we; but if He is secure against
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any further assault of sin and death, so also are we.- Our
security and assurance are based solely upon the per
manence of His life. If He is now beyond the power of
death, no fear can dissolve the foundation of our convic
tion. Life with Christ depends not on the permanence of.
our conviction, but our conviction depends on the per
manence of His life. He lives in the power of an indis
soluble life. This gives us a much surer ground of expec
tation of an endless life than the use of the word aidnios,
eonian. As there never can be any backward return for
Christ, how shall there be condemnation for those who
have the likeness of His resurrection?
._
Death is mastering Him no longer is an independent
and emphatic reiteration of the declaration that He is no
longer dying. Death once mastered Him completely. He
really died, taking all the doom and ration of sin. The
severity of the sentence was not commuted in favor of
the Person Who endured it; He was not treated as the
Son of God, but as sin itself. Death's mastery could be
broken only when justice had no further claim of any
kind. Death had the same mastery over Him that Sin had
over the race. He took the doom due, not to individual
men, but to a whole humanity, which was destruction,
that is, death. Our old humanity is not to be tormented,
but abolished; it shall die. Death mastered Him only
because it had first mastered us, and unless some one
carried away the divine condemnation no deliverance
from the reign of death was possible. Death's mastery
over Him proves that He really was made sin, and
further proves that wherever there is sin death must
follow.
10. Death is mastering him no longer for the reason

that He Who died, died to sin once. Possibility of a
repetition of His death is emphatically excluded by the
word, ephapax, once, or once only; hapax means once on

a time, and unlike the stronger word, ephapax, allows of
repetition. Unlike the Levitical sacrifices or the sin offer-
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ings on the Day of Atonement, which were repeated an
nually, His death occurred once for all time. Just as He
is the last Adam excluding any possibility of a successor,
so His death was the one judgment death of the whole
race excluding possibility of repetition. Adam's one sin
is met and counteracted by the last Adam's one death.
God, Who so severely punished Moses for smiting the
rock a second time instead of speaking to it, as he was
bidden, will not smite His Son a second time. To do so
would deny the efficacy of the one death. Only apostates
crucify for themselves the Son of God again (Heb. 6:6),

He diedJo sin, therefore we died to sin. The latter is

true only of those who are in Christ Jesus, and because
we died together with Him. If it be asked how sin and
death could have a claim on the one sinless Man, the
explanation is found in the declaration that "the One
knowing no sin, He [God] made to be sin for our sakes"
(2 Cor. 5: 21). The fact of His personal sinlessness must
ever be maintained beside the fact that He was made sin.
Sin was always foreign to Him personally, even when He
was bearing the shame and doom of the sin of mankind.
Though He was undefiled by sin, even when on the cross,
being then, as always, absolutely devoted to the accom
plishment of God's will for Him, He took upon Himself
the responsibility for all humanity's sin and bore its ut
most penalty. Thus He loved mankind, thus He loved
justice, and thus He loved His God and Father. Having
triumphed over the malignant efforts of Satan to seduce
Him from God; having realized, through the provocation
and causeless hate shown by the world, what is the enmity
of humanity towards God; having seen the weakness of
sin's flesh, which makes human disobedience certain; and
knowing man's alienation and estrangement from God,
He gathered up all this sin and bore it under the divine
judgment and crucifixion that it might receive God's just
condemnation and repudiation.
There is the greatest possible difference between
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Christ's connection with sin and ours. We were actually
constituted sinners by natural generation (Eph. 2:3):
He knew no sin either of act or state. We were never
anything but sinful: He was not made sin till the cross,
where He had a brief, critical connection with our sin for
the purpose of judicially removing it. Our sin is a per
sonal and individual inheritance: He took the totality of
race sin into God's presence for judgment. What we are
deserves the cross; He alone of all men did not deserve it;
yet He was crucified as "the head and front of our
offending". Though untainted by sin, His relation to it
was so real that His death, and His alone, could deliver
us from its condemnation. His death to sin not only
severed His relation to it, but ours also. Since death ends
life and completely breaks one's connection with the old
environment, Christ's death to sin was an absolute break
with any responsibility for or connection with it. If He
has finally broken with sin, then death can no longer
master Him, for death cannot touch anyone who has no
connection with sin.
When it is said that He died to sin it does not mean
that He died to a condition of life in which He had liabil
ity to sin, and in which He was tempted in all respects
and yet was found without sin. Nor does it mean that
death ended for Him a lifelong struggle with the sin of
those about Him. It is true that the sin of men grieved
Him, but it still does. It is not that He died to a liability
or a possibility of committing sin, but to real sin, the
sum total of sin in every man. His relation to sin was
temporary and critical. There was a crisis in which sin
separated Him from His God and Father and gave death
its mastery over Him. During that brief crisis, brief as
we count time, He entered into the darkness of estrange

ment from God and suffered the hiding of His face and
the divine reprobation. The sin to which He died is that
which was laid upon Him on the cross. Christ frequently
anticipated the hour when He should die under the
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weight of sin. As it drew near, His soul was troubled
and He declared "because of this I came into this hour".
The Father glorified His name, not by keeping His Son
from entering that hour, but by saving Him out of it
(John 12:27-28). That was the one crisis-hour of all
history. The crisis having passed, Christ has done with
sin.

•

Death's mastery of Christ is not a proof that Christ
was mortal, but that He was made sin. In Scripture the
word mortal always describes a dying condition that leads
to death. We are mortal because we were constituted
sinners, and inherited our mortality with sin: Christ was
sinless and not mortalr Christ's death was a death to sin:
the death of others is not a death to sin. Christ can die
no more: saints in Christ who died together with Christ,
being mortal, will suffer death, unless the Lord come first
and this mortal put on immortality. Death alone does
not forbid a return in resurrection to the old sinful state:
death to sin does. Not all who die have died to sin with
Christ, ftnd therefore not all are justified from sin. When
the saints are resurrected death will master them no
longer: other men will after judgment suffer the second
death. The argument of these verses would be unneces
sary if death could not be repeated in the case of some
men. For if resurrection puts men beyond the possibility
of dying again, then it follows without any proof that
Christ is no longer dying. What is being proved, how
ever, is that such a death as Christ died cannot be re
peated. There is a great difference between dying to sin
together with Christ and dying in Adam. Only the saints
have been baptized into Christ's death: all men, even the
saints, are involved in Adam's death.
Should it be asked if the second death is a death to
sin, the reply must be, No. All judgments and penalties
deal with human acts of sin and not with inherited sin
(Rom. 2:6; Un. 20:12). Only Christ's death can ade
quately deal with sin. He has dealt with race sin, but
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individual men must be spiritually united with Him
before they can be dead to sin and alive to God. Those
who will be judged are called "the dead" though they
are resurrected. They miss the former resurrection and
"live not until the thousand years should be finished".
Though resurrected, they are not living to God and are
liable to the second death for personal misdeeds.
The second part of this verse, yet He Who is living, is
living to God, gives a further proof that death is no
longer mastering Him. There is no connection with sin
and death in that life which He now lives. Unlike His
earthly life, in which He assumed responsibility for sin,
His present life is righteously released from the connec
tion He once had. Consequently, death cannot touch Him.
God sent His Son into this world in the likeness of sin's
flesh, and for sin, that is, as a sin offering. He par
ticipated in blood and flesh that He might accomplish a
deliverance through His death (Heb. 2:14). The aboli
tion of sin and death being one of the chief purposes of
His incarnation, it follows that He was much occupied
with this part of His earthly mission till His task was
accomplished. The redemptive work being done, and that
which caused the estrangement of that dark hour being
removed, the incarnate One can live to God as never
before.
Christ always lived in utter devotion to God, in per
fect fidelity and obedience even in the hour of death,
doing always the things that pleased Him. In His humil
iation and suffering He found delight in doing the will
of God. But He stood in such a peculiar relation to sin
that His life was always shadowed by the impending cru
cifixion. He was confronted with the sin He had come to
deal with, continually assaulted by it, continually suffer
ing from it, and continually reacting against it.
It
weighed upon His spirit and aged Him prematurely, so
that His age was estimated at fifty years (John 8: 57).
It robbed Him of His human and legal and divine rights;
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its ravages drew upon His vitality, and moved Him to
tears. Now that He has won the victory He reacts to
God alone.
He had come out from the Father into the world, and
as He was leaving the world and going to the Father He
knew He must return by way of the cross. "While in the
world He was conscious that He moved toward an unpar
alleled agony. Several times He spoke of the baptism He
must be baptized with, of the pressure on His spirit, and
agitation of soul that the prospect produced. There are
many indications of perturbations of His spirit which
were preludes to Gethsemane and the cross. There is,
thank God, no such pressure now. The bitter cup, the
shameful cross, the final assault of enemies, the darkness
and the forsaking are past. There is now no unfinished
task between Him and God. The tyrannous lordship of
death is broken. He knows the joy of a difficult task well

done and the blessedness of undistracted devotion to God.
It is this exclusive living to God that gives us the final
certainly that death is mastering Him no longer.
He lives to God through the glory of the Father.
Such a resurrection to such a life demonstrates God's
approval of His sacrifice. It is not only that God vindi
cated Him by reversing the unjust verdict of men who
condemned Him to crucifixion; it was by God's will and
act that He was crucified and suffered the extreme pen
alty of race sin. He went into that death into which God
judicially gave Him up and from which none but
God could deliver Him; by rousing Him God set His seal

on the satisfactoriness of His completed sacrifice for the
sin of mankind: the condemned One is now justified from
the sin which He bore.
He was crucified through weakness, being weakened
by His self-emptying, by His association with a race of
sinners who made a continual assault upon Him which
climaxed at Golgotha; most of all He was weak when for
saken by His God, Who had imputed our sin to Him with
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the infliction of its penalty. " Nevertheless He is living
by the power of God" (2 Cor. 13:4). The power of God alone is the cause and explanation of His being alive
from such a death. Not only is He reinvested with His
former glory, not only is the condemned Head of a sin
ful race justified, but the Man Christ Jesus is set upon
the throne of the universe. Man's dominion is no longer
limited to earth; all except God are to be subject to Him.
He is no longer subjected to the mastery of death but is
death's Master, Who will abolish it. The power of God
exhibited in Christ's resurrection placed the Head of the
new humanity in a position of impregnable safety and
authority (Eph. 1:19-20). Christ lives to God by the
power of His God, Who first slew Him then raised Him.
The uppermost thought is that Christ's life is God's
ratification of His death to sin.
11. Paul now turns from revelation to exhortation.
The condensed speech of inspiration allows no unneces
sary exhortation and application.
The first of many
exhortations found in the epistle begins here. Exhorta
tion is in contrast to what has been presented, for at no
point have the readers been exhorted to believe; saints
who have been justified by faith are addressed. But inas
much as they may not be reckoning on the truth of their
likeness to Christ, there is need of exhortation to do so.
Justification is appropriated by faith; but we are not
dead to sin and alive to God by reckoning. Baptism into
Christ Jesus, with all that such a union brings, is not
made ours by reckoning; it is true apart from our knowl
edge or reckoning. Such knowledge and reckoning are,
however, prerequisites to practical deliverance.
Thus you also be reckoning yowselves to be dead,
indeed, to sin, yet living to God in Christ Jesus. This
verse answers the following questions: Who are ex
horted? You, the saints. What are they exhorted to do!
To be reckoning. What are they to reckon? That they
are dead to sin and alive to God. How far is the likeness
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between Christ and His members true?
Even "thus
also". What makes this likeness theirs? They are in
Christ Jesus. What is the practical value of such reckon
ing? It is a prerequisite to a walk in newness of life, to
making sin's body inert, and to freedom from sin's slav
ery. There is also the value of transformation by occupa
tion with God instead of occupation with sin, which is
the first formula for holiness of life.
You saints in Christ Jesus are to reckon yourselves
dead to sin as Paul was doing when he said: " I have been
crucified together with Christ."
This crucifixion was
not something Paul had attained; every saint is bidden

to say the same thing of himself. Misunderstanding of
such statements has often led men to injurious thinking
of themselves as God's creatures. There is a you that
must reckon something of yourselves. There is an in
dividual personality which God created, and which He
saves; there is also a self which He crucified and which
He will destroy. Such a distinction has its difficulties,
and may easily lead into idle speculation and false rea
sonings ; yet it is necessary to a recognition of the parties
to the conflict in chapter seven. When Paul says "I have
been crucified", he apparently identifies the "I" with
the crucified old humanity. He certainly did not mean to
say that he was not the same individual he had always
been, any more than Erasmus thought of two different
individuals when he said: "Paul lives; Saul of Tarsus
is dead." The "I" of personality remained, while the
"I" of self was crucified. If we are to respect ourselves
and others as God's creatures, if we are to honor all men
as we are bidden, mankind must at least be respectable
and honorable. God treats mankind as His image. Jesus
Christ showed great respect and consideration for the
individuals with whom He dealt. A proper self-respect
is based on the fact that God has created men, and that
fact, rather than the incidental things which distinguish
men from wh other, is what makes every man honorable.
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There is the "I" of individual personality which God
made, which He saves, and which persists through all
conditions of life. Then there is the "I" of self, the
malignant heritage and development of race sin, which
God has crucified and which will ultimately perish. The
"I" of personality distinguishes one from all others: the
"I" of self seeks to elevate one above all others, and to
make them subservient to his gratification. Without per
sonality I should not be a man made in the image of
God; without the selfishness that would make self the
center I should be like Jesus Christ. God and I may be

in perfect harmony if self can be put away, but God and
self can never cease hostilities. Self contempt as to our
God-made personality is a vice and an injustice, because
it robs the Creator of the glory due to Him, and it dis
parages and wrongs man. Contempt for the creature con
sists with the belief that"God will extinguish it or tor
ment it endlessly; but it is most inconsistent with the
tender compassion He has for His handiwork—"the
souls [breathing things] which I have made" (Isa.
57:16). There is that in every man which God honors
and values and redeems, and there is that in every saint
which God has crucified and which He will extinguish;
it deserves the contempt of both God and man. This is
our old humanity, the ego which was crucified, the sin to
which we reckon ourselves to be dead.
Intelligent understanding of the facts presented in
6:2-10 must precede reckoning. The negative and posi
tive sides of our deliverance from sin are to be the sub
jects of our constant reckoning. Dead to sin and living
to God—both are true of us because we are in Christ
Jesus. The adjective dead describes our present and per
manent relation to sin; we are dead to sin because we
died together with Christ; and while we live together
with Him we remain dead to sin. We are living to God;
the tense is present and the action is incomplete: we shall
continue to live to God as long as Christ lives to God.
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Thus we are doubly secure; the positive side of our
deliverance is the divine attestation that we are beyond
sin's condemnation and that we cannot be indicted.
David prayed, "Enter not into judgment with thy serv
ant, for no one living shall be just before thee" (Psa.
143: 2). That is a true confession; yet in Christ Jesus
we stand before God and there is now no condemnation,
because we have been justified from sin. How could we
stand before God if we had not received the righteousness
of God by faith and justification from sin by the death of
the cross. Death separates us from the sin which cannot
now separate us from God, for we are living to* God our
Justifier from sin. The kind of life we live is determined
by the kind of death we died; both have reference to con
demnation of race sin and justification from it.
Reckoning is the mental activity of faith. The word
has frequently been used in this epistle; God reckons
faith for righteousness (4:3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 22, 23, 24).
Just as we reckon mankind to be justified by faith, so we
must reckon ourselves to be dead to sin and alive to God
in Christ Jesus (3: 28). Unless they are ignorant of this
part of the gospel, believers must make this reckoning.
Be reckoning is an imperative call to a continuous calcu
lation of faith, and this is made necessary by the actual
presence of the sin from which we have been justified.
Reckoning, like faith, comes from hearing the good tid
ings, therefore the section before us should be our fre
quent study, since forgetfulness of the facts may lead
to doubt and consequent loss of assurance and peace of

conscience. Instead of being called to attain the impossi
ble, the gospel calls us to believe what the power of God
has wrought for us.
We are not told to die to sin;
reckoning turns our eyes to Christ and occupies us with
His cross and His vindication and the blessedness of our
union with Him.
God is true, and He speaks with accuracy.
Had
believers heard accurately they would have escaped many
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errors. He has not told us to reckon that sin as a force
in us is dead. The death of Christ did not eradicate sin.
If sin were eradicated, we should have no need to reckon
it to be dead; it would be a constant realization in daily
experience. The absence of evil thoughts and inclinations
and spontaneous faith and all goodness would attest to
all that sin had vanished. Beckoning sin to be dead is
false and produces false professions of sinlessness and the
evils of self-delusion and self-complacency. The presence
of sin can be removed only by literal death. The change
that is wrought in those who are alive at the presence
of Christ is necessary just because sin dwells in us. Cor
ruption and mortality are the results and evidences of
sin, and these cannot have an allotment in the kingdom
of God. Sin will be eradicated only when we exchange
mortality for immortality (1 Cor. 15:50-54).
When God says reckon we should not substitute real
ize, or walk, or struggle. This salvation is objective; it
was achieved outside ourselves and in Christ Jesus.
Therefore we must not look inward. The facts are not
verifiable by our experience, though they make an experi
ence possible. We shall fail to grasp what God has done
if we seek to bring it down to the level of experience, for
no one can experience the crucifixion of his old humanity,
his death to sin, and his justification from sin. We may
substitute no other word for reckon, such as walk or strug
gle. Justification from sin is not ours because we may be
walking in accord with spirit, but, on the contrary, it is
a prerequisite to such a walk. Nor am I dead to sin when
I am victorious in a struggle with temptation to sin; sin
and death reigned, and I was not delivered by fighting,
but by dying. Christ was not fighting sin on the cross;
He was accepting sin's doom and dying to it. We shall
get the exact truth as we note carefully just what hap
pened to Christ and then reckon ourselves thus also.
Such a reckoning is possible only as we know that
the saint is himself in Christ Jesus and finds all his salva-
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tion there. As the phrase in Christ Jesus is used only byPaul, it seems to describe the position given to those who
are members of the body of Christ as distinct from the
saints of the Circumcision. They are never said to be in
Jesus or in Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ is the title that
declares the historic Jesus to be the Christ, while the
usage of Christ Jesus seems to indicate His official posi
tion and headship. This usage regularly relates to the
risen and glorified Christ as the One into Whom the
believer is baptized and in Whom he finds his standing
as a saint. Those who have fallen asleep are called "the
dead in Christ", but there are no dead in Christ Jesus;
they are viewed as living to God. "Those that are in
Christ Jesus" are those who are baptized into Him. The
"no condemnation" does not mean that they are recipi
ents of the righteousness of God by faith, but that in
Christ Jesus they are, as He is, freed from sin's condem
nation. In Him there is nothing of our sin and death, but
there is found the whole of our salvation. The parts of
this salvation are successively set before us in this epistle.
Those who are in Christ Jesus get all that is in Him, such
as deliverance, righteousness, sanctification, wisdom, the
grace of God, the blessings of Abraham, sonship and
eonian life.
Paul sometimes speaks of conduct as being in Christ
Jesus, as his ways, his boasting, the faith and love of the
saints. Indeed, the phrase seems to gather up in itself all
the distinctive values of the gospel of the Uncircumcision.
When the wealth of the meaning of this phrase is
glimpsed, its every occurrence is seen to be weighted
with the transcendent grace that Paul reveals. That be
ing so, it is a serious loss to read through Jesus Christ, as
in the popular version. In Christ Jesus is richer in mean
ing, though narrower in scope, than in Christ. The latter
phrase sometimes describes a relation to Christ of those
who can never be in the body of Christ. In Christ all
shall be vivified, but not all are elect and baptized into
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Christ Jesus. In Christ Jesus has not the inclusive mean
ing contained in the title the last Adam; it includes all
the elect members of Christ's body, while the last Adam
includes all who descended from the first Adam. Christ
is the last Adam of the old humanity, and the only Adam
of the new. To say, as some have done, that Christ is
"the last Adam of the new creation" causes one to ask
who is the first Adam of the new creation, for a last
implies a first.
The whole of the gospel of deliverance from indwell
ing sin has not yet been stated. We have sought for the
sake of clarity to exclude truth foreign to the Scripture
under consideration. From this section (6:1-11) three
facts emerge: the inclusive fact that we are in.Christ
Jesus, and the consequent facts that we are justified from
sin and sanctified to God. In our eagerness to find a prac
tical deliverance from the power of inbred sin we may
fail to recognize the great value of what God has done to
sanctify us to Himself. He has established us in a posi
tion where realized sin is no barrier to fellowship with
Him and produces in us neither estrangement nor fear.
There is a completeness and finality about our death to
sin and living to God which marks the achievement as
wholly His. If it depended in any way upon our faith
or obedience, the deliverance would be variable and im
perfect. Whatever our attainment or lack of it, that
which God hath wrought will remain.
As surely as God has removed from us the condemna
tion that was upon our sin, so surely will He destroy the
sin itself; but in the meantime three things of practical
value have been made possible—a walk in newness of life,
sin's body may now become inert, and we need no longer
be slaving for sin. Newness of life flows from Christ
Jesus into those who are in Him, and this makes possible
a walk in accord with spirit. While union with Christ
Jesus is not conditioned by a right walk, walk is con
ditioned on vital union with Him. Then we were cruci-
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fied together with Christ that the body of sin may become
inert. Since we are crucified and justified from sin our
bodies are acceptable to God; they have become members
of Christ and may be presented as implements of right
eousness to God, and thus they become inert as imple
ments of sin. God accepts the service of those who, being
under grace, are freed from sin's mastery. Sin can no
longer threaten us with condemnation; the death we die
will only release us from its presence, its reign is already
ended, and we are now enslaved to God.
Beyond this, the reckoning of faith occupies us with
God and our place in Christ Jesus. In the measure in
which we are occupied with God and His power for sal
vation we are freed from occupation with sin. Man can
not look in opposite directions at the same time; while he
actively reckons himself alive to God he is practically
dead to sin. Such occupation with God and His saving
activity at the cross and the tomb of Christ instructs us
as to the sinfulness of sin, its loathsomeness, and the hap
piness of our deliverance from its dominion; it forbids
dalliance with sin, and prevents useless efforts to combat
and extirpate it. Assurance grows and with it love; as
we look Godward the heart follows the eye and we are
brought into loving fellowship with Him and His
methods.
The reply to the objector is now complete. It has
anticipated the teaching of the epistle as to sanctification
and service and life and walk, all of which is a crushing
refutation of both legalism and antinomianism.
God
showed at the cross that He will give sin no quarter,
though He will save the sinner. He will show that the
ration of sin is death to the slave of sin, and that salva
tion from the power of sin, the practise of sin, and the
presence of sin is the provision of His evangel.
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QUESTIONS
Who are the Actors?
Has the saint anything to do in
8-10? What are the links in the argument? What personal

interest have we in it? In what respects are we together with
Christ? Do the facts depend on our reckoning? Is death to
sin an inward change?
Is sin still in us?
Does it bring us
into condemnation? Why not? (8:1)
What are we told to do
in verse eleven?
What logical conclusion does dying with
Christ carry with it? Is the saint already alive to God? Does
life to God give proof of justification from sin?
On what fact is the conviction that we live and shall con
tinue to live with Christ grounded?
How does the fact that
He will not die again assure us? Is it true that because He
lives we shall live also? Did death master the sinless Christ?
Was His death the payment of the full penalty of race guilt?
What does His death prove as to the ration of sin?
Since
death can master Him no longer what does it prove as to
saints in Him?
>
Why can death master Him no longer?
What proofs are
given in verse ten? What is the meaning of ephapax?
And
of "hapaxi
(Note that the former word is the stronger form,
emphasizing the impossibility of repetition.
It occurs in
1 Corinthians 15:6; Hebrews 7:27; 9:12; 10:10. Hapax does
not mean once only; it allows of repetition as in Philippians
4:16 and 1 Thessalonians 2:18, "once and again" and "once
and twice"; Hebrews 12:26-27, "once more"; Hebrews 9:27,
"reserved to men to be dying once", which could not mean once
only without denying the fact of the second death.)
Had Christ a real connection with sin? What is the differ
ence between our connection with sin and His? Did He so die
to sin that death can master Him no longer?
Did Christ's
death break His connection as really as our death will deliver
us from its presence? When was Christ made sin?
Was Christ mortal?
What is mortality?
Why are men
mortal? Does every death forbid a return to the mastery of
death? Why is it necessary to argue that Christ's death was
once only, if some do not die twice?
Is the second death a
death to sin?
How did Christ react to sin and the impending crucifixion
of humanity?
How did He anticipate the cross? What does
His resurrection prove?
How can it be explained? (2 Cor.
13:4)
Was God satisfied?
Do we die to sin by reckoning? To what in us are we dead?
How long shall we be dead to sin? Why is continual reckon
ing needful?
Is reckon the same in meaning as realize or
struggle?
Is the realized presence of sin in us a barrier

between us and God.

What are the practical values of obedi

ence to this exhortation?

Geo. L. Rogers

THIS GENERATION SHALL NOT PASS AWAY

The microscopic precision of the Word of God, and the
absolute necessity of an accurate translation which does
not omit a single particle, is well illustrated by the
phrase at the head of this paragraph (Luke 21:32).
Reams have been written, trying to explain it, for all see
that that generation did pass away, and the things
spoken of have not yet been fulfilled. The word trans
lated "fulfilled" means simply to occur, but this does
not fully satisfy. The key to its solution lies in the
Greek particle an, which is found nearly two hundred
times in the Greek Scriptures, yet is never translated, if
we credit the witness of Wigram's Concordance. In pre
paring a concordant version it became evident that Eng
lish idiom would seldom bear the presence of ever, the
standard assigned to this word. Further study showed,
however, that it was always used with the subjunctive,
may, and the force of may ever could readily be ex
pressed by changing the may into should. The Author
ized Version fails, first of all, in translating this verb
"be fulfilled" in place of "may be occurring". Even
then the force of the particle an is ignored. This we can
preserve, in English, by changing may to should. Our
Lord knew very well that these things would not be ful
filled, hence He carefully modified His speech to indicate,
not what would take place, but what should occur. This
is more fully explained in the note in the Version. In
stead of being a difficulty, this statement becomes the
key to the whole prophecy. And all this simply by giv
ing heed to a particle deemed so insignificant that no
traces of it are apparent in the Authorized Version. Two
letters of God's revelation give more light than libraries

of human explanation,—A. E. K.

©toine

THE CELESTIAL CONFLICT

Stand ! This is the thrice repeated watchword for those
who occupy the celestial allotment which is ours in
Christ Jesus (Eph. 6:10-17; 1: 3-14). In case of attack
by the cohorts of the heavenly hosts, withstand! (Eph.
6:13). God has granted us an allotment among the
celestials. It is only as we tenant the tract entrusted to
us that we have a place to stand. It is only when we hold
this ground that the enemy will seek to dislodge us. Then
alone will there be warfare. This is not the rest we have
at God's right hand, neither is it a war of aggression.
Those who find the faith of Ephesians will have to fight
to hold the ground they have gained. There are unseen
strategists who will seek to dispossess them. There are
powers of darkless who will assault their position and
drive them from it.
When Israel was in the wilderness, Forward! was
their watchword. The wilderness warfare, however, was,
in a sense, unnecessary. It was the result of their refusal
to hearken to Jehovah. Once the land had been con
quered, after they had taken possession, their aggressive
warfare was at an end. Then it was their duty to stand
upon it and withstand the onslaughts of all who sought
to drive them from it. When faith was low and valor
scarce, the people fled, and left their allotment to their
enemies. On occasions such as these the mighty men of
David gained their fame by defending their fields against
the Philistines. We have no earthly allotment to hold,
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but we have a heavenly inheritance. No forward move
is necessary now, for the fields are ours by faith. But
there is need abundant to stand firm on the ground we
have gained and withstand every effort to dislodge us
from our allotment.
To those who confuse contexts, God's Word is full of
contradictions. One of the great truths of a previous
portion of Ephesians is that we are seated together
among the celestials (Eph. 2:6). There is relaxation
and rest. Now this seems to be denied, for we are ex
horted to stamd, clad with all the accoutrements of con
flict. There is vigilance and warfare. Both are true, in
their contexts. Both are false out of their contexts. As
related to Christ Jesus, as members of His body, we have
no work to do, for He has completed it all Himself. But,
as related to God, as enjoying an allotment among the
celestials, we need to be invigorated with God's mighty
strength, and to stand in His protective panoply. The
allotment is ours. We shall enter upon its tenancy in
fact when we are called above. But now we need to hold
it by faith. There is where the danger lies. There
failure may be found. There the saints have practically
forfeited their elysian fields.
This warfare is almost unknown in Christendom
today, for the simple reason that few have even heard of
the territory on which they are supposed to stand. The
Slanderer's stratagems have been so successful, the sover
eignties and authorities, the world mights of this dark
ness, the spiritual forces of wickedness among the celes
tials have so outmaneuvered the saints that they are run
ning around in circles on ground that does not belong to
them, rather than standing firm on their own patrimony.
Our enemies scarcely need to fight. They have outwitted
us. How many saints are enjoying their celestial allot
ment? How many have appropriated the territory by
faith which is theirs in this administration? One of the
great Christian bodies has territorial sovereignty on
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earth. Most of them are possessed of plots of land down
here. But few indeed are standing on celestial soil and
defending it from spiritual foes.
We talk of apostate Israel, but, in all their apostasy,
they have not utterly lost their bearings. They know
where their allotment is. True, they are foolish to pay
for land that Jehovah will give them in due time, but
their folly shows that they know His mind concerning
them in a minute measure. Even the gentiles have heard
that Palestine is for the Jews. They are ready to meet
every effort which opposes their claim. Woe to the nation
which will not concede it! 0 that the joint allottees of
the celestial realms had a tithe of their intelligence and
a fraction of their fervor. They would not come into
conflict with the Arabs, as the Jews in Palestine, but
with far craftier foes in the celestial sphere.
Israel's warfare is with blood and flesh. Their allot
ment is the land. Our holdings are in heaven. Our
strife is with wicked spirits. One of the hardest lessons
for us to learn is the fact that we do not fight with our
fellows. There must be no close conflict, no grappling
with men, no wrestling with those within our reach. This
negative injunction has never been heartily heeded.
Even Protestant princes have not hesitated to use the
arm of flesh in forwarding the fight of faith. Saints have
seldom worn the sandals of the evangel of peace, in their
earthly contacts. The great truth of the conciliation of
mankind was not recovered at the Reformation. There
was only a blurred vision of Eomans three and four, and
a refusal to enter the fifth chapter.
Neither is the fight with our own flesh. It is a fatal

mistake to seek to subdue the flesh. It is futile to strive
against our physical propensities. The disposition of the
flesh is death, so let us put it in the place of death. It
cannot be subject, so let us cease to expect anything from
it, or seek to improve it. The flesh lusts against the spirit
and the spirit against the flesh. The only successful solu-
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tion to their opposition is to starve the flesh, to put it in
the place of death, to nail it to the cross. Those who are
of Christ crucify the flesh with its passions and lusts.
The flesh is not on a par with the spirit. Pilate did not
fight with the Nazarene. We have power and authority
over the flesh, so that we should never condescend to
strive as equals. We must condemn it to the ignominious
stake.
Much the same is true of the old humanity, which we
receive from Adam. If we realize the great truth that
we are a new humanity in Christ, and that the old was
crucified with Him, we will not disgrace ourselves by
entering the lists against the decaying and decrepit
humanity to which our bodies still belong but which we
should put off, by the power of the Spirit, just as we
discard garments too worn and filthy for further use.
Let there be no conflict with the old humanity. With
men we are at peace, even as God is conciliated toward
them now. For them our feet are sandaled with the
readiness of the evangel of peace, for our feet alone are
in contact with the earth. Our very panoply provides
for a truce with mankind (Eph. 6:15). Only as we
mount, by faith, to our celestial allotment, will we wage
war.

OUR CELESTIAL STRIFE

As soon as we seek to enjoy our allotment among the
celestials by faith we enter a scene of unceasing strife,
carried on with skillful strategy and spiritual force. If
the marvelous revelations of the previous portion of this
epistle have beeen apprehended, two matters of much
moment have emerged. On earth we have no interests
which conflict with any man. We have no allotment here
to form the basis of a quarrel. Palestine is not for us,
hence we have no clashes with the Arabs who hold it.
But, just as the people of the land resent and resist the
coming of the Jews, to whom God has promised the land
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of Palestine, so the celestial powers oppose our appear
ance on their possessions. Moreover, no world might has
been given a mandate over the celestial territory to help
us retain our rights. Each one must hold his own ground,
and defend the plot which is allotted to him singlehahded

and alone.
In the coming administration of God's indignation
the Adversary will come down to earth to be a roaring
lion to the remnant of Israel. Why does he single them
out for his prey? Because he is well aware that earth's
sovereignty, which he has held for six millenniums, has
been given to God's Anointed, and that His people
Israel will administer His government when He ascends
the throne. The same motive impels him now in his
opposition to the ecclesia which, some day, will displace
him in his celestial sovereignty. He knows far better
than the saints what our presence implies. It is a plain
intimation that his sovereignty is succumbing to the
assaults of Christ. It heralds the hour when his hold on
the heavens will cease. It foretells the fact that he is
fated to fall to earth. It declares his doom during the
day of Jehovah. We turn the tide of battle against him
and his hosts. He will do his utmost to keep us from the
enjoyment of our allotment.
How well he seems to have succeeded! Few, indeed,
of the saints even know that they have a celestial allot
ment to defend. They are like a Jew who has never
heard of Palestine. Some deny our title to any celestial

allotment. They are like those Jews who prefer the
Argentine or some other place to the patrimony of their
fathers. A few, very few, in spirit, hold celestial prop
erty. Even these are not well equipped, and suffer for
lack of armor suited to the conflict. It is to these that we
address ourselves. If, by faith, they have acquired the
celestial homestead which is presented in the first chap
ter of this epistle (3-19), then they have also come into
the possession of a feud which will cost them many a
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defeat if they are not prepared for its defense. Do not
let the stratagems of the Slanderer shift your stand to
earth. Do not allow his fiery darts to slip past the shield
of faith. Kemember, though you have been saved from
your sins, and are being saved from sin, you still need
salvation in the celestial spheres.
THE ADVERSARY

A good general sends out scouts to get all possible
information as to his enemy. It is wise that we should
be well acquainted with our foes. It is essential that we
should recognize our chief adversary. In the future, on
the earth, he will resemble a roaring lion. He will openly
attack the saints. No one will mistake him then. Not so
now. To all appearances he is "an angel of light". His
ministers are ministers of righteousness. Let us suppose
that some radiant, angelic messenger graced the earth
with his presence, teaching men to forsake the wrong and
cleave to the right, disclosing marvelous secrets of science
for the betterment of mankind, adding to our store of
knowledge, harnessing the forces of nature for our use,
the patron of education, philanthropy and religion. Sup
pose he consummated a movement for the federation of
mankind, a congress of the nations, the brotherhood of
man. Suppose he was able to suppress those vices which
mar men's schemes, and bring them to fruition. Let him
be their guardian angel, their guiding star. Let him ask
no pay for his pains except the appreciation and the
worship which his work inspires. On the surface he
seems to have no fault with this, the acceptance of divine
worship, which belongs to God alone, or to His Anointed.
This is a true picture of Satan, the Slanderer, the adver
sary of God and His Christ, and all who worship Him.
He it is who seeks to cure humanity's mortal wound
apart from the presence of Messiah.
Today he is the great deceiver. He employs a satyr
with horns and hoofs, who delights in torturing men and
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dragging them down into the gutter, to mask his real
occupation. Most men imagine that he is the monarch of
an imaginary underworld, that he is enthroned in "hell".
But from God's Word we know that he never was, nor is,
nor shall be there. When death and "hell" are cast into
the lake of fire he is already in that dreadful place, not
its monarch, but its most miserable victim. In that day
Christ alone will rule throughout the universe. But in
this era Satan holds sway in secret on the earth, and still
is sovereign among some of the celestials.
It is only by stealth and deception that he holds fast
the homage of humanity. If men knew that the serpent
of Eden had been transformed into a messenger of light
in order to better carry on his early work of weaning
men's hearts away from God, if they knew that the
angelic glory hid the setrpent's heart, would they so
blindly do his bidding? Our adversary is the god of this
eon. He is worshiped in Christendom as well as among
the heathen. Everywhere is found his worship, except
among the feeble few who to Christ are true. He it is
who blinds the minds of unbelievers, so that the illumina
tion of the evangel of the glory of Christ, Who is the
Image of the invisible God, does not irradiate them
(2 Cor. 4:4).
THE SLANDERER'S STRATAGEMS

Satan could never blind men to the evangel by tortur
ing them with miseries. That would drive them to Christ
as a Eefuge from his hands. He has learned far better
than that. He can lead them on by filling their vision
with a promise of prosperity. He does not gain their
allegiance by siding with wrong.
By propaganda for
justice and peace he finds multitudes to applaud his
measures and support his pretensions.
Such is his course with the unbelievers, especially
with the self-righteous, church-going religionist.
How
does he behave toward the saints ? Here also the danger
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lies in his strategy. The heart fails as we see multitudes
of Christ's members become Satan's eager instruments
for the reformation and moral uplift of mankind. Not
only are they involved in sanitary politics and fleshly
philanthropies, but the very "gospel" which is preached
glides over the blood of Christ to a promise of bread and
butter, better clothes, a cleaner and more prosperous
career, and a respectable standing in the community, all
of which Satan will gladly give to those who will worship

him. Christ's gospel bears no promise of temporal advan
tage in the world today. Instead, it may mean nakedness
and poverty and ignominy. It brought all of these to the
great apostle who is the example of its power.
But still more subtle are Satan's schemes to deceive
the saints. With ingenious art he misplaces truth and
presses the most precious portions of Scripture beyond
their proper sphere. This passage will afford a good
example. All saints acknowledge the power of the blood
of Christ. In God's presence the blood is everything.
But has it a place in this conflict? Does it avail in the
sight of the Slanderer? Is, the blood'our shelter from his
arrows, our deliverance from his devices? For our pro
tection in this warfare God has given us a spiritual
armor. It consists of truth, righteousness, peace, faith.
This is not the place for the blood. If these are lacking
the deepest appreciation of the potency of Christ's sacri
ficial death will not deliver us from the assaults of the
powers of darkness.
This illustration will help to explain why some, who
seem to give the blood a place we do not accord it now,
fall in line with the Slanderer's program and are
deceived by his consummate imitations of physical and
spiritual endowments. These are all latent in the sacri
fice of Christ, but the time for their realization has not
yet arrived. These graces are connected with an earthly
allotment, not with the celestial holdings which belong
to us. They are the Slanderer's stratagem, intended to
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lure the saints from the elysian fields which are their
proper portion.
OUR DEFENSIVE ARMOR

To correspond with our weakness, our panoply is com
posed of five pieces, truth, righteousness, peace, faith,
and salvation. These are figured by a girdle, a cuirass,
sandals, a shield, and a helmet. Let us remember that all
of this is "in the Lord", not "in Christ". Our destiny
is not at stake. It is altogether a matter of conduct and
the present life. We have all of the spiritual graces
which make up this armor in Christ. In Him we are
righteous and justified. In Him we have peace with God.
But this is not in view here. To win in this defense we
must know the truth, we must act justly, we must prac
tise peace with our fellow men, we must exercise faith,
and then we will enjoy a present salvation from the
assaults of the powers of darkness.
GIRDED

WITH

TRUTH

We need to know but little truth to be saved from sin.
We need a thorough realization of God's revelation to be
saved from Satan during our present life. Truth is first
in this warfare. In these days truth is not only ignored
but belittled. Satan's ministers are ministers of right
eousness, but they oppose the truth. Without a certain
measure of truth we will not even know of our celestial
allotment. A mature grasp of God's present plans will
give strength and readiness for action. It will give us
assurance and steadfastness. Only this will keep us from
being pushed from our position. It is the lack of truth
which has left the heavenly allotment almost deserted.
The saints are thieving Israel's physical and spiritual
belongings instead of defending their own. Hence they
lack the helmet of salvation. Satan holds the elysian
fields which they have deserted.
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THE CUIRASS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

Eighteousness in word and deed is our chief protec
tion from the assaults of the spiritual forces of wicked
ness. It is figured by a complete covering for the thorax,
not only a breast plate, but a back plate as well, so that
the vital organs are well encased in a coat of mail.
Wrong doing not only incurs the condemnation of men,
but the accusation of the spirit world, not to speak of the
loss at the dais of Christ. The heavenly allotment cannot
be enjoyed by those wlio act unjustly, and thus leave off
this cuirass, and leave themselves open to the attacks of
their malignant spirit enemies. It is only as we don this
cuirass that we may receive the helmet of salvation from
their attacks.
THE SANDALS OF PEACE

This is the most remarkable part of our panoply.
Peace is not usually a part of conflict. Sandals are not
armor. Yet, even among men, many a war was decided
by peace. In the last great European struggle, the out
come was largely influenced by the fact that Germany
did not remain at peace with the United States. A coun
try which is already fully engaged in battle with another
is not fit to fight another enemy. If we engage in strife
with mankind we will be unfitted for the fight with our
real enemies. Sandals figure our contact with the earth,
with humankind. To be saved in this warfare it is of the
utmost value to know the truth of the conciliation, and
to imitate God in His attitude toward the race.
The sandals of the readiness of the evangel of peace
give us the positive side of the apostle's warning that it
is not ours to wrestle with blood and flesh. It is a most
difficult lesson to learn. There is so much friction with
our fellow men, they are so blatant in their enmity to
God, that it is difficult to maintain His attitude toward
them, and refuse to antagonize the unbeliever. Yet this
is essential to our celestial warfare. When this economy
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ends and the next begins the scenes will all be shifted.
Then our celestial foes will be dislodged and God will
change his attitude toward men from peace to indigna
tion. Until then, let us not jeopardize our warfare byantagonizing those with whom He is at peace.
THE SHIELD OF FAITH

In ancient warfare two kinds of shields were used.
A small buckler parried the blows in a hand to hand
conflict. A large shield, called a "door", fended the
flying missiles of the enemy. Such a shield is ours, to
protect us from the arrows of our enemies. One of the
devices of ancient warfare was the use of elephants to
dismay the enemy by their heavy onslaught. For this a
counter measure was invented. Arrows were fitted with
combustibles, lit, and shot into the thick hide of the ani
mals, who became so terror stricken by the blazing darts
and maddened by the burning wounds that they stam
peded, doing more damage to their own side than to the
enemy. Our spirit foes use such fiery arrows to wound
and torture us. Only faith can fend us from them. Those
engaged in this warfare for long will find their shields
studded with the charred stumps of arrows which would
have rankled in their flesh if faith had not caught their
force and quenched their fire.
To sight and sense men seem to be our enemies, who
cause us untold suffering and agony of spirit. It is not
so. Faith insists that men are merely the instruments of
unseen spirit forces which impel them, of which they
are not aware. Faith refuses to fight with men because
it believes and receives the conciliation. No part of our
faith is more helpful in defeating the fiery shafts of our
foes than this great truth.
We have insisted, and rightly so, that this passage
does not affect our position in Christ, but deals with our
conduct in the Lord. Our behaviour, however, is always
dependent on what is ours by faith. If we had no cetes-
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tial allotment we would have no heavenly conflict. With
the large shield of faith we take refuge behind that which
is ours in Christ, apart from our own doings. One blaz
ing arrow may be the certainty that our sins and offenses
are such that we have no right or title to any allotment,
on earth or in the heavens. Only faith in God's declara
tions can quench this rankling insinuation.
RECEIVING THE HELMET OF SALVATION

Do not take the helmet of salvation! We should take
the panoply and the shield, but it is only after we have
taken the rest that we may wear the helmet. The girdle
and the cuirass must be put on. The shield must be held
aloft. Only then, and not till then, may we receive the
helmet, which is salvation. It is God's award to those
who are girded with truth and protected by righteous
ness, and shod with peace, and sheltered by faith. With
out these, our heads must be bared to the assaults of our
adversaries. With them we wear the helmet which pro
claims us invulnerable.
This helmet is not salvation from our sins or our
selves, but from Satan's celestial hosts. If all this were
needed to save us from sin, would anyone be saved? This
salvation is confined to our contacts with unseen spirit
forces. It is limited to the defense of our celestial allot
ment. It is deliverance from the mighty powers of dark
ness which seek to rob us of the enjoyment of our allot
ment among the celestials. Let us remember that this is
the Godward aspect of the mystery. It does not deal
with our relationship to Christ as members of His body,
or our place in the new humanity. Those are the Christward and manward aspects of the mystery. Here we
have a special salvation from the malignant world of
celestial spirits.
OUR

OFFENSIVE

WEAPON

Only as thus accoutred are we ready to wage offensive
warfare. The sword, like the helmet, is to be received,
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not taken. Only those should handle it who are measur

ably qualified. With God's declarations we can rout all
our foes who trespass on our allotment.
Israel, even
under Solomon, never conquered all the land God gave to
Abraham. The saints today hold hardly any of the
ground which is theirs according to God's Word. There
is no other means of regaining our lost heritage. The
first chapter of Ephesians is the unbroken sword which
will clear our allotment of all intruders.
This sword is not for saints or sinners, but for spirits.
Let us not use it to cut and slash our fellow believers.
Let us not wage war against our fellow men. Our ene
mies gain a great victory when they introduce sedition
into the citadel of the saints. They acquire a vast advan
tage when we turn its edge against our fellow men. It is
utterly devastating to take the phrase "the sword of the
spirit" away from its context and use God's Word as a
blade to destroy all and sundry. Its cutting and killing
power is only for those whom God accounts His enemies.
THE

CELESTIAL WARFARE

To sum up, our warfare is not with blood and flesh,
but with the sovereignties, with the authorities, with the
world-mights of this darkness, with the spiritual forces
of wickedness among the celestials (Eph. 6:12). The
celestial allotment (Eph. 1:3, 11) which characterizes
the present secret administration is still in the hands of
opposing spiritual forces, who will not be finally dis
lodged until the day of deliverance. These enemies of
ours are active in opposing every effort of faith to grasp
its patrimony and maintain its heavenly stand. Conduct
conforming to this truth, any attaining to the out-resur
rection, as the apostle puts it in Philippians, will meet
sore opposition from sinister spirit forces. To withstand
them we are provided with the panoply, the shMd and
the sword. So may we stand.
Our conduct toward these dark spirit powers should
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be the opposite to that of our behaviour toward our fel
low men. There is a sword for the former, an olive
branch for the latter. Men may be used by these spirit
forces to antagonize us, but let us always look beyond
the human agents. The sword is not for them. If we
wish to be saved from these foes let us furnish our arm
ory with the girdle of truth, the cuirass of righteousness,
the sandals of peace, and God will furnish the helmet of
salvation and the sword of the spirit. Let us then stand,
like Shammah, one of David's mighties, with all our
armor on, with shield and sword in hand, and defend our
celestial fields from the dark spirit powers which seek to
rob us of the enjoyment of our heavenly lot.
A. E. K.

Defense

THE PURPOSE OF THE AGES
(Continued)

THE PROBLEM OF THE NEW JERUSALEM

And now comes presumably the last article of the
series. It is really an attempt to explain one of the
main difficulties which the previous .exposition has
created. Because "the servants of God 'shall reign unto
the ages of the ages' (xxii. 5)" it is necessary to locate
the New Jerusalem in the millennium, before the Great
White Throne. So the theory is propounded that Revela
tion 21:2 is in the new creation, but the following
description locates it long before, in the thousand years.
"Like a great brilliant comet, it will majestically descend
from the highest heavens till it is suspended over the
earth." Then it is taken to be the "heavenly Jerusalem"
to which the Hebrews came (Heb. 12:22), which is
" super-heavenly" because it comes from that unshakable
portion of the universe, "the place of the throne of the
Majesty on High''.
No one soberly reading the twenty-first chapter of
the Unveiling will ever imagine that the holy city which
descends out of heaven from God, in the tenth verse, is
the vision of an earlier city than the New Jerusalem,
which descends in the second verse, unless indeed, he is
forced to do so by the exigencies of his theology. Its
absurdity should have made our critic reconsider his
whole teaching. According to him, there will be two
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Jerusalems in the millennium, one in the land of Israel
and one '' suspended over the earth''! He should be more
explicit and tell us how this city is " suspended ". Are
the foundations to be used for this? If it is over the
earth it must be in heaven. How then does it descend
"out of heaven'"* How will the nations be able to bring
their glory into it? If there will be no more doom (Un.
22:3), what of the defection at the end of the thousand
years, and the destruction of earth and heaven by fire ?
He has perceived this last difficulty, so a paragraph
is devoted to "New Jerusalem Unshakable". In Hebrews
12:22 it should read celestial, that is ON-heavenly. This
is defined as super-heavenly, pertaining to the highest
heavens, the throne of the Majesty. In Ephesians 6:12
we read of "spiritual wickedness in high places (epowaniois)". Now, alas, our critic informs us that every
thing which belongs to this portion of the universe is
unshakable! These "spiritual forces of wickedness among
the celestials", as it should be rendered, against whom
we are arrayed, can never be moved! How can these
wicked forces be where God's throne is placed? The
Greek prefix is epi, on, not huper, over or above. It
simply refers to matters on the heavenly bodies, as epigeios, ON-earthly, terrestrial (1 Cor. 15:40) refers to
matters on, not above, the earth. A glance at a concord
ance would save us from such absurdities.
The time when the New Jerusalem descends is clearly
indicated in the Scriptures: "And I perceived a new
heaven and a new earth, for the former heaven an<J the

former earth pass away, and the sea is no more. And I
perceived the holy city, new Jerusalem, descending out
of heaven from God . . .'' This proves this dear brother
to be wrong. Instead of accepting the evidence against
him, and acknowledging his error, he tries to alter the
evidence to conform to his unbelief, I feel so sure that
no one who will soberly read the last few chapters of the
book of Revelation will be able to follow him in placing
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the ne\v Jerusalem in the millennium, that it seems use
less to argue the matter. He, himself, has reduced his
position to an absurdity. If he had followed out the con
sequences, and matured his judgment, he never would
have committed himself to a teaching which has no more
foundation than his suspended city.
Years ago Pastor George Aldridge not only accepted
our teaching as to the age times, but actually made a
chart and taught it himself. Knowing well the differ
ences between us, for he received my magazine, Un
searchable Riches, almost from its inception, neverthe
less he did not refuse fellowship, but wrote me cordially
and freely. He was, I am told, a very able debater, and
was not afraid to denounce unscriptural doctrine, but he
never wrote against our teaching. I feel certain that the
present pastor of West Street is by no means representa
tive of the Association, even if he is the editor of their
publication.
Through its leading pastor and editor it seems that
the New Zealand Evangelistic Association is now com
mitted to the two most serious sins of which saints are
capable. I charge them with these in all love, with the
hope that they will be roused to repent and reverse their
destructive course. The charges are these: They ADD
the word FINAL or IRRETRIEVABLE to the Word of
Ood, either in fact or in heart, in those passages which
speak of the future of unbelievers. As a consequence
they TAKE AWAY from the Word of God all of the
plain declarations concerning the future of all mankind
(Rom. 5; 1 Cor. 15) and all things in heaven and on
earth (Col. 1:20), and those which speak of the aboli
tion of death (2 Tim. 1:10; 1 Cor. 15:26). I feel utterly
unable to convince them of this, but these scriptures are
living and powerful, and will do their work when used
by the spirit of God.
I would share your abhorrence of our teaching con
cerning God's relation to sin if I "believed in annihilation.
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God Will Save All,

You are not considering What I teach, in the light of the
great truth that God will reconcile all through the blood
of Christ's cross. You are looking at it in the darkness
of the false, non-scriptural dogma of the final destruction
of the unbeliever. God is God. He creates evil (Isa.
45: 7). He does not sin. He can bring good out of evil.
You refuse to believe that all is out of and through and
for Him (Rom. 11:36), simply because your addition of
the word FINAL to God's Word makes it immoral for
God to bring evil on mankind (Ecc. 1:13) and then anni
hilate them for it. If He blesses them through it and
saves them out of it (as He does), they will praise Him
for it.
I am sorry that I am not allowed to reply to the notes
of my critic's address before the church meeting. But I

certainly may be pardoned if I earnestly request those
who have a transcript of these notes to check up the facts
as they are in the Scriptures. Do not take anything for
granted. Does it not look suspicious that he will not
allow me to point out his departures? It is evident that
no one was present who could or would check up his
statements by the original. But this can be done by any
one who is sincerely desirous of knowing the truth. If
my critic objects, that is all the evidence we need to
decide the case.
Your doctrine of FINAL destruction is abhorrent
and ungodlike. God is able to save His creatures. You
will admit that. Why, then, does He not do it? Does it
add to His glory if He fails or sins (for sin is missing
the mark) in His effort to become All in all His crea
tures? Why do you charge Him with this sin when He
expressly says that He will be All in aZZ? And why,
when you cannot find any passage in the Scriptures to
support your unbelief, do you always insert or imply the
word FINAL? These are serious charges, my beloved
brethren. But they are only meant to hurt, not to harm.
God help you to believe Him!

Believers Especially
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THE JUSTIFICATION OF ALL MEN

The seventh sermon in the series seems to lay great
stress on faith, but is actually an effort to overthrow
faith in favor of unbelieving inferences. It is written:
"Faithful is the saying and worthy of all welcome (for
for this we are toiling and being reproached), that we
rely on the living God, Who is the Saviour of all man
kind, especially of those who believe" (1 Tim. 4:9). No
one surpasses us in insistence on the absolute necessity of
faith for salvation m the present secret administration.
But God has definitely said that this is a special salva
tion. This does not deny that He saves all. The same is
true of justification. Now, there is no possibility of be
coming justified apart from faith (Rom. 3:21—5:1).
But, in Eomans 5:18, it is written, "Consequently, then,
as it was through one offense for all mankind for con
demnation, thus it is through one just award also for all
miankind for life's justifying." Shall we simply believe
God or use our corrupted reasoning powers in order to
deceive ourselves as well as to lead others astray?
Our critic definitely rejects God's testimony by
means of the following false inferences:
When it is observed again that v. 12 commences with
"therefore", which points us back to all these emphatic decla
rations of the absolute necessity for faith in order to salvation,
no other conclusion is possible than this, that "no one, but he
who has some theory that necessitates otherwise, can fail to
see the force and the emphatic place given to faith in connec
tion with justification".

In plain words, he insists that life's justification is
not for all mankind, but only for those who believe. He
says that the comparison is not true. The condemnation,
indeed, is for all. But the justification is for only a few.

And he dares to stigmatize those who accept God's plain
declaration as theorists! The statement is so subtly
worded that it implies a lack of perception, as to the
important place faith has in this economy, on the part of
all who dare to accept God's further revelation.
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Even As—Thus Also!

It is a common thing for ignorant saints to use one
truth to destroy another. But few set forth their reasons
or examine their premises. Quite casually it is implied
that the word "therefore" introducing verse twelve
points back to the statements concerning faith found in
the first four chapters. This is really remarkable, and
should have the closest attention of the investigator.
Probably nowhere else in literature do we find the word
therefore thus used. Chapter five commences a new sub
ject. Justification by faith is left for conciliation. Justi-

cation was connected with Abraham and his faith, and is

limited to those who believe. Conciliation is linked with
Adam and embraces all mankind. Having given us an
introductory statement concerning conciliation, he says,
"Therefore". " Therefore, even as through one man..."
Are we to believe that, because justification is by faith,
sin entered the world through one man—who must, of
course, be Abraham! Is this reasoning or insanity? The
"therefore" in Romans 5:12 connects the previous state

ment with that which follows, and has no reference wTiatemr to justification by faith.

If this is not apparent from its place it ought to be
from the sentence which follows. "Therefore . . . all
mankind . . . all sinned ..." (Bom. 5:12). None of
this may be taken as based upon faith confined to the
few. It is stupid to take a conjunction in the midst of
Eomans five, where it clearly indicates the relation of the
preceding words to those which succeed, and make the
wild assertion that it limits all that follows by state
ments made long before on a different subject. "There
fore" does not point back to these.
The same is true in verse eighteen. The question is
not Abraham's faith, but Adam's offense. Abraham's
faith reaches only a few. Adam's offense reaches att,
entirely apart from anything of theirs. Thus also the
one just award is for all mankind for life's justifying.
God help us to believe Him and not stultify ourselves by
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seeking to reason away His revelation!
Then our critic, not satisfied with his own deductions,
seeks to destroy the force of justification, as follows:
What is this justification of life? It is simply the acquittal
from the condemnation due upon sin and transgressions,
through the grace of God, on the basis of the death of Christ.
It is available to all men; there are no distinctions of Jew or
Gentile, no exceptions, however wicked. But there is more to
be received than the "justification of life" (which does not

necessarily mean eternal life);

there is the righteousness of

God, which is "through faith in Jesus Christ unto all them
that believe" (iii. 22).

Condemnation, according to our text, is the opposite
of "justifying of life". When there is no condemnation
then there is justification. Is condemnation " available"
to all men? How many avail themselves of it? How it
hurts to see God's holy Word mangled after this fashion!
The offense was for all for condemnation and thus also
will the justifying be. Anyone who is justified is utterly
safe. It is more than mere salvation. It falls short of
reconciliation. But this also will be the ultimate portion
of all at the consummation (Col. 1: 20).
A. E. K.

(A reply to later articles in "The Bible
Standard" will appear in our next issue.)

CONTRADICTIONS.
It is easy to find seeming contradictions in any man's
writings, and even in the inspired originals, if we are not
in sympathy with its message and shut our eyes to its
accuracy and the coloring of the context. For instance,
Paul innocently asks concerning God, "Who hath re
sisted His will?" (Rom. 9:19). The apostle, in the very
same letter, says that "Whosoever resisteth the power,
resisteth the ordinance of God and they that resist shall
receive to themselves damnation" (Rom. 13:2).
Un
numbered creatures have resisted God's will, not only
as represented in the superior powers, but in His law,
and in His creation. Stephen told the council of the
Jews: "Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost" (Acts
7:51). The explanation is very simple. In the ninth
chapter Paul is not speaking of God's will, but His inten
tion. It is Satan's office to withstand God's revealed
will, but nothing that he does is against the ultimate that
God has in view. As the apostle's question implies, this
cannot be done. But it is done through much resisting of
God's will. In this distinction lies the explanation of all
evil. It is necessary. God's will must be resisted. When
Israel was a theocracy, a superficial observer might say:
It is a failure. The people resisted God's will, and got
them a king. But, viewed from God's ultimate intention
it was no failure at all, for the people must be taught to
rue their choice, and learn to find their All in Jehovah.
A. E. K.

Qalt&tint dxpebttton

WATERS OF GALILEE

TORMENTED IN HELL

My map shows this as Capernaum. If it is, as I have al
ready shown, this is hell, but, right now, it is a bit damp and
chilly for that region. The wind has come up before we are
thoroughly dry, and we would not mind a little heat, if sup
plied in moderation. The wind comes from the northwest, but
the sailors seem to think it will help us on if we hoist the
sail. So they are dragging out a short mast, which fits in a
hole in the forward deck. Then comes a long, thin spar, to
which they are attaching one side of a triangular sail. This is
being hoisted, near the center, to the top of the mast. John is
tying one end of the spar, with the sail, down to the prow.
Peter is now clambering over us with the rudder and a rope,
which leads to the free corner of the sail. Now he is fastening
on the rudder. He pulls on the rope and the sail is swelling
with the wind.
A USELESS SAIL

John, James, and Andrew make themselves comfortable.
They have been rowing hard, each with a single long sweep,
which is tied to a small stake in place of row locks. They
have stowed the oars and now are hoping that the wind will
do its duty. Peter does his best, between the sail and the rud
der. He doesn't wish to upset us into the sea, I know, for he
has not yet been paid for the trip. We are quite safe even if
the. boat dips down a bit on that side.
James moves the
anchor chains to the other side of the ship. But all is vain, we
are not making headway. Furl the sail, John, and we will go
back to rowing. "Peter, don't you think that this wind will
help when we get to the other side of the lake?" But Peter
knows the fickleness of Galilee. He replies, "Yes, if it is blow
ing then!" Poor Peter seems to be a disillusioned man. He
will not gamble on Galilee. He is taking his oar, along with the
rest, and they are rowing with might and main, as if to redeem
the time lost in trying the sail.
A CONVERSATIONAL ROWING ARRANGEMENT

And now I notice that only two are rowing in what I con
sidered the approved fashion. The forward pair, James and
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Continuing the Trip

John, are seated, and pull on their massive oars. This makes
a fine arrangement for conversational purposes, and I doubt
if an Oriental can work efficiently with his hands without the
accompaniment of chin music. The rear rowers, standing and
pushing, are facing the forward pair, so they can all talk to
their heart's content. And they seem to be in a genial mood
today, notwithstanding their hard labor, with this wind. It
would not take much more for them to be "tormented in
rowing" (Mark 6:48). The boat would go backward unless
they put forth unbearable effort. If that were the case then
they would be tormented in hell!
I wish Dante and Milton
were with me to get the proper local color for their work. But
they don't seem to mind it much. James looks a little ex
hausted. Our interpreter is telling us that he is a strict Mo
hammedan, and will not eat or drink all day, as this is
Ramadan. So I suppose he has internal torment, too.
TELL

HUM

AND

ITS

RUIN

Beyond Tabga, on that high hill, is a hospice kept by Italian
nuns. They have a pump house on the shore, which lifts the
lake water up to their elevated grounds. Not very far beyond
begin the trees of the Franciscans who have developed Tell
Hum, which is now taken for Capernaum. This is the third
green spot. They have a fine, large house. The ruins of the
synagogue may be glimpsed just beyond, though only the high
walls and the pillars can.be seen through that break in the
line of trees. Just beyond is quite an ornate Greek church.
Rather an isolated location for a place of worship!
I am
quite sure that the bedaween who live in those splotches of
black would not frequent the services. This whole country is
full of them. At Tabga, so here, when you come close, the dark
green ground is dotted with black, the dwellings of those who
cultivate the soil and care for the herds of this region.
If you do the rowing, it is quite a long stretch from Tell
Hum to the inlet of the Jordan, but we are getting near it now.
See the herons!
Now they are flying away. Oh, look! A gen
uine fight. Several bedaween are up near that tree, and one

of them has picked up a stone. Now he is hurling it at his
antagonist. Missed!
The other fellow is rushing at him.
They clinch. As the stone thrower is clad in a flowing saffron
cloak, it flies about and obscures the view. Now they break
away. Another stone. Now the others join in and try to pull
them apart. Now they have changed to verbal weapons. We
are too far off shore to hear, and, as we have never learned
the proper vocabulary for warfare of this nature in Arabic, we
would not understand, even if the sound should reach us.
WHERE THE

JORDAN ENTERS

THE LAKE

There is the Jordan! It breaks through the high hills by
means of that wady up north. Here it has evidently made a
large flat, which has filled up the mouth of the wady. Through
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this it flows lazily into the lake. The flat is full of black tents.
Bedaween children run out to see us. The boat is beached.
We jump on shore and search for shells. There they are, but
so small and with so much debris and dirt that it will be dif
ficult to get very many without staying here a long time. And
I want to pick them all up myself, so I can tell my friends

truthfully, "This is a shell I picked up on the shores of Galilee.

Would you like it for a souvenir?" These shells are hard to
reach, down on the ground. My back!
Brother Swan comes to
my relief. He has found a place where they are far more
plentiful. I will scoop them up, pebbles and all, and sort them
out later.
THE LOCATION OF BETHSAIDA

It seems to me that Bethsaida must have been situated near
this outlet of the Jordan, probably much further up the wady,
as this level ground is evidently of very late formation. If it
was on both sides of the river there would be no need of hav
ing two of them. Our Lord would not have been likely to use
the name without discriminating, if there were another on
the lake. This being so, we may easily imagine that the
feeding of the five thousand took place up there, northeast
of this place, in the wilderness.
The feeding of the four
thousand also took place near the lake, but up in "the" moun
tain. That would suggest the highest one to me, that one to
the west, which we have passed, where Safed now is. At any
rate, our Lord taught a lesson in highest mathematics within
range of our eyes. Very few have ever understood Him. Begin
ning with five cakes He fed five thousand and had twelve
packed panniers left. Beginning with seven cakes He fed only
four thousand, with only seven filled hampers left over. God
gives in inverse ratio to human help.
a boatmen's banquet

The boatmen are having a banquet. Sitting on the ground,
they munch their Arab bread and have oranges for dessert.
Not much chance for indigestion. But there are only three.
Ah, there is James, all by himself. A real religious man is he,
who takes religion seriously, for he will neither eat nor drink
until the sun to bed will sink. He tries hard to be cheerful, but
the best of religions cannot give genuine joy on an empty
stomach. I think religious people ought to be miserable. So
he suits me. I ask why the others eat on a fast day. They
reply, "Allah will not punish us for eating when we work
hard and need food to keep up our strength." These irreligious
fellows are far happier than poor James. They are making
fun of him. He takes it good naturedly, however, which only
shows that human nature is better than religion. This business
of seeking to propitiate or please God by self-imposed, selfrighteous ritual, is the most miserable substitute for life in
Christ and joyous suffering for His sake.
Now the boatmen have finished. Let us go aboard. Let
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The Boundary of Palestine

these young bedaween have the oranges we did not eat. Now
we are slowly crossing the mouth of the Jordan. There is no
current to be seen at this time of the year-. It seems almost
like a small bay from the lake, as it curves out of sight only a
little distance up the wady. Not far away is quite a preten
tious house for these parts. It is the home of the owner's rep

resentative, who looks after all of the land hereabouts.

TEe

wind is still blowing, so we are hoisting our sail again. But,
perversely, it has changed its direction, and is no help. Take
it down!
Hold!
It has changed again!
They are using the
sail and three are rowing as well. Peter has all he can do to
steer and handle the sail, so he cannot row. The wind veers,
flags, comes in gusts—everything to make a boatman exasper

ated. But they have learned to expect it to be capricious, so
do not worry.
THE EASTERN SHORE OF GALILEE

There is a narrow level ledge along the shore on the east
side of the lake, below the high hills and wadies, where cattle
are grazing and black bedaween tents are to be seen. I under
stand that the boundary line between Palestine and Syria,
which is under French mandate, is not at the lake shore, but at
the edge of the high table land, above it, so that all of lake
Galilee is in Palestine proper. South of the lake also, a part
of Transjordan is included, in Palestine, in order to avoid put
ting the electrical development on the Yarmuk, just east of
the Jordan, under a different government from the territory
which it serves. Otherwise the Jordan river is the natural
boundary, as is indicated by the name of the territory that
lies east of it.
'
We are making good time now, with both the sails and the
oars. It is getting on, but James will neither drink nor eat
until well after sunset. We must go further down the lake
before returning to Tiberias. I want to get some good pictures
of the supposed site where the demoniac was healed and the
hogs ran down into the sea. First we are coming to a large
wady, called es Semak, the Sardine wady, because these little
fish are plentiful in this part of the lake. The winter waters
have not only filled the bottom of the wady with earth, but
pushed out a delta, forming a small peninsula in the lake. See
the birds at the end. There is a long row of dark-colored ducks.
Beyond there are dozens of white ones. Those smaller birds
have flown before we could get near enough to recognize them.
Now they are all on the move. They are taking wing, leaving
the land without life, except that horseman back in the wady.
WHERE THE HOGS WENT DOWN

Now we can see the supposed country of the Gergesenes, or
Gadarenes, or Gerasenes. The manuscripts vary much as to
the - proper name, though, of course, the country we have
recently passed also claims this distinction. The side of the
plateau is certainly steep enough here especially at the top

Sunset on the Lake
where it seems almost perpendicular.
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The question in my

mind is not whether the hogs would travel so fast that they
would be unable to stop when reaching the lake. It is rather
if they would be alive if they rushed down such a steep decliv
ity. I see no need for an excessively steep place. It was the
demons who drove them into the water, not the impetus of

gravity. But there is one word which seems to favor this
location. That is precipice, or, literally, hang (Luke 8: 33).

No other place can claim this designation. So I take it that
this declivity, opposite Tiberias, is the most likely location.
THE LOWER PART OF THE LAKE

The lower curve of the sea, except the Jordan outlet, where
we were a few days since, lacks the interest which clings to
almost every foot of its northern shore. We do not read that
our Lord ever sailed these lower waters or trod the soil of the
southern shore line. It has no particular natural beauty com
pared with the north. So we will not do more than view it
from a distance, if five miles, the further point, can be spoken
of as distant. All is visible from here. The side of the eastern
plateau continues unbroken to the end of the lake. The gorge
of the Jordan makes an opening of three or four miles to the
south. The Galilean mountains reach up from there to Tiberias.
In this deep depression the sun sets early. Its lingering
rays light up the eastern mountains with a reddish glow as it
shows itself beneath the heavy clouds for a few minutes before
sinking behind the hills. Now it is gone and gloom softly
envelopes the scene. We are on the far side of the lake with
five miles of water between us and shelter.
The wind has
shifted once again, and is against us. One of the guide books
says we should not cross the center of the lake after noon.
But Peter has been on this bit of erratic water since a child,
and he is still very much alive. So the boatmen bend to the
oars like a horse that knows it is going home.
RELIGIOUS JAMES BREAKS HIS FAST

Now that the sun is down, why doesn't James eat? He
wants to wait a few more minutes until absolutely safe. His
companions, to tease him, have put a crust of bread beneath
his nose. Ah, now he is pulling in his oar, and now he dips a
can into the water for a drink. Now he is gnawing hungrily
on the bread. But he will wait for his feast until he gets home.
I don't imagine fasting during the day is so very harmful.
But I have little doubt that the gorging at night, which is
likely to follow, may do much damage. But these poor fellows,
with little but bread and fish, will hardly overeat.
As the sail is more of a hindrance than a help it has been
stowed away. I am beginning to see why it is not wise for an
inexperienced boatman to cross the center of the lake. It is
calm this evening.
Not much wind.
Yet there are quite
respectable rollers as we are getting away from the shore. It
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The Approach of Darkness

is not always easy for the oars to find the water. They some
times miss or make a splash. This is nothing, compared with
the ocean, yet, in windy weather, or a storm, these small boats
would be tossed about rather uncomfortably. See! The street
lights of Tiberias have been turned on. Down in the town and
up the hill to Kirioth Samuel, where we live, is a scintillating
constellation of electric lights.
IN

THE

CENTER OF THE LAKE

There is something thrilling in the thought that we must
be passing through many of the sensations familiar to the
apostles and our Lord. At night, tossed about by the wild
waves of Galilee! Chilled by the cold air. When someone sug?
gests that we are not across yet, I am glad to hear Sit Miriam
say, "There is One Who will see us across!" He is here, just
as real to faith as when He walked these waters in the days of
old. Yet I sympathize with Peter. I would not care to even
try to step upon these swirling waters. Are we in the middle
yet? Not quite. It will not be long. Now, this seems to be
just as far from either shore. I did not expect to be out after
dark. But we will not easily forget the moments spent in
meditation in the center of the Galilean sea.
Now the boatmen seldom speak. The stillness gives solem
nity to the scene. The heaving breast of Galilee. The dark,
heavy cloud bank overhead. Gloom closing in on every side.
Not a friendly star in all the sullen sky. Only the twinkling
lights of our home port beckon us on. How like the average

life of humanity! No light from above. Nothing solid beneath.

All about a groping gloom. Only a feeble presentiment of
something better at the end. Thank God for Him Who walked
these waters, Who rebuked these winds, and stilled these
waves! He has brought light and warmth and security into
our hearts, which gives us confidence and comfort under every
circumstance.
The sea is becoming smoother now. The shore must be
nearing us. See, there is the airship, riding at anchor. How
huge and high it seems as we pass near its wings! It does not
seem possible that this vast bulk can lift itself into the sky
and cross the seas to Greece in a few hours. Yet we have seen
it fly. Now we are approaching the wharf, making a complete
turn, and heading out to sea again. But the anchor is soon
dropped and we back up to the steps. Oh, how wobbly and
stiff! Can we make it? Yes. The wharf does not seem quite
steady, but we will soon get over that. We are cold and
hungry and lack our land legs. Let's get our supper and go
to bed.
GALILEE THE FICKLE

The trip has been more instructive than we anticipated. In
no other way could we have realized the utter undependability
of Galilee. We started in bright sunshine, went through a
shower, and were continually occupied in watching the sun

A Sea of Sudden Moods and Whims
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push its way through the clouds. During our trip the wind
blew from the north, and from the west, and from the east.
And I would not give my word that it did not blow from the
south also. During the rain the water was almost as smooth
as a mirror, except for the rain drops. When the rain left, the
wind blew it into waves each of which had a night cap on. It
was rough. Then again, in the calm of the night, we had the
swells at its center. Such is the actual lake in winter. And
such is the lake in the Scriptures. A sea of sudden moods and
unaccountable whims.
THE STONES CERTIFY THE SCRIPTURES

Like all the land, it is in closest accord with the Book.

first I thought it rather small.

At

Now, if I should be forced to

row from side to side with my own strength, I would assuredly
think it too large. It took much longer to row across it, with
four fine fellows at the oars, than seems necessary, when
viewed from the shore. Actual investigation, practical tests,
always prove the Scriptures to be true. Even skeptics may
assure themselves that the Scriptures agree, in the most
minute details, with the land of which they treat. And we,
who need no such confirmation, rejoice nevertheless that, if all
other voices should be silenced, the very stones of this sacred
soil would surely speak in defense of the Word of the Living
God.
SUNRISE ON GALILEE

After the continual storms and clouds, it is delightful to
have clear weather again. It has usually been so gloomy in
the east that the sun has not shown his face upon arising. But
this morning the cerulean orient was suffused with a golden
glow, which gathered in glory until—I could hardly believe my
eyes, and, of course, it was an optical illusion. Instead of ris

ing above the mountains, it seemed to cut a cleft in the solid

rocks, which grew larger and deeper, as the sun itself rose
above it. Then, when half its disk was revealed, the cleft
gradually faded away, and the plateau was there again. Soon
the sun was shining in his might and majesty, blinding all
who dared to gaze upon his unveiled countenance.
A "STORM OF WIND" ON GALILEE
The waters of Galilee are usually very smooth. There are
times when the mountains on the other side are mirrored in

its glassy surface.

But I have been eager to see a storm,

especially a "storm of wind", and my wish has been fully grati
fied. The dread east wind that brings the sirocco in summer is
blowing furiously. The whole surface of the lake is dotted with
white caps. The waves come billowing and breaking and mak
ing a line of lace along the shore. But see! What is that long
white streak out on the far side, just in front of yonder wady?
The waters are frothy with foam. They are leaping into the
air. A mist is rising from them right up into the sky. It is
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A Storm of Wind

moving! Now there is another place! Now it grows less! I
can't remember ever seeing anything just like this before. The
boatman, yesterday, told me that the ship could not go out.
The lake was too rough. It did not seem so dangerous to me.
But what could be done in a storm like that? The water would
rise and fill the boat before anything could be done.
Surely this sudden squall was a small scale repetition of
that which occurred on the lake when our Lord crossed it with
His disciples (Mark 4:37-41). Every detail was vividly por
trayed. This must have been a wind storm, for there is not a
cloud in the sky. We are miles away, so that it would have
been impossible to see any waves which would not dash into a
small ship. Judging by the roar of the sea, the din must have
been terrific in that turmoil of wind and wave. No wonder
the ship was speedily filled to the brim! No wonder they were

utterly dismayed!

And, alas, no wonder they thought Him

lacking in care if He could drowse amidst such danger to them
selves. How few see that His apparent lack of care is the
greatest proof of His real solicitude. He goes right to the
cause and rebukes the wind. First He says to the sea, "Be
silent!" Then, "Be still!" The wind flags, the uproar ceases,
the sea becomes calm. Then He stops the storm in the breasts
of His disciples. "Why are you timid?" Is it timidity to fear
in such a storm? No! Not when we are alone. Some foolhardy
tourists were drowned in such a squall not long ago. But with
Him on board it is a sign of utter unbelief. The storm has
passed, but the sea is still rough. The One Who stilled its
turbulence is not on its bosom today.

Ar E. K.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES, NOVEMBER, 1932
BEING THE SIXTH NUMBER OF VOLUME TWENTY-THREE

EDITORIAL

Due to the insistent demand, the November-December

issue of the German Unsearchable Riches is a special
number devoted entirely to the subject of universal
reconciliation. There has been much opposition to this
teaching in Germany of late, and a short, pointed presen
tation of all the vital facts was deemed necessary. Before
it was even finished a call has come for the same in Eng
lish. So we are planning a special edition of the English
Unsearchable Riches devoted entirely to this subject,
which will also reappear in pamphlet form at a low price,
probably ten cents each, and less in quantities, so as to
be scattered widely. It will contain the chart of the
Divine Calendar, and each reference will have an index
number, showing to what administration it belongs. New
facts with a powerful appeal are to be found, as well as
all of those which have been so effective hitherto. It
should be our most popular pamphlet. Let us know how
many you can use. Send direct to Stepenitz for the
German edition, at fifteen cents, ten cents in quantities.
—A. E.K.

Most of the subscriptions to this magazine run with the
calendar year, so that many of our friends will be send
ing renewals soon, When doing so, order a supply of
literature, or ask for a free supply of advertising litera
ture to give to your friends.—E. 0. K.
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Correspondence with the

The article for the Jews which appears in this issue,
entitled "There is Only One God", has also been issued
in tract form, at one cent each.—E. 0. K.
THE MORALS OF MOODY

Since I first saw the article against me in the Moody
Monthly I knew how it would end. We would try to put
them into a corner so that they would be compelled to do
the right thing, and then they would suddenly take
offense at something we said, and, like a sulky child
who is getting a little the worst of it, they "won't play
any more". Hitherto I have let it go at that, knowing
that all would be adjudicated in the presence of our
Lord. But this is different. Moody is the head of a vast
movement. Their influence is world-wide. Now that they
have definitely taken a stand against the pure word of
God, while claiming to defend it, we would be crimin
ally lacking in faithfulness if we did not do our utmost
to persuade them to give the facts to those who look up
to them as their spiritual guides.
I have paid no attention to the writer of the article,
as I did not deem him morally fit. I could not prove it to
others, of course, but I knew in my own heart that he
had not based his review on an examination of my work,
but on Ivan Panin's criticism. No honest, conscientious
man would do such a thing, and it is useless to deal with
one who could be guilty of such second-hand slander. I
confess that I was led astray by his title "Professor". I
did not think that Moody had professors. I erroneously
imagined that he had a chair in some theological institu
tion. My estimate of his character was amply confirmed
when, in his apology, he copied Ivan Panin again.
Instead of confessing his sin, he sought to cover it by
another lie. I had no idea that such a man could be on
the staff of the Institute. Hence I wrote the following
letter to Dr. Gray:

Moody Institute Monthly
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Stepenitz, Ostprignitz
August 3, 1932

My Dear Brother in the Lord:
As it is more than likely that you have had no personal
connection with the articles against me and my work which
have appeared in the Moody Monthly, I wish to draw your
attention to the fact that the first one contained unblushing
lies, as well as utter misrepresentations, and appealed to phil
osophy and practically repudiated the inspired original, on
which my work is based. The second attack, instead of apolo
gizing, contained further lies, calculated to cover the first, and
blasphemed the Holy Name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Kindly look up Matthew 26:24, and see if the Greek is not
as the Revised Version Margin indicates. Surely you are not
going to go on record against the Word of God in favor of
"evangelical" mistranslations!
Surely you are not going to
take a stand for philosophy! I know you would not counten
ance the slanders which have appeared in your Monthly if you
were aware of them.
I am sorry for the unfortunate creature who has been
employed to do this, but do not consider him responsible. So I
appeal to you. I realize your difficult position, but it would do
no harm to write a personal note in your magazine dissociat
ing yourself from the lies, the philosophies, and misrepresen
tations of your underling.
We are getting along in life, and must soon appear before
our Lord. It would be the greatest joy to me if, in the time
still remaining, you would seek to uphold the Word of God
itself, whether it is "evangelical" or otherwise, and especially
oppose the insidious attempts to destroy it by "Christian"
philosophy. I am sure you will repudiate the methods your
magazine has been employing, now that they are brought to
your attention. State definitely that the Greek reads so and
so in Matthew 26:24.
Yours in bonds unbreakable,
A. E. Knoch

I had great confidence in Dr. Gray, as to both honesty
and scholarship. I believe that, in his heart, he knows
that the Concordant Version translation of Matthew
26: 24 is the word of God and that the other renderings
are false. I wished to narrow it down to this one passage
in order to show the saints who read their publications
that, on the subject of universal destiny, some transla
tions are deceptive. Thus I hoped to bring about a re
action in favor of the Concordant Version which, so far
as I am aware, is the only English translation which gives
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Financial Considerations

it correctly.
In Germany, strange to say, a popular
Catholic version renders it right. Of course, Dr. Gray

would see all this, but I had great confidence in him, that
he would do the courageous and the just thing.
It is due to Moody and the other Bible Institutes and
Schools to explain that it is practically impossible to
remain true to the Word of God and maintain such insti

tutions. Far be it from me to decry them, especially in
their beginnings, for I received free lessons myself in the
Bible Institute of Los Angeles. We have often been
urged to start a school ourselves, but we realize that it
takes money, and those who give of their means are the
real directors. Not long since the faculty of a large insti
tution of this kind had to leave because there was a sus
picion of modernism, and the public on which it depend
ed for support would not give it to them. In this case it
worked well, but it usually drags them down. If Moody
should leave tradition for the Scriptures there would be
a financial crisis which would not only endanger the
existence of the school, but also the livelihood of the
many old saints who have confided their all to its care,
and are utterly dependent on it for the rest of their lives.
It is written that, in these last days, we should pur
sue righteousness, faith, love, peace, with all who are
invoking the Lord out of a clean heart (2 Tim. 2:22).
In subjection to this Scripture, I have not written to the
writer of the criticism and prefer to have nothing to do
with him. This, not on doctrinal, but on moral grounds.
A man who has made one false statement, possibly
through some infirmity, may be pardoned. But if he
deliberately seeks to cover his first sin by falsifying the
facts, and further insults the one whom he has cruelly
injured in doing so, he constitutes himself a moral outcast
with whom God would not have us deal. Because of this
Scriptural attitude of mine, Moody will not publish the
facts concerning a passage in the Scriptures which they
have falsified to their readers. But these things must

An Unworthy Evasion
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needs be, or how else could the apostasy come? Daniel
was thrust into a den of lions. I seem to be in a den of
li—s, who wish to injure me with their mouths.
It has just occurred to me that I had clean forgotten
to take offense at the many mean slanders in the article
against me. Such personalities as lack of scholarship
and common sense, the charge of irreverence, and the
insulting language used throughout shocked some of my
friends.
But I relish outrages and persecutions for
Christ's sake, and pity the poor perpetrators. There is
no greater privilege than to suffer for His sake!

Now
note the spirit of my opponents. It is quite right that
they should publish utter falsehoods and vicious slanders
against me, but, if J state the facts and voice my pity
for the "unfortunate creature'* who committed these
crimes, in ignorance of his exalted position on the staff
of the Moody Bible Institute, it must be considered a
deadly insult. I hope no one will be deceived by this
child's play. The Moody Institute dare not print the
truth, and they seek this way out of their dilemma.
The following is Dr. Gray's letter:
THE MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE MONTHLY
163 Institute Place
Chicago

Mr. A. E. Knoch

James M. Gray,
Editor
Clarence H. Benson,
Associate Editor
Ernest D. Christie,

Publication Manager

Stepenitz, Ostprignitz,
Germany.
September 3, 1932
Dear Sir:
This acknowledges your communication of August 3, which
prohibits any further reply because of the manner in which
you speak of Professor Carl Hanson of the faculty of the Moody

Bible Institute and the contributor of the articles you criticize
in the Moody Monthly.
With sincere regret, I am
Yours truly,

JM:CS

James M. Gray

It would be cowardice to let the matter rest here. We
urge all of our friends to do what they can to call the
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There is One God, the Father,

apostasy of the Moody Institute to the attention of its
friends and supporters. Some years ago the Bible Insti
tute of Los Angeles was in a bad way. A Moody man was
courageous enough to print a protest and personally (so
I am told) put one under the door of each student in the
building. His action brought results. He was afterward
chosen to be its head. We are weak, it is true, but we
have a strong God. He may use us to be a genuine bless
ing to this historic institution and its many students..
They are not all going to oppose God's Word and His
truth. In their hearts they think they are not doing so
now. God is with us! Let us not be afraid of what man
may do to us!—A. E. K.

THERE IS ONLY ONE GOD
Hear, O Israel! The Name, our God is one Name and
you love the Name, your God, with all your heart,
and with all your soul and with all your vehemence.

In Jerusalem, as I was entering my pension, a companion
noticed a small, metallic tube, fastened to the door frame,
containing some Hebrew printing. He inquired what it was.
So I directed his attention to Deuteronomy 6:4-5, which is

quoted above. The Jews do not pronounce the incommunicable
name (Iewe in Hebrew). They used to say Adonai. Now, I was
told by a Rabbi, they say 8hem which means 'Name. The Jews
must repeat these words and fasten them on their hand and
on their eyes and "write them on the door jambs of your
house, and in your gate".
It is this custom which has ingrained into the Jewish mind
the great truth of the one God. And it is this which keeps
many of them from accepting Christianity, for they cannot
help thinking that it is radically different, for it insists on
three gods, disguised as a trinity.
Strange as it may seem, neither the word trinity, nor even
the idea, is found in the so-called "New Testament". Only one
passage, acknowledged by all to be false, and omitted from all
later translations, gives any color to the thought. On the con
trary, we have the strong assertion that "to us there in one
God, the Father, out of Whom all is" (1 Cor. 8:6). We are told

that there is "one God, the Father of all, Who is over all, and
through all, and in all" (Eph. 4:6). "God is One" (Gal. 3:20).

Never is the Messiah set forth as the Deity. He is God's
Image, His Word, the Mediator between God and mankind. He
does not set Himself before our eyes, but His God. He does not

Out of Whom All is
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speak His own words, but His Father's. He is the Way to God,
not the end of the path. Nothing comes out of Him. God is the
only Source, and all flows through, the Messiah of the "Christ
ian" scriptures. God always does His own will. He carries out
His intention. But Christ never did His own will. "Not My
will, but Thine" was His motto. This fact alone shows that He
is not Deity absolute, nor a member of a mythical "Trinity".
The Messiah of the so-called "New Testament" came in per
fect accord with the predictions concerning Him in the proph
ets. So far He has only fulfilled that part which concerns His
humiliation and suffering. Just as Moses was rejected at first
by his brethren, yet afterwards returned and redeemed them,
so Messiah is now waiting to come back and lead them out of
bondage into the promised kingdom. Just as David was first
rejected and dwelt at Adullam, though he had been anointed
king, so now Messiah is hidden, waiting for the time when He
will reveal Himself to His people and sit upon the throne of
Israel. Which of the prophets did not Jacob reject? So now,
by their own desire, the blood of Messiah is upon their heads.

The sufferings of Israel have a cause. No other nation, so
small, so scattered, is so hated and persecuted. God pity those
who do it! Yet it is most fitting that they should be bereft of
blessing when they have refused the great Blesser Who is
appointed for their King by their God. Their plight will grow
worse in spite of all their efforts, and will culminate in the
great affliction spoken of by Daniel, the prophet, at the time of
the end. In their utmost extremity Messiah will come and
redeem His people and restore the kingdom, and make Israel
the head of all the nations. Then will Jerusalem arise from
her ashes, and become the glory of the whole earth.
But why is it that the Christian people and the Christian
religion is so different from the Scriptures which are supposed
to be the basis of their faith? Just as the Jewish doctors have
supplemented and altered the law by means of the Talmud, etc.,
so the Christian Rabbis have evolved a creed which they seek
to fasten on their sacred writings. They insist that it is more
important that you believe their teachings than the sacred
text. Though the "Trinity" is nowhere mentioned or taught,
and is often denied, yet they have succeded in convincing most
men that it is hidden in the Bible, and, though it cannot be
explained, it must be accepted. Otherwise you will become an
outcast from respectable religious organizations. But if you
read the Scriptures yourself you will find them in perfect agree
ment with the great truth that Adonai, our God, is one Adonai.
The Messiah will rule for God and bring men to God. He is the
Mediator between men and God. The "Holy Ghost" is God's

spirit.
Judaism is, or ought to be, a bloody religion. It teaches
that blood alone can cover sin. The blood of bulls and goats
can never do away with sins. Who is able to accomplish this?
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Notes from

If Messiah should come in glory to save His people Israel (as
He will), how can He deliver them from their sins? This He
has done in His rejection. The tragic truth is that the priests
of God have already slain the true Lamb of God. His blood,
instead of removing the sins of Israel, is upon their heads. In
the day when He exterminates all the nations which come

against Jerusalem, and pours out on the house of David and
on the dwellers of Jerusalem the spirit of grace and supplica
tions, they will look on Him Whom they pierced, and bemoan
Him, and His blood will be taken from their heads and applied
to their hearts. So, today, some receive Him as their Saviour,
Israel has nourished the false notion that God's blessing
was alone for them. Instead, they were chosen to be a channel
of blessing to the other nations. Until they are blessed, they
will be accursed and a curse to all nations. The apostle Paul's
letters are concerned with this period of Israel's apostasy and
blindness. While Israel is temporarily set aside, God's love
breaks through all barriers, and blesses believers in all nations
(including Jews) for a place of blessing among the celestials.
But every word, yea, every "jot and tittle" of the Hebrew
Scriptures is going to be fulfilled. Later revelation does not

falsify a letter of it. Our God is one God.

He blesses the uni

verse through His Chosen, the Messiah. He blesses the heavens

through those He chooses in this era. He will bless the earth
through His chosen nation, Israel.
A. E. K.

NEWS FKOM CHINA
Tsehchow, Shansi
August 29, 1932
Dear Brother Knoch:

For four months, no money had come in for church work;
then your very kind cheque for G. $25.00 came to me as I was
away resting for two months, and was a source of great en
couragement. It is impossible for me to write separately to
those dear saints who supplied our need in answer to prayer;
so will you kindly see that they receive my grateful thanks?
Part of the money will be used to send young men to the Bible
Institute in this province, for a two years' course .of instruc
tion, as well as practical training, they returning to us as
evangelists or teachers; so the money has met a real need at

the moment, and the dear saints can pray for these two men
in their time of probation, that they may be "thoroughly fur

nished unto every good work" through the inspired Word of God.
With cordial greetings and warm thanks for your constant
remembrance of me,

Yours

very

sincerely,
Anna M. Smith

the Field
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Brother H. J. Raffel and the class in Dayton, Ohio,
wish to pass the following suggestion on to other classes
who are interested in the Concordant Version. It is
based on our offer of four copies of the Version for the
price of three. Of course, it would have to be modified to
some extent, but we are glad to publish it in the hope
that it may be the means of helping others to obtain the
Version.
.
Some time ago, Brother Raffel made the following
statement to the class: "Dear Brethren in Christ: I have
a suggestion to offer in the name of Christ. We, as a little
group of believers, meet together at our respective homes,
and we have no rent to pay. So I suggest that we have a
contribution box in its respective place, and each one
may contribute according as the Lord has prospered him.
When the appointed brother as treasurer finds $36.00 to
the good, we will send for four Concordant Versions,
and give them out to each member one as their own."
Brother Raffel then comments as follows:
"That
pleased the class, and they said, ' That is the best sugges
tion we ever heard; truly that is the spirit of Christ, for
that is about the only way in which any of us could ever
get the Version '."
The other day we received a money order for $36.00,
and mailed four copies of the leather bound edition of
the Concordant Version to Dayton. We commend this
method to other groups who are interested in concordant
Scripture study.—E. 0. K.
.

The occasional humorous touches in the magazine should
not be credited to the editor, but rather to the linotype

machine, which seems to be endowed with a "free will"
of its own. At any rate, it transformed the lake of fire
into a lake of life in our July issue, and the statement
that "life may admit of immortality" into "life may
admit of immorality", which alas, is only too true, espe
cially with linotype machines.—A. E. K.
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An Important Statement

The following lines from the September, 1932, number
of The Berean Expositor, by Charles H. Welch, its edi
tor, are among the most welcome we have seen for many

a day. Some of our own friends have been carried away
by the ideas that "Romans is Jewish", "only Paul's
prison epistles are for us," etc. Some have expressed
their sorrow that I still teach truth taken from Paul's
early epistles, which they .have left behind. We ask
them to carefully consider what the leading exponent of
these ideas has to say. He was confronted with the task
of preparing "Gospel" messages, and found it imprac
ticable to confine himself to the prison epistles. These,
are his words:
". . . it would he difficult to formulate the gospel from the
prison epistles alone, they look hack to the epistle to the
Romans for their evangel The new revelation of the mystery
does not deal with salvation, hut with destiny, sphere, and call
ing.
We have used the epistle to the Romans very largely in the
preparation of these leaflets. . . ."

It warms our hearts to read these words, and we in
voke God's special blessing on the leaflets. Romans is
the basis of our faith. The evangel there set forth has
not been superseded by any other revelation. It has
been incorporated, with very slight modifications, into
the latest and highest. We hope that now there will be
a reaction from the extreme views which left us only
Paul's prison epistles (some discarded Philippians also),
to a recognition of all of Paul's writings, according to
the time and purpose for which they were written. It is
equally impracticable to teach the great truth of our
Lord's return without giving Thessalonians the place it
deserves. This ultra-dispensationalism was bringing the
whole of Paul's teaching into disrepute. Let us hope and
pray that God's blessing will attend this return to sound
and sober exposition,—A. E, K,

Announcements
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As the holiday season approaches, we again remind our
friends that certain of our publications are especially
suited for gifts. Perhaps the best for a small remem
brance is a wall text. Ours are beautifully printed in
indigo ink on pleasing variegated stock in assorted colors.
There are nine texts; all taken from the Concordant
Version, as follows: "We are His Achievement," 2 Cor.

5:18; Phil. 4:6, 7; Col. 2:8-10; 1 Cor. 13:13; Rom.
11:36; 1 Cor. 15:22; Col. 1:20; and Rom. 5:18: They
have always sold at $1.00 per set, but we will send two
sets for $1.00 to those sending their orders between now
and the first of January. Brother Loudy's book, "God's
Eonian Purpose," also makes a lovely gift, as does "The
Mystery of the Gospel". These are both beautifully and
substantially bound and gold stamped. The various edi
tions of the Concordant Version are also fine for this
purpose. As a special inducement to use them for this
purpose, we will stamp any name in gold on the cover on
any edition except the $1.50 pocket testament, absolutely
free. Print name plainly. We will mail any of the above
direct to you or to any address in the world post free.
We will be glad to enclose your greeting, if you so
desire.—E. O. K.

Studies in the book of Romans are being conducted
every Friday evening at 7:45 o'clock, at the home of
Benning L. Rentfrow, 2314 Seventh Street, Berkeley,
California. The telephone number is THornwall-1730.
Friends in the bay region are cordially invited.—E.O.K.

ATONEMENT

Some years ago we withdrew our little leaflet on "The
Atonement" from circulation because some of its state
ments were not technically true. It was our intention
to replace it by another study, but it may be some time
before we get to it. Hence a few words may be welcome
beforehand.
It is true that atonement has no place in this admin
istration, for we are not merely sheltered from sin but
justified. But my studies in the Hebrew vocabulary have
shown me that, while the word " atonement" is used only
once in our English version, and that in error, it really
should have been used in the Authorized Version, not in
Romans five, but in 3:25, and in Matthew 16: 22 (be it
far), Luke 18:13 (be merciful), Hebrews 2:17 (make
reconciliation), 8:12 (merciful), 9: 5 (mercy seat),
1 John 2:2 (propitiation), 4:10 (propitiation).
The Hebrew word translated atonement, is Jcphr,
shelter, a protective covering.

Scholars say it means
cover, but the vocabulary method discovered that Jcse is
cover, and that kpTtr always includes the added idea of a
protection, hence a shelter.
The idiomatic usage
demands the Greek root -Has- and the English propitiate.
In the Concordant Version both kphr and -ilaskomaiare rendered propitiate, thus avoiding the confusion of
the Authorized Version and hindering mistakes based on
discordant renderings. In all the passages quoted, the
reader will find some form of 'l propitiate" in the Cont
cordant Version, as follows:

[h]ilaskomai, propitiate, Luke 18:13; Heb. 2:17
[h]ilasmos, propitiation, 1 John 2: 2; 4:10
[h]ilasterion, propitiatory, Rom. 3: 25; Heb. 9: 5
[lt]ileos, propitious, Mat. 16:22; Heb. 8:12
These should be connected with all of the occurrences
of "atone" in the so-called "Old Testament".
In
Ilomans the Propitiatory has reference to sins which oc
curred before, during God's forbearance, not those done
today.
A. E. K

ptfaie ClasK &tubie*

SUB JECTIVE HOLINESS
Romans 6:12-14
Sanctification is a theme that always awakens a keen
interest in the heart of a saint. Despite the most diverse
and erroneous teachings on the subject, it is still the rul
ing desire of saints to be truly sanctified to God. Some
who are governed by the instincts of the new life in
Christ are often correct in the matter of their devotion
to God, even where their understanding of the gospel of
their sanctification is much at fault. Inasmuch, however,
as the gospel is God's power for salvation, any misappre
hension or inadequate presentation of it must result in
loss of some kind. Probably this explains the confusion,
the defeat, and the discouragement of many who desire
the best that God has to give them, and certainly it
accounts for the strange vagaries of much that is called
holiness teaching.
If the word holiness when used by preachers and
teachers always meant exactly what it means when used
by the inspired writers, a great advance in the under
standing of the gospel would result. It behooves us, then,
to endeavor to use all God's terms as far as possible in
the same sense as that in which He uses them. Sanctifi
cation is the ruling theme in the sixth and eighth chap
ters of Eomans, though the words holy, hallow, holiness,
or their equivalents, saint, sanctify, sanctification, are not
often used. A saint is a holy person, and this epistle is
addressed only to saints. Before we deal immediately
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Holiness is Not a Moral Quality

with the text we should try to discover how these words
are used in other scriptures.
The meaning of these words cannot be found by refer
ence to dictionaries, because the compilers of these seek
to record the meanings of words as found in current
usage. If theological usage is wrong, the modern lexicogapher does not seek to correct it. Unfortunately, it is
possible for theologians to assume a meaning for a Scrip
ture word or phrase and then to expound their assump
tion. If the assumed meaning is wrong, obviously the ex
position must be wrong also. Theologians are very far
from agreement in their definitions of holiness in God
and in man. The prevalent idea is given in the Standard

Dictionary thus: *'Holiness. 1. The state or quality of

being holy. 2. Completeness of moral and spiritual pur
ity, perfection, and integrity; absolute moral purity;
perfect sanctity: said of God. 3. Perfect conformity in
purpose and character to the moral law; freedom from
sin; moral and spiritual purity and perfection; godli
ness: said of man. 4. The state of anything hallowed or
consecrated to God or to His worship." The fourth def
inition is true, the second and third represent erroneous
conceptions of holiness.
The conception of holiness as " moral and spiritual
purity, perfection" is responsible for the prevalent idea
that no believer is a saint till he has been glorified.
Borne's saints are they who are deceased, then beatified,
and afterward, if it can be shown that miracles have been
performed by their intercession, they may be canonized,
or regarded as saints. Although Paul and the other in
spired writers call all believers by the name of saint, the
majority of them are reluctant to accept that term as a
true description of themselves. They say, "I am no
saint,'' when God says that they are. What they mean
is that they cannot claim " moral and spiritual purity,
perfection"; what God means is that they have been
claimed by Him and have been sanctified in Christ Jesus.

but a Divine Relationship
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Before God the changeless name of every believer is
saint, and believers are so called eight times in this
epistle (1:7; 8:27; 12:13; 15:25, 26, 31; 16:2, 15).
This name is given to all, regardless of the degree of their
faith, or the purity and worthiness of their character.
Holiness in man is a relation to God and not a moral
or spiritual quality. A holy person is one who is set
apart to God for His use. Since it is true that whatever
is set apart to God either in a ritual or in a practical way
is usually separated thereby from all that is not of God or
that is contrary to Him, holiness results in separation
from sin. It is thus that the word holiness has in common
use acquired a moral significance. In popular conception
and definition the effect has been mistaken for the cause.
In Scripture the verb to hallow means to devote a person
or thing to God, and holiness is the result of that act,
without the thought of change of moral quality being
necessarily present. Thus Scripture often predicates
holiness of that which can have no moral quality and
even of those who are unbelieving and immoral. To
sanctify, then, is not to cleanse from sin, but to dedicate
something or someone to God.
It is necessary that we examine the general teaching
of Scripture that we may understand what holiness
means, and that we may consider our text in that light.
As we cite a few sample passages from the more than one
thousand that speak of holiness, we ask our readers to
examine every passage referred to. Exodus, Leviticus,
and Numbers are the books which more than others def
initely reveal the meaning of holiness, and this is so
because in them God records the redemption and sanctification of a people to Himself. He is teaching a holy
nation the fundamental facts of holiness. The first
example is the sanctification of the firstborn males both
of man and beast. "Sanctify to me the firstborn" is
explained by the words "it is mine" and "thou shalt set
apart for Jehovah all that openeth the womb, and every
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firstling which thou hast that cometh of a beast; the
males shall be Jehovah's" (Exodus 13: 2, 12, 15; 22: 29;
Deut. 15:19; Luke 2:23). That is holy which God
claims, and He claims man and his possessions on
the ground of redemption. Later, the Levites were taken
as a hallowed tribe instead of all the firstborn (Num
bers 3:12-13; 8:16-18). Israel was separated "from
among all peoples" to be "a holy nation". During the
time that she is "not my people" the remnant of Israel
is the holy nation (Exodus 19:5-6; Lev. 20:26; Hosea
1:10-2:1; 1 Pet. 2:9-12; Mat. 21:43).
The ground around the burning bush and Mount
Sinai were hallowed by God's presence (Exodus 3:5,
19: 23). The tabernacle and all its furniture was a sanc
tuary, with its holy place and holy of holies. The altar
also was holy of holies, and whatever touched it was holy
(Exodus 25:8; 29:37; 30:29, 32; Lev. 6:18; Mat. 23:
16-22). These objects had no moral qualities; they were
holy because they were set apart for God.
The censers of Korah's company, men who sinned at
the cost of their lives, were to be made beaten plates for
a covering of the altar, "for they offered them before
Jehovah, therefore they are holy" (Num. 16:3, 38).
Another passage which speaks of things not intrinsically
pure or moral being holy is Deuteronomy 22: 9. Trans
lators have hesitated to translate this literally: "Thou
shalt not sow thy vineyard with two kinds of seed, lest
the whole fruit [not only a tithe] be sanctified". The
Revised Version translates, "be forfeited," and puts
"consecrated" in the margin, while the King James Ver
sion says "defiled". With this may be classed references
to the destroyers of Babylon who are said to be sanctified
because they are the chosen instruments of divine ven
geance: "I have commanded my consecrated [sanctified]

ones". (Isa. 13:3) and "Prepare [sanctify] the nations
against her" (Jer. 51-.27-28). In the day of. Jehovah
the shades of the horses and every pot in Jerusalem shall
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be holy unto Jehovah of hosts, because every service,
even the most menial, will be rendered unto Jehovah
(Zech. 14:20-21).
In the Hebrew Scriptures holiness is in a large num
ber of cases predicated of inanimate and irrational ob
jects which can have no moral quality. They are holy
because they stand in relation to God as His possession.
Throughout Scripture this ritual conception rules. This
objective holiness is established apart from any intrinsic
or subjective change in that which is sanctified. When
intelligent beings, who have already been made holy by
God's claim, present themselves to God for His exclusive
use they are subjectively holy. Holiness has thus two
aspects: There is a holiness which believers have in Christ
Jesus, which constitutes them saints or holy persons, and
there is a holiness which results from the personal pre
sentation of oneself to God in response to His claim.
The latter may be called subjective holiness.
The perfect and final example of both objective and
subjective holiness is seen in Jesus Christ, the Holy One
of God. The Father sanctified Him and He sanctified
Himself to the accomplishment of a divine purpose;
there could be no thought of purification from sin in the
case of Christ. Objectively, He Who subsisted in the
form of God was sanctified by His Father and dispatched
into this world (John 10:36). Before His conception
Gabriel announced the generation of a holy thing, the
neuter gender appropriately indicating the holy embryo
(Luke 1:35). Subjectively, He was distinguished from
all others as Son of God according to a spirit of holiness
(Rom. 1:4), a spirit of unreserved and utter devotion
to God. Whatever of holiness was typified in the holy
objects and persons of the Mosaic institutions found real
ization and completion in Him. He was the Inaugurator
and Perfecter of holiness, as He was of faith. Hence
He said, "For their sakes I am hallowing myself, that
they also may be hallowed in truth" (John 17:19). In
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His daily devotion to God He was sanctifying Himself,
but He was not purifying Himself from sin. His sancti-

fication is the fount of ours.
Since He was the Holy One of God, we expect to see
in Him One Who stands in special relation to God as His
own, and One also Who lives only to achieve the will of
God. Nor does He disappoint us, for "Christ is God's",
"the Head of Christ is God'7 (1 Cor. 3: 23; 11: 3), and
"It is my meat and drink to do the will of Him Who sent
Me and to complete His work" (Luke 2: 49; John 4: 34;
5:30; 17:4). His was the one life lived in flesh and
blood of which God was the one and only aim, the one
perfect example of subjective holiness.
The phrase "sanctification from sin", so frequently
heard in modern preaching, is never found in Scripture.
If separation from sin were the primary meaning of
sanctification, it would be impossible to sanctify objects
without any moral quality, or to understand how an
unbelieving husband or wife is sanctified in virtue of
marriage with a saint, or why their unconverted children
are holy. These are further examples of holiness without
salvation. As far as wedlock is concerned, the sanctifi
cation of the one includes that of the other, because the
man and wife are part of each other. The believing wife
or husband is to regard and treat the unsaved partner
as a holy object, otherwise his or her life would neces
sarily be divided into the holy and profane, and between
conflicting loyalties. Such division would be contrary to
the meaning of holiness, which involves the idea of
entirety.
Uncertainty as to what constitutes holiness in God
tends to obscure the very clear teaching of Scripture as
to what is holiness in His creatures.
Strange to say,
there is no generally accepted definition of the holiness
of God, nor does Scripture define His holiness. It is
variously described as: "God's self-affirming purity;"
'' holiness is purity willing itself;" " holiness is the
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aggregate of the divine perfections;'' "holiness is God's
self-love;" "holiness is a manifestation of love," and so
forth. There are no such difficulties about righteousness
or love; they are the same in God and in man. And if
God's holiness is His purity, or love, or justice, or com
pleteness of moral excellence, or self-love, it should be
the same thing in man. This we have seen is not the
case. Holiness when predicated of God cannot have a
meaning radically different from that which it has
throughout Scripture when attributed to men and to
various inanimate and non-moral objects. When God
says, "Ye shall be holy, because I am holy," He must
mean that holiness in the saints corresponds to something
similar in Himself. If He meant to say, "You shall have
completeness of moral and spiritual purity, perfection,

and integrity" because I have it, then the word saint
cannot truly describe believers in this life.
We shall,
indeed, be conformed to the image of God's Son, but the
holiness of the Son consisted not in His moral perfection
and integrity but in His absolute devotion to His
Father's will and work. Holiness is something which
God insistently requires of His people in this life, and it
corresponds to the holiness which His people unfailingly
find in their God.
Holiness is distinguished from other qualities that
are attributes of those who are holy. Jesus Christ is "the
holy and just One" (Acts 3:14); "the holy and true"
(Un. 6:10) ; saints are to be "holy and flawless" (Eph.
1:4; 5: 27); the incense was "pure and holy" (Exodus
30: 35). Thus what is holy may also be just and true
and flawless and pure. These qualities are not holiness,
but are usually its accompaniments. A holy place can be
polluted, yet it is none the less holy; while God Himself
says, " I am profaned among them," He is still the Holy
One of Israel. The word profane is the true antonym of,
or contrast to, the word holy, and it, like holy, has been
perverted by misuse. Where the translators of the King
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James Version used the word " profane" the Eevisers
have substituted the word "common'''. A profane person
or place is one that has not been sanctified to God. As
the unclean is the opposite of the clean, so the profane is
the opposite of the holy. "They shall teach my people
the difference between the holy and the common [A. V.,
profane], and cause them to discern between the unclean
and the clean" (Ezek. 44: 23; 22: 26; 42: 20; 48:15:
Lev. 10:10; 1 Sam. 21:4).
Holiness, then, is not purity, moral perfection, just
ice, or love. It results from presenting something to God
in response to His claim. If the effect of such consecra
tion to God is separation from sin, the effect must not
be mistaken for the cause. If the effect of sanctification
is moral and spiritual perfection and separation from
sin, it is an error as foolish as it is false to confuse this
effect with the holiness that causes it. How serious an
error that must be which makes men conceive of the holi
ness of God as something other than it is! A similar and
widespread error is the assertion that "death is separa
tion" because it separates; again, the cause is substituted
for the effect. This kind of reasoning could prove death
and holiness to be identical, because it declares both to be
separation.

God instructed Israel by means of object lessons and
meaningful ritual. Before He said, "I am holy," He
prepared Israel to understand the meaning of holiness.
He set before them many objects which He called holy,
and explained that they were holy because they were
His.
So that when a person, a thing, or a day was

declared to be holy, Israel thought of it as being related
to God as His peculiar possession. Israel knew she was
destined to be, indeed she was called, a holy nation
because she was God's "own possession from among all
peoples" (Exodus 19:5-6; Deut. 14:21; 26:19). She
knew that God's claim sanctified the firstborn, the sanc
tuary, and the sabbath (Gen. 2:3; Exodus 20:8-11).

so They are Holy to Him
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The tabernacle, the priesthood, the offerings belonged to
God because He had sanctified them to Himself. What,
then, did it mean to them when God said, "I am holy"?
Would they not conclude that since they were holy
because they were God's people, God must be holy be
cause He was the people's God. If holiness is a relation
rather than a moral or spiritual quality, may not God's
holiness be a relation to His creatures, and especially
to those who are related to Him as His chosen people ?
The first occurrence in Scripture of a word or phrase
sometimes gives a clue to its meaning. The first declara
tion by God that He is holy is found in Leviticus 11:
44-45, and it is very enlightening. "For I am Jehovah
your God: sanctify yourselves therefore, and be ye holy,
for I am holy." Three things are found in this verse
and in every other passage where God says, "I am holy".
First, the name Jehovah occurs; then, I am your God;
and then, God declares His holiness as a reason why
Israel should be holy. Note the force of therefore and
for in this and the other passages, and note also the cor
respondence of the clauses: "I am Jehovah your God"
corresponds to "for I am holy", just as "sanctify your
selves therefore" corresponds to "be ye holy". God is
the Holy One of Israel because He is Israel's God.
Further, He is Jehovah, a name which speaks of the
special relation which He established between Himself
and His elect people. Israel speaks of "my God", "our
God," but never of my Jehovah. In itself, without any
possessive pronoun, the name speaks of a covenant rela
tionship. When God redeemed and sanctified Israel to

Himself He made known His name Jehovah. He said,
"I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob,
as El Shaddai; but by My name Jehovah I was not
known to them." They used the naiiie, but God had not
yet wrought that redemption of the people by which He*
made the meaning of that name knowft./ "I will redeem
you . . . and I will take you to me for; a people and I
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will be to you a God; and ye shall know that I am Jeho
vah your God" (Exodus 6:2-8).
"lam Jehovah your God that brought you up out of
the land of Egypt to be your God, ye shall therefore be
holy, for I am holy" (Lev. 11:45). Notice, again, the
correspondence, and that the purpose of deliverance is
that He may be their God. Is it not striking that in
every passage in which God declares His holiness it is
linked with the declaration that He is Jehovah their
God? (Lev. 19:2; 20:24, 26; 21:6, 8; 22:32-33). As
Habakkuk appealed, "0 Jehovah my God, my Holy
One," the name brought the assurance "we shall not
die" (Hab. 1:12; 2: 4). Jehovah was the Holy One of
Israel, but He was not the Holy One of any other nation.
Misunderstanding of this fact has led the ignorant to
scoff at Israel's conception of God as being that of a
tribal deity. Israel knew right well that their God was
the Creator of the universe, but, though He was good to
all and His tender mercies were over all His works, He
was not Jehovah, the Holy One of any other people.
Just because Jehovah was Israel's God He was not
the God of the other nations. "Jehovah of hosts is the
God of Israel, even a God to Israel" (1 Chron. 17: 24),
for "All the hosts of Jehovah went out from the land of
Egypt" (Exodus 12:41), The hosts of Israel belong to
Jehovah, for He is the God of the armies of Israel
(1 Sam. 17:45). The puny armies of Israel taught their
enemies what it meant to have Jehovah of hosts for their
God. Pharaoh said, "I know not Jehovah,'' and He
could never know Him except as his enemy. When Israel
celebrated their deliverance and the defeat of Pharaoh,
they sang the praises of Jehovah Who triumphed glori
ously. They asked, "Who is like unto Thee, 0 Jehovah,
among the gods ! Who is like Thee, glorious in holiness ?''
The whole song glorifies Jehovah as Israel's God and as
a "man of war", doing wonders on behalf of His people;
but more than this, it brings out the fact that as Jeho-
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vah's holiness is manifested He is glorified among the
nations, for -"the peoples have heard, they tremble".
From this first national deliverance we turn to the last,
and there we witness the manifestation of His holiness
and His glory when He delivers Israel from Gog, and
when He is jealous for His holy name: "I will magnify
myself and make Myself known in the eyes of many
nations: and they shall know that I am Jehovah. . . .
So the house of Israel shall know that I am Jehovah
their God from that day and forward" (Exodus 15;
Ezek. 38:23; 39:21-29).
Our Lord taught His disciples to pray, *'Hallowed
be Thy name; Thy kingdom come," for too often has
Israel profaned that name by their idolatries and the
accompanying pollutions; but Isaiah records Jehovah's
promise that the house of Jacob "shall sanctify My
name; yea they shall sanctify the Holy One of Jacob"
(Isa. 29: 22-24). When God's saints are really sanctified
to God they sanctify Him and His name, satisfying His
claim upon them. Marriage illustrates the sanctification
of two persons to each other. Infidelity in the marital
relation is unholiness, and their infidelity to God, Who
had married Israel, was failure to sanctify His name.
Because God is the Holy One of Israel He is jealous
because of her adulteries: "I, Jehovah thy God, am a
jealous God" (Exodus 20:1-5; Joshua 24:19). Even
Moses and Aaron were not permitted to enter the land
of promise because by unbelief they failed to sanctify
God before the people (Num. 20:12; Deut. 32: 51).
Israel is a holy nation because it is "the Israel of
Gad, or God's Israel, His possession: God is holy because
He is the God of Israel, or Israel's God. Likewise, Christ
is "the Holy One of God", or God's Holy One, because
all He is and does is for God: God is His "Holy Father"
because of the special relation always subsisting between
the Father and the Son. He is the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and God showed Himself to be His
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God by delivering Him, powerfully designating Him to
be the Son of God by the resurrection of the dead, in
which resurrection the Father again manifested that He
is '' glorious in holiness'' (Rom. 1: 4; 6: 4). When Christ
prayed to His *' Holy Father'' it was concerning the keep
ing of a people whom God had given to His Son, and
whom the Son had kept while He was in the world, sanc
tifying Himself that they might be sanctified in truth
(John 17:11, 12, 17).
In three other passages in the "New Testament" the
holiness of God is mentioned: Hebrews 12:10; 1 Peter

1:15-16, where Leviticus is quoted; and Unveiling 4:8
in which the language of Isaiah 6:3 is quoted and
adapted.
"Holy! Holy! Holy!" in both occurrences
emphasizes the truth that "I Jehovah change not, there
fore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed." In spite of

Israel's unholiness God is holy, and He will fill the whole
fearth with the glory of His holiness by fulfilling His cov
enant promises of which the name Jehovah is a pledge.
Jehovah is Israel's Coming One and Holy One (Un.
6:10).
It is a striking fact that the apostle of the gentiles,
while saying much of the holiness of believers, never
once speaks of God as the Holy One or as Jehovah. The
body of Christ is the church of God because it is sancti
fied to God, but the relation of God to His church is not
expressed as holiness, or by the name Jehovah. Though
He has a church, He is still the Holy One of Israel alone,
and is pledged exclusively to them as Jehovah. The ques
tion, What is God's relation to the body of Christ? inevT
itably arises, and the answer is that God is related to
those who are in Christ Jesus just as He is related to
Christ as the Head of the church, that is, as God and
Father. These names express all the devotion and close
relation that His holiness expressed to Israel, and much
more. The Holy One of Israel and Jehovah the God of
Israel are exclusive titles, expressing a relation that can
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never be universal. The character in which God shall
ultimately be known is that of Father. When Jesus is
universally acclaimed as Lord it will be to the glory of
God the Father, and at the consummation the kingdom
will be given up to God, even the Father (Phil. 2:11;
1 Cor. 15:24).
It was not the Holy One of Israel Who conciliated
the world to Himself; indeed, that conciliation is incon
sistent with Israel's prerogatives, and its proclamation
was contingent on Israel's casting away.
When God

takes up Israel again and glorifies His holiness by taking
vengeance on the enemies of His people the era of grace
and of conciliation will be in abeyance till all Jehovah's
promises to Israel are fulfilled. Israel will know God as
Father. Jesus Christ taught the disciples that they were
God's children and that He was their Father, yet iifiione
of their recorded speeches or writings do the disciples
ever say, "God our Father". Paul alone says this, and
he says it in every one of his thirteen epistles, with the
possible significant exception of Galatians, and only Paul
declares that those in Christ Jesus are already sons, as
reference to the Greek shows. Reclamation from under
the law is necessary to sonship (Gal. 4:6-7). Not all
God's children are called sons, but every son is a child.

QUESTIONS
Can you find a definition of holiness in Scripture? How
shall we learn what holiness is? Who are saints? What con
stitutes sainthood?
Is holiness a relation to God, or is it a
moral quality? What connection exists between holiness and
purity?

Why is holiness so prominent in Exodus, Leviticus, and
Numbers? Can an inanimate object or a beast be holy? Can
an unbeliever be holy? What is the difference between objec
tive and subjective holiness?
Did Christ's sanctification
cleanse Him from sin? Does holiness admit of a divided alle
giance?
Why are there so many different conceptions of God's holi
ness?
Is it right to identify holiness with its effects and

accompaniments? How did God teach Israel the meaning of
holiness? Did He mean something different when He declared
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that He was holy?
What three things are always connected
with the declaration:
I am holy? How does God manifest His
holiness? (Exodus 15)
Who is Jehovah?
What is meant by the Holy One of God? And by the church
of God? Is God said to be the Holy One of the church? How

is He related to it?
How is the church sanctified to God?
What is the difference between a child and a son? (Gal. 4:1-7)

Geo. L. Rogers

(To be continued in the next number)

Problem of (Kbil

MAN'S WILL OR GOD'S

God's will is not only ignored by the world today, but
even His saints set it aside, or water it down to a mere
wish. How few there are who hold that the universe is
being operated according to the counsel of His will! It
has become the fashion to say that will means wish, and
the margins of some Bibles do not hesitate to change it to
desire. We are assured that God does not mill all mankind to be saved, but merely desires it, and, since man
wills otherwise, He is quite powerless and impotent
before the superior force of human determination. God
is He Who is operating in us to will (Phil. 2:13), yet
even those who teach a "full surrender" insist that our
own will is to be the means of honoring Him. The truth
is that man's will is always opposed to God's, and the
saints are safe only so long as they accept His will, as
revealed in the Scriptures, and reject their own.
Because the English word will is popularly used in a
variety of ways it has lost the definiteness which it should
have in the Scriptures. In the Authorized Version it is
the mistranslation of counsel, opinion, wish, about, eager
ness, delight, accord, and voluntary. Greek lexicons also
lack clearness, and usually give a number of synonyms
which define other Greek words. Thus wish is euchomai,
which lacks entirely the sense of determination essential
to will, as is shown by its occurrences (Acts 26:29;
27: 29; Rom. 9: 3; 2 Cor. 13: 7, 9; James 5:16; 3 John
2). The words intend and intention have a more farreaching significance. They come from the verb to plan,
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and look beyond the immediate action of the will to the
ultimate result. This is very important in the passages
where it occurs (Acts 27:43; Eom. 9:19; 1 Pet. 4:3).
Resolution or resolve also takes us to the object to be
attained, not the immediate posture of the mind. Pur
pose means before-place, a future accomplishment kept

in view beforehand. Such terms do not define the Greek
word thelema, but rather show what is not its meaning.
The usual alternative.given is desire, making it a matter
of feelijig, rather than of mind. Passages are actually
adduced to prove this, such as our Lord's words in Gethsemane, because the context is full of feeling and the
sentence is in the negative. But even here (Mark 14: 36),
it is God's will as well as Christ's which is in view, and
it is most unfortunate to speak of God's desire that
Christ should endure His awful agony. It is our hazy,
overlapping English usage which blinds us to the clear
cut' distinctions of the inspired oracles.
•
Not only is the English word used for such a variety
,of terms in the original, but the Greek word will is trans
lated by at least ten different English expressions, desire,
be disposed, be forward, intend, list, love, mean, please,
have rather, and will. How can there be aught but con
fusion when God's words are thus violated in a transla
tion which purports to be God's Word? Desire is epithumia, and has to do with the feelings, rather than the
determination. Be disposed is phroneo, and expresses the
bent or bias. Intend is boulomai. Love is agapao. Please,
produce an agreeable sensation, is aresko. It is impossi
ble to get God's mind through man's mistranslations.
The Concordant Version uses only will, with want as an
idiomatic- alternative, to prevent confusion with the
futuretense, and behest in an evil sense in one passage
(Eph. -2r3)..- This may not always tickle our ears, but it
will not fail to illumine our hearts.
In English idiom, a man who is willing to do or be
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something is a passive agent, who acquiesces or assents to
another's wishes. Hence a true translation demands that
we change the word in such cases to want. For many it
will be difficult to distinguish this from wish or desire,
due to the vagueness of our language. As the element of
desire is usually included in our determination, it is easy
to confuse the two. In the Concordant Version will or
want as the translation of fhelo always carries the
thought beyond a mere wish.
The confusion which has arisen is evident on all sides.
We are assured by those who take the place of teachers
and have much light, that a very common use of this
Greek verb thelo has the sense of desire or wish. As a
result each one interprets to suit his inclination, accord
ing to his system of theology. The tendency is to make it
will when used of man, and wish when used of God, for
if men are determined to have their own will and deny
that God is entitled to anything more than a desire, they
may as well go to the end of their tether, rather than
hesitate on the way. In all our investigations it is well to
recognize the inclination of man to exalt himself and to

degrade God. Man has a "free will", we are told, and
many are ready to defend the error. But where are the
men who will fight for the "free will" of God?
But the greatest havoc is wrought when the believer
is exhorted, either to abandon or to assert his own will.
One of the most serious aspects of the present apostasy
lies in a species of hypnotism or mesmerism, in which
the subject seeks to yield himself entirely to an outside
spirit, under the false supposition that, in so doing, he
must, of necessity, fall in line with the will of God. But
there are many wills in the world besides our own and
God's. Many, unconsciously, are subject to an evil spirit,
supposing that the impressions they receive come from
God. They think they are, in effect, inspired, and imag
ine that they do not need the Scriptures in order to be
guided by the holy spirit. The significant fact which
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condemns this system is its practical repudiation of' the
written Word. The true spirit of God communicates His
will to us only through the medium of the Scriptures. To
this spirit we may safely say, "Thy will, not mine".
But to spirits which speak directly we should say,
"God's will, not thine".
Still more subtle for the true student of the Scrip
tures is the teaching that we are to assert our wills. It
was well expressed in a religious weekly as follows:
Certain it is that God has given us our wills as a precious
and vital stewardship to be used to his honor and glory. The
life that has been born again by faith in Christ as Saviour,
and then has been yielded in full surrender to him as Lord, is
not a life from which the will disappears but in which it is to
be used as never before, energized by the very power of "dyna
mite" (dunamis) of God. The surrendered, Spirit-filled life
that rejoices to abide in Christ is far removed from one of
passivity or inactivity. To all such are addressed the words:
"It is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his
good pleasure" (Phil. 2:13). The Greek verb here translated
"will" is the same verb thelo, expressing something infinitely
stronger than mere wish or desire, for it is the purpose, the
determination, the very will of God that works in the lives of
his children.

If our readers will consult -all of the occurrences of
thelema, will, they will obtain both pleasure and profit.
Out of about sixty occurrences at least fifty speak of the
will of God. Man's will is not very important, according
to the divine reckoning. The list begins with "Thy will
be done" (Mat. 6:10) and ends with "for Thy pleasure
[will] they are" (Un. 4:11). In Romans 2:18 God's
will is recognized as the will which needs no further
specification. The Jew knew the will because he had the
divine oracles. The coming kingdom is briefly character
ized as the time when men mil not do their own will, but
the Father's.
The whole mission of Christ may be summed up in
this word, for He came to do the will of God (Heb. 10:
7, 9). He amplified this when He said, "I am not seek
ing My will, but the will of Him Who sends Me" (John

Man's Will is "Crucify!"
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5:30). This is emphasized by repetition, when, a little
later, He protests, "I have descended from heaven, not
that I should be doing My will, but the will of Him Who
sends Me" (John 6:38). Is it anywhere apparent that
Christ exercised His will except in complete accord with
His Father? He did His Father's will and did not do
His own. He was not "passive" but active, but that did
not consist in asserting His will but in fulfilling His
Father's. When, in Gethsemane, His will was out of line
with God's, He was strengthened by a messenger (Luke
22:42, 43), but His will was not. In the crisis of our
lives we do not need a vigorous determination, but
strength to acquiesce in God's will for us, which involves
the repudiation of our own.
But our principal object in writing this article is to
call attention to the operation of man's will as presented
in the Scriptures. Only a few hours after our Lord had
resigned His will in order to do the Father's Pilate gives
Him up to their will (Luke 23: 25). Here we have man's
will crystallized into a single word, perhaps the most
terrible which will haunt humanity until the consumma
tion, "Crucify!" Whenever you hear human determin

ation extolled, may your ears ring with the echo, '' Cru
cify !" ■ The will of man was brought to the great Touch
stone and was found to be base metal. Even Pilate, who
could have thwarted their will, did not succeed in curb
ing its stubbornness. Here is man's free will! "Crucify
Him!"
•
■ •
Such was the will of those who had God's revelation,
the religious nation, w&ich had been trained by the law,
and knew "the will" (Rom. 2:18). Of these also it is
said that they walked in accord with the spirit now oper
ating in the sons of Stubbornness, doing the behests
[wills] of the flesh and of the comprehension even as the
rest (Eph. 2:3). This is most illuminating. It shows
that the will of a man, either Jew or gentile, is the com
pounded effect of complex causes, over none of which he
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has any control.
influences him.
comprehension is
up their minds.

The Behests of the Flesh
There is a spirit, not his own, which
His flesh demands recognition.
His
another factor. Men do not really make
They are made up for them. AH are

powerfully influenced by the spirit forces which: can be
neither seen nor felt, but which can be detected by their
effect. The spirit of the times carries men on its current.
It does not conform to the will of man, but conforms his
will to it. Then there is the flesh. Most men are mastered
by their physical frame, and find their wills utterly
powerless to oppose its behests. The mental atmosphere
adds its influence. Human comprehension is darkened
(Eph. 4:18). As man is a creature, he cannot create his
will out of nothing. He compounds it out of the material
at hand. The kind and quality of the materials deter
mine the character of his will, but he has no control over
these elements. The process is subconscious, so he does
not even apprehend what he is doing, any more than he
comprehends the details of digestion. He can choose his
food with conscious care, but he cannot supervise its
assimilation. In the sphere of will he is altogether at the
mercy of influences beyond his powers of perception.

What do we do where we "make up our minds''? We
simply open the doors to surrounding influences to see
what is preponderant. Very often when we will a cer
tain way we are utterly unable to give any rational rea
son for our determination. I have just been speaking
with a member of the Chosen Race who is undergoing
much needless hardship in Palestine. There is no lack of
money. Many sons in the United States are successful
manufacturers. "I do not wish them to know how I am
faring, or they would hire an aeroplane and fetch me
home. Why do I stay here? I don't know! I came here
on a visit, and I can't leave. Discomforts, distresses, iso
lation from my loved ones should draw me away. But
I will stay here. There is something within me which I
can't explain. It holds me here." The sacred asaocia-

and of the Comprehension
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tions of Palestine have much to do with the will of the
Jewish people.
But a believer should not be caught in the current of

the spirit which carries the sons of Stubbornness to de
struction. They should not obey the behests of the flesh.
Their own wills would involve the flesh. But we are not
in flesh, but in spirit. Its behests should have no part
in our lives. Its disposition is death. We do not walk
according to it. Our comprehension is no longer dark
ened, it is true, but all of the actual light which it has
comes to us direct from God, by His spirit, through His
Word. In reality this is not ours, but God's.
In place of the evil spirit which operates in the sons
of Stubbornness, we are actuated by the holy spirit of
God. Leaving out the flesh entirely, the spirit acts upon
our minds to renew them by means of God's written rev
elation, that we may know with certainty what God's
will is, for it alone is good, and well pleasing and mature
(Rom. 12: 2). The will is no longer a mysterious, subcon
scious combination, formed in the dark without our intel
ligent cooperation, but a simple, uncompounded, illum
inated renunciation of the influence of the flesh, of our
own comprehension, and of the evil spirit forces which
surround us, and an intelligent acceptance of God's rev
elation by the power of His holy spirit.
That this is so difficult to some of us arises from the
fact that we allow our own will to modify God's. The
factors that form it still assert themselves.
Do not
strengthen them! Crucify the flesh. Lean not on your
own understanding. Reject the spirit of darkness. But
most of the failure arises from an inaccurate immature
and distorted knowledge of God's will. We cannot turn
to an index and find specific directions for every crisis
in our lives. This is not at all necessary. If we but knew
His Word we would always find the factors for the solu^
tion of our problems.
These should be so thoroughly
assimilated into our systems that they become a part of
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our very being. We cannot do His will without knowing
it. We cannot know it fully without a comprehension of
His ways. This comes alone through an exact, a compre
hensive, a mature insight into the Scriptures, more espe
cially that which is the proper portion for this adminis
tration of God's grace.
In the final analysis men really have no will abso
lutely their own. Like their bodies, the elements which
compose it were external to themselves, and it becomes
theirs only as a combination of these outside materials.
But the combination is peculiar to themselves, so it be
comes, in that sense, their very own. This is not the case,
however, with the saint. There is no combination of
materials, or should not be. The spirit of God alone, act
ing through a recognized written revelation, should take
the place of our will. This is the only safe basis of action.

It would be sad, indeed, if our own will, compounded
of the subconscious influence of the spirit, the flesh and
the comprehension, should be strengthened. It made us
sons of Stubbornness before we believed. Strengthening
will only make us more stubborn. There are saints like
this, but it should not be encouraged. Instead of a preci
ous and vital stewardship, our wills are a deadly and
damaging deposit which we should discard. As our own
wills are continually present with us, we need strength to
repeat, with every heaving breath, "Not mine, but
Thine !"
Happy is the man who has so harmonized himself
with the will of God that he may speak of it as his own!
So it was with our Lord, for the spirit world could not
influence Him, His flesh was holy, and His comprehen
sion perfect. He could say "I will" (Mat. 8:3; Mark
1: 41; Luke 5:13), arid the cleansing of the leper shows
that God's will coincided with His. It was His will to
protect His people (Mat. 23: 37; Luke 13: 34), but not
theirs. He called to Himself whom He would (Mark
3:13).. It was" not His will to call fire from heaven to

but What Thou!"
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consume the Samaritans (Luke 9:54). He willed that
His own should be with Him (John 17: 24). Even in the
garden of Gethsemane, when His will could not coincide

with the Father's He rose above it and gave us the great
mdtto which we need almost constantly, "Not what I
will, but what Thou!" (Mark 14:36).
It is not our place or privilege to determine the
actions of our fellow saints. Paul, with all his apostolic
authority, did not coerce Apollos to come to Corinth.
As distinct from our brethren, we may have a will differ
ing from theirs even when both are in line with God's.
Undoubtedly God wanted a record of Paul's entreaties
of Apollos as an example for us to follow. The only dif
ference was the time when he should come (1 Cor. 16:
12). They seemed to agree on all else. Apollos waited
until the time was opportune. Paul was not acquainted
with this element in Apollos' decision. It is impossible
for us to know all the details in another's life, which
determine his walk. Nor is it wise that we should. It is
God's prerogative to order the lives of His people.
The seventh of Eomans deals with the will of one
under law (verses 15-21). He wants to do good, but can
not carry out his ideal. It is God's will applied to the
flesh, in order to show that the flesh is not subject to
God's law, for it is not able to fulfill its demands. What
is the solution? The strengthening of man's will? No!
It is grace, which delivers from the condemnation of the
law. All sorts of methods have been tried to cultivate
the human will so that it will enable men to overcome the
propensity to sin. But the law itself is really an expres
sion of the will of God for those to whom it was given.
Nothing could be stronger than that. When it is written
on their hearts, in the days to come, it will be quite ade
quate. Then, however, it will displace the human will,
not strengthen it.
Our conclusion, that man's will is utterly excluded*in
the salvation of the sinner and in the sanctification of
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the saint, is fully confirmed by definite statements of
Scripture. In the place where the basis of salvation is
discussed (Rom. 9: 9-18), Paul insists that "it is not of
him who is willing, nor yet of him who is racing, but of
God, the Merciful". The perversity which persists in
injecting passages on other subjects in order to nullify
this decisive declaration is one of the saddest signs of
our times. "Whosoever will" is testified to the ecclesias.
These are invited to take the water of life gratuitously

'(Tin. 22:17). The use of this phrase in preaching the

evangel is a most flagrant perversion. Also, to reason
that, because some will not come to Christ (John 5:40),
therefore only those who will are saved, is only one more
instance of the depravity of the human intellect. All
men will not.
Their will prevents them.
Only the
superior power of God's will brings men to Him.
Philippians is the epistle to discover what place
man's will has in perfection experience. There we read
that (<it is GOD Who is operating in you to will as well
as to work for the sake of His delight" (Phil 2:13).
This is precisely what to expect from our previous inves
tigations. The evil spirits no longer should affect our
will, the flesh should be ruled out, our comprehension is
not consulted and our determinations are to be based
solely on the Scriptures. By means of His spirit and His
Word our own will is superseded by His determination.
The result should be not merely a righteous record in the
sight of men, but a life to delight the heart of God.
A few of God's saints believe that the goal of God is
to be All in all. Most of them will not believe this even
though some say that they wish it were so. But there are
two alls in this august assertion. How many of us realize
the force of the first? It is dreadful to contemplate a
universe in which God is all in only a few, and the rest
are in torment eternal. It is sickening to survey the world
as it it today though only a few are in actual agony, and
that for a brief period. But more awful still is the vision

He .Will be All in aW
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of a world in which God is only a little in all. What ter
rible chaos would come if each creature should become
independent of its Creator, going its own way without
regard to the rest and without heeding Him! A single
planet, if loosed from the law of gravitation, might wreck
the whole solar system. If all were released, the imagina
tion fails to picture the result. So with a world un
leashed from the will of Jehovah. It would be death or
torture eternal for all.
Great is the cry against making puppets, mere autom
atons, out of men. At all hazards, we are told, we must
maintain human individuality and the godlike attribute
of free will. What is the meaning of this? It is nothing
less than the revolt of the creature against the Creator,
the desire to be as God, even though it is always pre
sented under the guise of religion. It is nowhere to be
found in the Scriptures, but it is the basis of most inter
pretations of the Bible. Even in human affairs it is
impracticable. All social rules, all government, laws of
every kind are an infringement on the will of the indi
vidual. If we were absolutely alone in the universe we
might be a law unto ourselves. But so long as we are
related to our Creator and to our fellow creatures, there
must be regulation, or there will be confusion and col
lision.

In their proud repudiation of the position of puppets
men are acting merely as phonographs, for they repeat
a well-worn record made by the spirit that is operating

in the sons of Stubbornness before man imagined he had
a free will, in the garden of Eden. "You shall be as
God." I repeat. He provides the record and he turns
the handle and a man speaks. What a wonderful little
god he is! He would really deceive himself much easier
and play the part much better if he appeared as a pup
pet. Some of them are very convincing. Have you ever
inquired whence man obtained this self-determination of
which he is so proud? Have you ever pictured where it
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would land him if it were really allowed to run amuck ?
He is jerked about by invisible strings, by unseen hands,
just as really as if he were a puppet in a Punch and
Judy show.

He is merely a creature trying to convince himself
that he is a creator. He has nothing that was not given
him. He does nothing except under the force of an exter
nal or inherited stimulus. All that ails him is that he is
ignorant. He is like many who drive automobiles in these
days. They touch this button or shift that lever and it
goes—or doesn't. They are quite exhilarated by the sense
of power imparted by the speeding machine. But if the
gasoline is exhausted on a lonely road, and they have to
push the heavy car, or are unable to do so, the sense of
power is replaced by a sad sense of impotence.
Few really realize what it means to be a creature. We
cannot help acknowledging that our will was not con
sulted when we were born. We were not even asked
where we desired that important event to take place, or
who should have the honor of being our parents. Our
frame, our figure, our face—all was forced upon us by
an irresistible fate, against which many of us rebel. If
most of the vital operations in our bodies were not invol
untary we would perish at once, for not even the most
famous of physicians understands all of its functions.
Let this physical fact sink deep into our minds. Our
bodies are not conjured out of space by our self-determinatioti. We breathe the air, almost unconsciously. We
partake of food and assimilate it altogether apart from
our direction. The resultant physical frame defies our
determination. We want to be tall, so we are small. No
one can add a cubit to his stature. The will has little
effect on the tangible part of our make-up. So also with
the intangible.

Our thought processes are hid from us by a thick veil
of ignorance and unconsciousness. We need to be awake
to receive and register outward impressions to some

a Victim of Circumstance
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extent, but their assimilation into the body of our
thoughts so as to produce ideas and guide our determina-.
tion, is a subconscious operation, over which we have no
control. Indeed, it is best accomplished during sleep.
The unbeliever breathes in the spirit of the age. He is
soulish and seeks the pleasures of the senses. His mind is
impressed by the evidence of his faculties. These form
his will. He is quite impotent to form any determination
opposed to these forces. He is utterly at their mercy. He
is not only a puppet, but a victim. When the law comes
to enlighten him, he begins to realize his wretchedness
(Rom. 7:24). Salvation consists in the displacement of
the spirit which operates in the sons of Stubbornness
(Eph. 2: 2) by the spirit of God. The flesh and compre
hension hinder its full realization until resurrection and
vivification.

If the believer 's will is subconsciously formed by the
operation of the holy spirit, through contact with the
Scriptures, his will is no more his own than is that of the
unbeliever. It is God Who is operating in him to will.
O, the blessedness of this condition! Puppet? No, but
prophet! Slavery? No, but liberty! Misery? No, but
happiness! Only thus are we normal creatures in har
mony with our Creator. If the eyes of our hearts have
been opened to God's grace we will dread our own deter
mination. We will lose all confidence in ourselves, and
know that, whatever is ours, as distinct from God's, can
neither benefit us nor bless Him. So we rest gratefully
in the only will that will work our weal.
But, some will say, We must will to do God's will.
Very well then, if you will have it so. Our Lord pre
ferred to put it otherwise. But how strong must our

wills be to accept His? Is it to be a continual, exhaustive

effort? Where are we to get the strength? In reference
to God, it will be His will. As distinct from our fellows,
we may call it ours, for it will issue with infinite variety
and diversity in the lives and experiences of us all. In
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regard to ourselves, we shall be delighted to make it ours,
for there need be no conscious effort to conform to God's
will as opposed to our own, when our bodies are trans
formed into spiritual and immortal. Only thus can God
actually become all in us.
God's goal is to become All in His creatures. Is this
to be attained by giving each an independent will so
that they may be His rivals in the regulation of the uni
verse ? Is anarchy the end He has in view ? To be all in
another is the plainest form of infant speech, yet who
knows the fullness of such simple syllables? Now, in
creation, all live and move and are in Him. Then, by
means of the sacrifice of His Son, the converse will be
true. He will be all in them. AU, not a little, or much, or
most. Let no one dare to limit it! Naught will be in us
but the loving, life-giving God, Whose spirit will operate,
not only to give us indissoluble life, but to formulate our
will and perform our work. Only thus will God get the
glory and the praise and enjoy the delight which alone
will satisfy His heart and fulfill the aim of His creation.
There is room for only one will in this world. Two
wills is confusion, three is ch&os. Give every creature an
unconquerable will, and you create a condition which
can only cause a continual and eternal clash. Peace and
happiness will be impossible. Discord will drag all down
to everlasting destruction. God will become all in none.
Therefore it cannot be. He will be All in all. His will
alone is irresistible. It only will prevail. It will operate
in His eonian saints and bring back blessing to mankind.
It will become the one will in all the universe. Harmony
and sweet accord will reconcile all creatures to Him and
to each other. All will sing the same song of His compos
ing. In all, the mighty spirit of the living, life-giving
God will operate with magnetic force to attract each
creature into the normal, irresistible, ecstatic current of
His loving, illuminating will. He will be their AIL
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A GREAT UNFOLDING

To what heights of spiritual understanding are we con
ducted as we read Paul's rare unfolding to the saints at
Colosse! Never had words set forth a clearer conception
of God's purpose, or a deeper knowledge of the glories of
Christ, both in retrospect and prospect.
But first of all he sounds a note of joyous thanks for
our introduction into that wondrous kingdom wherein
we see with unclouded eye. Aforetime, when estranged
from God, and in the thrall of the authority of darkness,
vague indeed was our vision, and many the false lights
which lured.
But when the Father, the One-makingenough, Hits us from our darkened state, ah, then, what

deliverance is ours!
And how great the contrast. '' Out of the authority
of darkness . . . into the kingdom of the Son of His
love." Now indeed, is there clarity of vision. And what
thought associations in the contemplation of Christ! He
is revealed in a greatness undisclosed till now. Think of
it.

Capture again the deep joyousness and appreciation

which may have come to you when first you drank in the
glory of such an unfolding. For, not only is creation
through Him, but for Him.
Every beat and throb of creation's existence presages
the time when it shall be altogether for Him. No part
shall be for another. He is Heir of all. We look back,
and see that, in the form of God, His voice was heard in
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Eden's bowers. As the visible and audible Elohim of old,
His form and His voice were eagerly welcomed in its
glades. And, though estrangement came, the grace of
Elohim was such that He appeared again and again to
the children of men. For were they not made in the like
ness of Him Who Himself was the Image of God?
As the One Who creates, and is able to make anew,
He appears to Abraham and Jacob, giving to each a
name, and also a promise of precious import. At the
burning bush, as the great I Am, He gives to Moses His
memorable charge.
Isaiah, too, sees His glory as the
Effulgence, even as Jehovah, and presents Him as "the
Holy One of Israel, the mighty One of Jacob". And
Jeremiah sets Him forth as "the Hope of Israel, the
Saviour thereof in time to trouble".
What wonderful thoughts inhere in such a retrospect!
How great a Saviour was, and is, and shall be, the
Ancient of days, the Daysman of Job's thought and
vision, and the Sun of righteousness Who yet shall come
with mighty, healing power.
Could Israel in their time of grace, have known Him
thus, what light their oracles had revealed! How they
testified of Him! He was the life of the lifted serpent,
the water of the smitten rock, the sweetness of the falling
manna, column of cloud, delivering angel, and enshrined
presence of the sanctuary. And the faithful of old knew
Him thus.
In what wondrous measure, then, should we know
Him, who have the completed word of His grace and
power! But language fails to voice to the full, the glory
which was His before the orbs of space took form and
course.

Each sped to its point in the boundless expanse,

And caught their first light from the light of His glance,
His power, in one moment, fixed each in its spot—
One moment remitted, they sink and are not.

How wonderful it all is! And to think that He Who

Him, through Him, for Him
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is "carrying on the universe by His powerful declara
tion ", should leave His high place for this lowly plane.
Yet, insignificant as is our earth in God's great space, it
was chosen as the scene for the most effective deed crea
tion could know. The glorious Firstborn took human
flesh and form. And in that form, with all the sensitive
ness of spirit that only one so pure could know, He died.
And He died " making peace through the blood of His
cross".
He died for all. And, to bring us to God. Just that,
but what a floodtide of grace, ensuing from such a deed,
the Father sends forth! And though now, in the rich
interlude of such grace, comparatively few realize the
blessedness of its lifting power, yet the time is coming
when the whole of creation will avow its potent touch..
The sun does not shine for a few trees and flowers,
but for the wide world's joy. The lonely pine on the
mountain side cries,'' Thou art my sun!'' The violet lifts
its cup and whispers with its perfumed breath, "Thou
art my light!" And the grain in a thousand fields rustles
in the wind and makes answer, '' Thou art my warmth!''
And in that day when beings of every plane of life
are conscious of the spirit-quickening sway of Christ, the
ascendant thought and voice will be, "Thou art my
God!" And for the great reason that "the universe is
for Him".
The vast reaches of creation, as fashioned and re
fashioned by Him, are for Him. In the perfect form and
state to which He Himself brings them, they are the true
and fitting guerdon for the travail which He bore. The
crucial and resolving point which assures all this, is the
"peacemaking through the blood of the pale". And the
preciousness of that blood is only rightly assessed as it is
seen to affect all.
Here and now, the apprehension of its virtue for sal
vation, is by faith, and as of those who are not perceiving
and believe. But then, in the long lengthened reign of
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Christ, even in God's rare and most blessed day, a won
drous eye-anointing perception will be experienced by
all. They will see the marks of His dying in the glorified
form of the Son of God. And before their eyes, it may
be, will pass those who aforetime testified to the cleansing
power of the blood, and to the grace of the Father glori
ous. For was it not "by His body of flesh, through His
death", they were reconciled.
It was even so. And "through His death", the de
cease accomplished at despised Golgotha, there lies the
power and possibility of full reconciliation. A worthy
servant of God glimpsed this nearly eighty years ago, as,
in dwelling on the death of Christ, he used these words:
"In it stood and by it was to be sealed, the immortality
of the faithful before the flood, and it may be, the immor
tality of angels, of myriads of unfalien creatures, of all
the intelligent populations that may be gathered together
in unknown worlds. We tremble to place a limit to the
blood of the cross, to its necessity, to its reach, to its
actuating and pervading influence on all the moral
arrangements of heaven."
A great unfolding indeed. An impressive past, an
unclouded future, and a living present. And every epoch
touched by some grace, some glory of their sovereign
Lord! And for us whom "He now reconciles by His
body of flesh, through His death", there is to be a holy,
flawless, and unimpeachable life in His sight.
Whiteness most white.
And some day bliss for bane,
For mortal frailty, immortal might;
Transcendent grace for guilt and every stain—
Whiteness most white.

William Mealand
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A CHAINED AMBASSADOR

What a change from the mailed and weaponed warrior of
the preceding passage is this chained ambassador at
Rome, the capital of the world! At one stroke of His
graphic brush God gives us a picture of the conciliation.
Following so closely on the celestial conflict, it displays
the startling contrast between our strife with spirits and
our truce with men. At the same time that Paul stands,
armored and armed, ready to repulse any encroachment
on his celestial allotment, he also allows the Eoman power
to load his limbs with chains, although no act could be
more defiant and provocative of war than such degrada
tion heaped upon God's representative.
Paul was an ambassador from the high court of
heaven. The treatment accorded him is an index of the
attitude of men toward the government of God. Rome,
the political center of the earth, gives God's plenipoten
tiary a chain. Any earthly power would have declared
war. All the resources of a government are pledged to
protect its officials in a foreign land. The very first
announcement of hostilities demands that the ambassador
be safely withdrawn. Any indignities to his person are
an affront to the court from which he came. Paul's chain
is an outrage, a challenge, a gauntlet thrown down to the
God of heaven to provoke Him to hostilities. Will He not
declare war? Will He not at least deliver His ambas
sador from their fetters?
He is for peace! All their maltreatment of His
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ambassador does not shake Him from this resolve. Noth
ing that they can do to Him or to the saints can alter
God's settled attitude toward all mankind so long as the
present administration is in effect. They are His ene
mies, and they neglect no occasion to express their
enmity.
The peace is not mutual, except in those who
have received the evangel. All that men can do to show
their defiance of God only serves to emphasize His unal
terable attitude. No provocation can rouse His wrath.
No insult can wake His anger. His Son has died, and
He is conciliated whether men will respond or reject.
His chained ambassador is the graphic illustration of
this secret evangel.
The mystery of the gospel is not the special subject of
this epistle, but, like much of Paul's previous ministry,
it is recognized and incorporated into this secret admin
istration by brief allusions. In the previous paragraph
it is specifically described as "the evangel of peace"
(Eph. 6:15). Here it is called "the secret of the evan
gel". One phrase connects it with the fifth of Romans,
where it is fully set forth, and the other refers to the last
paragraph of that epistle, in which its secret character
is emphasized. Here Paul is merely mentioning it as the
subject of their prayers for him, since he still continued
to make it known. He does not need to explain it to
those who had been under his ministry. Nor do we need
to elaborate upon this marvelous evangel, as it is fully
treated in the volume on "The Mystery of the Gospel".
In presenting the secret economy in this epistle, Paul
is seen in a variety of characters. In general, the revela
tion is made by an apostle of Christ in the first three
chapters, and the exhortations come from a prisoner of
the Lord in the last three. He dispenses the secret as a
steward (3:2) who makes the necessary arrangements

for the household of faith. In the previous economy,
while the nations were still at a distance from God, he
was a priest in order to bring them nigh (Rom. 15:16).

The Secret of the Evangel
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Now they are so near they need no mediation. It is only
. in relation to the secret of the evangel, that he is called
an ambassador. And such are we also, who pray men to
be conciliated to God.
This title indicates the change in the apostle's atti
tude toward the world. At first he went forth as a herald,
to proclaim the evangel of the kingdom. This demanded
freedom to fare forth among the nations. Now that he
is bound, such a message is impossible, even if the king
dom had not been rejected. Now that he is a bound
ambassador, all that is left is prayer. This is the essence
of the evangel today. We are to pray men to be qonciliated to God. And the apostle beseeches the saints to
pray for him. In the corresponding section of this epistle
we have Paul's prayer for them (1:15-19).
Now he
desires their prayers in his apparently hopeless dilemma.
His body is bound. That should not be changed. But
the evangel must not be fettered. It must be free.
Paul's prayer answered
It soon became apparent that chains were no hin
drance to the spread of the evangel. The petitions which
arose at Paul's request were speedily answered. In writ
ing to the Philippians, not long afterward, he said, "Now
I am intending you to know, brethren, that my affairs
have rather come to be for the progress of the evangel
so that my bonds in Christ become apparent in the whole
pretorium and to all the rest, and the majority of the
brethren, having confidence in the Lord as to my bonds,
are more exceedingly daring to speak the Word of God
fearlessly" (Phil. 1:12-14). His own audience came to
him, and his example spurred on the preaching of others.
No other part of the Scriptures is so suffused with
prayer as Ephesians. While the opening strain may not
be an actual prayer, it is a lengthened benediction:
"Blessed be the God and Father . . Who . ." Then Paul
gives thanks and prays (1:15-17). When does he cease?
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There seems to be no definite stop until, in chapter three,
he begins again! He resumes his direct petition in the
fourteenth verse (3:14). In chapter four he beseeches
the saints. This continues until these concluding para
graphs where he pleads that they pray for him. In no
other epistle is the spirit of petition more prevalent. It
is heartening, therefore, to know that this prayer was
answered. Is it not prophetic of the time when all of
these petitions will be fulfilled?
Now that the great apostle has poured out his life, the
prayer for him is no longer needed. Yet the necessity
for such a petition is much more urgent today than when
it was first dictated by the spirit. The secret of the evan
gel is practically unknown. It certainly is not preached.
It is shackled with the chains of ignorance and tradition
and unbelief. The darkness is dense. Let the reader
quietly consider the basis on which present day evangel
ism is carried on by the more enlightened and faithful
preachers. The commissions of Matthew, Mark, and Luke
are given as their marching orders. Even the twelve
apostles never followed Matthew's commission, for they
knew that it awaits the day when the King is on His
throne. Mark's commission is definitely said to be ful
filled. Luke's was continued in the Pentecostal period,
and is set aside along with the ministries of Acts.
It was the rejection of the Lucan ministry by the
nation of Israel, as detailed in the Acts account, which
opened up the opportunity for the new and distinct rev
elation, hitherto hidden. It is subversive of all sense to
go back to the previous commissions or to inject them
into the later unfolding.' Once this is acknowledged, and
the secret is grasped, its distinctness from all previous
evangels is so pronounced that it seems impossible we
should have mixed them all together. We cannot help
following Paul's example, and implore the saints to per
severe in prayer and supplication that expression may
be given to the secret evangel which God has specially

Tychicus' Commission
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given to reveal His grace in this secret administration.

It is only because He is dealing in pure grace thai\apyone is saved.

V

TYCHICUS' COMMISSION

Tychicus' name is apt, for it is formed from the root
happen. He it is who observes the things that happen to

Paul, and who is sent to inform the saints of Paul's
affairs in order to keep up the bond of affection which
bound them to him. In Christ he was a "brother be
loved". In the Lord he was a "faithful servant". What
higher praise could be accorded him? It is a rare com

bination. Many a brother is loving, but lacking in faith
fulness. Others are faithful, but lacking in love. But
Tychicus was balanced, a splendid specimen, such as
Ephesians should produce when it is apprehended by
the heart and practised in the life.
THE CLOSING BENEDICTION

What a balm this benediction brings! To float calmly
on life's troubled sea needs anchorage well grounded in
God and in His Christ. The Father's affection and pro
vision for His family can only be appreciated by the
faith which luxuriates in His love. All saints of all time
have known a measure of God's beneficence. It remained
for us, who deserved it least, to reach the pinnacle of
His grace, and so discover the zenith of His love. Let us
revel in it, so that this benediction may find a satisfying
fulfillment in our experience.
Love is the keynote of this epistle, and on this it
closes. Grace and love. Grace is for those who love.
Some have thought that God's special favor rests on

those who know, and surely God greatly values intelli
gence and will give it due reward. But knowing is not
an end. It is a means. It leads to love. The realization
of the surpassing love of Christ cannot fail to kindle a
kindred emotion in our breasts. Those who have followed
the unfoldings of. this epistle to this point should be
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lavish in their love to Him. The deeper we explore His
fathomless affection the more our love becomes like His.
Have we drunk so deeply of His grace that we can
echo the apostle's closing words? Some saints may have
slandered us. Some may have done us serious wrong.
Most of them would refuse our fellowship. What is our
response? If they love our Lord in incorruption, may
grace be theirs in unstinted measure! It is not the atti
tude of His beloved saints to us that counts, but their
heart for Him. This is the supreme test. Let a man love
Christ and I am for him, no matter what he thinks of
me!
Love incorruptible is the precious fruit of God's
primeval purpose, the end and object of all creation, the
crown of redemption and the very aura of God's glory.
CONCLUSION

The secret administration which is revealed to our
hearts in Ephesians is dominated by one controlling
thought, which is expressed in the Greek by the prefix
sun, and in English by the term joint. The elect among
the nations are associated with a chosen remnant of
Israel for equal, ineffable, celestial glory. This is pre
sented from three standpoints, according as it expresses
our relationship to God, to Christ, and to the saints.
God, in His absolute sovereignty, selected some out of the
apostate nation for a celestial allotment, giving them the
earnest of His spirit. The believers among the nations
receive the same pledge, and are therefore joint allottees.
Christ forms this Israelitish remnant into His spirit
ual body, for the administration of His universal empire.
The spirit has already incorporated believers among the
nation into that body, but now all physical distinctions
vanish and they become joint members.
A new humanity is begun in Christ, in which the
saints among the nations are made fellow citizens, mem
bers of God's family, and a part of the temple in which
He dwells. In these we become joint partakers.

and the Conclusion
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Each of these three aspects touches another "mys
tery" from which we must carefully distinguish it. The
celestial allotment flows from the full revelation of the
mystery of Christ. His earthly sovereignty had been
revealed. His heavenly headship gives Him a universal

throne.
"As it is now revealed," Christ's celestial
domains are our allotment.
Faith has already seated the members of Christ's
body on their heavenly throne. But His viviflcation,
ascension, and rest shall yet be our portion in fact as
well as in faith. Our present bodies are not fit for that
celestial scene. They must undergo the change which the
mystery of the resurrection sets forth. They will be
changed from miserable, mortal, soulish, soilish bodies to
imperishable, glorious, spiritual, celestial bodies like His.
Following Israel's defection Paul proclaims the con
ciliation, the mystery of the gospel, by which all man
kind are conciliated to God and the priestly supremacy
of Israel is set aside. In Ephesians this is not only true
for the world, but it applies to the saints as well* We
who do not belong to the favored nation are fellow par
takers with all the saints.
To fully enjoy the message of Ephesians and revel in
the grace which it reveals, we should apprehend these
previous mysteries. The exaltation of Christ to universal
dominion, in the heavens as well as on the earth, is essen
tial to a realization of our celestial destiny and high
heavenly honors. This is equally true of the change
wrought by vivification as set forth in the mystery of
the resurrection. If Christ were not exalted to the high
est heaven we would not care to make it our abode. If
our bodies were not changed, we could not share it with
Him. These mysteries should be our delight before we
enter the portals of Ephesians.
Love underlies it all. All was created in the Son of
His love. The eons will not cease to unfold until all shall
respond and satisfy the longings of His heart. To dis-
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play His love and create a response in the breasts of His
creatures is the purpose of the eons. Does not this ex
plain the pain, the sorrow, the despair, and the death
which seem to have blighted all His efforts? These are
but the background, the contrast so essential for the rev
elation of their opposites. They are the bitter ingredients
without which we cannot know the balm, the joy, the
ecstasy, the ineffable delight which God has prepared for
us. Adam would never have known good if he had not
eaten of the tree of the knowledge of evil. We can never
know grace unless we first experience sin.
In Ephesians we see man at his worst and God at His
best. There is the deepest degradation and the greatest
grace. It is an epistle of superlatives. The last become
first, the lowest highest. The dregs of earth become the
elect of heaven. We are His achievement, a special and
permanent display to exhibit to an admiring universe
the multifarious wisdom and the immense wealth of
grace there is in Him. He has made us an essential feat
ure of His glory. He needs our worthlessness to reveal
His wonders to the whole creation.
The infinite wisdom, the excessive power, the fathom
less love which this secret economy displays will forever
set God's name at the very pinnacle of fame, not only
in the coming eon and the eon of the eons, but in the
ceaseless cycles which follow the consummation, not only
for the sons of Adam, for all their generations, but in the
spirit world as well, with its myriads upon myriads,
from the meanest messenger to the mightiest monarch,
throughout the stellar universe. Such glorious grace,
such boundless favor, appals, prostrates, and overawes.
Silence and adoration can only whisper
Blessed, blessed, blessed be the
God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, Who has blessed us so.
AND

THERE

WILL BE

NO END

A. E. K.

Jn Defense

THE PURPOSE OF THE AGES
(Continued)

CHRIST MANIFESTED AT THE END OP THE AGES

In the April, 1932, Bible Standard, the series con
tinues, with the above heading. The argument seeks to
prove that, as sunteleia is the *' converging of the lines of
Divine Prophecy", and is used elsewhere in Matthew
only concerning the conclusion of this age, therefore it
was fitting that so tremendous an event as the appearing
of the Son of God should be designated by the momentous
words "A running together of the age (or, the ages) ".
But the main argument is based on the undoubted fact
that "sin" is used also of "sin offering". He acknowl
edges that the word translated "put away" is elsewhere
translated "despise, reject, cast off", and in this epistle,
"disannul". Yet he makes the astonished assertion that
Christ appeared to disannul the sin offering!
The great trouble with our dear brother is that he is
so overwhelmingly eager to prove us wrong that he is not
concerned about being correct himself. He reasons to
conclusions which are contrary to the plainest passages
of Scripture, and actually prints them, thereby making
his future career exceedingly difficult. In this case a
reference to the forty-fifth of Ezekiel should have made
him pause, for there the sin offering is mentioned five
times, as not "disannulled" or "put away" when Israel
is again in their land. Indeed, from chapter forty on,
when the. prophet has his millennial vision, to its end, the
sin offering is before us about fourteen times. In the
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The Sin Offering not Ended

temple of that day there wiirbe two tables on each side of
the porch on which to slay the sin offering (40:39).
There are to be north and south chambers where the
priests shall eat the sin offering (42:13). The seed of
Zadok shall be given a young bullock for a sin offering
(43:19), and it will be burned (21). On the second day
a kid of the goats is to be offered for a sin offering (22).
For seven days a goat shall be offered for a sin offering
(25). On the day a priest shall go into the inner court

he shall offer his sin offering (44: 27). The priests shall
eat the sin offering (44: 29). The prince shall prepare a
sm offering (45:17). The priest shall put the blood of

the sin offering on various parts of the place (45:19).
On the Passover the prince shall prepare a sin offering
for himself (45:22), as well as a kid of the goats for a
sin offering for the seven days of the festival (45: 23).
This he will also do in the seventh month (45: 25). The
sin offering will be boiled in the holy chambers of the
priests (46:20). Thus, with all this circumstance, we
are assured that the sin offering was not ended by the
sacrifice of Christ on Golgotha. This is Scripture. Our
brother rejects it and asks us to believe his surmises in
place of God's Word.
It may be profitable to trace some of the mental aber
rations which have led to this conclusion. His apostasy
begins with calling "Universal Reconciliation77 a "the
ory". As it is merely a grammatical variation of Colossians 1: 20 I have no hesitancy in charging him with call
ing a part of God's Word a theory. Neither do I hesitate
to call "conditional immortality" a theory, though I
myself acknowledge that there is no life outside of
Christ. The word "conditional" is human and deals
with reasoning concerning the Scriptures, hence is imper
fect, allowing unscriptural thoughts to intrude.
Much is made of the fact that, in Hebrews 9:26, the
Concordant Version does not preserve the order of the
Greek words. On the contrary, the sublinear gives the

The Lake of Fire is Death
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exact order. No idiomatic version follows this order, not
even the Revised, which is cited. The Concordant render
ing is not needed to ■" bolster up the idea that sin will
continue in the new creation (the new heaven and earth),
and remain unremoved for a long period, until 'the end
of the ages'." That idea is "bolstered up" by the apos
tle John, when he writes that "under no circumstances
may anything contaminating, or one who is making an
abomination and a lie be entering" the holy city, Jeru
salem, which comes down out of heaven, when the new
earth is created. There will be leaves for the cure of the
nations (Rev. 22:2).
Never, in all concordant teaching, has the lake of fire
been set forth as, in any measure, "a kind of Purga
tory". We will thank Brother Wm. Campbell if he will
either furnish us with a single sentence in all our writ
ings to this effect, or will publicly retract this slander.
We have repeatedly guarded this point, and he will have
no difficulty in finding statements to the contrary in our
writings. If he thinks that he can keep his flock from
considering the truth by insinuating that I am not true
to the sacrifice of Christ, I think that he has seriously
misjudged the saints who meet at West Street, and else
where in New Zealand. If it is necessary to circulate
slander against me in order to discredit me, your cause
is very weak. I believe that the lake of fire is the second
death, and no purgatory is possible in the death state.
Take this back or take the consequences.
The "suntelia" (end) is now defined and illustrated
by comparing it with "a great terminus, such as one of
those in London, many railway lines from various parts
of the country converge together in one stretch compris
ing many double tracks of railway, which run at last
into the great station. The suntelia is not the terminus,
but the converging together of the lines of Divine proph
ecy, ready to run right on to the great conclusion of ful
filment". Note the inaccurate use of words. The Con-
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cordant Version accurately renders sunteleia conclu
sion. There is no better English word for it. It suggests
the ending, in contrast to the end. The conclusion of this
series may include a whole paragraph, or even more. But
here our minds are muddled by the phrase "conclusion
of fulfilment".
This confusion is worse confounded when we are cor
rectly informed that all of the five remaining occurrences
of the words "refer to the time of the Second Coming of
Christ, and just prior to the commencement of the Mil
lennium". Get the picture in your mind (if you can!).
All of the railways converged at the sacrifice of Christ,
yet, much later on, at His Advent, all of one line first
converge! The mind abhors these dizzy mental gymnas
tics, so he hastens away from them and appeals to various
phrases, such as the end of these days (Heb. 1:2), the
end of the times (1 Pet. 1:19, 20), and the fulness of the
time (Gal. 4:4), all of which prove that he is sadly in
need of evidence which these refuse to furnish.
The only one which has a bearing on the matter at
issue is that concerning the ends of the ages in First
Corinthians 10:11. Yet here he should not forsake his
own illustration by saying that ' ' These passages do not
refer to the future, but to the time in which the believers
lived to whom these things were written."
My dear
brother, we like to keep our mental apartments in some
sort of order, and cannot bear to see things strewn about
so unceremoniously. If the ends of the ages occurred
during Paul's early ministry how can the "running to
gether of the ages" still be in the future? Does the
phrase "the ages" include less time than "the age"?
Since the Corinthians, in spirit, were a new creation, I
can easily understand how, in spirit, they should attain
to the consummation, for that is true of myself. But
that is not true in fact, for the ages are still with us.
•
The fact that sin w:as not "put away" or "dis
annulled" at the sacrifice of Christ is conceded by you.

God's Word Repudiated
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Otherwise you would not seek to make it the sin offering.
Now you directly repudiate God's Word, and I must
leave you to explain to Him why, when you found your
self so plainly at variance with His revelation, you did
not immediately question the course which led you into
opposition with what is written. But, seeing that you
calmly disbelieve Colossians 1:20, why should you not
also reject Ezekiel 40-48? If I needed proof that God
will reconcile the universe to Himself through the blood
of Christ's cross, I could find it in the fact that those
who oppose it must reject the Bible elsewhere as well.
RECONCILING THE WORLD

This is a really good exposition of the conciliation
(not reconciliation) of the world. After showing that
propitiation is a different thought, the various words
formed from allasso, change (katallage, conciliation,
katallasso, conciliate, metallasso, alter, diallasso, placate,
apokatallasso, reconcile), are given, though he fails to
distinguish between them. He then shows how, in Romans
one, these words are used to indicate the estrangement of
mankind from God, where "they change (ellaxan) the
glory of God into the likeness of an image" (23), who
alter (metellaxan) the truth of God into the lie (25), and
whose females, as well, alter (metellaxan) the natural use
into that which is beside nature (26). Wherefore God
gives them up.
Then he traces this estrangement until the call of
Israel and shows that Christ is a minister of the Cir
cumcision, and that the nations were still afar off. That
he is not thoroughly grounded in Paul's teaching on the
conciliation appears from the fact that he commences
the operation of the conciliation from the evangelization
of Samaria, the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch and
the reception of the holy spirit by the centurion Corne
lius. As Dr. Bullinger once pointed out to me in a priv
ate letter, here we have the preaching of the kingdom to
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all the sons of Noah, the Ethiopian being a son of Ham,
and the centurion of Japheth. All of these became pros
elytes of Israel, and were reached through the Circum
cision apostles, and all was done before God severed Saul
of Tarsus for a ministry based on Israel's defection. The
truth of the conciliation of the world does not come to us
through Peter, James, and John. This can be seen even
in their epistles, which were written much later. Samaria,
the eunuch, and Cornelius are but symptoms of what
will take place in the coming kingdom, when Israel is not
"east away". It is their casting away which is the con
ciliation of the world (Rom. 11:15). This occurs in the
latter part of Acts, especially at the end, not in the
earlier record of the activity of the kingdom apostles.
One sorrowful feature about the article is this: It is
supposed to be against us, when, as a matter of fact it is
not merely in line with our teaching but, indirectly, is
taken from us. Instead of acknowledging his indebted
ness to us, he mentions another, who took it from us, and
also seeks to use it against us. He is biting the hand that
feeds him. It reminds me of a chart of the eons given
out by Pastor Aldridge. (This would be a good time to
repudiate it, by the way.) A brother from New Zealand
came to visit me and hinted that I had copied my chart
from one by Brother Aldridge. Only after we had shown
him that my chart had appeared before, that Brother
Aldridge had seen mine, and that I had never seen his,
was he satisfied. Brother Aldridge was quite justified in
not acknowledging any help he may have had, for he
knew it would prejudice his people against it, and he
never could have gone so far as to use my own work
against me. At any rate I am thankful to see this great
truth find expression.
Again, I commend the article in The Bible Standard
for May 2, 1932, with the following corrections. (1) The
subject is conciliation, not reconciliation, and so through
out. Failure to distinguish between katallasso, conciliate,

but Conciliation
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a change on one side only, and apokatallasso, reconcile, a
mutual change, is fatal to clarity on this theme. (2) It
did not commence before the casting away of Israel.
(3) The statement that" justification goes back to Adam,
and reverses the Fall", is not in accord with the facts.
Justification is dealt with in Eomans three and four, and
goes back to Abraham, before his circumcision. It is
conciliation which goes back to Adam.
(4) The title
"reconciling the world" is distinctly denied at the close,
where he says, "This is the reconciliation of the world;
God taking the first step toward men, on the basis of the
death of Christ on behalf of all. It is the 'katallasso',
the change down, from God toward man. But it does
not mean that all shall be saved ' willy nilly'. It is a
basis, not a goal." This is good, only it is not a recon
ciliation at all, for it is only on God's side. This is con
ciliation.
Finally, my beloved brethren, let me assure you of
my sympathy in your opposition to the dishonoring
dogma of eternal torment. I also once held that annihila
tion was the divine alternative, and would not even con
sider what God had said on the subject, for I was often
warned against the fearful error of "non-eternity". It
took much patience on God's part to lead me to believe
Him. My chief object in writing to you is to awaken in
your heart a desire to know what God has actually
revealed, so that you may believe Him. First, I beg of
you not to accept a single word which God has not in
spired. Next, I implore you to fix its meaning by its
usage in all of its occurrences in a concordance of the
original, or as rendered in a concordant version. Then
you may have the delicious satisfaction which comes
to those alone.who know God and revel in His revelation.
A. E. K.

(A reply to later articles in "The Bible
Standard" will appear in our next issue.)

THE TRIALS OF A TRANSLATOR

It is my sincere desire to continually improve the Con
cordant Version. I am using extraordinary measures
to accomplish this. I hoped that constructive criticism
would be helpful, but the critics seldom find the weak
spots. They only oppose what is good, but unacceptable
to creed-bound clerics. I am testing every word again
and again, not through English spectacles, but through
German. The peculiarities of a language have a ten
dency to influence translation. This is practically nulli
fied if the translator works in two languages. This may
be illustrated by an example.
The word periousion has caused English translators
much trouble.
The Authorized Version renders Titus
2:14, "a peculiar people". This, alas, is too true, but it
is not the proper sense. The Revisers change to "a people

for his own possession", which talks much and says little.
The meaning seems to be manifest. What can be clearer
and dearer than "an about-being people"? God wants
us about Him. We are His entourage. I had to compro
mise with "a special people", but I am not satisfied. In
German we can say, "a circumjacent people". That is
the exact sense, but the pity of it is that these people act
so "peculiar" (as their own Bible bears witness!) that
they want only "sound" (! ) words—for their ears, not
their hearts. Perhaps I will be allowed to say "a people
to be about Him". Do not write me a scolding letter. I
have given the exact rendering in the sublinear. Only, if
you know a better rendering, send it to me. The thought
is wonderful, and too marvelous to miss. God wants us
about Him, near Him. We are like the tribe of Levi
among the peoples of the earth and the creatures of the
heavens—the entourage of the Supreme.
A. E. K.

T5f)e fialesttne

CREEDS AND CURRENCY

THE ORTHODOX

[GREEK]

CHURCH

In Palestine the creeds of Christendom come into contact
and clash. In Jerusalem I was guardedly questioned as to the
Holy Spirit. Did it "proceed" from the Father and the Son, as
taught by Protestantism and Rome, or from the Father only,
as the Greek Orthodox Church teaches? The intelligent East
ern, though a Christian, was evidently heretical on this point,
or shall I say "orthodox"? At any rate the Greek orthodox
does seem more straight on this point than Rome or the Pro
testants. This aroused my curiosity as to the "orthodoxy" of
the Greek Church. On this point they say, "I believe in the
Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life, who proceedeth from
the Father, and with the Father and Son is worshipped and
glorified." Though far from straight, this statement is nearer
the truth than most creeds. It seems that the Holy Scriptures
and the decrees of the first seven General Councils constitute
their full statement of belief.
THE FIRST SEVEN CHURCH COUNCILS

I have long held that "orthodoxy" is only a pious covering
for error. Perhaps there is no better way of proving this than
a brief statement of the decrees of these seven General Coun
cils. I have never carefully investigated the teachings of the
so-called "heretics" of those days, so refuse to go on record
either for or against them. But, superficially, it almost seems
that, whenever a man was raised up by God to protest against
a false doctrine, a General Council was called to preserve the
error and condemn the truth. The first council, at Nicasa, was
called against Arius, who denied the equality of the Son with
the Father. The second, at Constantinople, was against those
who denied the equality of the holy spirit. The third, at Ephesus, was against Nestorius, who denied the humanity of Christ,
as distinct from Jesus. They may have been really "orthodox"
in this case. The fourth was against Eutyches, who denied
the double nature of Christ. The fifth was against ten teach
ings of Origen. The sixth was against the Monothelites, who
held that Christ had but one will. The seventh was against
those who condemned the use of pictures and images.
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Declension and Disaster

What a sad record of declension! We are to take counsel
frcm God, through His Word. If we call a council of our fel
lows, on matters beyond their ken, we need expect nothing else

than error. A council averages no higher than the men who
compose it, and loyalty to God's Word is to be found only in
individuals, not in masses of men. The record of the church's
shameful apostasy has now become the standard of its faith!
Judged by some other communion, every sect in Christendom
is heretical. It is difficult for a European or an American
"Christian" to entertain the idea that all of the different
churches of his acquaintance are judged not to be "orthodox"
by a church which, historically speaking, has an unbroken
history right back to the time of the apostles and still uses
the language of inspiration.
,

TROUBLOUS

TIMES

The Assyrian Nestorian Christians are in a most serious
predicament. Persecution has driven most of them back into
the mountains of Kurdistan. So long as British power is para
mount they are safe. But the Kurds have made no secret of
their intention of massacring them all once the restraint of
Great Britain has been withdrawn. At least so I am told.
Quite a contingent of Assyrians is in the British army. This
levy has the reputation of being the best body of soldiers in
the world. Dressed in jaunty uniforms, with wide-brimmed,
tilted hats, they look more picturesque than dangerous. Their
physiognomy is quite distinct from that of the Arabs. As I
write, the Patriarch is ill, due, it is said, to brooding over
the fate and future of his people. Nothing seems able to avert
a terrible tragedy which will cause the whole world to shudder

with dismay.

PALESTINIAN

CURRENCY

For an American or an Englishman the money of Palestine
presents no difficulties.
Reckoning roughly, each mil, the
smallest unit, is half of a cent, or a quarter of a penny. The
pound is practically the same as the English pound, normally
nearly live dollars. It contains a thousand mils. In ordinary
intercourse, however, these are not used nearly as much as a
piaster. This name has no legal standing, but, if you go into a
shop, they will give you the price of most things in piasters.

A hotel charges forty, fifty, sixty, or a hundred piasters. A
loaf of bread is a piaster and a half. This is always used as
the equivalent of ten mils, the American five cents, or the
English tuppence hap'ny. The larger values, such as fifty mils

and one hundred mils are easily recognized by their resem
blance to a "quarter" (25^) or a shilling, and to the American
fifty cent piece. The other coins are of baser metal, 5, 10, and
20 mils, with holes in their centers, and one and two mils, of
copper. Change is very scarce, for the Arabs still hide their
money, and they do not think that paper currency is suitable
to store :away.
A. E. K.
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